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SUMMARY 

 

Skeletal muscle cells are syncytial cells that attach to tendon cells via the 

myotendinous junction for proper function. Muscle cells acquire nuclei via several 

rounds of myoblast fusion events. The multiple nuclei within myofibers are 

distributed evenly along the periphery of the muscle cell. The positioning of 

myonuclei within the cell is a dynamic process, that depends on the cell’s fate and 

developmental stage, and that is adjusted for optimal cell function. This pattern is 

established in embryonic myotubes, where myonuclei move via microtubules and 

microtubule-associated proteins to achieve their distribution. Improper positioning of 

myonuclei is often associated with muscle dysfunction and disease. Several 

mechanisms required for regulating myoblast fusion and nuclear position have been 

identified using the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster. The conservation of the 

myofiber between the fly and vertebrates, the availability of advanced genetic tools, 

and the ability to visualize dynamic processes using fluorescent proteins in vivo 

makes the fly an excellent system to study these mechanisms.  

 In this Thesis, in Chaper 1 (General Introduction) we start by extensively 

reviewing the mechanisms that regulate myoblast fusion and myonuclear positioning. 

In Chapter 3 (General Materials and Methods) we describe the tools and techniques 

used to investigate myonuclear positioning and muscle function in the Drosophila 

embryo and larva. 

To achieve Goal 1 described on Chapter 2 (Goals) of analyzing the input of 

tendon cells in myonuclear movement and positioning, in Part I of Chapter 4 (Results) 

we investigate the role of muscle-tendon interactions in aspects of intracellular 

muscle organization, such as myonuclear positioning, by focusing on the Slit-Robo 

pathway. We describe two novel roles for Robo1 in Drosophila myogenesis and show 

that robo1 is involved both in regulating myoblast fusion and myonuclear positioning 

in the LT muscles in a Slit-independent fashion. In embryos lacking robo1, fusion 

events take longer, actin foci have less actin, the LTs contain fewer nuclei, and LT 

myonuclei are mispositioned. We also investigated the possibility of an interaction of 

Robo1 with known regulators of myonuclear positioning and showed that Robo1 does 

not participate in the cortical pulling pathway. Moreover, we describe a setback and 

the measures we took to overcome that. Nevertheless, the main conclusions 

mentioned above remain valid.  
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For our Goal 2, we were interested in exploring the impact of myonuclear 

positioning on cytoskeletal organization and muscle structure and function by 

analyzing mutants with myonuclear positioning defects and assessing larval muscle 

organization and locomotion. In Part II of Chapter 4 (Results), we describe the 

mechanistic interaction of Ensconsin and Bsg25D, which defines a novel relationship 

between these two proteins. Loss of Bsg25D enhances myonuclear positioning defects 

in embryos sensitized by partial Ens loss. Bsg25D overexpression results in severe 

positioning defects in immature myotubes and fully differentiated myofibers, with the 

presence of ectopic microtubule organizing centers, disrupts astral microtubules, 

reduces muscle stiffness, and decreases larval crawling velocity. We show that 

misexpression of Bsg25D disrupts the microtubule cytoskeleton organization, with 

disastrous consequences for myonuclear positioning and muscle function. 

Lastly, we present preliminary data on genes that were analyzed during the 

course of the graduate studies and provide future directions for the next experiments. 

Our data sheds light into the importance of muscle-tendon interactions during 

muscle development, as well as the proper organization of the microtubule 

cytoskeleton for optimized muscle function. Further studies in this field to identify 

new players required for myoblast fusion and myonuclear positioning will provide 

valuable insight into the mechanisms that regulate these processes.  
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RESUMO 

 

As células do músculo esquelético são sincícios que se ligam às células do tendão 

para o funcionamento muscular adequado. As células do músculo adquirem núcleos 

através de vários ciclos de eventos de fusão de mioblastos. Os múltiplos núcleos nas 

fibras musculares são distribuídos uniformemente ao longo da periferia da célula. O 

posicionamento dos núcleos é um processo dinâmico que depende do estadio de 

desenvolvimento da célula e é ajustado para um funcionamento celular ideal. Este 

padrão é estabelecido nos miotubos embrionários, onde os mionúcleos se movem 

por acção dos microtúbulos e proteínas associadas para obter sua distribuição final. 

O posicionamento inadequado dos mionúcleos está frequentemente associado a 

disfunção e doenças musculares. Vários mecanismos necessários para regular a fusão 

de mioblastos e a posição nuclear foram identificados usando a mosca da fruta, 

Drosophila melanogaster. A conservação da miofibra entre a mosca e os vertebrados, 

a disponibilidade de ferramentas genéticas avançadas e a capacidade de visualizar 

processos dinâmicos utilizando proteínas fluorescentes in vivo tornam a mosca um 

excelente sistema para estudar esses mecanismos. 

Nesta Tese, no Capítulo 1 (Introdução Geral), começamos por rever 

extensivamente os mecanismos que regulam a fusão de mioblastos e o 

posicionamento mionuclear. No Capitulo 3 (Materiais e Métodos Gerais) descrevemos 

as ferramentas e técnicas utilizadas para investigar o posicionamento mionuclear e a 

função muscular no embrião e larva de Drosophila. 

Para atingir o Objetivo 1 descrito no Capitulo 2 (Objectivos) de analisar a acção 

dos tendões no movimento e posicionamento mionucleares, na Parte I do Capítulo 4 

(Resultados) investigamos o papel das interacções músculo-tendão na organização 

intracelular do miotubo, particularmente no que toca ao posicionamento mionuclear 

com foco na via de sinalização Slit-Robo. Descrevemos duas novas funções para o 

Robo1 durante a miogénese na Drosophila. Demonstramos que o Robo1 está 

envolvido tanto na regulação da fusão de mioblastos quanto no posicionamento 

nuclear nos músculos LT de maneira independente do Slit. Em embriões sem Robo1, 

a fusão de mioblastos demora mais tempo, os focos de actina têm menos actina, os 

músculos LT contêm menos núcleos e os mionúcleos estão incorrectamente 

posicionados. Também investigamos a possibilidade da interação do Robo1 com 

conhecidos reguladores do posicionamento mionuclear e demonstramos que o Robo1 

não participa nas mesmas vias de sinalização já descritas. Além disso, descrevemos 
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um contratempo e as medidas que adoptámos para o ultrapassar. No entanto, as 

principais conclusões mencionadas permanecem válidas. 

Para cumprir o Objetivo 2, estávamos interessados em explorar o impacto do 

posicionamento mionuclear na organização do citoesqueleto e na estrutura e função 

muscular, através da análise de mutantes com defeitos no posicionamento 

mionuclear e avaliação da organização e função do músculo da larva. Na Parte II do 

Capítulo 4 (Resultados), descrevemos o mecanismo de interacção do Ensconsin e do 

Bsg25D, definindo uma nova relação entre estas duas proteínas. A perda de Bsg25D 

aumenta os defeitos de posicionamento mionuclear nos embriões sensibilizados pela 

perda parcial de Ensconsin. A sobreexpressão de Bsg25D resulta em graves defeitos 

de posicionamento nos miotubos e miofibras, que manifestam a presença de centros 

organizadores de microtúbulos ectópicos, sem microtúbulos astrais, com rigidez 

muscular reduzida e diminuição da mobilidade da larva. Demonstramos que a 

expressão incorreta de Bsg25D desregula a organização dos microtúbulos, com 

consequências desastrosas para o posicionamento mionuclear e a função muscular. 

Por fim, apresentamos dados preliminares sobre genes que foram analisados 

durante o doutoramento e fornecemos orientações futuras para as próximas 

experiências. 

Os nossos dados revelam a importância das interacções músculo-tendão 

durante o desenvolvimento muscular, assim como da correcta organização do 

citoesqueleto para o bom funcionamento dos músculos. Estudos futuros com o 

objectivo de identificar novas proteínas envolvidas na fusão de mioblastos e no 

posicionamento nuclear vão, por certo, trazer conhecimento valioso acerca dos 

mecanismos responsáveis por regular estes processos.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

The study of Drosophila muscle development dates back to the middle of the last 

century. Since that time, Drosophila has proved to be an ideal system for studying 

muscle development, differentiation, function, and disease. As in humans, Drosophila 

muscle forms via a series of conserved steps, starting with muscle specification, 

myoblast fusion, attachment to tendon cells, interactions with motor neurons, and 

sarcomere and myofibril formation. The genes and mechanisms required for these 

processes share striking similarities to those found in humans. The highly tractable 

genetic system and imaging approaches available in Drosophila allow for an efficient 

interrogation of muscle biology and for application of what we learn to other systems. 

In this article, we review our current understanding of muscle development in 

Drosophila, with a focus on myoblast fusion, the process responsible for the 

generation of syncytial muscle cells. We also compare and contrast those genes 

required for fusion in Drosophila and vertebrates.  
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INTRODUCTION  

 

From Drosophila to human, skeletal muscles develop and mature through similar 

steps: cells of the mesoderm are first specified to be skeletal muscle cells, which then 

undergo cell–cell fusion to add mass to these cells. After fusion is completed, 

sarcomeres assemble to provide contractile force, and the muscle cell builds 

connections with its surrounding tissues, such as tendons and motor neurons. Many 

of the genes that are critical for these steps are conserved across species. This also 

holds true for nautilus, which is the fly ortholog of vertebrate MYOD and a key 

regulator of myogenic differentiation in Drosophila ([1]; reviewed by [2]). As discussed 

below, Nautilus interacts with other transcription and chromatin regulators, and 

determines muscle identity, morphology, and size (reviewed in [3]).  

 

During Drosophila’s life cycle, two periods of myoblast fusion occur to form 

the larval muscle system and adult muscle system, respectively (Fig. 1.1.1). The larval 

body wall muscles form during the embryonic stage. These muscles have been 

intensively studied as they represent muscle at its simplest: a single muscle fiber 

forms a single muscle. The adult muscle system forms during the pupal stage of 

development. In contrast to the larva, each single adult muscle is composed of 

multiple muscle fibers and thus more closely resembles the muscle organization 

found in vertebrate skeletal muscle (reviewed by [3,4]). This pertains in particular to 

the indirect flight muscles, the largest and best-studied muscle set of the adult fly. In 

Figure 1.1.1 – Larval and adult Drosophila muscles. A) Schematic representation of the larval 
muscles. The Ventral Longitudinal (VL) muscles 3 (top) and 4 (bottom) are highlighted in red. B) 
Schematic representation of the adult muscles. The Dorsal Longitudinal Muscles (DLMs) that compose 
the major portion of the Indirect Flight Muscles are highlighted in red. C) Representative image of the 
3rd instar larval VL muscles 3 and 4. D) Representative image of the DLMs where it is possible to 
observe multiple myofibrils and nuclei. C and D) Actin labeling in sarcomere, red; Nuclei, white. Scale 
bars, 25 µm. 

Please cite this article in press as: S. Deng, et al., Acting on identity: Myoblast fusion and the formation of the syncytial muscle fiber,
Semin Cell Dev Biol (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.semcdb.2017.10.033
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a single muscle. The adult muscle system forms during the pupal
stage of development. In contrast to the larva, each single adult
muscle is composed of multiple muscle fibers and thus more closely
resembles the muscle organization found in vertebrate skeletal
muscle (reviewed by Dobi et al. [1]; Taylor [2]. This pertains in par-
ticular to the indirect flight muscles, the largest and best-studied
muscle set of the adult fly. In this review, we first give a brief
overview of muscle specification (Fig. 2) and then focus on a dis-
cussion of the current studies in myoblast fusion both in Drosophila
(Fig. 3, Table 1) and vertebrates (Table 2).

2. Preparing for fusion: specification of muscle cells

2.1. Muscle specification in the Drosophila embryo forms the
larval muscles

The body wall or skeletal muscles are derived from somatic
(Drosophila) or paraxial (mammals) mesoderm, respectively. In
Drosophila, the allocation of somatic mesoderm depends on the
communication between the mesoderm and the ectoderm [49–51],
as well as the combination of transcription factors that are
expressed in the mesoderm (reviewed in Baylies [52]; Dobi et al
[1]. After the allocation of the somatic mesoderm, the bHLH pro-
tein Lethal of Scute (L’sc) is expressed in clusters of promuscle cells
(Fig. 2A), under the control of the Receptor Tyrosine Kinase (RTK)
pathway [53]. In each cluster, a combination of the Notch and RTK-
Ras signaling pathway activities restricts the expression of L’sc to
one cell—the muscle progenitor cell (Fig. 2B, C) [53–55]. Each pro-
genitor cell then undergoes an asymmetric division to form either
two founder cells (FC) or a single FC and an adult muscle progeni-
tor (AMP) (Fig. 2D) [56,57]. The cytoplasmic membrane-associated
protein Numb plays a critical role in determining muscle fate.
Numb antagonizes Notch-mediated lateral inhibition and allows
the expression of muscle identity proteins in the muscle progenitor
cells [57]. Different combinations of identity transcription factors
expressed in each muscle progenitor, such as Slouch, Eve, Krüp-
pel, Apterous, and the MyoD ortholog, Nautilus, in conjunction
with chromatin regulators such as Sin3a [58] determine the dif-
ferent cell identities of each FC, and hence, the final muscle pattern
(Fig. 2E, [1]. After L’sc is restricted to the progenitor cell, the remain-
ing cells in the promuscle cell cluster adopt a fusion competent
myoblast (FCM) fate. The specification of FCMs is controlled by
Notch-mediated lateral inhibition as well as by the transcription
factors Lame duck and Tramtrack [59].

Completion of FC and FCM specification allows for fusion
between the two cell types, generating syncytial muscle cells (Figs.
2 E and 3). Throughout the period of fusion, the transcriptional

profiles in both FCs and FCMs are dynamically regulated [60–63].
With the completion of each round of fusion, the fused FCM nuclei
undergo progressive reprogramming, such that FCM-specific genes
are suppressed, and the transcriptional pattern of the FC nucleus is
adopted. The nucleus from the FC retains the expression of identity
transcription factors after fusion. Additional experimental evidence
suggests that the nucleus from the FC remains transcriptionally dif-
ferent from other nuclei in the same muscle fiber [60]. Fusion events
between FCs and FCMs are completed at late stage 15 (!13.5 h AEL)
[64,65]. Myotubes derived from myoblast fusion differentiate into
fully striated, functional larval muscles (Fig. 1A, C). These muscles
grow without additional fusion events throughout the larval stage.

2.2. Muscle specification in the Drosophila pupa forms the adult
muscles

Compared to the larval muscle, less is known about the specifi-
cation process of adult Drosophila muscles. The prominent muscle
groups in the adult Drosophila include the Direct Flight Muscles
(DFM), the Indirect Flight Muscles (IFM), the jump muscles, the
abdominal muscles, and the leg muscles. Based on morphology and
gene expression, these adult somatic muscles can be divided into
two types: tubular and fibrillar muscles. The Drosophila abdominal,
jump, leg and direct flight muscles are tubular muscles with aligned
myofibrils that rely on glycolytic metabolism, while the Indirect
Flight Muscles (IFMs) are fibrillar muscles with distinct, unaligned
myofibrils (Fig. 1D) and are primarily oxidative [66]. The IFMs are
composed of 7 pairs of dorsal-ventral muscles (DVMs) and 6 pairs
of dorsal longitudinal muscles (DLMs) (Fig. 1B). DVMs and DLMs
have different orientation and attachment sites, and are generated
from fusion between myoblasts and templates with different ori-
gins (reviewed in Dobi et al. [1]. The specification of DFMs requires
the homeodomain transcription factors Cut and Apterous [67]. The
specification of IFMs depends on the transcriptional regulators Ves-
tigial [68] and Scalloped [69]. In addition, Spalt major in the IFMs
directs the fibrillar muscle fate [70]. Readers are directed to reviews
on the specification of adult muscle for more detail [1,71,72].

2.3. Muscle specification in vertebrates

Similar to Drosophila,  the specification of muscle progenitor cells
in vertebrates also requires a combination of signals from adjacent
tissues (reviewed in Munsterberg et al., [139]; Bryson-Richardson
and Currie [73]. Extracellular signals induce the expression of
Paired Box (Pax) 3 and Pax7 in the somites [74]. Pax genes have
dual roles: they enhance the proliferation of muscle precursor cells
[75], and they activate the expression of MyoD and Myf5, two

Fig 1. Larval and adult Drosophila muscles. A) Schematic representation of the larval muscles. The Ventral Longitudinal (VL) muscles 3 (top) and 4 (bottom) are highlighted in
red.  B) Schematic representation of the adult muscles. The Dorsal Longitudinal Muscles (DLMs) that compose the major portion of the Indirect Flight Muscles are highlighted
in  red. C) Representative image of the 3rd instar larval VL muscles 3 and 4. D) Representative image of the DLMs where it is possible to observe multiple myofibrils and nuclei.
C  and D) Actin labeling in sarcomere, red; Nuclei, white. Scale bars, 25 !m.
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this review, we first give a brief overview of muscle specification (Fig. 1.1.2) and then 

focus on a discussion of the current studies in myoblast fusion both in Drosophila 

(Fig. 1.1.3, Table 1.1.1) and vertebrates (Table 1.1.2).  
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PREPARING FOR FUSION: SPECIFICATION OF MUSCLE CELLS  

 

Muscle specification in the Drosophila embryo forms the larval muscles  

 

The body wall or skeletal muscles are derived from somatic (Drosophila) or paraxial 

(mammals) mesoderm, respectively. In Drosophila, the allocation of somatic 

mesoderm depends on the communication between the mesoderm and the ectoderm 

[5–7], as well as the combination of transcription factors that are expressed in the 

mesoderm (reviewed in Baylies [3,8]). After the allocation of the somatic mesoderm, 

the bHLH protein Lethal of Scute (L’sc) is expressed in clusters of promuscle cells (Fig. 

1.1.2A), under the control of the Receptor Tyrosine Kinase (RTK) pathway [9]. In each 

cluster, a combination of the Notch and RTK- Ras signaling pathway activities restricts 

the expression of L’sc to one cell—the muscle progenitor cell (Fig. 1.1.2B, C) [9–11]. 

Each progenitor cell then undergoes an asymmetric division to form either two 

founder cells (FC) or a single FC and an adult muscle progenitor (AMP) (Fig. 1.1.2D) 

[12,13]. The cytoplasmic membrane-associated protein Numb plays a critical role in 

determining muscle fate. Numb antagonizes Notch-mediated lateral inhibition and 

allows the expression of muscle identity proteins in the muscle progenitor cells [13]. 

Different combinations of identity transcription factors expressed in each muscle 

progenitor, such as Slouch, Eve, Krüppel, Apterous, and the MyoD ortholog, Nautilus, 

in conjunction with chromatin regulators such as Sin3a [14] determine the different 

cell identities of each FC, and hence, the final muscle pattern (Fig. 1.1.2E, [3]. After 

L’sc is restricted to the progenitor cell, the remaining cells in the promuscle cell 

cluster adopt a fusion competent myoblast (FCM) fate. The specification of FCMs is 

controlled by Notch-mediated lateral inhibition as well as by the transcription factors 

Lame duck and Tramtrack [15].  

Completion of FC and FCM specification allows for fusion between the two cell 

types, generating syncytial muscle cells (Figs. 1.1.2E and 1.1.3). Throughout the 

period of fusion, the transcriptional profiles in both FCs and FCMs are dynamically 

regulated [16–19]. With the completion of each round of fusion, the fused FCM nuclei 

undergo progressive reprogramming, such that FCM-specific genes are suppressed, 

and the transcriptional pattern of the FC nucleus is adopted. The nucleus from the FC 

retains the expression of identity transcription factors after fusion. Additional 

experimental evidence suggests that the nucleus from the FC remains 

transcriptionally different from other nuclei in the same muscle fiber [16]. Fusion 
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events between FCs and FCMs are completed at late stage 15 (∼13.5 h AEL) [20,21]. 

Myotubes derived from myoblast fusion differentiate into fully striated, functional 

larval muscles (Fig. 1.1.1A, C). These muscles grow without additional fusion events 

throughout the larval stage. 

 

Muscle specification in the Drosophila pupa forms the adult muscles  

 

Compared to the larval muscle, less is known about the specification process of adult 

Drosophila muscles. The prominent muscle groups in the adult Drosophila include 

the Direct Flight Muscles (DFM), the Indirect Flight Muscles (IFM), the jump muscles, 

the abdominal muscles, and the leg muscles. Based on morphology and gene 

expression, these adult somatic muscles can be divided into two types: tubular and 

fibrillar muscles. The Drosophila abdominal, jump, leg and direct flight muscles are 

tubular muscles with aligned myofibrils that rely on glycolytic metabolism, while the 

Indirect Flight Muscles (IFMs) are fibrillar muscles with distinct, unaligned myofibrils 

(Fig. 1.1.1D) and are primarily oxidative [22]. The IFMs are composed of 7 pairs of 

dorsal-ventral muscles (DVMs) and 6 pairs of dorsal longitudinal muscles (DLMs) (Fig. 

1.1.1B). DVMs and DLMs have different orientation and attachment sites and are 

generated from fusion between myoblasts and templates with different origins 

(reviewed in [3]). The specification of DFMs requires the homeodomain transcription 

factors Cut and Apterous [23]. The specification of IFMs depends on the 

transcriptional regulators Vestigial [24] and Scalloped [25]. In addition, Spalt major in 

the IFMs directs the fibrillar muscle fate [26]. Readers are directed to reviews on the 

specification of adult muscle for more detail [3,27,28].  

 

Muscle specification in vertebrates  

 

Similar to Drosophila, the specification of muscle progenitor cells in vertebrates also 

requires a combination of signals from adjacent tissues (reviewed in [29,30]). 

Extracellular signals induce the expression of Paired Box (Pax) 3 and Pax7 in the 

somites [31]. Pax genes have dual roles: they enhance the proliferation of muscle 

precursor cells [32], and they activate the expression of MyoD and Myf5, two members 

of the myogenic regulatory factor (MRF) family ([33,34]; reviewed in [30]). MRFs are a 

family of four transcription factors: MyoD, Myf5, myogenin, and MRF4. MRFs activate 

the expression of genes required for muscle differentiation. MyoD and Myf5 are the 

first MRFs expressed in muscles and function redundantly to trigger myoblast 
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specification [35]. Myogenin functions after muscle progenitor formation and 

regulates terminal differentiation of committed myoblasts [36] but can also function 

upstream of MyoD to direct the specification of some myogenic cells [37]. In addition 

to MRFs, other transcription factors are required for muscle differentiation, such as 

the Myocyte enhancer factor 2 (Mef2), which plays a conserved role in muscle cell 

differentiation from Drosophila to human [38–40]. After the specification of myogenic 

cells, two waves of myogenesis take place to form the final vertebrate muscle pattern. 

The first wave generates primary myofibers. The primary fibers function similarly to 

FCs in Drosophila and determine the shape and identity of muscles (slow or fast). The 

second wave generates secondary myofibers that align alongside the primary 

myofibers and adds mass to the muscles [41]. The formation of both types of 

myofibers requires fusion of myoblasts. In vitro experiments suggest that the fusion 

process occurs in two periods: the first involves the fusion of individual myoblasts to 

form the nascent myotubes; the second period involves fusion between the myotube 

and additional myoblasts (reviewed in [42]).  

 

 

  

Figure 1.1.2 – Specification, Fusion and Differentiation of Muscle Cells. A) Expression of L’sc 
occurs in clusters of mesodermal cells with competency to become muscle progenitor cells. B 
and C) The activity of the Notch and RTK-Ras pathways restricts the expression of L’sc to a 
single muscle progenitor cell of a particular identity. D) The remaining cells from the initial 
cluster of promuscle cells become FCMs (pink). The muscle progenitor cells undergo 
asymmetric division to form either two founder cells (red and purple) or one founder cell (green 
or yellow) and an adult muscle progenitor (blue). E) Founder cells shown in panel 2D express 
different identity genes and undergo several rounds of fusion (actin foci, red) to form syncytial 
muscle cells with different characteristics. The green founder cell expresses apterous and forms 
muscle LT1 and the yellow founder cell expresses nautilus to form muscle VA1 (modified from 
[3]). The myotubes maturate by attaching to tendon cells and developing sarcomeres (not 
shown). The final position of these muscles is highlighted in the hemisegment schematic on the 
right.  
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MAKING LARVAL MUSCLE: MYOBLAST FUSION IN THE DROSOPHILA 

EMBRYO 

 

Recognition and adhesion  

 

Myoblast fusion begins with cell–cell recognition and adhesion (Fig. 1.1.3A, Table 

1.1.1). In Drosophila, recognition and adhesion between the FC and FCMs are 

mediated by cell-specific immunoglobulin super family (IgSF) members. The IgSF 

members expressed in the FC are Dumbfounded (Duf) and Roughest (Rst) [43]. Duf 

and Rst are transmembrane proteins that function redundantly to mediate recognition 

and adhesion [44]. In the FCMs, Sticks and Stones (Sns) and Hibris (Hbs) are the 

counterparts of Duf and Rst [45,46]. Hbs can partially compensate for Sns function, 

but its activity is less efficient than Sns [47]. Expression of Rst is also detected in a 

subset of FCMs; however, its function in the FCM is unclear [44]. The interaction 

between Duf-Sns and Rst-Hbs is required for cell recognition and adhesion. Ectopic 

expression of Duf induces myoblast aggregation and adhesion but is insufficient to 

trigger fusion [43]. The interaction between Duf/Rst-Sns/Hbs is also required in other 

developmental events such axon guidance and eye development [48,49], and this 

“cassette” of transmembrane proteins is referred to as an “adhesion module” in these 

contexts. If the FC/myotube and FCMs are not in direct contact before adhesion, cell 

migration is required to bring the two types of cells into close proximity [42,50]. An 

intriguing recent development in the understanding of fusion-related adhesion is the 

identification of N-cadherin as a contributor to myoblast fusion in the Drosophila 

embryo. N-cadherin is a member of the cadherin family of adhesion proteins. N-

cadherin is present, but not restricted at the fusion site [51]. One possible function 

of N-cadherin is to mediate cell adhesion through the formation of cellular junction-

like structures at the fusion site [52]. For membrane fusion to proceed, however, N-

cadherin needs to be removed from the fusion site [52]. Kette and Schizo/Loner, 

upstream regulators of Arp2/3-mediated actin rearrangements (see Actin 

rearrangement section below), are reported to facilitate removal of N-cadherin [51–

53]. Notably, N-cadherin loss of function does not result in fusion defects in the 

Drosophila embryo [51,54], suggesting potential redundant functions with other 

members of the cadherin family.  
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Actin rearrangements at the fusion site  

 

After the cells adhere to one another, signals from 

these trans- membrane recognition and adhesion 

molecules cause the actin cytoskeleton in both 

the FC and FCM to undergo remodeling, resulting 

in a filamentous-actin (F-actin)-based focus 

structure in the FCM and a thin sheath of F-actin 

on the opposing inner membrane in the FC (Fig. 

1.1.2B). The actin focus in the FCM mediates the formation of invasive finger-like 

membrane protrusions [55]. This actin structure in the FCM is thought to provide the 

necessary force to push the lipid bilayers of the cells into close proximity. In response 

to the mechanical forces generated by the invasive protrusions from the FCM, non-

muscle Myosin II (MyoII) is recruited to the fusion site in the FC/myotube. The 

Figure 1.1.3 – Schematic representation of 
myoblast fusion. In the Drosophila embryo, fusion 
of an individual founder cell (FC) with multiple 
fusion competent myoblasts (FCMs) gives rise to a 
single multinucleated muscle cell; the number of 
FCM fusion events determines the number of nuclei 
in the mature muscle cell. A) Recognition and 
Adhesion: FC and FCM express different membrane 
proteins that allow the two cells to recognize and 
adhere to each other. When in contact, each cell 
initiates the fusion process by recruiting several 
proteins to the fusion site. B) Actin Focus 
Formation: Through the activity of the fusion 
machinery on both the FC and the FCM, actin (red) 
monomers are assembled into filaments and form a 
dense F-actin focus on the FCM side and a thin layer 
on the FC side. The FCM actin focus invades the FC 
with multiple finger-like protrusions. N-cadherin is 
removed from the membrane to allow for the next 
steps of fusion. C) Pore Formation. The formation of 
a fusion pore in the membrane occurs, allowing for 
the exchange of cytoplasm between both cells. The 
repression of the FCM transcriptional profile begins 
(FCM pink nucleus turns blue). D) Post Fusion. After 
one fusion event, the resulting cell has one 
additional nucleus that has the transcriptional 
profile of the FC (blue nuclei). At this moment, the 
cell either prepares for another round of fusion or 
stops fusing with FCMs.  
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accumulation of MyoII generates cortical tension, facilitates cell membrane 

juxtaposition, and promotes fusion pore formation (see below) [56].  

A major regulator of the actin focus during myoblast fusion is Arp2/3. Arp2/3 

is a multi-subunit protein complex that binds to actin filaments and polymerizes new 

actin filaments at a 70◦ angle from the pre-existing actin filament. Arp2/3 is activated 

by the nucleation-promoting factors (NPFs), Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrome protein (WASp) 

and SCAR (also known as WAVE). Signal transduction from the membrane to these 

actin cytoskeleton regulators is partially mediated by the activity of Crk, as well as 

Dreadlock (Dock), the Drosophila homolog of Nck. Both Dock and Crk are adapter 

proteins with src homology 2 (SH2)/SH3 domains. Dock can interact with all four IgSF 

transmembrane proteins that have SH2 or SH3 domains, but it only genetically 

interacts with Duf, Sns, and Hbs [57]. In addition, rescue experiments using a series 

of sns deletions and site-directed mutations suggest that Sns functions through 

interacting with a complex array of proteins [58]. In the FCMs, the Dock SH3 domain 

biochemically and genetically interacts with WASp, as well as the WASp regulator, 

Verprolin 1 (Vrp1, also known as Solitary (Sltr) and D-Wip) [57]. In both the FC and 

FCMs, Dock biochemically and genetically interacts with the Arp2/3 NPF SCAR. 

Through a similar mechanism as Dock, Crk biochemically interacts with Sns. In a FCM, 

Crk physically interacts with the WASp regulatory proteins Vrp1 and Blow [59]. Thus, 

the adaptor proteins Dock and Crk function as links that relay signals from the 

membrane to the actin cytoskeleton.  

In the FC, another adaptor protein that links activity at the membrane to the 

actin cytoskeleton is Rolling pebbles (Rols, also known as Antisocial (Ants)/Rols). Rols 

is recruited to the fusion site by Duf. In a positive feedback loop, Rols replenishes Duf 

at the membrane, and thus enables additional rounds of fusion [60]. Rols interacts 

with two proteins that regulate the actin cytoskeleton organization: Myoblast city 

(Mbc) [61,62] and D-titin [60]. Mbc is the Drosophila homolog of the mammalian 

protein DOCK1, which mediates actin rearrangements by acting as a guanine 

nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) for the small GTPase Rac. However, recent data 

suggest that the downstream target of Rols is not Mbc: rescue experiments suggest 

that the activity of Mbc is not required in the FC for the initial fusion event [63]. 

Another actin cytoskeletal protein that can bind to Rols is D-titin [60]. D-titin is 

recruited to the fusion site by Rols and mediates myoblast fusion in a mechanism that 

remains unclear. D-titin is also involved in maintaining myotube morphology [60,64].  

While Mbc appears not to be required by the FCs initially, Schizo/Loner, another 

GEF that regulates actin rearrangements, is required in FCs to mediate fusion. 
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Schizo/Loner is recruited to the fusion site by Duf and Rst [65]. Domain analysis 

suggests that the function of Schizo/Loner is to recruit and activate the small GTPase  

Protein Localization Function References(s) 
Arp2/3 Cytoplasm Actin polymerization [50] 
Blown fuse (Blow) Cytoplasm Regulation of WASp activity [66,67] 
Crk Cytoplasm Adaptor protein [68,69] 
Diaphanous (Dia) Cytoplasm Actin polymerization [70] 
Dumbfounded (Duf) FC- Membrane Recognition and Adhesion [43] 
Hibris (Hbs) FCM- Membrane Recognition and Adhesion [45] 
Kette Cytoplasm SCAR activation [50] 
Schizo/Loner Cytoplasm Rac localization and N-cadherin removal [51,71] 
Myoblast City (Mbc) Cytoplasm Regulation of Rac activity [72] 
Myosin II (Myo II) FC- Cytoplasm Cortical tension generation on the FC/myotube [56] 
N-cadherin Membrane Adhesion [51] 
PI(4,5)P2 Membrane Actin cytoskeleton remodeling [73] 
Rac Cytoplasm SCAR activation [74] 
Rolling pebbles (Rols) Cytoplasm Adaptor protein involved with Duf recycling [61,62] 
Rst FC- Membrane Recognition and Adhesion [44] 
SCAR Cytoplasm Arp2/3 activation [50] 
Singles Bar (Sing) Membrane Vesicle trafficking [75] 
Sticks and Stones (Sns) FCM- Membrane Recognition and Adhesion [46] 
Veprolin1 (Vrp1) Cytoplasm Regulation of WASp activity [67,76] 
WASp Cytoplasm Arp2/3 activation [77] 
WHAMY Cytoplasm Actin polymerization [78] 

 

dARF6 at the fusion site. Schizo/Loner and dARF6 control the membrane localization 

of Rac [71]. However, arf6 maternal/zygotic null mutants do not have a myoblast 

fusion defect [79], and the fusion phenotype in a dominant negative dARF6 

background is not as severe as that in the schizo/loner mutant. Together these data 

suggest that the downstream target of Schizo/Loner is another GTPase or that there 

is redundancy with other dARF family members such as dARF1 [71].  

Once activated, the small GTPase Rac regulates the function of SCAR and is 

critically important in both FCs and FCMs to mediate fusion. The activity of SCAR is 

controlled by the pentameric WRC complex (the WAVE/SCAR regulatory complex). The 

WRC is composed of Kette/Nap1, Sra1, Abi, Hspc300, and SCAR itself [80]. Rac activity 

is essential for the localization of the WRC to the fusion site, as well as activation of 

SCAR via the release of the SCAR VCA domain from an inhibited state [81,82]. As part 

of the WRC, Kette is also essential for myoblast fusion as it controls the localization 

and stability of SCAR [50]. It has not been reported whether loss of function in the 

other WRC components, Sra1, Abi and Hspc300, lead to a fusion phenotype. This may 

be due to a lack of appropriate mutant alleles, as well as a maternal supply of 

protein/mRNA in the embryo that masks the role of these proteins during the time 

period in which fusion takes place. Nevertheless, overexpression of WRC components 

in muscle cells results in fusion block and suggests a potential role of other WRC 

components during fusion [83].  

Table 1.1.1 – List of gene products required in Drosophila myoblast fusion. 
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In the FC, SCAR activates its downstream target Arp2/3, and rearranges the 

actin cytoskeleton into a thin sheath along the fusion site [55]. In the FCM, SCAR 

activity is also regulated by Rac. However, Rac localization and activation is regulated 

through Mbc [63]. Mbc is recruited to the fusion site by the phospholipid PI(4,5)P2 

(PIP2). When PIP2 activity is sequestered via overexpression of the pleckstrin 

homology domain of phospholipase C-gamma (PHplcgamma), Mbc is concentrated in 

the cytoplasm instead of at the fusion site, leading to mislocalization of active Rac 

[73]. Mbc interacts with ELMO using its SH3 domain and forms the Mbc/ELMO 

complex. The GEF activity of Mbc/ELMO is tightly regulated during myoblast fusion, 

and it controls the level of active Rac. Both overexpression and loss of function of 

Mbc/ELMO cause defects in myoblast fusion, which are reminiscent of constitutively 

active Rac and Rac mutants, respectively [84]. When activated by Mbc/ELMO, Rac, in 

turn, binds to the WRC and regulates Arp2/3 activity at the fusion site.  

In addition to SCAR, the other NPF, WASp, also regulates Arp2/3 at the fusion 

site. Unlike SCAR, which functions both in FCs and FCMs, WASp activity is only 

required in the FCM [67]. The activity of WASp is regulated by Blown Fuse (Blow) and 

Vrp1. The WASp homology-1 (WH1) domain in WASp can bind to the WASp-binding 

domain (WBD) in Vrp1 [85]. The interaction between WASp and Vrp1 is required to 

stabilize and localize WASp at the fusion site [67]. This interaction is disrupted when 

Blow competes with WASp for Vrp1 WBD binding [67]. Thus, after cell recognition and 

adhesion, a signal is transduced from the membrane via the adaptor protein Crk, 

which recruits Blow and Vrp1 to the fusion site. At the fusion site, the WASp-Vrp1 

complex promotes actin polymerization by regulating Arp2/3 activity. Blow 

suppresses WASp activity by competing with WASp for Vrp1 binding and by 

dissociating the WASp-Vrp1 complex. Since the binding affinity between Blow-Vrp1 is 

lower than WASp-Vrp1, dissociated WASp interacts with Vrp1 again and promotes 

another round of branched actin polymerization [67]. It has been reported that in FCs, 

the function of WASp and SCAR is redundant, as overexpression of WASp in the FCs 

can partially restore fusion in kette mutant background [52]. FCM-specific reduction 

of the WASp level in a kette mutant background rescues fusion defects. It has been 

proposed that a particular ratio of active WASp and SCAR needs to be maintained for 

fusion to occur [52].  

Recent studies have indicated that in addition to the branched actin network 

generated by Arp2/3, the linear actin filament nucleated by Diaphanous (Dia) also 

plays a role during myoblast fusion [70,86]. Dia is a member of the formin family of 

actin polymerization proteins. Dia is enriched at the actin focus during the formation 
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of Drosophila somatic musculature and dorsal pharyngeal musculature. Dia loss of 

function blocks myoblast fusion [70]. Interestingly, overexpression of active Dia also 

leads to fusion defects [70,86], suggesting that the activity of Dia is highly regulated. 

Notably, in addition to Dia, the WASp family member WHAMY can also promote the 

assembly of linear actin filament. It has been reported that WHAMY synergizes with 

WASp during myoblast fusion [78]. Altogether, these data suggest that a balance 

between linear and branched actin filament is required at the fusion site for fusion to 

occur.  

 

Fusion pore formation  

 

A critical step in cell fusion is the formation of fusion pores that allow for cytoplasmic 

continuity between the fusing cells (Fig. 1.1.3C). Studies from virus-cell fusion and C. 

elegans epithelial cell fusion have identified fusogens that mediate fusion pore 

formation ([87]; reviewed in [88]). A fusogen is a transmembrane protein that localizes 

to the fusion site and its presence is essential and sufficient to trigger membrane 

fusion [88]. Despite the identification of many gene products that are required for 

myoblast fusion in both Drosophila and vertebrates, no fusogen has been identified 

in these systems to date. Therefore, the mechanism that brings the membranes in 

close proximity to allow pore formation during myoblast membrane fusion remains a 

critical, open question.  

It has been proposed that the actin cytoskeleton plays a crucial role in forcing 

the juxtaposition of the FC/FCM cell membranes, leading to the formation and 

expansion of fusion pores (reviewed by [89–91]). During Drosophila embryonic 

myoblast fusion, the F-actin focus in the FCM forms podosome-like structures at the 

fusion site, which provide an invasive force on the apposing FC and pushes the cell 

membranes of the FCM and FC into closer proximity. The F-actin focus later evolves 

into a single-channel fusion pore on the membrane of the fusing cells [55]. Studies 

aimed at investigating the function of actin regulators during pore formation have 

been performed. In these studies, the exchange of fluorescent proteins between the 

FCM and the FC were measured as a reporter of cytoplasmic continuity in various 

fusion mutant backgrounds. From these experiments, it has been proposed that 

SCAR-regulated actin remodeling is required for the initiation of fusion pore formation 

[82]. The function of WASp and its regulators is required for the formation of invasive 

structures [55,59,67]. Therefore, it is believed that WASp-regulated actin remodeling 

is required for pore formation [55,59,67] and expansion [82]. Notably, the actin focus 
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resolves prior to fusion, suggesting that actin and other proteins located at the fusion 

site need to be removed, allowing fusion to occur. Thus far, the removal of proteins 

associated with the actin cytoskeleton at the fusion site has not been well studied. 

One potential protein involved in this process is Schizo/Loner, which has been 

reported to remove N-cadherin from the fusion site to permit fusion [51]. In addition, 

the transmembrane protein singles bar (sing) is required during myoblast fusion. sing 

mutant embryos display a cell fusion block with accumulation of vesicles at the fusion 

site, suggesting a potential role of Sing in vesicle trafficking during fusion [75].  

Other studies suggest alternative models of fusion pore formation [66,89,92]. 

Electron microscopy images have shown the presence of prefusion complexes at the 

fusion site. These prefusion complexes contain electron-dense, paired vesicles at the 

apposed plasma membranes. It has been suggested that these paired vesicles resolve 

into membrane plaques. Subsequently, the juxtaposed plasma membranes vesiculate 

and form sacs that enclose the extracellular space. Multiple fusion pores are observed 

in these situations [66]. Similar membrane structures and multiple fusion pores at the 

fusion site have also been reported during myoblast fusion which leads to the 

formation of the Drosophila adult flight muscle [92]. These data emphasize the 

requirement for the delivery and the clearing of vesicles at the fusion site as critical 

for mem- brane breakdown [66]. These data also suggest that instead of one fusion 

pore, multiple pores are formed to facilitate fusion. It is still unclear whether these 

differences of fusion pore number arise from different fixation methods, context or 

other variables (reviewed in [91]).  
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MAKING ADULT MUSCLE: MYOBLAST FUSION IN THE DROSOPHILA PUPA  

 

The Drosophila adult muscles form during metamorphosis in the pupal stages. During 

the first few hours of metamorphosis, most of the Drosophila larval body wall muscles 

are destroyed through histolysis, but a few muscles, such as the Dorsal Oblique (DO1-

3) muscles, escape degradation and serve as templates for some adult muscles, 

notably the Dorsal Longitudinal Flight muscles [93]. The growth of adult muscles is 

achieved through hundreds of cell–cell fusion events, in which a pool of myoblasts 

fuse with either template myotubes or muscle precursor cells [93].  

The pathways that regulate myoblast fusion to form the Drosophila adult 

muscles are not fully understood. Based on our current knowledge, the mechanisms 

that regulate myoblast fusion during adult myogenesis are similar to those that 

regulate embryonic myogenesis. Fusion occurs between the adult muscle progenitors 

(AMPs) and myoblasts that migrate from the imaginal discs to form the adult 

abdominal muscles, the leg muscles, and the DVMs. The DLMs are formed through 

fusion between myoblasts and the muscle templates that are preserved during 

histolysis [93]. The AMPs associated with the wing imaginal disc go through two 

phases of amplification during adult muscle development. The initial phase is a 

symmetrical division which is regulated by Notch signaling and leads to increased 

AMP numbers. The second phase is an asymmetrical division that is regulated by 

Notch and Wnt signaling and results in AMP self-renewal and the generation of 

myoblast progeny required for the later fusion events [94]. It has been proposed that 

during muscle injury, the AMPs could function similarly to satellite cells, whose 

progeny fuse with myotubes to repair muscles [94]. A recent study has shown that 

dIlp6 signals from a muscle niche can activate dormant AMPs through the Insulin-

Notch-dMyc cascade [95].  

Similar to embryonic myoblast fusion, the transmembrane proteins Duf, Rst, 

Sns, and Hbs are required to mediate cell recognition and adhesion [96]. After 

adhesion, the fusing myoblast flattens on the myotube, such that the cell membranes 

are in tight apposition [92]. Actin accumulates primarily at the myoblast side of the 

fusion site, after receiving signals from the cell membrane, and forms a focus-like 

structure. As with embryonic myogenesis, actin rearrangements during adult 

myogenesis require the function of Arp2/3, as well as the actin NPFs WASp and SCAR. 

Loss of function studies revealed that WASp is required for fusion pore initiation [97]. 
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Similar to embryonic myoblast fusion, the MARVEL domain protein Sing is expressed 

in adult muscles, and its activity is required for adult myoblast fusion [98].  

Despite these similarities, however, there are differences between Drosophila 

embryonic and adult myogenesis. In embryos, FCMs and FCs are positioned relatively 

close to one another prior to fusion. The FCMs in contact with FCs/myotubes are 

responsible for the early fusion events. The FCMs that are located more internally 

migrate prior to making contact and fusing with the FCs/myotubes [20,21]. During 

adult myogenesis, myoblasts often need to migrate long distances from the imaginal 

discs to the muscle template/myotubes. More importantly, during migration, these 

myoblasts maintain a semi-differentiated state via the Notch signaling pathway. Each 

myoblast expresses the Notch ligand Delta and represses the differentiation of its 

neighboring cells. Notch signaling decays when myoblasts reach the vicinity of the 

myotubes, and this allows for the terminal differentiation of the myoblasts and the 

expression of FCM markers such as Sns [96].  

During adult muscle formation, the adhesion between myoblasts and 

myotubes also requires filopodia that emanate from the myotube surface. The 

filopodia are actin-based structures that bring the myoblasts and myotubes into close 

proximity. The formation and maintenance of filopodia requires the activity of Enabled 

and IRSp53 [99]. The requirement for these two proteins during embryonic myoblast 

fusion has not been reported. In addition, reducing WASp and SCAR activity 

simultaneously in embryos abolishes actin focus formation [73]. However, double 

knockdown of WASp and SCAR during adult muscle formation results in enlarged actin 

foci, suggesting novel roles of the NPFs during Drosophila adult myoblast fusion [97].  
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MAKING MUSCLE IN VERTEBRATES: MYOBLAST FUSION  

 

Compared to Drosophila, the vertebrate muscle is a more complex system, both in 

terms of its structure and the regulatory mechanisms required during development. 

Over the past few decades, researchers have identified numerous genes that are 

required for myoblast fusion in vertebrates (reviewed in [42,100]). Nevertheless, how 

these different proteins coordinate fusion remains unclear. The morphological steps 

that are required for myoblast fusion and many of the genes necessary for the process 

are conserved between Drosophila and vertebrates. Therefore, we review recent 

updates in vertebrate fusion-related genes based on their localization and which steps 

they are involved in during fusion (Table 1.1.2).  

Similar to the process of Drosophila myoblast fusion, the myotube-myoblast 

fusion during muscle development in vertebrates is also asymmetric and requires 

recognition molecules located on the cell membrane. One pair of membrane proteins 

required for fusion is Integrin vLA-4 and its receptor VCAM-1. Integrin vLA-4 is 

expressed in myotubes and VCAM-1 in myoblasts. Interactions between vLA-4 and 

VCAM-1 are required for the alignment of the secondary myofiber with the primary 

myofiber, as well as for the second phase of muscle cell fusion [101]. In addition to 

vLA-4 and VCAM-1, the transcription factor NFAT2C also mediates cell recognition by 

regulating the expression of IL-4. IL-4 is a cytokine that functions as a secreted 

myoblast recruitment factor [102]. Another pair of membrane proteins required for 

fusion is the immunoglobin superfamily proteins Jamb and Jamc. In zebrafish, Jamb 

and Jamc are expressed in fast-muscle myoblasts. The physical interaction between 

Jamb and Jamc is required for myoblast fusion during the formation of fast-twitch 

muscles. Loss of function of either protein severely impairs myoblast fusion 

[103,104]. In addition, it has been shown that Nephrin, an ortholog of the Drosophila 

transmembrane protein Sns, localizes on myoblasts and mediates cell recognition 

[105]. In zebrafish, Kirrel, an ortholog of Nephrin, is localized to membranes of 

myoblasts and is required for fusion [106]. After recognition, adhesion molecules 

such as M-cadherin [107], N-cadherin [108], and integrin family members [109] 

mediate the adhesion and alignment of the myoblasts. It has been reported that the 

G-protein coupled receptors BAI1 and BAI3 also play a role during fusion, through 

signal transduction from the membrane to the cytoskeleton via the Dock1/Rac1 

pathway [110,111].  
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Unlike in Drosophila, an actin focus structure has not been reported during 

vertebrate myoblast fusion. Nevertheless, actin cytoskeletal rearrangements play a 

critical role in vertebrate muscle formation. Similar to Drosophila mbc mutants, 

Dock1-null mice embryos exhibit severely impaired myoblast fusion and skeletal 

muscle content is reduced [112]. Dock1 is the mammalian ortholog of Mbc, and it 

functions as a GEF protein that activates Rac GTPase. In a conditional Rac1 knockout  

Protein Location and function 
Animal 
model 

Reference(s) 

Adam12 Membrane 
Mediates myoblast adhesion 
Interaction with the actin-binding protein a-actinin-2 promotes 
myoblast fusion 

Mouse [113,114] 

BAI1 Membrane 
Mediates recognition of phosphatidylserine on apoptotic cells 
Regulates myoblast fusion through Dock1/Rac1 pathway 

Mouse [110] 

BAI3 Membrane 
Interacts with the scaffold protein ELMO to regulate myoblast 
fusion, possibly through the ELMO/DOCK/Rac1 pathway 

Chicken [111] 

Caveolin-3 Membrane 
Involved in myoblast fusion (unclear role) 
Contradictory fusion phenotypes in different experimental 
models 

Mouse [115,116] 

Cdc42 Cytoplasm 
Required for actin rearrangement at the fusion site 

Mouse [117] 

CKIP-1 Cytoplasm 
Regulates myoblast fusion by interacting with both 
phosphoinositides on the membrane and Arp3/3 subunit 

Mouse 
Zebrafish 

[118] 

Crk 
Crkl 

Cytoplasm 
Adaptor proteins Crk/Crkl genetically interact with 
DOCK1/DOCK5 to regulate myoblast fusion 

Zebrafish [119] 

DOCK1 Cytoplasm 
Required for myoblast fusion by activating Rac1 

Zebrafish 
Mouse 

[112,119] 

DOCK5 Cytoplasm 
Function redundantly with DOCK1 
Also involved in post-fusion myofiber development 

Zebrafish 
Mouse 

[112,119] 

EHD2 Membrane and cytoplasm 
Regulates myoblast fusion by mediating endocytic recycling of 
membrane proteins, such as Myoferlin 

Mouse [120] 

Gm7325 
Myomixer 
Minion 
Myomerger 

Membrane 
Interacts with Myomaker to induce fusion 
Functions in cell recognition (proposed) 

Mouse [121–123] 

JAM-B 
JAM-C 

Membrane 
Both physically interact to mediate fusion 
Facilitate myocytes recognition and adhesion (proposed) 

Zebrafish [103] 

Kirrel Membrane 
Required for fast muscle precursor fusion 

Zebrafish [106] 

M-cadherin Membrane 
Mediates myoblast adhesion 
Promotes fusion by activating the Rac1 pathway 

Mouse [124] 

MOR23 Membrane 
Regulates cell adhesion during myoblast fusion 

Mouse [125] 

Myoferlin Membrane 
Regulates myoblast fusion through unclear mechanism, 
potentially by activating as a scaffold protein that links fusion 
proteins with the membrane 

Mouse [126] 

Myomaker Membrane 
Muscle-specific protein that induces fusion during muscle 
development and repair 
Mediate cell recognition (proposed) 

Mouse 
Zebrafish 
Chicken 

[127–130] 

N-WASP Cytoplasm 
Required in both fusing partners 

Mouse [131] 

Rac1 Cytoplasm 
Required for proper recruiting of Arp2/3 to the contact site 

Mouse 
Zebrafish 

[106,117,132] 

Table 1.1.2 – List of gene products required for vertebrate myoblast fusion.  
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Regulates actin remodeling during fusion 
Unlike in Drosophila, constitutively active Rac1 in zebrafish leads 
to myoblast hyperfusion 

Chicken 

Stab2 Membrane 
Involved in the phosphatidylserine-dependent fusion of 
myoblasts during muscle development and regeneration 

Mouse [133] 

Talin 1/2 Cytoplasm 
Regulates myoblast fusion, potentially by mediating the 
interaction between integrins and the cytoskeleton 

Mouse [134] 

VLA4 
VCAM1 

Membrane 
VLA-4 and its counter receptor VCAM-1 are involved in secondary 
myogenesis 

Mouse [101] 

b-1 
integrin 

Membrane 
Involved with membrane breakdown during myoblast fusion 

Mouse [109] 

 

mouse model, the recruitment of Arp2/3 and F-actin to the cell-contact site is reduced, 

resulting in impaired myoblast migration and fusion [117]. Experiments using C2C12 

mouse myoblast cell culture suggest that Nap1, the mammalian ortholog of Kette and 

the downstream target of Rac1, is also required for regulating WAVE dependent actin 

remodeling during myoblast fusion [135]. Moreover, a recent study reported the 

requirement of the non-muscle myosin IIA (NM-MHC-IIA) during myoblast fusion. NM-

MHC-IIA is involved in the formation of the cortical actin wall in the FC/myotube in 

the rat L6 myoblast cell culture, providing structural and mechanical support to 

facilitate membrane alignment and fusion pore formation [136]. Together, these data 

suggest a conserved role of actin during muscle development.  

It has been a major challenge to identify muscle-specific genes that ensure that 

fusion occurs only between myoblasts rather than other cell types. The first such gene 

found in vertebrates is Myomaker/Tmem8c. Myomaker is a transmembrane protein 

that is specifically expressed in the muscles during muscle development and 

regeneration [127–130,137]. In humans, reduced Myomaker function is linked to 

Carey-Fineman-Ziter syndrome [138], a congenital myopathy. Myomaker is required 

for fusion and is localized to the adhesion site. Expressing Myomaker in fibroblasts 

is sufficient to induce fusion between fibroblasts and myoblasts, but it is not sufficient 

to induce fibroblast–fibroblast fusion [129]. These reports suggest that additional 

proteins on the myoblasts are required to interact with Myomaker to induce fusion.  

Recently, Gm7325, the potential counterpart of Myomaker, has been identified 

by three different labs, and was given the name Myomixer [121], Myomerger [122] 

and Minion [139]. Gm7325 is an 84 amino acid microprotein with a similar expression 

pattern to Myomaker. The function of Gm7325 is required for Myomaker-induced 

fusion, as simultaneous expression of Myomaker and Gm7325 induces fusion 

between non-muscle cells [121,122,139]. The mechanism by which Myomaker and 

Gm7325 regulates fusion is not well understood. A physical interaction between 

Myomaker and Gm7325 has been reported [121], but remains controversial 
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[122,130]. In Gm7325- and Myomaker- deficient myoblasts, cell fusion is blocked at 

different fusion stages. Based on whether the cell membranes align in the deficient 

myoblasts, it has been proposed that Myomaker is necessary for cell recognition, 

while Gm7325 is required for downstream events such as actin cytoskeleton 

remodeling [139].  

Cell fusion in vertebrates is required not only during early embryonic 

myogenesis, but also during muscle regeneration after damage. As with Drosophila 

AMPs, a pool of myoblasts remains undifferentiated during vertebrate myogenesis. 

These myoblasts are satellite cells that associate with myofibers. Satellite cells 

contribute to post-natal muscle growth, as well as to muscle repair. The specification 

of satellite cells is critically dependent on Pax7, as no satellite cells are found in Pax7 

mutant mice [140]. With intact muscles, satellite cells are mitotically quiescent and 

express Pax7 and Myf5, but not Myogenin or MyoD (reviewed in [141]). Upon muscle 

injury, myofiber necrosis triggers inflammatory responses, which induce satellite cells 

to proliferate [142]. After proliferation, the majority of satellite cells differentiate and 

start to express MyoD and myogenin [143]. These cells later fuse with damaged 

myofibers or fuse with each other to generate new muscle fibers [144]. Thus far, the 

process of satellite cell fusion is mechanistically similar to myoblast fusion during 

primary and secondary myofiber formation.  
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CONCLUSION  

 

Myoblast fusion in organisms ranging from the fly to human occurs through 

conserved steps: cell recognition, membrane apposition, actin rearrangement, pore 

formation, and cytoplasmic continuity. The investigation of myoblast fusion in 

Drosophila continues to provide valuable insights to vertebrate muscle development. 

However, there are many questions that remain unanswered: How do muscles control 

the number of fusion events during development and during repair? How do the nuclei 

added to a myotube adopt the program of the growing myotube? How are movement 

and transcriptional diversity among the added myonuclei controlled? And when 

considering the mechanisms of fusion, how are the ratios of linear and branched actin 

filaments controlled at the actin focus? What are the actin depolymerization factors 

that resolve the actin focus after fusion pore formation? What causes pore formation 

between the engaged cells? The knowledge gained from answering these questions 

in model systems such as Drosophila will illuminate how the key steps of fusion are 

controlled and how the syncytial muscle cell develops and is maintained.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

The positioning of nuclei within the cell is a dynamic process, that depends on the 

cell’s fate and developmental stage, and that is adjusted for optimal cell function. 

This is especially true in skeletal muscle cells, which contain hundreds of myonuclei 

distributed evenly along the periphery of the muscle cell. Mispositioned myonuclei 

are often associated with muscle dysfunction and disease. Different mechanisms 

governing myonuclear positioning are now emerging, with several of the new genes 

implicated in nuclear movement linked to human muscle disease. Here we discuss the 

recent advances in myonuclear positioning and its implications for muscle size and 

function from the view of Drosophila. Additionally, we highlight similarities and 

differences to mammalian systems and provide connections to human muscle 

disease. 
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THE NUCLEUS IN SKELETAL MUSCLE 

 

In most textbooks, the nucleus is depicted at the center of the cell. However, nuclei 

adopt different localizations, depending on the cell’s fate, developmental stage, or 

specific function (e.g. neurons, epithelia, and skeletal muscle cells). Importantly, in 

all cell types and cell states, nuclear positioning is an active process and is 

continuously adjusted for optimal cell function. Changes in nuclear positioning are 

often associated with cellular dysfunction and disease [145,146]. The position of 

nuclei in skeletal muscle cells (myofibers) is of particular interest, since these cells 

are multinucleated, with up to hundreds of nuclei (myonuclei), evenly distributed 

along the cell surface. Mislocalized myonuclei have been associated with a variety of 

muscle diseases [147] that are characterized by reduced muscle size, muscle 

weakness, and decreased muscle function [148]. Many genetic mutations lead to the 

development of diseases displaying these characteristics, including those in nuclear 

proteins which are associated with centronuclear myopathy (CNM) and Emery-Dreifuss 

muscular dystrophy (EDMD)[148–150]. While mispositioned myonuclei are typical for 

many muscle diseases, it is still unclear whether these diseases share a common 

mechanism or are the result of distinct mechanisms that lead to myonuclear 

mispositioning. A better understanding of the mechanisms underlying the positioning 

of myonuclei is required to understand and treat these severe disorders (see Box 1). 

From the first observation of a nucleus in 1700 [151], our knowledge of  nuclear 

composition, organization, and positioning has continuously evolved. In addition to 

containing the genomic DNA, nuclei across species and different cell types share 

many structural similarities. The nucleus is delimited by the nuclear envelope (NE), 

composed of two lipid bilayer membranes that separate the nucleoplasm from the 

cytoplasm (Fig. 1.2.1). The inner nuclear membrane (INM) and outer nuclear 

membrane (ONM) have distinct compositions and functions, and only associate where 

there is a nuclear pore. Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) allow for the communication 

between the cytoplasm and nucleoplasm. The nuclear lamina is intimately associated 

with the INM and is composed of a thin meshwork of intermediate filaments, mostly 

A and B-type lamins, that associate with heterochromatin and provide structural 

support to the nucleus [152]. LINC (Linker of the Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton) 

complexes support the structure of the nucleus as well as its interaction with 
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cytoskeletal components [152,153]. LINC complexes are located throughout the NE 

and consist primarily of transmembrane SUN and KASH proteins. SUN (Sad1 and UNC-

84) proteins are INM components that associate with the nuclear lamina and other 

components through their N-terminal domains. The C-terminal domain of SUN 

proteins projects into perinuclear space (PNS) and associates with KASH proteins. 

KASH (Klarsicht, Anc-1 and Syne Homology) proteins are present at the ONM and 

interact with SUN proteins at the PNS through their C-terminal domains. The KASH N-

terminal domain links to the cytoplasmic cytoskeletal networks, including the 

microtubules and actin filaments. By connecting nuclear and cytoplasmic 

components, the LINC complexes are essential for maintaining the integrity of the 

nucleus, as well as its position within the cell  (Fig. 1.2.1) [152,153]. 

Multinucleated skeletal muscle cells develop through a series of steps that are 

conserved across invertebrate and vertebrate species. First, muscle progenitors 

(myoblasts) are specified in the embryonic mesoderm. This is followed by a series of 

cell-cell fusion events. Each fusion event adds a nucleus and cytoplasmic mass, 

leading to the formation of syncytial myotubes (Fig. 1.2.2A; for additional information 

Figure 1.2.1 – Schematic representation of the components present at the nuclear 
envelope of a Drosophila larval myonucleus. Astral MTs represent the microtubules 
nucleating from the nuclear envelope in larval muscle. The box highlights a zoomed region 
of the nuclear envelope. Representative KASH and SUN proteins are shown in orange and 
magenta, respectively. NPC: nuclear pore complex. MTs: microtubules. PNS: perinuclear 
space. ONM: outer nuclear membrane. INM: inner nuclear membrane. SR: sarcoplasmic 
reticulum.  
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on muscle cell fusion see [154,155]). Myoblast fusion in the Drosophila embryo 

requires two types of myoblasts: founder cells (FCs) and fusion-competent myoblasts 

(FCMs). The FC contains all the information that determines an individual muscle cell’s 

identity. Each FC fuses with a specific number of FCMs (2-25) and establishes a unique 

muscle with a specific size, shape, tendon attachment and innervation [3,156]. Each 

embryonic muscle is composed of a single muscle cell with a relatively small number 

of nuclei, which is ideal for investigating molecular events underlying myogenesis in 

great detail. In mammals, muscles are more complex, consisting of bundles of muscle 

cells. In addition, mammalian myoblasts appear to be equivalent and fuse to form 

syncytia that contain up to 100s of nuclei [157]. Nevertheless, myonuclei in both 

systems undergo a similar series of stereotyped movements during myogenesis and 

assume positions which maximize their internuclear distances at the surface of 

mature myofibers. 

Over the past several years, researchers have defined different mechanisms that 

ensure the proper localization of myonuclei through their interactions with the 

cytoskeleton and the LINC complexes. In this review, we highlight the latest findings 

on the molecular mechanisms of myonuclear positioning, the relationship between 

nuclear scaling and positioning in muscle cells, and the functional consequences of 

myonuclear mispositioning. We focus specifically on the Drosophila melanogaster 

somatic musculature and highlight similarities and differences to the mammalian 

systems. 
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MYONUCLEAR POSITIONING  

 

Drosophila melanogaster presents an excellent in vivo system to study muscle 

development, particularly the mechanisms of myonuclear positioning and the 

interactions of muscle with other cell types, such as the tendons and motor neurons. 

The fly embryo consists of 12 segments, each hemisegment containing 30 skeletal 

muscles. The plethora of genetic tools permits the visualization of nuclei from 

individual muscle cells, both in fixed and live samples at different developmental 

stages.  Therefore, the movements of myonuclei in four dimensions can be readily 

assessed throughout muscle development. 

Based on work with the Drosophila lateral transverse (LT) and ventral longitudinal (VL) 

muscles, the steps required for proper nuclear positioning were initially described by 

Metzger et al, [158]. Here, we review this process and subdivide it into four significant 

steps: 1) cluster formation; 2) cluster spread; 3) myonuclear dispersion; and 4) 

myonuclear spacing and anchoring (Fig. 1.2.2). Steps 1 through 3 are assessed during 

embryonic development, whereas step 4 is usually analyzed in the mature myofibers 

of the fly larva.  In mammalian muscle, similar movements have been observed 

[157,159]. Nuclear positioning in both systems is controlled molecularly by a variety 

of proteins from different groups, mainly microtubules (MTs), MT motor and non-

motor proteins (also known as MT-associated proteins, MAPs), actin and actin-

associated proteins, and LINC complex proteins. Most proteins play a role in distinct 

myonuclear movement steps throughout myogenesis, which has been demonstrated 

in various cellular and animal models, as well as in several human diseases. For a list 

of proteins and their functions in myonuclear positioning that are included in this 

review we refer the reader to Table 1.2.1. Below we describe the most recent findings 

for each step of myonuclear positioning.  

 
2.1 Cluster formation 

 

Cluster formation in Drosophila has been investigated primarily in the four finger-

shaped LT muscles. The LT muscles establish dorsal-ventral orientation; LT muscles 

1, 2, and 3 contain between six and eight myonuclei, while LT 4 has between four and 

six nuclei. The first myonuclear movements in the LTs occur while the myotubes are 

still undergoing fusion events (stage 14; 10h20 after egg laying (AEL); Fig.1.2.2A and 
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B). As each fusion event occurs, the added nucleus moves to the cell center, becoming 

part of a cluster. Two closely apposed nuclear clusters can be identified in the ventral 

center of the LTs at this stage.  However, it was not entirely clear how myonuclei 

associate with a cluster. 

Recently, a number of proteins present at the NE have been implicated in the initial 

myonuclear cluster formation. These include Bocks and Klar, the Drosophila 

homologs of Emerin and the LINC protein Nesprin-4, respectively, and Koi, the 

Drosophila SUN2 protein [160,161]. In addition, Amphiphysin, a BAR domain protein 

linked to vesicle trafficking, is implicated in nucleus-nucleus interactions to maintain 

cluster cohesion. Although the mechanism of Amphiphysin remains unknown, the 

Figure 1.2.2 - Figure legend on the next page. 
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authors suggest that it could be microtubule independent [160]. Mutations in Emerin 

and Nesprin-4 are linked to Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (EDMD), and 

Amphiphysin is implicated in Centronuclear Myopathy (CNM), indicating that the 

crucial roles of these proteins in myonuclear positioning are highly conserved. 

One cytoskeletal element involved in cluster formation in Drosophila is Ensconsin 

(Ens)/MAP7. Ens loss results in the formation of a single cluster instead of two clusters 

[158]. Recently, Bsg25D, the Drosophila homolog of Ninein, was described to 

physically interact with and positively regulate Ens activity during myonuclear 

positioning. Loss of Bsg25D in developing myotubes affects nuclear positioning in 

embryos that have been sensitized by the partial loss of Ens. However, muscle-specific 

Bsg25D overexpression leads to a phenotype similar to that of Ens loss. While in 

mature myofibers Bsg25D and Ens regulate perinuclear MT organization (see below), 

the mechanisms by which they act during the formation of the initial nuclear clusters 

remain unclear [162]. To this end, work in mammalian cell culture provides insights. 

In mammalian myotubes generated in 2D tissue culture, myonuclei are found in the 

cell center, forming a single cluster. Upon fusion, the newly added myonucleus rapidly 

moves towards the center in a microtubule-dependent way. Several key players, 

Figure 1.2.2 – Schematic representation of myonuclear positioning during embryonic and 
larval Drosophila melanogaster development. A) Drosophila myogenesis consists of multiple 
steps, including myoblast fusion, tendon attachment, and myonuclear positioning. The latter 
is further divided into cluster formation (B), cluster spread (C), myonuclear dispersion (D), and 
myonuclear spacing and anchoring (E and E’). Development and myonuclear positioning from 
Stages 12 to the end of stage 17 are shown using the embryonic lateral transverse (LT) muscles 
as examples. From hatching to 3rd instar larva, the muscle represented is a larval ventral 
longitudinal (VL) muscle. AEL – After Egg Laying. Stage and times correspond to those observed 
at 25℃. B) Close-up of the two clusters of myonuclei present in the embryonic LT muscle. 
Arrows indicate the forces required to maintain the integrity of the two clusters and those to 
keep them separated. C) Close-up of a single cluster within an embryonic LT muscle as it moves 
towards the end of the myotube. Arrows indicate the pulling and pushing forces clustered 
myonuclei experience as they move. D) View of a single embryonic LT muscle showing the 
presence of sarcomeres, which together with the neuromuscular junction (not shown), indicate 
that the muscle can experience coordinated contraction. In this panel, the double arrows 
represent the movements of myonuclei to be equidistant from each other. E) View of a larval 
VL myofiber and its interaction with two cell types: motor neuron (dark green), forming the 
neuro muscular junction (NMJ), and tendon (bottom of the muscle, blue), forming the 
myotendinous junction (MTJ). The two populations of microtubules (MTs) can be observed: 
longitudinal MTs run along the length of the myofiber (orange lines) and astral MTs surround 
the nucleus and extend in multiple directions (blue). The double arrows indicate the distance 
between myonuclei and the edges of the myofiber. E’) Longitudinal cross-section of a larval VL 
nucleus for a more detailed view of the localization of proteins involved in myonuclear spacing 
and anchoring. SR – Sarcoplasmic reticulum; ONM – Outer Nuclear Membrane; INM – Inner 
Nuclear Membrane. Note: protein localization in panels B-E’ represents the function in specific 
processes or mechanisms, rather than the precise described localization of each protein in the 
cell. 
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including a dynein/dynactin complex, Cdc42, Par6 and Par3, have been shown to be 

involved in this process in vitro [157,163]. It remains to be tested whether similar 

mechanisms are at play in early Drosophila myotubes.  
An interesting distinction between fly and mammalian muscle with regards to 

clustering is that, in the latter, myonuclei cluster initially in the cell center during 

regeneration upon injury, with subsequent movement to the periphery at a later 

timepoints [164]. Muscle repair in mammals is promoted by adult muscle stem cells, 

called satellite cells, that become activated, proliferate, and subsequently fuse to the 

regenerating myofiber [165]. Recently, a satellite-like cell population has also been 

identified in the adult Drosophila muscles. These cells, upon muscle injury, are 

capable of proliferating and fusing to existing myofibers. However, instead of 

appearing in the cell center, these new myonuclei were only detected at the muscle 

cell surface [166]. It would be interesting to investigate the myonuclear movements 

in Drosophila muscle undergoing repair to better understand this process and 

compare it with observations in mammalian muscles. 

 

2.2 Cluster spread  

 

In Drosophila embryonic LT muscles, the second step of nuclear positioning involves 

the movement of the two adjacent nuclear clusters towards the ends of the muscle 

cell (stages 15-16; 11h20-13h00 AEL; Fig.1.2.2A and C). This step is perhaps the most 

well-studied in the Drosophila myonuclear positioning field. Quantification of the 

cluster distance from the muscle ends relative to muscle length  at stage 16 has 

proven to be effective at assessing even small differences in cluster spread 

[160,162,167–171]. The activities of the MT motor proteins, Kinesin-1 and 

cytoplasmic Dynein, as well as their associated proteins, Ens/MAP7, Bsg25D, CLIP-

190, Glued, Pins/Raps, Syd, and Aplip1, are necessary for the movement for the 

nuclear clusters [158,162,167–170]. Both Kinesin-1 and Dynein exert forces directly 

on the nuclei, and from the cell cortex via the MTs, with the latter being termed as 

the cortical pulling mechanism [167,168]. The localization of both motor proteins was 

shown to be essential for their correct activity during this step. The proposed 

mechanism has Syd, a homolog of the mammalian JIP3, mediating the formation of a 

complex between Kinesin-1 and Dynein, and promoting the Kinesin-1- and JNK 

signaling-dependent transportation of Dynein along the MTs to the cell cortex. The 

MTs are stably connected to the cell cortex through CLIP-190. Once Dynein is 
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anchored at the muscle end via Raps/Pins, it becomes active to pull myonuclei. The 

authors further hypothesize that, while  

Table 1.2.1 - Summary of proteins involved in myonuclear positioning and the consequences 
of their removal for muscle function. 

Mammalian Drosophila Role in Drosophila Muscle Function 
Consequences 

(Human disease*; 
Drosophila) 

References 

Nesprin-4 klarsicht/klar Cooperates with bocks; cluster formation 
(separation of nuclei into distinct clusters); 
myonuclear dispersion (sarcomere assembly); 
myonuclear spacing and anchoring (regulates 
myonuclear distances to the NMJ and near the 
MTJ) 

EDMD; affects larval 
muscle function 

[160,161,172,1
73] 

Emerin bocksbeutel/ 
bocks 

Cooperates with klar; cluster formation 
(separation of nuclei into distinct clusters); 
cluster spread (via the cortical pulling pathway); 
myonuclear spacing and anchoring (in 
combination with Ote, it regulates klar 
expression at the NE; regulates astral MTs) 

EDMD; affects larval 
muscle function 

[160,161] 

SUN2 klaroid/koi Cluster formation (separation of nuclei into 
distinct clusters); cluster spread; myonuclear 
dispersion (sarcomere assembly; regulates klar 
expression at the NE) 

EDMD disease modifier 
 

[161,172,174,
175] 

Amphiphysin Amphiphysin/ 
Amph 

Cluster formation (maintains nuclei within 
clusters); myonuclear spacing and anchoring 
(necessary for the proper localization of Ma2/d; 
regulates astral MTs) 

CNM; affects larval 
muscle function 

[160,176] 

MAP7 Ensconsin/Ens Positively regulated by Bsg25D; cluster 
formation; cluster spread; myonuclear spacing 
and anchoring 

Affects  larval muscle 
function 

[158,162] 

Ninein Blastoderm-
specific gene 
25D/Bsg25D 

Positively regulates Ens; cluster formation; 
cluster spread; myonuclear spacing and 
anchoring (regulate astral MTs and MT stability) 

Affects larval muscle 
stiffness and function 

[162] 

Kinesin/Kif5b Kinesin/Khc Cluster spread (force exertion of nuclei leading 
edge and via the cortical pulling pathway); 
myonuclear spacing and anchoring (regulates 
myonuclear distance near the NMJ) 

Not reported [167,168,173] 

Dynein Dynein/Dhc Cluster spread (force exertion of the nuclear 
lagging edge and via the cortical pulling 
pathway); myonuclear spacing and anchoring 
(regulates myonuclear distance near the NMJ) 

Affects larval muscle 
function 

[167,168,173] 

CLIP1/2 CLIP-190 Cluster spread (via the cortical pulling pathway; 
connects the MTs to the cell cortex) 

Affects larval muscle 
function 

[167–169] 

Dynactin 1, 
p150 subunit 

Glued/p150 Cluster spread (via the cortical pulling pathway; 
forms a complex with Dynein) 

Affects larval muscle 
function 

[167,168] 

G-protein-
signaling 
modulator 2 

Partner of 
inscuteable/ 
pins/raps 

Cluster spread (via the cortical pulling pathway; 
anchors Dynein at the muscle ends); myonuclear 
spacing and anchoring (regulates the 
myonuclear position near the MTJ) 

Not reported [169,173] 

JIP3 Sunday 
driver/Syd 

Cluster spread (via the cortical pulling pathway; 
mediates the formation of a Kinesin-Dynein 
complex) 

Affects larval muscle 
function 

[169] 

JIP1 Aplip1 Cluster spread (regulates nuclear translocation 
via changes in nuclear shape and the cortical 
pulling pathway; regulates the MT networks) 

Not reported [170] 

SYNE-1/SYNE-
2 

Muscle-specific 
protein 
300kDa/ 
MSP-300 

Myonuclear spacing and anchoring (provides 
elasticity to the perinuclear shield; maintenance 
of nuclear shape; attachment of the MT asters to 
the NE; necessary for the proper localization of 
Ma2/d) 

Autosomal-Dominant 
EDMD, EDMD-like 

phenotypes, 
Arthrogryposis (SYNE-

1), Autosomal Recessive 
Cerebellar Ataxia type 1 

[172,176,177] 
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Kinesin-1 and Dynein have roles in nuclear dynamics, Syd may also organize a 

population of both motors near the nucleus before transportation to the cell cortex 

[169]. The cortical pulling pathway is the most complete mechanism described to date 

in Drosophila. However, new components are still being discovered, suggesting that 

other proteins may be involved in this step via this pathway. 

Ens is an important regulator of myonuclear positioning through its genetic and 

physical interaction with the motor protein Kinesin-1 [158]. Given the strong 

clustering phenotype it produces, Ens is also a potential candidate for the cortical 

pulling pathway [158]. However, despite being required for Kinesin-1 recruitment to 

MTs in other cellular contexts, the molecular mechanism of Ens’ action during 

myonuclear movements in Drosophila is unclear [158,182,183]. Ens also interacts 

genetically and physically with Bsg25D to regulate cluster spread [162]. However, 

there a lack of evidence, such as genetic interactions with motor proteins, to implicate 

Bsg25D’s direct participation in the cortical pulling pathway. These data suggest that 

alternative pathways involving these proteins remain to be uncovered.  

Several NE components are involved in cluster spread.  bocks genetically interacts with 

both Kinesin-1 and Dynein to affect the spreading of myonuclear clusters, suggesting 

that Bocks regulates myonuclear positioning through the cortical pulling pathway 

[160]. Moreover, recent work indicates that bocks genetically interacts with klar to 

properly move the myonuclear clusters [161]. This particular result could be a 

consequence of defective cluster formation and/or indicate that bocks has roles in 

more than one mechanism regulating myonuclear positioning. Other proteins 

associated with the LINC complexes also play a role in cluster spread. In particular, 

(SYNE-1);  affects larval 
muscle function, 

control of glutamate 
receptor density at the 

NMJ 

Spectraplakin short stop/ 
shot 

myonuclear spacing and anchoring (provides 
rigidity to the perinuclear shield) 

Not reported [178] 

EB family 
member 1 
 

Eb1 myonuclear spacing and anchoring (provides 
rigidity to the perinuclear shield) 

Not reported [178] 

Emerin Otefin/Ote myonuclear spacing and anchoring (in 
combination with bocks, it regulates klar 
expression at the NE) 

X-EDMD [161,179] 

 Muscle-specific 
α2/δ/ Ma2/d 

myonuclear spacing and anchoring (necessary 
for the SR-nucleus association) 

Affects larval muscle 
function 

[176] 

ARIH1 Ariadne 1/ 
Ari-1 

myonuclear spacing and anchoring (proper 
localization of MSP-300; mono-ubiquitinates koi) 

SMC dysfunction (e.g. 
thoracic aortic 

aneurysms) 

[180,181] 

*where known 
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embryos that have homozygous mutations or knockdown constructs for klar or koi 

fail to establish the appropriate distance between the nuclear clusters [172,174].  

As the clusters migrate towards the muscle ends, dynamic movements of individual 

myonuclei have also been noted within each cluster. These movements include 

nuclear rotations and shape changes, and involve Kinesin-1 and Dynein acting directly 

on individual myonuclei in a polarized manner: while Kinesin-1 exerts forces on the 

leading edge, Dynein acts on the nuclear lagging edge [168]. More recently, Aplip1, 

the Drosophila JIP1, was also shown to be involved in regulating nuclear cluster 

translocation via changes in nuclear shape [170]. The forces that determine nuclear 

shape and orientation are independent of the cortical pathway and required to keep 

nuclei from changing directions. 

An additional aspect of nuclear movement during cluster spread was revealed in 

Rosen et al [162]. Detailed time-lapse analyses showed that, while the nuclear clusters 

were overall moving towards the cell poles (positive movement), this trajectory was 

frequently disrupted by short-term movements in the opposite direction (negative 

movement). At the end of cluster spread, the final position of nuclear clusters resulted 

from the ratio of positive and negative movements. Strikingly, in different genotypes 

(e.g. Bsg25D overexpression and Ens loss) the quantification of this movement ratio 

at stage 15 was highly predictive of the final separation of nuclear clusters at stage 

16 [162]. Together with the nuclear rotations and shape changes described above, 

these suggest that both, the manner in which the clusters move and the interactions 

between myonuclei within clusters, are essential for proper cluster spread. A better 

understanding of the mechanisms that regulate myonuclear dynamics and their 

impact on nuclear activity is needed. 

As many of the proteins involved in the spreading of the myonuclear clusters in 

Drosophila are associated with the MT network, several studies have examined the 

MT network integrity and MT dynamics. Analysis of the MT-plus end binding protein 

EB1 has been used to probe how MT dynamics are affected in response to mutations 

in genes essential for cluster spread. Current data suggest that the MT network is not 

perturbed by the absence of most genes discussed in this section, with the exceptions 

of CLIP-190 and Aplip1 [162,167,169,170]. While CLIP-190 is necessary to facilitate 

the MT-cortex interactions that allows Dynein to move nuclei towards the muscle 

ends, the mechanism by which Aplip1 regulates the MT networks remains unknown. 

In the Drosophila embryo, myonuclear cluster spread and the establishment of the 

myotendinous junctions (MTJs) occur simultaneously [184] (Fig. 1.2.2A). The MTJ, a 

specialized junction that connects muscles to tendons, is essential for structural 
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support and force transmission.  While the mature MTJ is necessary for proper muscle 

contraction without detachment and allows the muscle cells to recover their shape 

after contraction [185–188], it is still unknown if and how the interactions between 

muscles and tendons influence myonuclear cluster movements. In mammalian muscle 

in vitro, there is no evidence of the two distinct clusters spreading as described in the 

Drosophila embryo, as myonuclei align in a single file and then spread. While these 

in vitro data are compelling, 2D muscle cell cultures lack extracellular cues provided 

by tendons and other cells types, which could be the reason for this observation. 

Nevertheless, the spreading of myonuclei in mammalian and Drosophila myotubes 

has several players in common. In mammals, MTs form a bipolar network around 

myonuclei that is required for proper myonuclear distribution. Similar to the fly, these 

networks seem to be minimally affected by depletion of Kinesins. Further, Kinesins 

and Dynein motors, Ens/MAP7, and MTs were shown to be necessary for nuclear three-

dimensional rotation and translocation, resulting in the proper distribution of nuclei 

[158,189–191]. Due to the complexity of skeletal muscles and the intimate 

interactions with a variety of different cell types, in vivo systems are essential to 

understanding myogenic processes. Our understanding of the roles that these 

interactions play in the regulation of myonuclear positioning is still limited, in 

particular concerning cluster spread, which could be highly dependent on structural 

cues and stability provided by stable cell-cell contacts. 

 

2.3 Myonuclear dispersion 

 

During stage 17, the last stage of the Drosophila embryonic development (16h00 AEL; 

Fig. 1.2.2A and D), the myonuclei dissociate from their cluster and disperse along the 

entire cell. During this stage, the myotubes mature into myofibers through the 

development of distinct structural and functional features: 1) the sarcomeres, highly 

conserved contractile units, that are linked to form longitudinal myofibrils and allow 

for muscle contraction; and 2) the neuromuscular junction (NMJ), through which the 

motor neurons signal for muscle contraction. While these and other structural 

changes occur (e.g. maturation of the MTJs), the Drosophila embryo starts to 

experience coordinated muscle contractions at this stage. It is tempting to 

hypothesize that any of the structural changes mentioned above, as well as muscle 

activity could promote/cause the dispersion of nuclei along the myofiber. However, 

we have observed that myonuclear dispersion occurs even in the absence of muscle 
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contractions (unpublished observations), suggesting that a different mechanism is 

driving this aspect of nuclear positioning.  

An alternative mechanism that could promote myonuclear dispersion is the assembly 

of the sarcomeres and the formation of myofibrils. Before sarcomere assembly, Zasp, 

a protein present at the sarcomere Z-line, colocalizes with F-actin in puncta at the 

vicinity of the nucleus in a LINC-dependent manner [174]. This accumulation of Zasp, 

and the subsequent sarcomere and myofibril formation, only occurs after nuclear 

positions are determined. Additionally, embryos with defects in nuclear positioning 

or reduced expression of the LINC complex components, Klar and Koi, show poorly 

assembled sarcomeres and unstable, incomplete, and/or torn myofibril networks 

[172,174]. These data indicate that proper nuclear positioning and the presence of 

LINC complexes are required for stable sarcomere assembly. While this does not 

exclude the possibility that sarcomerogenesis contributes to nuclear dispersion, it is 

unlikely that it drives these nuclear movements.  

A final attractive hypothesis is that nuclear dispersion is linked to the re-organization 

of the cytoskeleton. The cytoskeleton is a structural complex present in all cells, and 

it is composed of different classes of filamentous proteins: MTs, actin, and 

intermediate filaments. An interesting feature of skeletal muscle development is the 

drastic reorganization of the cytoskeleton, particularly of the MT networks. In 

myoblasts, MTs nucleate at a single centrosome, which is composed of two centrioles 

plus several proteins and constitutes the microtubule organizing center (MTOC). 

During most embryonic nuclear movements, the MT network appears to consist 

mostly of longitudinal MTs that run along the length of the myofiber. In addition, live 

imaging of EB1 comets to visualize growing MTs near myonuclei suggests that there 

is an increase in MT nucleating at the nuclear membranes throughout development 

(unpublished data). In differentiated myofibers of the Drosophila larva, at least two 

networks of MTs can be observed: longitudinal MTs that run along the length of the 

myofiber, as well as MTs nucleating from the nuclear membranes (astral MTs). Astral 

MTs result from the redistribution of the MTOCs [192]. It is not entirely clear when 

these MT rearrangements occur or whether they can drive the myonuclear dispersion 

observed in Drosophila embryonic muscles. It is further unclear if MAPs play a role in 

this process. Although Ens is essential for cluster spread in Drosophila LT muscles, a 

certain degree of myonuclear dispersion can be observed in Ens mutant embryos 

[158]. Similarly, despite the severe defects in cluster spreading, individual myonuclei 

and some dispersion can be observed in embryos lacking Dynein [167]. The partial 

recovery of nuclear positioning under these conditions suggests that cluster spread 
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and nuclear dispersion have distinct regulation and that additional regulators of 

myonuclear dispersion remain to be discovered. 

Similar to fly muscles, mammalian muscle cells also relocate their MTOC to the nuclear 

envelope. However, these rearrangements occur in post-mitotic myoblasts, prior to 

fusion [157,192]. After fusion, the myonuclei cluster in the cell, then align along the 

long axis of the cell, before spreading in a MT-dependent way that involves Dynein 

and Kinesin-1 [159]. Results from mammalian muscle cells and a computational model 

suggest that MAP7/Ens and Kinesin cooperate to slide antiparallel MTs nucleating 

from neighboring nuclei [158,193]. Another mechanism proposed to explain 

myonuclear dispersion in cultured mammalian myotubes involves Nesprin 1 or 2, as 

part of the LINC complex, recruiting motor proteins to the NE. The authors identified 

the nucleus as a Kinesin-1 cargo, with Nesprins 1 and 2 working as cargo adaptors. 

According to their model, nuclear dispersion is achieved by using the antiparallel MT 

network created by the multiple myonuclei [189,194].  Hence, it appears that MTs and 

MAPs are involved in nuclear dispersion in Drosophila and mammalian muscle fibers. 

However, further experiments exploring the rearrangements and dynamics of the 

cytoskeleton are required to better understand myonuclear dispersion.  

 

2.4 Myonuclear spacing and anchoring 

 

At the end of Drosophila embryogenesis, the muscles become fully functional and 

contract in a coordinated manner, allowing the embryo to hatch into a first instar 

larva. Subsequent larval development (five days at 25℃) is characterized by dramatic 

muscle growth and continuous muscle activity manifested as locomotion. At this 

stage, the ventral longitudinal (VL) muscles have been the most studied group of 

myofibers for this process due to their location, size, shape, and nuclear arrangement 

[195–197]. VL muscles have a rectangular, flat shape with disc-shaped nuclei 

peripherally positioned on one side of the cell [196] (Fig. 1.2.2A, E and E’). Due to 

their simple morphology, they allow for the precise analysis of many muscle cell 

features, including protein localization, cytoskeletal networks organization, and 

myonuclear positioning. While the size of individual muscle fibers increases up to 50-

fold during larval growth, the number of myonuclei remain the same [198]. To support 

this rapid growth, the myonuclei increase their DNA content through endoreplication, 

in a way that linearly scales with the muscle size [196,198]. Although little is known 

about myonuclear movements after the embryo hatches, the positions that myonuclei 

adopt along the length of the myotubes at the end of embryonic development are 
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maintained in larval muscles. To maintain proper spacing, the myonuclei have to 

continuously adjust their positions along the growing cell. To withstand the forces 

produced during muscle contraction, each nucleus also needs to be anchored at its 

position.  

Myonuclei are protected from intrinsic and extrinsic forces by a flexible perinuclear 

shield.  This shield, which consists of nuclear, cytoskeletal and LINC complex 

components, is involved in nuclear spacing as well as anchoring. Some components 

provide elasticity, such as the Nesprin 1 homolog MSP-300, while others provide 

rigidity, such as the MT network which is stabilized by Shot, the Drosophila 

spectraplakin, and EB1 [178,199]. In the absence of this shield, myonuclei show 

changes in morphology, have reduced levels of nuclear proteins, such as lamins and 

HP1, and positioning defects [178]. In addition to protecting the integrity of the 

nucleus itself, components of the perinuclear shield also connect to other muscle cell 

structures, like the T-tubules and the sarcoplasmic reticulum [176].  

Further support for the roles of the LINC components in myonuclear spacing and 

anchoring has been generated by examining mutations in parkin-like E3 ubiquitin 

ligase Ariadne-1 (Ari-1). The authors showed that Ari-1 mono-ubiquitinates Koi, a 

central member of the LINC complex. Mutations in ari-1 resulted in Drosophila larval 

muscles with myonuclei clusters and morphology defects. Additionally, the authors 

identified rare variants of the human homolog of ari-1 (ARIH1) which is associated 

with conditions resulting from smooth muscle cell (SMC) dysfunction, such as thoracic 

aortic aneurysms. Excitingly, the Drosophila defects could be rescued with human 

ARIH1, while the rare variants found in patients could not. Due to the presence of 

abnormal nuclear morphology in SMCs from patients, the authors concluded that 

ARIH1 is crucial for myonuclear anchoring to the cytoskeleton [180,181]. Collectively, 

these data reinforce the importance of appropriate myonuclear positioning and 

anchoring through these complexes and the use of simpler models, like Drosophila, 

to study mechanisms of human muscle dysfunction. 

The spacing of myonuclei in Drosophila VL muscles is far from random. A recent in 

silico study proposes that myonuclei maximize their distances with each other by 

pushing on neighboring myonuclei and the cell membrane via the astral MTs at the 

NE (Fig. 1.2.2E) [200]. These data are supported by various in vivo observations. Loss 

of bocks and Amph resulted in changes in the polarization of the perinuclear MTs, 

and, in some cases, the absence of the MT asters. These MT changes were associated 

with defects in myonuclear spacing [160]. Similar to the embryo, Bsg25D and Ens also 

interact to position myonuclei in the larvae. Muscle-specific Bsg25D overexpression 
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also shows severe myonuclear positioning defects in larval VL muscles, a phenotype 

that can be rescued by Ens expression. Similarly, increased levels of Bsg25D fully 

disrupts astral MTs in all myonuclei and result in the formation of ectopic MTOCs 

where Bsg25D and Ens colocalize. An interesting characteristic of polymerized tubulin 

is its ability to undergo posttranslational modifications, which are associated with MT 

stability. Tubulin acetylation in particular is associated with increased binding of 

motors to MTs [201]. Bsg25D overexpression causes a decrease in acetylated tubulin, 

a marker of MT stability found in the longitudinal MTs, which might indicate a loss of 

MT stability [162]. The stiffness of the muscles was also decreased in Bsg25D 

overexpression larvae, which the authors attribute to changes in MT organization 

[162]. These studies clearly highlight the importance of the MT cytoskeleton, in 

particular the astral MTs in establishing and maintaining nuclear spacing in the 

mature myofiber. 

Mammalian myofibers in vivo are rod-shaped and display peripheral nuclear 

localization around the perimeter of the cell. An in vitro mammalian model has 

recently been developed in which mammalian myotubes mature into a myofiber in 

culture, complete with myofibrils. Coupled with a theoretical modeling, this in vitro 

model has revealed that centrally located myonuclei move to the cell periphery in the 

maturing myofiber. The authors found that this movement was due to centripetal 

forces generated by myofibril contraction and crosslinking around the nuclei. This 

process is dependent on the Cdc42-regulated organization of desmin. The nuclear 

dispersion also relies on the stiffness of nuclei, and the activity proteins like 

Amphiphysin-2 and the Arp2/3 complex proteins, which regulate the deformation and 

squeezing of nuclei to the muscle periphery [202–204]. Additionally, peripheral 

nuclear positioning depends on the local accumulation of fibronectin deposited by 

myofibroblasts [204]. Since several muscle disorders show centrally located 

myonuclei, understanding how making myonuclei peripheral and possibly keeping 

them anchored in place are key to discover the mechanisms behind these diseases 

and generate therapies that help prevent or revert this process. 

An important feature of myonuclear spacing and anchoring is that myonuclei in 

Drosophila and mammalian mature myofibers diversify and adopt specific 

characteristics dependent on their position within the cell specifically their proximity 

to MTJs and NMJ [173,196,200]. In Drosophila larval myofibers, internuclear distances 

near the NMJ depend on Kinesin-1 and Dynein, and the distance between myonuclei 

and the NMJ is regulated by Klar [173]. Nuclei that are closer to the NMJ are overall 

larger and have higher DNA copy number than other nuclei. The opposite is true for 
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the nuclei near MTJ; they are smaller in size with fewer copies of DNA [196]. 

Additionally, there are more nuclei near the MTJ and their positions within muscle 

cells appear to be regulated by Klar and Pins, as well as in response to mechanical 

stimuli [173,200]. Similarly to what is observed in Drosophila myofibers, mammalian 

muscle in vivo also displays two very clear populations of myonuclei that aggregate 

near NMJs and MTJs [159,205]. These data argue for the similarities between animal 

models and the important relationships that the muscle establishes with other cell 

types. However, a better understanding of these relationships using mammalian in 

vivo models or in vitro co-cultures models will better clarify the importance of these 

interactions and the impact that they have on myonuclear spacing and anchoring 

within the myofiber. 
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BOX 1 

 

 
Nuclear mispositioning and muscle disease 

 

Nuclear mispositioning is a hallmark of several muscle diseases, including EDMD and 

CNM [149,150]. Nevertheless, it was unclear whether mispositioning is a cause or 

consequence of muscle disease. The analysis of ens mutations in Drosophila 

suggested a causal link between aberrant nuclear position and muscle dysfunction 

[158]. Following this study, other genes, such as Dynein and Bsg25D, were found to 

have mispositioned myonuclei and larval movement defects [162,167–169,172]. 

Recently, mutations associated with EDMD and CNM in Drosophila showed similar 

phenotypes [160]. However, it remains an outstanding question why mispositioned 

myonuclei in these mutants lead to deficits in muscle function. Several hypotheses 

merit investigation. 

One hypothesis relates specific nuclear localization to specific function within the 

muscle cell. It has been long recognized that myonuclei in mammals are clustered at 

the NMJ and express unique RNAs [159,205]. These observations were further 

developed in Drosophila, where changes in nuclear and nucleolar size, DNA content,  

and transcriptional activity were associated with different regions of the muscle cell 

(NMJ, MTJ, others) [196]. Together, these data suggest that myonuclei in these regions 

are distinct and produce unique products required for optimal muscle function. Hence 

myonuclear mispositioning would lead to alterations in region-specific transcriptional 

programs. This hypothesis could be tested using single nuclear sequencing 

approaches to define unique transcripts for myonuclei in each region. 

A second related hypothesis considers myonuclear position within its cytosolic 

context, also known as its myonuclear domain [196]. Each myonucleus has MT arrays 

that maintain the position of individual myonuclei [162,196,200]. These arrays may 

also function to traffic RNAs and proteins within the domain. One can speculate that 

RNAs and proteins may not be properly trafficked within the myonuclear domain in 

the positioning mutants, thus reducing muscle homeostasis. An extreme case can be 

seen with Bsg25D: misexpression of Bsg25D leads to  missing myonuclear MT arrays, 

mispositioned myonuclei, and decreased muscle size [162]. Future studies in which 

fluorescently-tagged RNA transcripts or proteins are followed by time-lapse imaging 
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in Bsg25D and other positioning mutants will provide further insight to the 

mechanisms required for nuclear positioning and function. 

Translating these findings into treatments for patients suffering from skeletal muscle 

diseases remains a critical challenge. Clearly, identifying additional mutated gene(s) 

associated with muscle diseases, such as EDMD and CNM, will enlarge our 

understanding of disease mechanisms and contributions of myonuclear positioning 

to disease. Likewise, assessing the extent of global (muscle) and local (myonuclear 

domain) transcriptional changes in patient samples with aberrant myonuclear 

positioning will provide possible therapeutic targets and approaches. Lastly, a better 

understanding of the dynamics of myonuclear positioning in the context of satellite 

cell mediated repair may offer new insights to disease treatment. 
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OUTSTANDING QUESTIONS 

 

 

-  Do muscle diseases share a common mechanism or result from different 

mechanisms?  

-  Are the mechanisms that drive nuclear clustering and positioning during 

development and regeneration the same?  

-  How do muscle cell interactions with other cells types (e.g. tendons and motor 

neurons) affect myonuclear positioning?  

-  How does position dictate nuclear identity?  

-  How are myonuclear positions maintained during myofiber growth and 

contraction?  

-  What are the mechanisms that drive even myonuclear dispersion within the 

muscle cell?  

-  How do nuclear clusters maintain their cohesion during cluster spread?  

-  When do the rearrangements of the microtubule network occur during fly 

myogenesis?  
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CONCLUDING REMARKS  

 

Myonuclear positioning is a complex sequence of steps involving many molecular 

players active at multiple processes. Here we subdivide the Drosophila myonuclear 

positioning into four steps and describe the most recent mechanisms including those 

players. Overall, the major molecular components are nuclear components, LINC 

complexes, cytoskeletal and motor proteins. These processes and the genes that 

regulate them appear to be highly conserved from fly to mammal. Most importantly, 

in all models, mispositioned nuclei are associated with a decrease in muscle function 

(Table 1.2.1). Nevertheless, several aspects of myonuclear positioning remain to be 

addressed, including the impact of muscle cell interactions with other cells types, the 

links between myonuclei as they move, and the movement of myonuclei during 

growth and regeneration (see Outstanding Questions). The use of multiple models – 

Drosophila, mammalian in vitro and in vivo – and approaches – genetic, biochemical, 

mathematical modeling – will surely uncover the answers. 

Myonuclear mispositioning has been shown to be a hallmark of numerous 

muscular disorders. For example, centronuclear myopathies are a diverse group of 

disorders associated with mutations in several different genes [206]. Similarly, Emery-

Dreifuss muscular dystrophy represents a genetically heterogeneous disease. For 

both of these examples, novel mutations are still being discovered [206,207]. These 

new mutations open new ways to explore muscle biology as well as offer targets for 

precise and individualized therapies. From studies using Drosophila to study 

myonuclear positioning, at least a dozen genetic mutations have been identified to 

affect muscle function, some of which involve genes directly linked to disease 

[158,160,167,169,171,172,176,196]. These studies confirm the contribution of 

proper myonuclear positioning for muscle function and the validity of this model for 

exploring the mechanisms behind myonuclear position and muscle loss of function 

(see Box 1). Nevertheless, it is the collective data from studies in both the fly and 

mammals that will clarify the importance of myonuclear positioning. 
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GOALS 

 

In skeletal muscle, nuclei reside above the sarcomere at the periphery of the muscle 

fiber and are positioned to maximize their internuclear distance. Mechanisms for 

anchoring nuclei along the myofiber have been identified. However, it is unclear how 

the majority of the myonuclei become spaced throughout the myofiber during 

development. For proper function, the muscles develop an intimate relationship with 

other cell types. Tendon cells provide connection between the muscle and the 

skeleton through an interface called myotendinous junction (MTJ). These cells provide 

signaling information that modify different aspects of muscle biology, including 

muscle type and shape. Muscle-tendon interactions are required to provide a strong, 

yet adaptive, connection between the skeleton and the muscle. The MTJs in Drosophila 

are structurally and functionally analogous to human MTJs: both rely on Integrin 

signaling to anchor muscles to tendon cells through an intervening ECM. Studies in 

Drosophila have provided insight into the crosstalk between tendon and muscle that 

sets up and subsequently matures the MTJ. Little is known about how the established 

MTJ influences overall muscle cytoarchitecture, and specifically myonuclear position, 

during muscle development. 

Mispositioned myonuclei are a hallmark of many muscle disorders, such as Emery-

Dreifuss Muscular Dystrophy and Centronuclear Myopathies, and have been used 

diagnostically for decades. Assessing the contribution of myonuclear positioning to 

disease in in vivo mammalian muscle is difficult due to the inability to follow individual 

nuclei in undergoing ongoing muscle repair, since during this process post fusion 

myonuclei move to the center of the muscle. Additionally, little regeneration is 

thought to occur in some muscle diseases, such as myotonic dystrophy and 

centronuclear myopathies; nonetheless an abundance of clumped, centronucleated 

myonuclei is found in these patients. Therefore, it is of the utmost importance to 

understand the mechanisms that drive proper myonuclear positioning and muscle 

function. 

 

This Thesis presents the results obtained during the doctoral work divided into 

three parts. The main goals were to: 
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Main goal 1: Analyze the input of tendon cells in myonuclear movement and 

positioning by manipulating the MTJ to determine how tendons 

influence myonuclear positioning and lead to a fine tuning of 

muscle architecture. 

 

Main goal 2: Determine the impact of myonuclear positioning on cytoskeletal 

organization and muscle structure and function by analyzing 

mutants with myonuclear positioning defects and assessing larval 

muscle organization and locomotion. 

 

To accomplish these goals, an in vivo Drosophila model was used. It provides a 

simple and rapid system to investigate basic mechanisms of myonuclear positioning 

and its effects on muscle function/physiology. Previous data indicate a striking 

correlation between aberrantly placed and clumped nuclei and a decrease in muscle 

function. Given the conservation of genes and mechanisms from fly to mammal, there 

is a strong suggestion that aberrant myonuclear positioning could indeed contribute 

to the muscle deficits associated with muscle disease. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

In the skeletal muscle, nuclei are positioned at the periphery of each myofiber and 

are evenly distributed along its length. Improper positioning of myonuclei has been 

correlated with muscle disease and decreased muscle function. Several mechanisms 

required for regulating nuclear position have been identified using the fruit fly, 

Drosophila melanogaster. The conservation of the myofiber between the fly and 

vertebrates, the availability of advanced genetic tools, and the ability to visualize 

dynamic processes using fluorescent proteins in vivo makes the fly an excellent 

system to study myonuclear positioning. This chapter describes time-lapse and fixed 

imaging methodologies using both the Drosophila embryo and the larva to investigate 

mechanisms of myonuclear positioning.  

 

Keywords Drosophila, Muscle, Nuclear movement, Embryo, Larvae 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The skeletal muscle provides an important system in which to study mechanisms of 

myonuclear positioning. Myofibers, the cellular units of the skeletal muscle, are 

multinucleated and position their myonuclei to reside above the sarcomeres at the 

cell periphery and along the length of the fiber to maximize internuclear distance. 

Moreover, mispositioned myonuclei correlate with muscle disease [208], and recent 

data suggest that mispositioned myonuclei may cause muscle weakness 

[158,167,169], illustrating the functional importance of proper positioning.  

To identify the cellular mechanisms of myonuclear movement in vivo, we have 

utilized the musculature of Drosophila embryos and larvae [158,167–169,209]. 

Drosophila muscles share the conserved myofiber structure found in vertebrates: 

Drosophila myofibers are multinucleated, maintain particular sizes and shapes, attach 

to particular tendon cells, become innervated by specific motoneurons, build 

sarcomeres, and are essential for locomotion (reviewed in [3,90]). The Drosophila 

system also offers unparalleled genetic approaches to manipulate genes of interest 

within the whole organism or specifically within muscle tissue. In addition to their 

powerful genetics, Drosophila embryos are also amenable to drug treatments 

commonly used to manipulate cell biological processes in culture, providing 

additional opportunities to probe the cellular machinery responsible for myonuclear 

movement [209]. Lastly Drosophila embryos are amenable to time-lapse microscopy 

without perturbing development such that cell biological processes, including 

myonuclear dynamics, can be assessed [168].  

There are 30 individual muscles per abdominal hemisegment of the Drosophila 

embryo (Fig. 3.1.1). Formation of these individual body wall myofibers depends on 

the specification and fusion of two myo- blast cell types: founder cells (FCs) and 

fusion-competent myoblasts (FCMs). Each FC contains the information necessary to 

direct the formation of a specific muscle. FCs can be identified by the expression of 

identity genes, such as the transcriptional regulators even- skipped and apterous 

[17,210,211]. The combination of identity genes and chromatin regulators expressed 

by a particular FC regulates the final morphology of the specific muscle. In contrast, 

FCMs are more naïve cells. Upon fusion to an FC, FCMs become reprogrammed to the 

specific developmental program of the FC, as evidenced by the observation that each 

newly incorporated FCM nucleus begins to express the same combination of identity 

genes as the FC [3]. Myoblast fusion is an iterative process; depending on the 
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particular muscle, body wall muscles in Drosophila embryos contain between 2 and 

25 myonuclei. As myoblast fusion concludes, the polarized syncytial myotube extends 

processes toward specific tendon cells and forms stable myotendinous junctions. 

Specific motoneurons innervate each muscle, leading to coordinated contraction at 

the final stage of embryogenesis [90,212].  

Although mispositioned nuclei are observed in all muscles when certain genes 

are disrupted, myonuclear positioning has been best characterized in the lateral 

transverse (LT) muscles of the developing embryo. We have shown that LT myonuclei 

undergo not one but a series of movements to maximize internuclear distance in vivo 

(Fig. 3.1.2; [158,167–169]). Post-fusion (stage 14), the myonuclei are located in a 

single group within the myotube. Over the course of development, these nuclei 

segregate into smaller groups that follow characteristic migration patterns (stages 15, 

16) before evenly distributing throughout the myofiber at the end of embryonic stage 

17 [3,90,158,167–169,209]. During larval development, in which the muscles grow 

up to 40-fold [198], the myonuclei in the individual muscles maintain regular spacing 

along the muscle fiber. These myonuclei are positioned above the sarcomeres along 

the periphery of the muscle fiber (Fig. 3.1.3; [158]).  

To date, there are several mechanisms required for the different movements 

of myonuclei in Drosophila. These mechanisms require microtubules; microtubule-

associated proteins, such as Ensconsin; the microtubule motor proteins, kinesin and 

dynein; and motor protein adaptors, such as kinesin light chain, dynein light chain, 

Figure 3.1.1 The Drosophila embryonic musculature. The Drosophila embryo is divided in 
hemisegments, each containing 30 muscles. (A) Stage 16 embryo showing the musculature 
in green (Tropomyosin) and the nuclei of the lateral transverse (LT) muscles in red (DsRed). 
(B) Image of a single hemisegment. (C) Schematic representation of all the muscles present 
in one hemisegment; the LT muscles are highlighted in red. For additional detail see Dobi 
et al. [7]  
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The  Drosophila  system also offers unparalleled genetic approaches 
to manipulate genes of interest within the whole organism or spe-
cifi cally within muscle tissue. In addition to their powerful genet-
ics,  Drosophila  embryos are also amenable to drug treatments 
commonly used to manipulate cell biological processes in culture, 
providing additional opportunities to  probe   the cellular machinery 
responsible for myonuclear movement [ 6 ]. Lastly  Drosophila  
embryos are amenable to  time-lapse   microscopy without perturb-
ing development such that cell biological processes, including 
myonuclear dynamics, can be assessed [ 5 ]. 

 There are 30 individual muscles per abdominal  hemisegment   of 
the  Drosophila   embryo   (Fig.  1 ). Formation of these individual body 
wall myofi bers depends on the specifi cation and  fusion   of two  myo-
blast   cell types: founder cells (FCs) and fusion-competent myoblasts 
(FCMs). Each FC contains the information necessary to direct the 
formation of a specifi c muscle. FCs can be identifi ed by the expres-
sion of identity genes, such as the transcriptional regulators  even-
skipped  and  apterous  [ 9 – 11 ]. The combination of identity genes and 
chromatin regulators expressed by a particular FC regulates the fi nal 
morphology of the specifi c muscle. In  contrast  , FCMs are more 
naïve cells. Upon fusion to an FC, FCMs become reprogrammed to 
the specifi c developmental program of the FC, as evidenced by the 
observation that each newly incorporated FCM nucleus begins to 
express the same combination of identity genes as the FC [ 7 ]. 
 Myoblast   fusion is an iterative process; depending on the particular 
muscle, body wall muscles in  Drosophila  embryos contain between 2 
and 25 myonuclei. As myoblast fusion concludes, the polarized 

  Fig. 1    The  Drosophila  embryonic musculature. The  Drosophila   embryo   is divided in hemisegments, each con-
taining 30 muscles. ( A ) Stage 16 embryo showing the musculature in green (Tropomyosin) and the nuclei of 
the lateral transverse (LT) muscles in red (DsRed). ( B ) Image of a single  hemisegment  . ( C ) Schematic represen-
tation of all the muscles present in one hemisegment; the LT muscles are highlighted in  red . For additional 
detail  see  Dobi et al. [ 7 ]       
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p150/Glued, cytoplasmic linker protein-190 (CLIP190), Sunday driver (Syd or JNK-

interacting protein 3 (JIP3)), and JNK signaling [158,167–169]. We refer the reader to 

[90] in which we discuss our current thinking about the different mechanisms at work 

during each stage of myonuclear movement. To identify these mechanisms, we have 

developed various techniques to define and quantify myonuclear position in 

294

  Fig. 2    Myonuclear positioning in the LT muscles during embryonic development. ( A ) Myonuclear position from 
stage 14 to stage 17. In the images of stages 14–16, the LT muscles are stained with Tropomyosin ( green ) and 
DsRed ( red ) to show the muscle structure and the nuclei, respectively. In the stage 17 image, the LT muscles 
are labeled with  Tropomyosin-   GFP    ( green ) and the nuclei are labeled with  apterousME::NLSdsRed  ( red ) ( see  
Table  2 ). At stage 16, image measurements are taken: D represents the dorsal measurement, V represents the 
ventral measurement, and L represents the total length of the muscle. Scale bar, 10 !m. ( B ) Schematic repre-
sentation of myonuclear movements from stage 14 to stage 17 as shown in panel ( A ). LT muscles 1–3 have 
6–8 nuclei each, whereas LT4 has 4–6 nuclei       

 

Mafalda Azevedo et al.

Figure 3.1.2 Myonuclear positioning in the LT muscles during embryonic development. (A) 
Myonuclear position from stage 14 to stage 17. In the images of stages 14–16, the LT 
muscles are stained with Tropomyosin (green) and DsRed (red) to show the muscle structure 
and the nuclei, respectively. In the stage 17 image, the LT muscles are labeled with 
Tropomyosin-GFP (green) and the nuclei are labeled with apterousME::NLSdsRed (red) (see 
Table 2). At stage 16, image measurements are taken: D represents the dorsal measurement, 
V represents the ventral measurement, and L represents the total length of the muscle. Scale 
bar, 10 μm. (B) Schematic representation of myonuclear movements from stage 14 to stage 
17 as shown in panel (A). LT muscles 1–3 have 6–8 nuclei each, whereas LT4 has 4–6 nuclei. 
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Drosophila [158,167–169]. This chapter describes these methodologies in both fixed 

and live Drosophila embryonic and larval preparations.  

 

 
  

Figure 3.1.3 Larval musculature and myonuclear positioning in a 3rd instar larva. (A) Image 
of a live Drosophila 3rd instar larva expressing Tropomyosin-GFP, a GFP gene trap that 
labels all muscles. Note the repeated muscle pattern in each hemisegment. Scale bar, 100 
μm. (A′) Higher magnification of one hemisegment. Scale bar, 25 μm. (B, B′) Dissected flat 
prep of a larva carrying Tropomyosin-GFP with all the muscles exposed. Scale bar, 50 μm. 
(B) Bright field image. (B′) Wide field fluorescence image. (C) Orthogonal view of a ventral 
longitudinal 4 muscle (VL4). Red, actin; white, nuclei. Scale bar, 25 μm  
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  Fig. 3    Larval musculature and  myonuclear positioning   in a 3 rd  instar  larva  . ( A ) Image of a live  Drosophila  3 rd  
instar larva expressing  Tropomyosin-   GFP   , a GFP gene trap that labels all muscles. Note the repeated muscle 
pattern in each  hemisegment  . Scale bar, 100 !m. ( A ") Higher magnifi cation of one hemisegment. Scale bar, 25 
!m. ( B ,  B ") Dissected fl at prep of a larva carrying  Tropomyosin-GFP  with all the muscles exposed. Scale bar, 
50 !m. ( B ) Bright fi eld image. ( B ") Wide fi eld fl uorescence image. ( C ) Orthogonal view of a ventral longitudinal 
4 muscle (VL4).  Red , actin;  white , nuclei. Scale bar, 25 !m       
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MATERIALS 

 

2.1 Imaging of Fixed Embryonic Muscles 

 

2.1.1 Embryo Collection and Fixation (Fig. 3.1.4) 

 

1. Embryo laying pot: 100 ml plastic beaker punched with holes to allow air exchange 

and prevent condensation. To make holes use a hot syringe needle with gauge (Sub-

Q 26G5/8).  

2. Embryo collection plates (apple juice plates): Microwave 1500 ml of ddH2O, 50 g of 

granulated sugar, and 45 g of agar until a homogeneous solution is formed. Add 500 

ml of cold apple juice, cool solution to 65°C, and add 40 ml of 10 % Tegosept in 100 

% ethanol. Pour solution into petri dishes (60×15 mm); make approximately 200 

plates. Secure these plates to the laying pots with rubber bands.  

3. Yeast paste: Distill water plus dry baker’s yeast and stir to make a paste. Store at 

4°C. 

4. Paintbrush (size 0). 

5. Collection baskets: Cut the top off of a 15 ml Falcon tube at approximately the 12 

ml line and cut out the center of the tube cap. 

6. Nylon membrane (pore size, 140 μm) screwed onto the collection basket with the 

cap. 

7. 3 % sodium hypochlorite (50 % bleach). 

8. Small funnel. 

9. Eppendorf tubes (1.5 ml). 

10. Heptane. 

11. Methanol. 

12. PFA: 4 % EM grade paraformaldehyde diluted in PBS (phosphate-buffered saline). 

13. Platform shaker. 

14. Vortex with 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube adaptor. 

15. PFA/heptane waste receptacle. 

16. Methanol/heptane waste receptacle. 

17. Glass Pasteur pipets.  
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2.1.2 Embryo Staining 

 

1. 3 % Triton X-100: For 200 ml, add 6 ml of Triton X-100 and 194 ml ddH2O.  

2. 10× PBS (phosphate-buffered saline; 0.01 M KH2PO4, 0.1 M Na2HPO4, 1.37 M NaCl, 

0.027 M KCl, pH 7.0).  

3. PBT (phosphate-buffered saline containing 0.3 % Triton): For 100 ml, add 10 ml 

10× PBS, 10 ml 3 % Triton X-100, and 80 ml ddH2O.  

4. PBT-BSA (phosphate-buffered saline containing 0.3 % Triton and 0.1 % BSA): For 100 

ml, add 10 ml 10× PBS, 10 ml 3 % Triton X-100, 1 ml 10 % BSA, and 79 ml ddH2O.  

5. Primary and secondary antibodies of interest. Refer to Table 1 for a suggested list 

of antibodies and probes routinely used to label Drosophila muscle and nuclei.  

6. Three-dimensional rotating mixer such as a Nutator. 

7. Eppendorf tubes (0.5 ml). 

8. Glass Pasteur pipets.  
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   3.    Yeast paste: Distill water plus dry baker’s yeast and stir to make 
a paste. Store at 4 °C.   

   4.    Paintbrush (size 0).   
   5.    Collection baskets: Cut the top off of a 15 ml Falcon tube at 

approximately the 12 ml line and cut out the center of the tube 
cap.   

   6.    Nylon membrane (pore size, 140 !m) screwed onto the collec-
tion basket with the cap.   

   7.    3 % sodium hypochlorite (50 % bleach).   
   8.    Small funnel.   
   9.    Eppendorf tubes (1.5 ml).   
   10.    Heptane.   
   11.    Methanol.   
   12.    PFA: 4 % EM grade paraformaldehyde diluted in PBS 

(phosphate- buffered saline).   
   13.    Platform shaker.   
   14.    Vortex with 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube adaptor.   

  Fig. 4    Materials used for  embryo   collection. ( A )  Embryo   laying pot perforated on 
the  bottom . ( B ) Small funnel. ( C ) Collection baskets:  top  and  side  views. ( D ) 
Yeasted apple juice plate. ( E ) Paintbrush. ( F ) Embryo hook       

 

Mafalda Azevedo et al.

Figure 3.1.4 Materials used for embryo collection. (A) Embryo laying pot perforated on the bottom. 
(B) Small funnel. (C) Collection baskets: top and side views. (D) Yeasted apple juice plate. (E) 
Paintbrush. (F) Embryo hook. 
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Primary Antibodiesb Expression Detected Company, reference # 

Muscle markers 

Tropomyosin Actin cytoskeleton Abcam, ab50567 

Myosin Heavy Chain (MHC) Myosin, Actin motor protein DSHB, EB165-s 

Nuclear Markers 

Lamin Dm0 
 

Nuclear envelope DSHB, ADL67.10 

Lamin C Nuclear envelope DSHB, LC28.26 

Specific Muscle Nuclear Markers 

Even-skipped DA1 [213] 

Vestigial DA1, DA2, DA3, LL1, VLs1-4 [214] 

Others 

DsRed Red fluorescent protein Clontech, 632496 

GFP 

Green fluorescent protein; useful 
to identify the present of 
fluorescent balancers (e.g.: DGy, 
CTG) 

Clontech, 632381 
Invitrogen, A-11120 

a-tubulin Microtubules Sigma, T9026 

Secondary Antibodies Expression detected Company, reference # 

Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated Life Technologies 

Alexa Fluor 555-conjugated Life Technologies 

Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated Life Technologies 

Probes antibodies Expression detected Company, reference # 

Alexa Fluor 546- conjugated 
Phalloidin 

F-actin Life Technologies, A22283 

Hoechst DNA Invitrogen, 33342 

aWe refer the reader to several papers for reagents that probe specific proteins involved in myonuclear 
positioning [158,172,209]. 
bSee Notes 1 and 2. 

 

 

2.1.3 Embryo Mounting 

 

1. Microscope slides.  

Table 3.1.1  
Antibodies and probes used to probe Drosophila myonuclear positioninga 
 

aWe refer the reader to several papers for reagents that probe specific proteins involved in 
myonuclear positioning [2–6, 22] 
bSee Notes 1 and 2 
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2. Scotch tape.  

3. Cover slips: size 22×40 mm with thickness 0.16–0.19 mm.  

4. Mounting medium, such as ProLong Gold antifade reagent or Vectashield.  

5. Razor blades. 

6. Metal washers (any hardware store).  

 

2.1.4 Embryo Imaging 

 

All images in the lab are acquired on a Leica SP5 laser-scanning confocal microscope 

equipped with a 20× 0.7NA HC PL Apochromat oil objective, 63× 1.4NA HCX PL 

Apochromat oil objective, and LAS AF 2.2 software. Equivalent microscopes and 

software may be used.  

 

2.2 Time-Lapse Imaging of Embryonic Muscles  

 

2.2.1 Embryo Collection and Mounting (Fig. 3.1.5)  

 

Materials described in Subheading 2.1.1, plus:  

1. Plain-tipped applicator (wooden stick).  

2. Halocarbon oil 700.  

3. Air-permeable Teflon membrane mounted on a circular Perspex frame (designed 

by E. Wieschaus; [215,216]).  

Figure 3.1.5 Materials used for mounting embryos. (A) Cover slip with a Scotch tape bridge used to 
mount fixed embryos for imaging. The image shows a cover slip with two pieces of tape on both ends, 
before the excess is removed (left) and after (right). (B) Frame used to mount embryos for time-lapse 
imaging. The image shows an air-permeable Teflon membrane (red dashed line box) mounted on a 
circular Perspex frame. Two pieces of tape provide support for a cover slip bridge where the embryos are 
placed (center of the frame). The orange solid line box represents the cover slip; it is placed on top of 
both sides of the tape as shown in the image.  
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         1.    Laying pot as described in  Embryo   Collection and  Fixation   
from Imaging of Fixed Embryonic Muscles section ( see  Fig.  4 ).   

   2.    Lightly yeasted apple juice plates ( see  Subheading  2.1.1 ,  step 2 ).   
   3.    15 % sucrose solution: sucrose diluted in water.   
   4.     Embryo   hook or straight forceps (tip dimensions, 0.1 ! 0.06 mm).   
   5.     Dissection   microscope equipped with fl uorescence.   
   6.    Paintbrush.      

       1.     Dissection   pins (diameter, 0.1 mm).   
   2.    Two pairs of straight forceps (tip dimensions, 0.1 ! 0.06 mm).   
   3.     Dissection   plate: petri dish (150 ! 15 mm) coated with a thick 

layer of Sylgard.   
   4.    Vannas spring scissors (sharp tips; non-serrated; cutting edge, 

3 mm; tip diameter, 0.05 mm).   
   5.    Cold HL3.1 buffer: 70 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 0.2 mM CaCl 2 , 

20 mM MgCl 2 , 10 mM NaHCO 3 , 5 mM trehalose, 115 mM 
sucrose, and 5 mM HEPES; pH 7.3 [ 16 ].   

   6.    1! PBS.   
   7.    Formalin solution, 10 %.   
   8.    Glass Pasteur pipets.      

   As in Subheadings  2.1.2  and  2.1.3 , plus:

    1.    Straight forceps (tip dimensions, 0.1 ! 0.06 mm).   

2.3  Imaging of 
Formalin- Fixed Larval 
Muscles

2.3.1  Larvae Collection

2.3.2  Larvae  Dissection   
and  Fixation  

2.3.3  Larvae Staining 
and  Mounting  

  Fig. 5    Materials used for  mounting   embryos. ( A ) Cover slip with a Scotch tape bridge used to mount fi xed 
embryos for imaging. The image shows a cover slip with two pieces of tape on both ends, before the excess 
is removed ( left ) and after ( right ). ( B ) Frame used to mount embryos for  time- lapse   imaging. The image shows 
an air-permeable Tefl on membrane ( red dashed line box ) mounted on a circular Perspex frame. Two pieces of 
tape provide support for a cover slip bridge where the embryos are placed ( center of the frame ). The orange 
solid line box represents the cover slip; it is placed on top of both sides of the tape as shown in the image       
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4. Cover slips: size 22×40 mm with thickness 0.16–0.19 mm.  

 

2.2.2 Embryo Imaging  

 

Mounted embryos are imaged on a Leica SP5 laser-scanning confocal microscope 

equipped with a 63× 1.4NA HCX PL Apochromat oil objective and LAS AF 2.2 software 

(for imaging nuclear clusters or individual nuclei [168]) or on a Zeiss AxioPlan2 

epifluorescence imaging system with light microscopy with a 40× Plan-NeoFluar 

0.75NA objective and AxioVision Rel 4.8 software (for myonuclear movement in the 

whole embryo; [158]). Equivalent microscopes and software may be used.  

 

2.3 Imaging of Formalin-Fixed Larval Muscles  

 

2.3.1 Larvae Collection  

 

1. Laying pot as described in Embryo Collection and Fixation from Imaging of Fixed 

Embryonic Muscles section (see Fig. 3.1.4).  

2. Lightly yeasted apple juice plates (see Subheading 2.1.1, step 2). 

3. 15 % sucrose solution: sucrose diluted in water. 

4. Embryo hook or straight forceps (tip dimensions, 0.1×0.06 mm). 

5. Dissection microscope equipped with fluorescence.  

6. Paintbrush.  

 

2.3.2 Larvae Dissection and Fixation  

1. Dissection pins (diameter, 0.1 mm).  

2. Two pairs of straight forceps (tip dimensions, 0.1×0.06 mm).  

3. Dissection plate: petri dish (150×15 mm) coated with a thick layer of Sylgard.  

4. Vannas spring scissors (sharp tips; non-serrated; cutting edge, 3 mm; tip diameter, 

0.05 mm).  

5. Cold HL3.1 buffer: 70 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 0.2 mM CaCl2, 20 mM MgCl2, 10 mM 

NaHCO3, 5 mM trehalose, 115 mM sucrose, and 5 mM HEPES; pH 7.3 [217].  

6. 1× PBS. 

7. Formalin solution, 10 %. 8. Glass Pasteur pipets.  

 

2.3.3 Larvae Staining and Mounting 
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As in Subheadings 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, plus: 

1. Straight forceps (tip dimensions, 0.1×0.06 mm).  

2. Kimwipes tissues. 

3. Dissection scope.  

 

2.3.4 Heat-Fixed Larvae 

 

1. Water (distilled) at 65°C. 

2. Halocarbon oil or 50 % glycerol. 

3. Microscope slides. 

4. Cover slips: size 22×40 mm with thickness 0.16–0.19 mm.  

 

2.3.5 Larval Imaging  

 

Images are acquired using the 40× 1.25–0.75NA HXC PL Apochromat oil objective of 

a Leica SP5 laser-scanning confocal microscope and the LAS AF 2.2 software. 

Equivalent microscopes and software may be used.  

 

2.4 Fly Stocks  

 

The Drosophila community has developed a rich collection of genetic reagents to 

probe various cellular processes, including myonuclear positioning. In addition to 

classic mutations, there is a wide range of available fly stocks that allow tissue-specific 

manipulation of a gene of interest. Spatial and temporal manipulation is accomplished 

using the bipartite GAL4/UAS system [218]. Reagents useful for the study of 

myonuclear positioning are listed in Table 3.1.2. New reagents are constantly being 

developed, particularly with the development of CRISPR genome-editing approaches 

in Drosophila. We refer the reader to FlyBase (http://flybase.org/), a community 

resource that provides a comprehensive, searchable compendium of genes, 

mutations, expression patterns, available stocks, and references.  
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METHODS  

 

3.1 Imaging of Fixed Embryonic Muscles  

 

3.1.1 Embryo Collection  

 

1. Set up a laying pot with 60 females/female virgins and 30 males at 22 °C (room 

temperature), 25 °C, or 29 °C, depending on the experiment (see Note 3).  

2. Label and change the apple juice plates on laying pots, keeping the old ones for 

embryo collection.  

3. Pour enough 50 % bleach to cover embryos on each plate and remove dead flies 

with a paintbrush. Dechorionate embryos for 4 min at room temperature. During this 

period, label 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes and add 500 μl heptane to each.  

4. Gently disturb the embryos on the plate with a paintbrush and transfer them to a 

collection basket using a small funnel. Rinse the plate with water to collect any 

remaining embryos and transfer them to the collection basket. Rinse the embryos in 

the collection basket liberally with additional distilled water to remove any traces of 

bleach.  

5. Move the embryos to the Eppendorf tube containing the heptane with the 

paintbrush.  

 

3.1.2 Embryo Fixation 

 

1. Thaw an aliquot of 4 % PFA. 

2. Add 500 μl of PFA to the Eppendorf tube containing the heptane and embryos.  

3. Using a platform shaker set at 250 rpm, incubate the embryos for 20 min at room 

temperature.  

4. Remove both the PFA and heptane phases, leaving the embryos in the Eppendorf 

tube.  

5. Add 500 μl of fresh heptane and 500 μl of 100 % methanol (for an alternative 

fixation method to label fixed embryos with phalloidin, see Note 4).  

6. Vortex for 1 min at room temperature. Embryos that have been devitellinized will 

fall to the bottom of the tube, whereas those that remain at the interface or float are 

not devitellinized and should be discarded.  
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Fly Stock Use Reference(s) 

GAL4 Lines Available from stock centers/Drosophila labs  

  twist-GAL4 
Somatic mesoderm expression from 
gastrulation to stage 14 

[219] 

  Mef2-GAL4 
Somatic mesoderm expression from stage 7 
and throughout larval and adult development 

[220] 

  24B-GAL4 Somatic mesoderm expression from stage 7  [218] 

  MHC-GAL4 
Somatic muscle expression – stage 13 
throughout larval and adult development 

[61] 

  G7-GAL4 Muscle expression in larvae [221] 

  Alpha-GAL4 Muscle expression in larvae 
K. Broadie lab, 
Vanderbilt University 

  apterousME-GAL4 LT muscle specific expression in embryo [50] 

  5053-GAL4 VL1 muscle specific expression in embryo [222] 

  Rp298-GAL4 
Founder cell/myotube specific expression in 
embryo/pupa 

[223] 

  sns-GAL4 Fusion competent myoblast in embryo/pupa [58] 

UAS Lines 
Available for gene of interest at Drosophila 
stock centers (i.e. Bloomington or Vienna Stock 
centers) or from individual Drosophila labs 

 

  UAS-RNAi 
Examples: UAS-DhcRNAi, UAS-SydRNAi 
 

[167,169] 

  UAS-fluorescent reporter 
lines targeted to nuclei or 
other organelle  

Examples: UAS-cytoplasmic GFP, UAS-nuclear 
localized GFP; UAS-laminGFP labels nuclear 
envelope; UAS-EB1-GFP labels microtubule plus 
ends 
 

[167,168] 

Fluorescent Reporter lines   

  apterousME::NLSdsRed Labels all myonuclei in the LT muscles [50,158] 

  Tropomyosin-GFP 
GFP Gene trap in Tropomyosin. Labels all 
muscles 

Drosophila FLYTRAP 
Collection 

  Zasp66-GFP GFP Gene trap in Zasp66. Labels all muscles 
Drosophila FLYTRAP 
Collection 

Gene mutants 
Available for gene of interest at stock centers 
or from Drosophila labs: (http://flybase.org/) 

 

 

7. Remove all liquid.  

8. Rinse embryos in methanol three times. To rinse: add solution, invert tube, let 

settle, remove, and repeat.  

9. Add fresh 100 % methanol for storage at −20 °C. Embryos can be stored and used 

reliably for up to 6 months.  

 

3.1.3 Embryo Staining  

 

Table 3.1.2 – Drosophila stocks useful for the study of myonuclear positioning  
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1. Transfer embryos to a 0.5 ml Eppendorf tube and remove excess methanol.  

2. Rinse three times with PBT-BSA.  

3. Add fresh PBT-BSA and incubate for 30 min on Nutator at room temperature. BSA 

serves to reduce nonspecific binding of antibodies.  

4. Add primary antibodies diluted in PBT-BSA (Table 3.1.1). As an example, use 

antibodies directed to tropomyosin or myosin heavy chain to visualize muscles and 

DsRed to label the nuclei of the lateral transverse (LT) muscles expressing the 

apterousME::NLSdsRed (Figs. 3.1.1 and 3.1.2). Incubate primary anti- bodies with the 

embryos on the Nutator for 1 h at room temperature or overnight at 4 °C.  

5. Remove primary antibodies and store at 4 °C (most can be reused up to three times).  

6. Rinse embryos with PBT-BSA three times.  

7. Wash embryos with PBT-BSA three times for 10 min at room temperature on the 

Nutator.  

8. Remove PBT-BSA and add secondary antibodies (Table 3.1.1), diluted in PBT-BSA, 

to the embryos and incubate on the Nutator for 1 h at room temperature. As 

fluorescent antibodies are light sensitive, cover them with aluminum foil. From this 

point forward, keep them covered as much as possible until the staining protocol is 

finished.  

9. Remove and discard secondary antibodies.  

10. Rinse embryos with PBT (no BSA) three times.  

11. Wash embryos with PBT three times for 10 min on the Nutator at room 

temperature.  

 

3.1.4 Embryo Mounting  

 

1. While washing the embryos (step 12 above), prepare slides for mounting. To mount 

embryos, first make a “tape bridge,” comprised of two superimposed pieces of Scotch 

tape, on two opposite sides of the cover slip (Fig. 3.1.5a).  

2. Label the slide with date, genotype or cross, and the antibodies used.  

3. Place a metal washer on the slide and rest the cover slip on the washer with the 

tape bridge facing up.  

4. Cut 1 cm off of the end of a p200 pipet tip for each sample so that embryos can 

be pipetted without damage.  

5. Remove PBT from the last wash (step 12 above).  

6. Add 80 μl of ProLong Gold antifade reagent to embryos using the truncated p200 

tip (ProLong Gold is extremely viscous) and slowly mix them together.  
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7. Transfer embryos to the cover slip. Remove any visible bubbles.  

8. Place a new cover slip over the tape bridge and line up both cover slips to form a 

sandwich.  

9. Store overnight in the dark until the ProLong Gold sets.  

10. Remove the washer and tape the cover slip sandwiches to the slide. These slides 

are ready to be imaged.  

11. Slides can be stored at −20 °C for up to 6 months.  

 

3.1.5 Confocal Microscopy  

 

While the data indicate that similar movements and mechanisms are active in other 

Drosophila muscle subsets, our lab has focused on studying myonuclear movements 

in a subset of muscles, the lateral transverse muscles (LT). Hence, the methodology 

for confocal imaging described below is focused on this subset.  

1. On the confocal microscope, identify an embryo at the correct stage (stages 14–

16) positioned with its lateral side facing up using the low-magnification objective. 

Staging is done based on overall embryo shape, the intensity of DsRed and tropo- 

myosin signal when used, gut morphology, and the morphology of the trachea 

[20,158,167]. At stage 16, a control LT muscle shows two clusters of nuclei (3–4 

nuclei in each cluster) near each longitudinal pole of the muscle.  

2. After finding a correctly staged embryo for imaging, move to a higher magnification 

objective, such as the 63× objective, and increase the zoom to 1.5×. On the computer, 

position the embryo in a horizontal position with four hemisegments visible in the 

imaging field. Choose hemisegments 3–7 for imaging (see Note 5).  

3. To set the Z-stack, begin by selecting the first slice in which the LT muscles are 

visible, and after moving through the muscle, stop and select the last slice in which 

these muscles are no longer visible. The recommended step size is 0.5 μm. The total 

size of the stack will vary between embryos, but the step size should be kept constant. 

The gain for each channel should be adjusted according to the intensity of the 

corresponding signal.  

 

3.1.6 Image Analysis  

 

Multiple software packages, including Volocity Visualization Software 6.1.1 

(Improvision), Imaris (Bitplane), and Adobe Photoshop CS4, are used for image 

processing. ImageJ (NIH) software is used for measurements. With the appropriate 
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plug-in (bioformats_package), however, files from Leica or Zeiss confocal microscopes 

can be opened directly in ImageJ, and all rendering, processing, and analysis can be 

done within ImageJ. Therefore, the instructions below will refer to ImageJ software:  

1. Open your files by dragging them into ImageJ toolbar.  

2. For the nuclear positioning analysis, select the extended focus view to visualize 

whole muscles. Select: Image>Stacks>Z Project and select Standard Deviation as the 

projection type (see Note 6). Adjust the number of slices to be included in the final 

projection.  

3. Merge channels by selecting Image>Color and Merge Channels.  

4. Brightness and contrast, as well as other settings, can be adjusted by selecting 

Adjust under the Image menu (Image>Adjust>Brightness/Contrast).  

5. For analysis, position the image with the anterior side of the muscle set to the left 

and dorsal to the top of the viewing field. The image can be rotated by selecting 

Transform under the Image menu (Image>Transform>Rotate).  

6. For measuring nuclear positioning, turn on the segmented line option. To do this, 

go to the ImageJ toolbar, right-click on the line option (represented as a straight 

diagonal line) and select Segmented Line.  

7. Three different measurements are made for each muscle (Fig. 3.1.2a): Dorsal (D)—

Distance from the dorsal end of each muscle to the nearest edge of the closest 

nucleus; Ventral (V)— Distance from the ventral end of each muscle to the nearest 

edge of the closest nucleus; and Length (L)—Length of each muscle following the 

curvature of the muscle. The edges of the nuclei and ends of the myofibers are defined 

by a clear change from signal to background within the relevant viewing channel. Each 

LT muscle is considered individually in all cases. To register each measurement, hit 

the M key (a new window will pop up when this is assessed for the first time).  

8. For the analysis, a total of three measurements (dorsal, ventral, and length) per 

muscle, from four muscles per hemisegment in four hemisegments per embryo, are 

measured in each of ten embryos per genotype.  

9. Copy all measurements to an Excel sheet. To calculate the dorsal and ventral 

distances, represent each value as a percent of the total muscle length to account for 

variation in muscle size. This will provide a quantification of the proximity of each 

cluster to each end of the muscle, which can be compared to control values. To 

calculate the nuclear spread, use the measurement values in the following formula: 

%&'()*+,-./01+2&').01
%&'()*

. This quantifies the distance that both clusters have traveled 

relative to each other and to the muscle length.  
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10. For statistical analysis, use either Excel or an advanced statistical software, such 

as SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, IBM) or GraphPad Prism. The 

standard statistical test used is the Student’s t-test. 

 

3.2 Time-Lapse Imaging of Embryonic Muscles 

 

3.2.1 Embryo Collection and Mounting 

 

1. Follow steps 1–4 from Subheading 3.1.1. 

2. Place the collection basket on a small petri dish and fill it up with water so that the 

embryos are floating.  

3. Dip a wooden stick into halocarbon oil and use the halocarbon oil on the end of 

the stick to collect the floating embryos from the collection basket. Then transfer 

them to an air-permeable Teflon membrane mounted on a circular Perspex frame (Fig. 

3.1.5b). Place two pieces of tape on each side of the embryos to create a bridge that 

will prevent embryo damage. Place a cover slip on top of both pieces of tape.  

 

3.2.2 Confocal Microscopy 

 

1. For time-lapse imaging of whole embryos, Z-stacks are taken with optical sections 

set at 3 μm on the Zeiss AxioPlan2. To set the stack, the first slice is set when the LT 

nuclei are in view in multiple hemisegments. The final slice is set below the nuclei. A 

frame rate of 20 s is used. Only a single Z-section with the greatest number of nuclei 

in focus is selected for each time point. Images are processed using ImageJ and 

compiled into a video using QuickTime [158] (see Note 7).  

2. For time-lapse imaging of myonuclear clusters and individual myonuclei, Z-stacks 

of two hemisegments are imaged simultaneously, using a high-magnification 

objective, such as the 63× 1.4 NA HCX PL Apochromat oil objective (see Subheading 

2.2.2) and increasing the zoom to 2–2.5×. Set the stack starting slightly above the 

nuclei and finishing slightly below the nuclei. Set the step size to 0.5 μm and the time 

interval to be between 20 s and 3 min [168] (see Note 7).  

3. Depending on the types of nuclear movement analyzed, collect data from 10 h 

(whole embryo) to 60 min (individual nuclear movements). Record a minimum of five 

time-lapse series per genotype.  

 

3.2.3 Image Analysis 
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1. Quantification of myonuclear movements and myonuclear morphology changes are 

completed manually using measurement functions in ImageJ (NIH) as described in 

Subheading 3.1.6.  

2. Nuclear translocation speed: The velocity at which myonuclear clusters in the LT 

muscles separate during stage 15 is assessed by measuring the distance between the 

dorsal and ventral clusters of nuclei at t=0 h and at t=1 h and determining the 

increased distance between the two clusters. By tracking individual nuclei as they 

moved relative to a fixed position in the embryo over the course of 10 min, the speed 

of individual myonuclei is determined. One hundred individual myonuclei from five 

different embryos are assayed for each genotype.  

3. Nuclear rotations: The number of LT myonuclei that rotate is determined by 

examining the time-lapse videos. A myonucleus that rotates, stops, and then rotates 

again is counted as one rotating myonucleus. Two hundred and fifty myonuclei are 

normally examined.  

4. Nuclear translocation directionality: The leading edge of a myonucleus is defined 

as the edge of the myonucleus furthest in the direction of translocation. A myonucleus 

is judged to have changed direction if it persistently moves a distance of at least one 

nuclear radius in the opposite direction from its previous direction of translocation. 

Two hundred and fifty myonuclei are examined.  

5. Nuclear shape changes: The aspect ratios of moving myonuclei are determined by 

dividing the length of the dorsal-ventral axis of a myonucleus by the length of the 

anterior-posterior axis of a myonucleus using ImageJ software (NIH). Aspect ratios are 

considered to change if a difference of ≥0.7 was observed in these measurements. 

Two hundred and fifty myonuclei are examined with at least ~80 % exhibiting the 

changes in noted behavior. 

 

3.3 Imaging of Formalin-Fixed Larval Muscles  

3.3.1 Larval Collection (Fig. 3.1.4)  

 

1. Set up a laying pot with 60 females/female virgins and 30 males at 22 °C (see Note 

3).  

2. Label and change the apple juice plates on laying pots, keeping the old ones for 

embryo collection.  

3. Day 0: Under the dissection scope, select stage 16/17 embryos and transfer them 

to a half-yeasted plate with the help of an embryo hook. Arrange the embryos in a 
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line next to a very thin layer of yeast. This will make it easier to find the 1st instar 

larvae on the next day.  

4. Day 1: Within 24 h, transfer the hatched larvae to a vial with food and store the vial 

at 25 °C for an additional 3 days or 22 °C for 4 days.  

5. On day 4 or day 5 (depending on the temperature), larvae will be 3rd instar larvae. 

Pour room temperature 15 % sucrose solution in the vial. Gently disturb the food at 

the bottom of the vial with a spatula. The larvae will float and can be collected using 

a paintbrush. In the event that some larvae are stuck in the food, release by gentle 

agitation. Transfer the larvae to an apple juice plate.  

6. If larvae expressing a fluorescent protein that was not previously visible in the 

embryo are desired, select the appropriate larvae under the fluorescence scope before 

starting dissecting.  

7. Prepare separate Eppendorf tubes with PBS for each genotype/cross and keep them 

in ice. 

 

3.3.2 Larval Dissection and Fixation with Formalin 

 

1. Before starting the dissections, gather at least six dissection pins on the dissection 

plate.  

2. Transfer one larva to the dissection plate and add a drop of cold HL3.1 buffer using 

a glass pipet. This “relaxing buffer” will slow larval movements.  

3. Orient the larva with its dorsal side up (identified by visualization of the main trunks 

of the trachea) and pin both the anterior and posterior ends of the larva to the plate. 

Specifically, after securing one end, use the other pin to stretch the larva to its normal 

length, being careful to not overstretch it, before securing the other end.  

4. Using the scissors, make small incisions perpendicular to the length of the larva 

close to each pin (cutting both trunks of the trachea). Then, cut along the larval body, 

ideally between the two main trunks of the trachea, to expose the inner organs.  

5. With forceps, gently remove the gut, trachea, and neurons, being careful to not 

damage muscles.  

6. Pin each corner of the larval body to the plate, making it flat. Once more, stretch 

out the tissue, but avoid overstretching. The flatter the larva during preparation, the 

easier the image acquisition later.  

7. Remove the HL3.1 buffer, add a few drops of 10 % formalin, and incubate for 20 

min at room temperature.  

8. Rinse with cold PBS three times.  
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9. Add fresh PBS and remove pins.  

10. Transfer to an Eppendorf tube with cold PBS.  

11. Store at 4 °C for a maximum of 1 week (for optimal staining results). Do not store 

dissected larvae at −20 °C as this will damage the structure of the muscle. 

 

3.3.3 Larval Staining and Mounting 

 

1. Staining larvae is similar to staining embryos (see Subheading 3.1.3), except when 

using fluorescence-conjugated probes such as phalloidin or Hoechst. If these types of 

probes are used, there is only one incubation of 1 h at room temperature followed by 

PBT washes. If antibodies are also used, incubate with primary antibodies first, as in 

the embryo staining protocol, followed by incubation with appropriate secondary anti- 

bodies and the aforementioned probes.  

2. After completing the staining, transfer a maximum of six larvae to a microscope 

slide.  

3. Under a dissection scope, position larvae with the head at the top and flatten them 

by exposing the muscles facing up. Spread out the larvae evenly on the slide. While 

doing this, do not let larvae dry out. Add more PBT if necessary.  

4. Remove any excess PBT by absorbing it with a Kimwipes.  

5. Place a drop of ProLong Gold antifade reagent on top of each larva and remove any 

visible bubbles.  

6. Cover with a cover slip and let it dry at room temperature in the dark. Note that 

there is no bridging of the cover slips for the mounting of larvae.  

7. Slides can be stored at −20 °C for up to 6 months. 

 

3.3.4 Confocal Microscopy 

 

1. For formalin-fixed larval muscles, we image the ventral lateral muscles 3 and 4 (VL3 

and VL4) because they are easily observed and are more resistant to damage during 

dissection. For simplicity, it is recommended to focus on VL4, with its single row of 

myonuclei, rather than VL3, which contains two rows of nuclei.  

2. A VL4 muscle should fit in the imaging field on the micro- scope computer. Set the 

Z-stack, starting a little above the muscle and finishing just prior to the slice when 

other muscles first become apparent. Set the Z-step size to 0.5 μm. Image six muscles 

from each of five larvae per genotype. 
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3.3.5 Image Analysis 

 

As for embryo image analysis (see Subheading 3.1.6), different software packages can 

be used. All the instructions herein will refer to ImageJ software (NIH):  

1. Follow steps 1–4 from Confocal Microscopy in the Imaging of Fixed Embryonic 

Muscles (see Subheading 3.1.6).  

2. For assessing myonuclear position in larvae, different types of measurements are 

made: muscle length, internuclear distance (Fig. 3.1.6a, b), nearest neighbor (Fig. 

3.1.6c), largest gap (Fig. 3.1.6d), and myonuclear number.  

3. Muscle length: Use the straight line option on the ImageJ toolbar and hit the M key 

to open a new window with the values.  

4. Internuclear distance: Measure the distance between every nucleus. In control 

muscles or muscles without nuclear clumping, the resulting standard deviation will 

be very small compared to the measurements from muscles with nuclear clumping.  

5. Nearest neighbor: Measure the distance to the nearest edge of the closest nucleus 

from each nucleus. Assume distance equals 0 when two nuclei are touching. The 

closer the nuclei, the lower the final average will be.  

6. Largest gap: Measure the longest distance between two nuclei within a given 

muscle. For more severe defects in myonuclear positioning, this distance is bigger, 

whereas in muscles with control-like nuclear distribution, this value is smaller.  

7. Number of nuclei per muscle: A control VL4 muscle contains 7–9 nuclei.  

309

   4.     Internuclear distance : Measure the distance between every 
nucleus. In control muscles or muscles without nuclear clump-
ing, the resulting standard deviation will be very small compared 
to the measurements from muscles with nuclear clumping.   

   5.     Nearest neighbor : Measure the distance to the nearest edge of 
the closest nucleus from each nucleus. Assume distance equals 
0 when two nuclei are touching. The closer the nuclei, the 
lower the fi nal average will be.   

   6.     Largest gap : Measure the longest distance between two nuclei 
within a given muscle. For more severe defects in  myonuclear 
positioning  , this distance is bigger, whereas in muscles with 
control- like nuclear distribution, this value is smaller.   

   7.     Number of nuclei per muscle : A control VL4 muscle contains 
7–9 nuclei.   

   8.    Copy all measurements to an Excel sheet. To calculate each of 
the parameters mentioned above, always consider the length of 
the muscle and express values as a percentage of muscle length.   

   9.    For statistical analysis, either use Excel or a more advanced 
statistical software, such as SPSS (Statistical Package for the 
Social Sciences, IBM) or GraphPad Prism. The standard statis-
tical test used is the Student’s  t -test.    

      An alternative method of fi xing larvae for microscopy is heat  fi xa-
tion   (adapted from [ 19 ]). For this approach, use larvae at any 
developmental stage. Since there is no staining with this protocol, 
larvae expressing fl uorescent markers in both the muscles and the 
nuclei are ideal ( see  Table  2 ):

3.4  Heat- 
Fixed Larvae

  Fig. 6     Myonuclear positioning   measurements in larval muscles. In a control VL4 muscle ( A ) and in a VL4 muscle 
with disrupted  myonuclear positioning   ( B – D ), white lines represent different measurements made to deter-
mine myonuclear positioning defects. ( A ) Internuclear distance. Nuclei are approximately equidistant. ( B ) 
Internuclear distance. The distance between nuclei is variable. ( C ) Nearest neighbor. Two different scenarios: 
the nearest neighbor of nucleus 5 is nucleus 6 and vice-versa; the nearest neighbor of nucleus 4 is nucleus 3 
but the opposite is not the case. Nucleus 2 is the nearest neighbor to nucleus 3. ( D ) Largest gap. In this muscle, 
the largest gap between two nuclei is the distance between nuclei 6 and 7. Scale bar, 25 !m       

 

Nuclear Positioning in Drosophila Muscle

Figure 3.1.6 Myonuclear positioning measurements in larval muscles. In a control VL4 muscle (A) and 
in a VL4 muscle with disrupted myonuclear positioning (B–D), white lines represent different 
measurements made to deter- mine myonuclear positioning defects. (A) Internuclear distance. Nuclei 
are approximately equidistant. (B) Internuclear distance. The distance between nuclei is variable. (C) 
Nearest neighbor. Two different scenarios: the nearest neighbor of nucleus 5 is nucleus 6 and vice-
versa; the nearest neighbor of nucleus 4 is nucleus 3 but the opposite is not the case. Nucleus 2 is 
the nearest neighbor to nucleus 3. (D) Largest gap. In this muscle, the largest gap between two nuclei 
is the distance between nuclei 6 and 7. Scale bar, 25 μm. 
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8. Copy all measurements to an Excel sheet. To calculate each of the parameters 

mentioned above, always consider the length of the muscle and express values as a 

percentage of muscle length.  

9. For statistical analysis, either use Excel or a more advanced statistical software, 

such as SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, IBM) or GraphPad Prism. The 

standard statistical test used is the Student’s t-test. 

 

3.4 Heat-Fixed Larvae 

 

An alternative method of fixing larvae for microscopy is heat fixation (adapted from 

[224]). For this approach, use larvae at any developmental stage. Since there is no 

staining with this protocol, larvae expressing fluorescent markers in both the muscles 

and the nuclei are ideal (see Table 3.1.2):  

1. Pick a larva using forceps. Be careful not to damage muscles.  

2. Dip the larva in water at 65 °C for 1–2 s.  

3. Mount 5–6 larvae in halocarbon oil or 50 % glycerol in a microscope slide.  

4. Cover with a cover slip.  
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NOTES 

 

1. For antibodies with high levels of nonspecific background staining, preabsorption 

using fixed control embryos is recommended. For example, some antibodies listed in 

Table 1, such as anti-Eve, are preabsorbed to obtain better results [209].  

2. Due to the formation of the embryonic cuticle at stage 17, antibodies can only 

penetrate the embryo from the initial stages of embryogenesis until stage 16. For 

visualizing myo- nuclear position as well as muscle structure at stage 17, fluorescently 

tagged proteins that label the myonuclei and the muscles must be examined (see 

Table 2).  

3. Although the ideal number of flies in a laying pot is 60 females/ female virgins and 

30 males, laying pots can be set up with as few as 25 females/female virgins and 15 

males. Using a large number of flies in a laying pot is important when collecting large 

amounts of embryos.  

4. For labeling fixed embryos with phalloidin, an alternative fixation method in which 

methanol is substituted with ethanol should be used. After fixing in heptane and PFA, 

add 100 % ethanol, vortex for 45 s, discard the ethanol, add 100 % ethanol, vortex for 

45 s, collect embryos to a new tube, and store in fresh 90 % ethanol at −20 °C.  

5. When imaging embryos, it is recommended to focus on hemisegments 3–7 because 

these hemisegments are develop- mentally more similar in age and are less prone to 

variations in muscle structure.  

6. When rendering a Z-stack in ImageJ, a number of projection types are available 

(average intensity, maximum intensity, minimum intensity, sum of slices, standard 

deviation, and median). The type selected depends on what is being measured. 

Maximum intensity is suggested if the user is measuring that particular signal. We 

use standard deviation as it renders an excellent image of the sarcomeric structure in 

the muscle; however, we are measuring distances between the nuclei.  

7. While acquiring time-lapse images, check every 10 min to adjust focus as embryos 

will move and the nuclei will shift out of focus. However, note that adjusting this focus 

means restarting the time-lapse sequence. This cannot be done within a time-lapse. 

After a few adjustments, the focal plane will essentially stabilize, and it can be left for 

hours to get the desired time-lapse sequence.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Mammalian skeletal muscle is a composite tissue that consists primarily of contractile 

myofibers, which rely on interactions with other tissues to optimally function. Blood 

vessels provide muscle cells with oxygen and nutrients, motor neurons innervate the 

muscle and signal through neurotransmitters to stimulate contraction, and tendons 

and muscles establish a specialized junction called a myotendinous junction (MTJ), 

which is essential for force transmission and  structural support during contraction 

[185,186]. However, it is not well understood how these interactions with other 

tissues influence aspects of myofiber intracellular organization and muscle function. 

Mammalian skeletal muscle and Drosophila melanogaster embryonic body wall 

muscle share several characteristics, including formation of a highly organized 

syncytium, achieved through myoblast fusion followed by myonuclear movements, as 

well as establishment of  specialized attachment to tendon cells and innervation by 

specific motor neurons [157,225]. Due to its simplicity, where each muscle is a single 

cell, and the high degree of conservation between vertebrates and Drosophila, the fly 

embryo is an ideal model to investigate these aspects of muscle development and 

intracellular organization. 

Drosophila embryonic myogenesis involves a series of conserved events that 

are essential for the formation of fully functional, contractile myofibers. In fruit flies, 

myoblast fusion occurs during embryogenesis from stages 12 to 15 (7-13 h After Egg 

Laying (AEL)[226]). Each fusion event can be divided into three steps: cell-cell 

recognition and adhesion, actin focus formation, and fusion pore formation (reviewed 

in Kim et al. 2015 and Deng et al. 2017). Each event adds volume and an additional 

nucleus to the growing myotube. Two cell types are required for muscle formation in 

Drosophila: founder cells (FCs) and fusion-competent myoblasts (FCMs). Each FC, 

which determines muscle identity, fuses with multiple FCMs to form a syncytial cell 

[3]. FCs and FCMs express sets of transmembrane receptors that allow these two cell 

types to recognize and adhere to one another: FCs express dumbfounded (duf) and 

roughest (rst), and FCMs express sticks and stones (sns) and hibris (hbs). Adhesion of 

the FCM to the initial FC or growing myotube via these transmembrane receptors 

activates pathways that promote actin polymerization and the formation of a 

filamentous (F)-actin focus present primarily within the FCM [50,154]. The FCM 

invades the FC with podosome-like protrusions [55], and membrane pore formation 
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subsequently occurs, allowing for the mixing of the cytoplasm and the addition of the 

FCM nucleus to the FC/developing myotube. After a fusion event, the myotube will 

either prepare for the next fusion event or stop fusing through mechanisms that are 

not clearly understood. As each myotube accumulates nuclei through successive 

fusion events, the nuclei undergo a series of movements that will ultimately place 

them in their final position within the muscle cell. 

The process of myonuclear positioning has been best characterized during fly 

muscle development in the Drosophila embryonic lateral transverse (LT) muscles. 

Beginning at stage 14 (10-11 h AEL), while fusion events are still occurring, LT muscle 

nuclei form two clusters that are in close proximity to each other. During stage 15 

(11-13 h AEL), these nuclear clusters move away from each other toward opposite 

muscle poles, and at the same time, the muscle cells extend filopodia and elongate 

towards tendon cells, establishing an attachment. By stage 16 (13-16 h AEL), the LTs 

are firmly attached to tendon cells and the clusters of nuclei position close to the ends 

of the myotubes. By the start of stage 17 (16-24 h AEL), when the tendon attachment 

is mature, coordinated muscle contraction begins, and nuclear clusters dissociate, 

now spreading along the myotube to maximize their internuclear distance 

[158,184,227]. The end result is a multinucleated myofiber with nuclei evenly 

distributed along the periphery of the muscle cell. This subcellular pattern of nuclear 

localization is shared between mammalian and Drosophila mature muscle cells and is 

thought to be essential for muscle function. Certain muscle diseases, such as Emery-

Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (EDMD) and centronuclear myopathies (CNM), are 

characterized by the presence of abnormally positioned myonuclei, and show muscle 

weakness and skeletal muscle wasting [148].  A better understanding of how nuclear 

positioning is regulated at a molecular level is critical to understanding the 

mechanisms of myofiber organization and how mispositioned nuclei contribute to 

deficits in muscle function. 

Previous reports showed that myonuclear positioning and muscle function 

depend on the activity of the microtubule motor proteins Kinesin and Dynein and their 

associated proteins, including Clip190, Glued, Partner of inscrutable (Pins/Raps), 

Sunday driver (Syd), and Aplip1 [167–170]. Myonuclear position also requires other 

microtubule-associated proteins, including  the microtubule-binding protein 7 (MAP-

7)/Ensconsin [158] and  its binding partner Bsg25D/Ninein [162], and the cooperation 

between microtubules and the KASH proteins, Klarsicht and MSP-300 [172]. A cortical 

pulling pathway, mediated by Dynein and Kinesin, is essential for myonuclear 

positioning, in which coordinated activity of both motors along the microtubule 
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network allows for the movement of the clusters of nuclei towards the muscle poles 

[168]. In addition, EDMD and CNM disease-associated genes were identified as 

regulators of distinct mechanisms of myonuclear positioning. EDMD-associated genes 

regulate the separation of an initial cluster into two clusters and CNM-linked genes 

are necessary to maintain clustering as the nuclei  move towards muscle ends [160]. 

However, these cell-intrinsic mechanisms regulate myonuclear positioning at a time 

when muscle cells are actively interacting with cells in their environment, including 

interactions with tendon cells to form strong and stable MTJs which allow the muscles 

to withstand strong contraction without detaching from the tendon and to recover 

their shape after contraction [187,188]. How these interactions influence myonuclear 

positioning have not yet been explored.  

MTJ formation involves the guidance, elongation, and attachment of muscle 

cells with their target tendon cell. Several axon guidance pathways have been involved 

in this process, including the Slit-Robo pathway [187,228]. Initially identified in a large 

screen for genes that regulate axonal midline crossing [229], roundabout (robo1) was 

later found to encode a repulsive guidance receptor that binds to Slit [230] and is 

conserved among various species [231,232]. The Robo family is part of the 

immunoglobulin superfamily of cell adhesion receptors and in Drosophila there are 

three robo genes: robo1, robo2, and robo3 [230,233]. While most roles for Robo have 

been described as dependent on Slit, some studies have identified Slit-independent 

functions in different organisms [234–237]. During nervous system development, the 

Slit-Robo pathway is essential for axon guidance, controlling the crossing and 

recrossing of the midline, where Slit is expressed [230–232,235]. In muscle 

development, this pathway performs a dual role of promoting repulsion from the 

midline during early ventral mesodermal migration and later on, attraction towards 

tendon attachment sites [228,230]. Since muscles require interaction with tendon 

cells to properly develop and become functional (i.e. contract), we explored the 

possibility that muscle-tendon interactions also regulate intracellular muscle 

organization, such as myonuclear positioning. We focused our studies on the Robo-

Slit pathway, a paradigm of muscle-tendon signaling. 

Here we describe two novel roles for Robo1 in Drosophila myogenesis. We show 

that robo1 is involved both in regulating myoblast fusion and myonuclear positioning 

in the LT muscles in a Slit-independent fashion. In the absence of robo1, fusion events 

take longer, actin foci contain less actin, the LTs acquire fewer nuclei, and LT 

myonuclei are mispositioned. We investigated the possibility of an interaction of 

Robo1 with known regulators of myonuclear positioning and showed that Robo1 does 
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not participate in the cortical pulling pathway. As we were completing the final 

experiments for this work, we found that many of our robo1 stocks were not as 

assumed. Data obtained and the conclusions drawn using these stocks will be 

presented chronologically and labeled with an asterisk (*). This issue led to a re-

examination of the phenotypes, that is included at the end of this chapter. 

Nevertheless, the main conclusions—that a slit-independent robo1 activity is required 

for myoblast fusion and myonuclear position—remain valid. This study sheds further 

light into the importance of muscle-tendon interactions during muscle development 

and reveals novel in vivo roles for Robo1 in myoblast fusion and myonuclear 

positioning. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Drosophila genetics 

 

All Drosophila melanogaster stocks were grown on standard cornmeal medium at 

25°C. The following stocks were used: apterousME-NLS::dsRed (or apRed; always 

referred to as control) [50], ensswo [158], Khc8 [238], Dhc64c4-19 [239], Mef2-Gal4 [220], 

twist-actin::GFP [240], UAS-robo.myc (gift from the Bashaw lab [241]), sns-GAL4 (gift 

from the Abmayr lab [58]) and duf-GAL4 [70]. From the Bloomington Drosophila Stock 

Center: robo11/1 (8755 [232]), robo12/2 (*) (8756 [232]; later identified as having the 

robo11 mutation), sli2/2 (3266), and UAS-GFP RNAi (41551). From the Vienna Drosophila 

Resource Center: UAS-robo RNAi KK108817 (100624). To visualize nuclei in the LTs, 

stocks were crossed with apRed [50] which fluorescently labels nuclei. The GAL4-UAS 

system [218] was used for expression and “rescue” studies. Embryos were staged 

according to [226]. 

 

Viability assay 

 

Viability assays were done at 25°C essentially as previously described (Schulman et 

al. 2014). In brief, stage 16 embryos were selected over multiple days without 

bleaching and transferred to a fresh apple juice plate. The number of 

hatched/unhatched embryos was counted the day after and 1st instar larvae were 

transferred to a vial with food. The number of pupae and adults was counted later on. 

A minimum of 51 embryos was collected over the course of several days.  

 

Fluorescent antibody staining 

 

Embryos were prepared for staining as previously described  [50]. Embryos were 

incubated in primary antibody for 1 hour at room temperature or overnight at 4°C 

and used at the following dilutions: rat anti-Tropomyosin (50567, Abcam, Cambridge, 

UK, 1:500), rabbit anti-DsRed (632496, Clontech, Mountain View, CA, 1:400), chicken 

anti-GFP (13970, Abcam, 1:500), mouse anti-b1PS-integrin (CF.6GG11, Developmental 

Studies Hybridoma Bank [DSHB], 1:50), mouse anti-Robo (13C9, DSHB, 1:100), mouse 

anti-c-Myc (9E10, DSHB, 1:50), mouse anti-a-Tubulin (T9026, Sigma, St. Louis, MO, 
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1:500), mouse anti-Dynein Heavy Chain (2C11-2, DSHB, 1:50), mouse anti BP-102 

(anti-CNS axons, DSHB, 1:15). In addition, we used 467-conjugated anti-goat HRP 

(Jackson Immunoresearch, 1:300). Alexa fluor-conjugated secondary antibodies 

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) were applied 1:400 for one hour at room temperature. 

Fluor-conjugated phalloidin (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) were added with the 

secondary antibody at 1:100. Samples were mounted in ProLong Gold antifade 

reagent (Invitrogen).  

 

Fixed sample imaging and analysis 

 

Z-stacks of fixed samples were acquired using a Zeiss LSM700 laser-scanning confocal 

microscope using a Plan-Apochromatic 20x/0.8-NA M27 objective and PlanNeo 

40x/1.3-NA oil-immersion objective and processed in FIJI/ImageJ (NIH). 

For analysis of nuclear spread at stage 16, embryos of all genotypes carrying 

apRed were used in order to visualize the nuclei in the LT muscles. The segmented 

line function in FIJI was used to measure the distances from the dorsal-most nucleus 

to the dorsal myotube pole, the ventral-most nucleus to the ventral myotube pole, 

and the total myotube length. Nuclear spread was calculated by subtracting the first 

two values from the third and expressing the difference as a percentage of total 

myotube length. Only muscles that attached were considered for this analysis. We find 

that our controls show a maximum value of 69.36% [and our most severe mutants, 

i.e, Bsg25D overexpression, 26.7% [162]]. Due to increased levels of attachment 

defects in robo12/2 embryos, which difficulted measuring nuclear spread, we 

performed all experiments with the robo11/1 mutant allele. For statistical purposes, 

the mean of four lateral transverse muscle measurements (whenever possible) from a 

maximum of four hemisegments per embryo was considered a sample. Embryos were 

fixed over the course of multiple days and then pooled for staining and analysis. A 

minimum of 4 embryos was used for quantification. Student’s t-tests were used to 

statistically compare samples. 

For the quantification of defects in stage 16 LT muscles, we examined a 

minimum of three hemisegments per embryo, using Z-stacks of fixed images of 

control and robo11/1 embryos. We classified defects in three categories: no defects, 

attachment defects, and guidance defects. Attachment defects were defined as loss 

of the elongated shape of at least an LT muscle per hemisegment. Guidance defects 

were defined as the loss of the dorsal to ventral orientation of at least one LT muscle 

per hemisegment. A minimum of 91 hemisegments from 21 embryos were analyzed. 
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For bPS-integrin intensity analysis, we used embryos that were fixed over the 

course of several days and then pooled for staining. We measured the signal intensity 

at the LT muscle ends, using the rectangle tool in FIJI, including integrin signal from 

both inside and outside the muscle. The background intensity value was subtracted 

from the absolute bPS-integrin intensity value for each measurement. A minimum of 

106 muscles was used in this quantification. To create the intensity distribution 

graph, the average of each measurement for all muscles was considered. For the 

purpose of comparing intensities between the genotypes analyzed, the 80th percentile 

was calculated for all muscles analyzed and a Student’s t-test was performed. 

Microtubule density was calculated essentially as previously described in [167]. 

For statistics, we used the Tubulin/Tropomyosin ratios from multiple cells (n>20) 

from at least four embryos. Student’s t-tests were performed using GraphPad Prism 

or Microsoft Excel. 

For the Dynein intensity analysis, the background intensity value was 

subtracted from the absolute Dynein intensity value. Statistical analysis considered 

multiple measurements from one embryo as a sample. A minimum of 55 muscles 

from seven embryos was used. 

To measure actin intensity in the actin foci, we used the straight-line function 

from FIJI to draw a line parallel to the orientation of the fusing FCM and including the 

whole actin focus. The average of each measurement for all muscles was used to 

create the distribution graph. The peak values were considered to statistically 

compare amount of actin between genotypes, using a Student’s t-test.  A minimum of 

17 foci from 13 embryos was used.  

 

Unfused myoblasts and nuclei counting 

 

Single slices from Z-stacks of fixed stage 16 embryos labelled with tropomyosin were 

analyzed and the number of unfused myoblasts was classified into three categories: 

no visible unfused myoblasts, between one and five unfused myoblasts, and more 

than five unfused myoblasts. A minimum of 24 embryos was used. Each category for 

each genotype was represented in a pie chart as a percentage of the total number of 

embryos analyzed. 

For counting nuclear number in the LTs, embryos carrying apRed were 

collected and dechorionated using 50% bleach for four minutes at room temperature. 

After being rinsed, embryos were quickly heat fixed in water at 65°C and mounted in 

halocarbon oil on a glass slide. The number of nuclei was counted per hemisegment 
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in stage 17 embryos, when it is possible to identify individual myonuclei. A minimum 

of 18 hemisegments was analyzed. A Student’s t-test was used to compare genotypes 

for statistical significance.  

 

Western Blotting 

 

To compare Robo1 protein expression in control, mutant, and rescue genotypes, 

stage 16 embryos were selected and lysed in lysis buffer (150mM NaCl, 2mM MgOAc, 

20mM Tris, pH 7.5, 5% Glycerol, 0.5% NP40, 2m DTT, and one Complete Mini tab 

[Roche, Basel, Switzerland]). Following Bradford assay to determine protein 

concentration (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA), 20µg of lysate per genotype was 

loaded onto a 7.5% SDS-PAGE protein gel. The gel was transferred onto a nitrocellulose 

membrane overnight, blocked with 5% milk and incubated overnight with mouse anti-

Robo (13C9, DSHB, 1:1000) and mouse anti-a-Tubulin (T9026, Sigma, St. Louis, MO, 

1:1000) antibodies. The membrane was then incubated with HRP-conjugated 

secondary antibodies against mouse (1:5000, Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, 

PA) prior to development using chemiluminescence (Kindle Biosciences, Greenwhich, 

CT). Above experiment was repeated three times. 

 

Time-lapse imaging 

 

Embryos subjected to time-lapse imaging of myoblast fusion were prepared as 

published [167] and carried twist-actin::GFP. Time-lapse series of myoblast fusion 

events were acquired on a Zeiss LSM700 using a Plan-Apochromatic 20x/0.8 M27 

objective or Leica SP5 using a 40x. Stacks were acquired every minute for a minimum 

of 30 minutes. Duration of actin focus was determined by the presence of actin 

accumulation in a focus for a certain number of frames. For statistical purposes, 

embryos were divided in two groups, stage 12/13 and stage 14/late 15, and 

compared using a Student’s t-test.  A minimum of 31 foci from three embryos was 

analyzed. 

 

DNA extraction and sequencing 

For genomic extraction, 5-10 flies of each line were homogenized in 100 µl of chilled 

0.1M Tris-EDTA (TE) pH 9. 100 µl of chilled 2% SDS and 100 µg / ml Proteinase K were 

added to the homogenate, and the homegenate was then incubated at 50ºC for 3 

hours. The cell debris was then centrifuged for 10 minutes, and a phenol/chloroform 
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extraction was performed on the recovered supernatant. The genomic DNA was 

precipitated from the extraction using 0.4 volumes of 5M Ammonium Acetate and 2 

volumes of 100% Ethanol.  Precipitates were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 15000 RPM, 

then washed with 70% Ethanol, dried, and resuspended in sterile water. Genomic 

extractions were quantified and diluted to 50 ng / µl. 

 

Robo1-1 mutant stocks were analyzed by PCR-amplifying the genomic DNA region 

around the putative C1231T (Q411term) mutation using forward primer 

AACTACCTTGCATGGCCTCC and reverse primer AGCTTCCTTGGATGATGCTGT. The 

405 bp products were column purified (Qiagen 28706) and sequenced (Eton 

Biosciences) with the forward primer. 
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RESULTS 

 

Robo1 acts on myonuclear positioning in a Slit-independent fashion 

 

To test the hypothesis that muscle-tendon interactions affect muscle intracellular 

organization, and specifically myonuclear positioning, we performed a screen using 

mutants defective for known regulators of MTJ formation (see Chapter 4 Part III). From 

this screen emerged robo1, which encodes a transmembrane protein present in 

muscles [228]. Using immunofluorescence, we first confirmed that in control 

embryos, Robo1 is present at the myotendinous junction (Fig. 4.1.1A), consistent with 

its role in muscle attachment to the tendon cell.  We then examined the muscle pattern 

in control and homozygous robo11/1 mutant embryos, which entirely lack Robo1 

protein (Fig. 4.1.1B), as shown previously [232].  In agreement with previously 

published data [242,243], muscle attachments defects were detected in stage 16 

robo11/1 mutant embryos (Fig. 4.1.2A). We found that 35% of robo11/1 hemisegments 

showed defects in guidance and/or attachment of the LT muscles, whereas 65% of 

robo11/1 hemisegments exhibited no obvious muscle attachment defects (Fig. 4.1.3A). 

Those muscles that were attached were similar in length to control muscles, 

suggesting that these robo1 mutant muscles did attach to the correct tendon cell (Fig. 

4.1.3B). However, when we examined the MTJs of the LT muscles (Fig. 4.1.21A, 

bottom panel), we observed reduced expression of an essential MTJ adhesion 

Figure 4.1.1– robo11/1 embryos are protein null. A) Representative images of stage 16 
embryos highlight the localization of Robo1 at muscle attachment sites in control embryos 
and its absence in robo11/1 embryos. The blue arrowheads indicate tendon attachment sites. 
Tropomyosin highlights the muscles. Scale bar, 20 μm. B) Western Blot showing the absence 
of Robo protein in robo11/1 mutant embryos.  
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receptor, b1PS-integrin  (Fig. 4.1.4A,B) [244], suggesting that the muscle attachments 

may be weaker in those muscles compared to controls. It is in these muscles that we 

assessed myonuclear positioning. 

Figure 4.1.2 - Loss of robo1 leads to decreased nuclear spread in a Slit-independent 
fashion. A) The top panel shows representative images of part of the musculature 
(tropomyosin, green) and myotendinous junctions (MTJ; b1PS-integrin, red) of control and 
robo11/1 embryos. In the control image, the numbers in white identify the Lateral Transverse 
muscles (LTs) 1-4. The yellow arrowheads indicate tendon attachment sites of the LT 
muscles. The blue arrowheads indicate places of tendon attachment at the segment border. 
The yellow boxes indicate the ventral tips of LTs 1-3 from one hemisegment which are 
zoomed in on the bottom panel. Scale bar, 50μm. The bottom panel (grey scale) shows the 

presence of b1PS-integrin at the tips of the LTs, indicating a weaker MTJ in robo11/1. Scale 
bar, 5μm. B) Schematic representation of a LT muscle depicting nuclear spread and muscle 

length measurements as percentages. Note that 70% nuclear spread is the average for a 
control LT muscle. C) Representative images of LTs in control, robo1 mutant alleles 1 and 
2 (*), and slit mutant embryos. Images show the position of the dorsal and ventral 
myonuclei clusters at stage 16. The yellow line represents the distance between myonuclei 
clusters (nuclear spread). Scale bar, 20μm. D) Quantification of nuclear spread as a 
percentage of the total muscle length. Crosses indicate the average for each genotype. 
Genotypes were compared to control using Student’s t-test. Control, 69.36±3.65, n=10. 
robo11/1, 55.79±6.28, n=10, ****p<0.0001. robo12/2 (*), 51.58±4.90, n=7, ****p<0.0001. 
slit2/2, 65.83±5.05, n=8, not significant. E) Quantification of nuclear spread as a percentage 
of the total muscle length. Crosses indicate the average for each genotype. robo RNAi was 
compared to GFP RNAi using a Student’s t-test. Mef2>GFP RNAi, 68.07±4.37, n=7. 
Mef2>robo KK108817, 61.25±3.76, n=10, **p=0.0035. F) Representative images of the LTs 
in embryos expressing either GFP or robo RNAi specifically in the muscle. The yellow line 
represents the distance between myonuclei clusters (nuclear spread). Scale bar, 20μm. G) 
Representative images of stage 17 embryos, where the nuclei (white) in both control and 
robo11/1 muscles have spread along the muscle cell (actin, green). Scale bar, 20μm.  
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We examined the position of nuclei in the LT muscles at stage 16, when the 

two clusters of nuclei have nearly completed their initial migration towards the muscle 

poles. These nuclear clusters are positioned close to the dorsal and ventral ends of 

each muscle cell [167–169]. Considering only those muscles that attached to the 

correct tendon cells, we quantified the distance between the two clusters of nuclei as 

a percentage of the muscle length (here referred to as Nuclear Spread; described in 

detail in the Materials and Methods section and in [162]) (Fig. 4.1.2B). Control 

embryos had an average nuclear spread of 69.4±3.6%. Compared to controls, we 

Figure 4.1.3 – robo1 transheterozygotes show significant nuclear positioning defects 
in LT muscles. A) Quantification of guidance and attachment defects in the LT muscles at 
stage 16 control and robo11/1 embryos. Control, n=155 hemisegments from 36 embryos. 
robo11/1, n=91 hemisegments from 21 embryos.  B) Quantification of the length of robo1 
mutant and transheterozygote embryonic LTs, and sli mutant LTs. Crosses indicate the 
average for each genotype. All genotypes were compared with the control using a Student’s 
t-test. All comparisons were not significant. Control, 51.04±3.28 μm, n=10. robo11/1, 
52.95±3.08 μm, n=10. robo12/2 (*), 49.76±5.78 μm, n=7. robo11/robo12 (*), 51.59±4.57 μm, 

n=4. robo12/robo11 (*), 51.57±3.78 μm, n=5. sli2/2, 53.34±5.23 μm, n=8. C) Representative 
images of the LTs in control and transheterozygote stage 16 embryos using robo1 alleles 1 
and 2 (*) show the position of the dorsal and ventral myonuclei clusters. The yellow line 
represents the distance between myonuclei clusters (nuclear spread). Scale bar, 20 μm. D) 
Quantification of the nuclear spread of the genotypes shown on panel A. Crosses indicate 
the average for each genotype. Genotypes were compared to the control using a Student’s 
t-test. Control, 69.36±3.65, n=10. robo1/robo2 (*), 54.77±2.51, n=4. robo2/robo1 (*), 
57.92±3.36, n=5. **** p<0.0001. 
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observed that robo1 loss using two different mutant alleles, robo11/1 and robo12/2 (*), 

resulted in significantly decreased nuclear spread (Fig. 4.1.2C,D). Additionally, robo1 

transheterozygotes (i.e. ☿robo11 x ♂robo12= robo11/robo12 (*) and ☿robo12 x ♂robo11= 

robo12/robo11 (*)) displayed defects similar to robo11/1 and robo12/2 (*) homozygous 

mutants (Fig. 4.1.3C,D). However, as we later found out, these two stocks have the 

same mutation, but most likely different genetic backgrounds (see section 

Understanding the genetic background of the robo1 stocks). Similarly, muscle-specific 

knockdown of robo1 using Mef2-GAL4 to drive the expression of a robo1 RNAi 

resulted in significantly decreased nuclear spread in the LT muscles (Fig. 4.1.2E,F), 

which further confirmed a role for robo1 in myonuclear positioning. Together, these 

results indicated that Robo1 is required for myonuclear positioning in the LT muscles 

and suggested that myonuclear positioning depends on stable MTJs promoted by 

Robo1. 

Next we investigated whether Robo1 regulates myonuclear positioning through 

interacting with its established ligand, Slit [230], which is secreted by tendon cells 

[228,242,245]. While slit is maternally deposited, zygotic slit expression starts at 4 

to 6 hours of development at 22°C, and zygotic loss of function leads to the described 

nervous system, mesoderm, and muscle-tendon defects at stages 12-16 

[228,230,242,243,246,247]. Using sli2/2 mutant embryos, we observed orientation 

defects in the LT muscles (data not shown) as described previously [245]. We 

measured nuclear spread in muscles from homozygous sli2/2 embryos (Fig. 4.1.2C,D) 

and observed that nuclear spread in the attached muscles is similar to control. We 

Figure 4.1.4 – robo1 LT muscle ends have decreased amounts of β1PS integrin. A) 

Quantification of the intensity of b1PS-integrin signal along the tips of the LTS in control 
and robo11/1 muscles. B) Quantification of the values corresponding to the 80% percentile 
for control and robo11/1 embryos. Crosses indicate the average for each genotype. Both 
genotypes were compared with the control using a Student’s t-test. Control, 71.87±31.43, 
n=254. robo11/1, 62.27±19.44, n=106. ** p=0.0037.  
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concluded that Robo1 regulates nuclear positioning through a Slit-independent 

mechanism.  

During stage 17 of embryonic development, nuclei leave their clusters and 

spread along the muscle cell (Fig. 4.1.2G, control). The mechanisms regulating 

nuclear spreading at stage 17 differ from those at stages 14-16 and remain unknown 

[158]. To test whether Robo1 is required for myonuclear movement at this stage, we 

examined stage 17 embryos and found that nuclei were correctly spread out along 

the muscle cell (Fig. 4.1.2E). Together, these data indicated that Robo1 is required for 

the initial movement of the nuclear clusters towards the poles of the LT muscles, 

similar to genes like Kinesin and Dynein [162,167–169]; however, as was seen in these 

mutations that affect nuclear positioning at stages 14-16, Robo1 does not affect the 

subsequent movements required for final myonuclear positioning in the embryo 

(stage 17; Metzger et al. 2012; Schulman et al. 2014). 

 

Microtubule and Dynein intensity in LTs is unaffected by the absence of 

Robo1 

 

Previous studies identified the cortical pulling pathway, a mechanism that relies on 

the presence of microtubules and the appropriate localization of the minus end 

microtubule motor protein, Dynein, as necessary to properly position myonuclei in 

the embryonic LTs [167–169]. During myonuclear positioning, Kinesin, the plus end 

microtubule motor, walks along microtubules, bringing Dynein to the muscle cortex. 

Once anchored at the tip of the muscles, Dynein walks on microtubules pulling the 

cluster of nuclei towards the end of the muscle [167,169]. To determine whether 

Robo1 is regulating myonuclear positioning through this pathway, we first examined 

whether its absence perturbs the microtubule networks. We quantified tubulin 

intensity at the LT muscle ends, using previously published methods [162,168,170]. 

We observed no significant differences between control and robo11/1 embryos (Fig. 

4.1.5A,B). This indicated that loss of Robo1 does not significantly perturb microtubule 

density at the LT muscle ends.  

Knowing that the localization of Dynein at LT muscle poles is necessary for 

proper nuclear positioning through the cortical pulling pathway, we next investigated 

whether Robo1 plays a role in myonuclear positioning through the mislocalization of 

Dynein. We quantified the presence of Dynein at LT muscle ends and did not find 

significant differences between control and robo11/1. These data suggested that robo1 

does not influence Dynein localization in the LT muscle ends (Fig. 4.1.5C,D). As a 
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further test, we examined whether we could detect genetic interactions between 

robo1 and Dhc (Dynein heavy chain) in doubly heterozygous embryos; analogous 

Figure 4.1.5 - Microtubule and Dynein intensity in LTs is unaffected by the absence of 
Robo. A) Representative images of stage 16 control and robo11/1 embryos. The red box 
represents the area of the LTs used for measuring of tubulin intensity and is zoomed in on 
the right for each genotype. The orange box exemplifies where the intensity measurement 
was taken within a muscle. The yellow dashed line outlines the LT tips. The Tropomyosin 
intensity was used to normalize the Tubulin intensity across all muscles. Scale bars, 20μm 
and 2μm. B) Quantification of the normalized Tubulin intensity shows no significant 
differences between control and robo11/1 muscles. Crosses indicate the average for each 
genotype. Statistical comparison was made using a Student’s t-test. Control, 1.23±0.85, 
n=52 muscles from 8 embryos. robo11/1, 1.22±0.44, n=21 muscles from 4 embryos. 
p=0.9704. C) On the left panel, Tropomyosin highlights the musculature of control and 
robo11/1 embryos at stage 16. The red box represents the region in the LTs used for Dynein 
intensity measurements and is zoomed in on the right. The orange box demonstrates where 
the measurement was taken within a muscle. The yellow dashed line outlines the tips of the 
LT muscles. The Dynein background intensity was subtracted from the Dynein intensity in 
all muscles. Scale bars, 20 μm and 2 μm. D) Graph shows the quantification of the Dynein 
intensity in control and robo11/1. Crosses indicate the average for each genotype. Statistical 
comparison was done using a Student’s t-test. Control, 12.57±6.19, n=95 muscles from 15 
embryos. robo11/1, 11.30±7.13, n=55 muscles from 7 embryos. p=0.6743.  
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genetic interaction experiments have identified functional relationships between 

other genes in myonuclear positioning [162,167,169,170]. When we analyzed the 

nuclear spread in robo11/+;Dhc64c4-19/+ doubly heterozygous embryos, we found no 

significant defects compared to each single heterozygote, suggesting no genetic 

interaction in this assay (Fig. 4.1.6A,B). As Kinesin regulates myonuclear positioning 

through the cortical pulling pathway, we also tested for a possible genetic interaction 

between robo1 and Khc (Kinesin heavy chain). We observed no significant differences 

between the heterozygotes robo11/+ or Khc8/+ and the doubly heterozygous robo11/+; 

Khc8/+ embryos (Fig. 4.1.6A,B). Another gene that plays an essential role in positioning 

myonuclei is ensconsin, which encodes the Microtubule-associated Protein 7 (MAP7) 

[158]. Absence of ensconsin results in severe nuclear positioning defects with all 

nuclei remaining as a single cluster until the beginning of coordinated muscle 

contraction [158,162]. When we tested for possible genetic interactions between ens 

and robo1, we found that these two genes do not interact in the double heterozygote 

Figure 4.1.6 – robo1 does not genetically interact with Khc, Dhc or ens. A) Representative 
images of stage 16 robo1, Dhc, Khc and ens single and double heterozygous embryos. The 
yellow line represents the distance between myonuclei clusters (nuclear spread). Scale bar, 
20 μm. B) Quantification of nuclear spread as a percentage of the total muscle length. 
Crosses indicate the average for each genotype. Each double heterozygote was compared 
to the corresponding single heterozygotes using a Student’s t-test. robo11/+, 68.06±4.06, 
n=20. Dhc64c4-19/+, 69.15±2.39, n=5. Khc8/+, 69.28±3.01, n=6. ensswo/+, 61.08±7.43, n=7. 
robo11/+; Dhc64c4-19/+, 64.86±5.45, n=5. robo11/Khc8, 64.37±2.98, n=6. robo1/+; ensswo, 
56.50±7.54, n=4. * p=0.0175. *** p=0.0002.  
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assay (Fig. 4.1.6A,B). Although negative results in genetic interaction assays cannot 

definitively rule out functional interactions between the encoded proteins, it should 

be noted that Dhc, Khc and ens heterozygotes have all demonstrated genetic 

interactions with key interactors in other studies [158,162,167–169], demonstrating 

Figure 4.1.7 - Loss of robo results in the increased presence of unfused myoblasts and 
fewer nuclei in Lateral Trans- verse muscles (LTs). A) Representative image of a stage 
16 robo11/1 mutant embryo shows the increased presence of unfused myoblasts (red 
arrowheads) in comparison with the control embryo. Scale bar, 50 μm. B) Internal zoomed 
in view of the embryos. In control embryos, the presence of myoblasts decreases over time 
(compare stage 14 with stage 16). However, robo11/1 embryos show a continued presence 
of unfused myoblasts (red arrowheads). Scale bar, 20 μm. A and B) Tropomyosin highlights 
the muscles. C) Quantification of the presence of unfused myoblasts at stage 16 in control 
and robo11/1 embryos. Embryos were divided in three categories: no unfused myoblasts, 
one to five unfused myoblasts and more than five unfused myoblasts. Control, n=27 
embryos. robo11/1, n=24 embryos. D) Representative images of a single hemisegment 
showing the individual nuclei present in the LT muscles in both control and robo11/1 

embryos. The yellow dashed line outlines the LT muscles. Scale bar, 20 μm. E) 
Quantification of the number of nuclei in the LTs per hemisegment. Crosses indicate the 
average for each genotype. Statistical analysis was done using a Student’s t-test. Control, 
26.64±2.60, n=45. robo11/1, 20.48±2.60, n=33. ****p<0.0001. 
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that these alleles are capable of dosage-sensitive interactions when tested with 

functional partners. Collectively, our data suggested that Robo1 does not regulate 

myonuclear positioning through the cortical pulling pathway or other 

Kinesin/Ens/MT-based pathways, implying a new mechanism. 

 

Loss of robo1 results in the increased presence of unfused myoblasts and 

fewer nuclei in LTs 

 

While assessing the nuclear positioning 

defects in robo11/1 embryos, we observed 

that these embryos also showed increased 

presence of unfused myoblasts (Fig. 4.1.7A, 

indicated by red arrowheads). In both 

robo11/1 and control embryos, unfused 

myoblasts were readily detected at stages 14 

and 15, when myoblast fusion occurs (Fig. 

4.1.7B). However, at stage 16, when fusion 

is complete [20], 75% of robo11/1 embryos 

exhibited >5 unfused myoblasts, compared 

to only 15% of control embryos (Fig. 4.1.7C). 

We observed the presence of unfused myoblasts in robo12/2 (*) embryos as well (Fig. 

4.1.8), although, as we mention earlier, we later found out the two alleles carry the 

same genetic alteration. The excess of unfused myoblasts at stage 16 in robo11/1 

mutants could be explained by the specification of extra FCMs earlier in mesodermal 

development, defects in the removal of unfused myoblasts, or fewer events of 

myoblast fusion to myotubes. If either of the first two possibilities were true, the LT 

myotubes would have the correct number of, or possibly more, myonuclei. To 

interrogate these possibilities, we counted the number of myonuclei per hemisegment 

in control and robo11/1 LT muscles at stage 17, a stage at which it is possible to resolve 

and count individual myonuclei because they have spread out from their clusters, and 

robo11/1 LT muscles show nuclear positioning like control (Fig. 4.1.2G and Fig. 4.1.7D, 

E). On average, robo11/1 LT myotubes had 6 fewer nuclei per hemisegment. These data 

indicated that loss of robo11/1 leads to fewer fusion events, resulting in LT muscles 

with fewer nuclei, and suggested that robo1 regulates myoblast fusion.  

 

 

Figure 4.1.8 - robo12/2 (*) shows unfused 
myoblast at stage 16. Representative 
images of the embryonic internal view 
show that unfused myoblasts are present 
in robo12/2. Tropomyosin highlights the 
muscles. Scale bar, 20 μm.  
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Robo1 acts on fusion independently of Slit activity 

 

To determine whether Robo1 acts during fusion through activation by Slit, we 

examined embryos lacking Slit (Fig. 4.1.9A). Upon inspection of sli2/2 embryos, we 

observed that, similar to control embryos, only 6% showed more than five unfused 

myoblasts at stage 16 and 71% of the embryos showed no unfused myoblasts (Fig. 

4.1.9B). Therefore, it was not surprising to see that at stage 17, the nuclear number 

present in the LTs was also comparable to the control (Fig. 4.1.9C,D). Given the lack 

of slit maternal compensation at these stages [246,247], our data suggested that Slit 

is not involved in myoblast fusion and that, similar to nuclear positioning, Robo1 acts 

during fusion in a Slit-independent fashion.  

Figure 4.1.9 - Robo acts on myoblast fusion independently of Slit activity. A) 
Representative images of stage 16 control and slit mutant embryos. Embryos depleted of 
slit do not show an increased presence of unfused myoblasts indicating that Slit activity is 
not necessary for fusion. Tropomyosin highlights the muscles. Scale bar, 20 μm. B) 
Quantification of the number of unfused myoblasts at stage 16 in sli2/2 embryos is divided 
in three categories: no unfused myoblasts, one to five unfused myoblasts and more than 
five unfused myoblasts. n=34 embryos. C) Representative images of control and sli2/2 

hemisegments showing individual nuclei present in the LT muscles. The yellow dashed line 
outlines the four LTs. Scale bar, 20 μm. D) Quantification of the number of nuclei in the LTs 
per hemisegment. Crosses indicate the average for each genotype. Statistical comparison 
was done using a Student’s t-test. Control (same as in Fig. 5C), 26.64±2.60, n=45. sli2/2, 
25.65±2.37, n=20. A Student’s t-test was used to compare the samples and the result was 
not significant, p=0.1484. 
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Robo1 regulates the duration of fusion and the amount of actin present in 

the actin focus 

 

The presence of an actin-rich focus at the fusion interface is one of the hallmarks of 

Drosophila myoblast fusion. Actin foci form invasive structures, called podosome-like 

structures, that are essential for fusion and precede pore formation 

[50,55,76,156,248,249]. The presence and subsequent dissolution of the actin focus 

corresponds to a single fusion event (Richardson et al. 2008). Since several 

Figure 4.1.10 - Robo1 regulates the duration of fusion and the amount of actin present 
in the actin focus. A) The top panel shows the actin focus over time in a control embryo 
lasting approximately 8 minutes. In the bottom panel, a series of still frames of a robo11/1 
embryo shows the extended duration of the actin focus presence for approximately 15 
minutes. twist-Actin::GFP was used to visualize actin foci. Scale bar, 5 μm. B) Quantification 
of the duration of actin foci during fusion at stages 12/13 (circles) and stages 14/late 15 
(triangles). A Student’s t-test was used to statistically compare both samples and both 
timepoints. Control stage 12/13, 6.66±3.19, n=68. Control stage 14/late 15, 10.26±6.84, 
n=31. robo11/1 stage 12/13, 11.49±9.26, n=108. robo11/1 stage 14/late 15, 20.24±15.86, 
n=130. ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. C) Representative images of a single actin focus in a 
control and a robo11/1 embryo. Images were used to determine the intensity of actin at the 
focus. The dashed yellow line shows the region quantified. Phalloidin labels actin to 
visualize foci. Scale bar, 20 μm. D) The graph shows that robo11/1 forms foci with less actin 
than control embryos. The maximum values for each focus were aligned at position 0. The 
grey shade highlights the central region of the focus. E) Crosses indicate the average for 
each genotype. Comparison between the values highlighted in gray in D) using a Student’s 
t-test. Control, 207.4±12.75, n=21 foci from 15 embryos. robo11/1, 188.3±16.12, n=17 foci 
from 13 embryos. ***p=0.0002. 
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downstream effectors of the Robo pathway regulate the actin cytoskeleton [241,250], 

we next investigated whether Robo1 regulates fusion through affecting actin focus 

dynamics. Since multinucleated myotubes are present in embryos lacking robo1, it 

was not surprising to detect the presence of actin foci in those embryos (Fig. 4.1.10A). 

The presence and duration of actin foci can be visualized by time-lapse imaging of 

embryos expressing twist-Actin::GFP, a fluorescent reporter that labels actin 

specifically in muscle cells and that allows for the observation of actin enrichment at 

the fusion site [50]. We performed time-lapse imaging on whole embryos from stage 

12 through late stage 15, when fusion is occurring. In our analysis, the amount of 

time for which we observed the actin focus served as a proxy for the duration of 

fusion. We found that actin foci were present for significantly longer periods of time 

in robo11/1 embryos, almost twice as long as control actin foci (Fig. 4.1.10A,B). 

Moreover, we observed significant differences in the duration of fusion during early 

stages (stages 12/13) and later stages (stage 14/late 15) of fusion, in both control 

and mutant embryos (Fig. 4.1.10B). Actin foci in younger control embryos are present 

for an average of 6.6±3.2 versus 10.2±6.8 minutes in older control embryos. A similar 

trend was observed in robo11/1 embryos, where earlier fusion events take 11.5±9.3 

minutes, and older events take 20.2±15.9 minutes, on average. While fusion duration 

is significantly increased in robo11/1 embryos during both developmental times, it is 

during stages 14 through late 15 (late fusion events) that the most striking differences 

are observed. We hypothesized that delays in fusion could result from defects in actin 

foci formation. These delays could lead to fewer fusion events and consequently to 

muscles with fewer nuclei and increased numbers of unfused myoblasts. To 

understand whether there were any structural alterations in the actin focus in robo1 

mutants, we used fixed imaging of embryos labelled with phalloidin and measured 

the pixel intensity of actin across each focus (Fig. 4.1.10C). We found that robo1 

mutant foci contained less actin than control foci (Fig. 4.1.10D,E), suggesting a role 

for Robo1 in the formation of the actin focus. Altogether, our data indicated that 

Robo1 is needed for the proper formation of the actin focus, where it regulates the 

duration of fusion events and consequently the number of fusion events that occur 

during muscle development.  

 

Muscle-specific rescue of the robo1 phenotypes (*) 

 

Note about this section: In this section, we describe our attempts at rescuing the 

phenotypes caused by the lack of robo1 by re-expressing it in the muscle in a robo1 
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mutant background, which we thought had been successful. As we later found out, 

the genetic background in which these experiments were performed was not robo11/1, 

but robo11/+ or robo1+/+ combined with a lethal mutation in gene y (see section on 

Understanding the genetic background of the robo11/1 fly stocks). To understand how 

we identified the issues with the stocks, we are showing the data that was obtained 

with those stocks in a chronological way and labelled with an asterisk (*). The 

genotypes present in the images have been altered to reflect the verified genotypes 

after we discovered the issues in the stocks and sequenced them. Due to the nature 

of the issues we encountered, the interpretation of this data became more complicated 

and it will be discussed in the section Discussion. 

 

To further confirm the role of robo1 in myonuclear positioning and myoblast fusion, 

we took advantage of the Gal4-UAS system to express myc-tagged Robo1 specifically 

in muscle cells using the muscle-specific driver Mef2-GAL4. Through 

immunofluorescence, we verified that overexpressing robo1 in the muscle resulted in 

Robo1 expression at the attachment sites (Fig. 4.1.11A). Overexpressing robo1 in 

robo1 heterozygous muscle cells using Mef2-Gal4 (*) resulted in nuclear positioning 

defects when compared with the control, although those defects were not as severe 

as those seen in the robo1 mutants (Fig. 4.1.12A,B). Furthermore, we observed that 

overexpression using Mef2-Gal4 in a robo11/+ background (*) resulted in significantly 

shorter muscles (Fig. 4.1.11B). Nevertheless, we found that expressing robo1 with 

Mef2-GAL4 allowed the heterozygous robo1 embryos to hatch and occasionally 

pupate; in contrast, robo11/1 embryos were invariably embryonic lethal (Fig. 4.1.11C). 

Using Western Blot analysis, we quantified the amount of Robo1 being expressed and 

observed that with Mef2-GAL4 it led to a 9.7-fold increase in Robo1 protein expression 

relative to controls (Fig. 4.1.11D). As levels of Robo1 have been shown to be critical 

for nervous system development [251–253], we speculated that these higher 

expression levels have a detrimental effect on muscle guidance and attachment to the 

correct tendon cells. 

 To further investigate the effects of Robo1 on myonuclear positioning, we 

examined the degree of defects using two additional muscle-specific drivers.  sns-

GAL4 and duf-GAL4 were used to drive the expression of the UAS-robo1 construct in 

FCMs and FCs/myotubes, respectively, in a robo1+/+ background. Although these two 

drivers are active in different muscle precursor cells, both ultimately result in 

increased levels of target protein (in this case, Robo1) in myotubes. Through Western 

Blot analysis, we observed lower levels of Robo1 expression compared to those 
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obtained using Mef2-GAL4. We detected a 4.4- and a 3.2-fold increase in Robo levels 

when using sns-GAL4 and duf-GAL4, respectively, compared to control (Fig. 4.1.11D). 

With both drivers, we observed statistically significant defects in myonuclear spread 

compared to control (Fig. 4.1.12A,B). Additionally, these muscles have similar lengths 

compared to control and robo1 mutants (Fig. 4.1.11B). We observed Robo1 

expression at attachment sites, similar to overexpression with Mef2-GAL4 (Fig. 

4.1.11A). We also assessed viability when overexpressing robo1 using the sns- and 

duf-GAL4 drivers and observed viability past the embryonic stage (Fig. 4.1.11C). Our 

data showed that overexpression with all three drivers resulted in varying degrees of 

myonuclear positioning defects that seemed to be related with the levels of Robo1 

Figure 4.1.11 (*) - A) Representative images of embryos of the noted genotypes show the 
localization of myc-tagged Robo1 at attachment sites (yellow arrowheads) and at the muscle 
membranes (orange arrows). Scale bar, 20 μm. B) Quantification of the LT muscles length 
in robo1 rescue embryos. Statistical analysis was done in comparison with the control using 
a Student’s t-test. Control, 51.04±3.28 μm, n=10. robo11/1, 52.95±3.08 μm, n=10. robo11/+; 
Mef2>robo.myc, 44.18±4.41 μm, n=9, ** p=0.0012. robo1+/+, sns>robo.myc, 50.34±2.62 
μm, n=9. robo1+/+, duf>robo.myc, 53.14±5.13 μm, n=11. C) Viability is shown as a 

percentage of the total number of embryos collected. Control, n=89. robo11/1, n=69. 
robo11/+;Mef2>robo1.myc, n=128. robo1+/+,sns>robo1.myc, n=64. robo1+/+,duf>robo1.myc, 
n=51. D) Western Blot showing increased expression of Robo1 with all drivers. Fold 
differences were obtained by comparing each genotype with the control. E) Representative 
images of stage 16 embryos stained for BP-102 to highlight the axons at the midline. Scale 
bar, 20 μm. The genotypes reflect the verified genotypes of these embryos after 
sequencing. 
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being expressed with each driver. These results suggested that excessive amounts of 

Robo1 can be detrimental and lead to defects in muscle guidance and myonuclear 

positioning. 

Fusion events require two types of cells, the FCs and the FCMs. We next 

determined what cell type requires Robo1 activity for fusion to occur normally. To this 

end, we expressed robo1 in a robo11/+ (Mef2-Gal4) or robo1+/+ (sns- and duf-Gal4) (*) 

background using the three aforementioned muscle-cell Gal4 drivers: Mef2-Gal4 is 

expressed in all muscle cells, sns-Gal4 is expressed in FCMs, and duf-Gal4 is 

expressed in FCs. We observed no increased presence of unfused with all drivers at 

stage 16 (Fig. 4.1.13A) and that these embryos resembled control embryos (Fig. 

4.1.7A). We then counted the number of myonuclei in the LTs and confirmed that the 

nuclear number was significantly decreased with Mef2-Gal4 compared to the control, 

once again suggesting that the high levels of Robo1 affects the myoblast fusion 

events (Fig. 4.1.13B,C). However, it is interesting to notice that although we see no 

increased numbers of unfused myoblasts, we see decreased number of myonuclei in 

the LTs. Contrarily, robo1 overexpression with sns-Gal4 led to a significant increase 

in the number of nuclei in the LTs, while overexpression with duf-Gal4 resulted in 

control-like number of nuclei. This suggests that increased levels of Robo1 in FCMs 

lead to more fusion events. Moreover, if Robo1 expression is higher in FCs, the 

number of fusion events in the LTs remains the same. One interesting observation 

Figure 4.1.12 (*) - A) Representative images of stage 16 embryos of the noted genotypes. 
Tropomyosin, green. Nuclei, white. The yellow line represents the distance between 
myonuclear clusters (nuclear spread). Scale bar, 20μm. B) Quantification of nuclear spread 
as a percentage of the muscle length. Crosses indicate the average for each genotype. 
Statistical analysis was done in comparison with the control using a Student’s t-test. Control, 
69.36±3.65, n=10. robo11/1, 55.79±6.28, n=10; ****p<0.0001. robo11/+;Mef2>robo1.myc, 
60.72±5.78, n=9, **p=0.0011. robo1+/+,sns>robo1.myc, 62.20±5.32, n=9, **p=0.0030. 
robo1+/+, duf>robo1.myc 64.82±4.03, n=11, *p=0.0143. The noted genotypes reflect the 
verified genotypes of these embryos after sequencing. 
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was that, similar to the myonuclear positioning analysis, rescue of the nuclear number 

was more successful when weaker drivers (i.e. sns- and duf-GAL4) were used. 

Altogether these data indicated that Robo1 plays a role in myoblast fusion, and that 

fusion events are sensitive to the levels of Robo1, with either an excess or a dearth of 

Robo1 in myoblasts or myotubes causing fusion defects. 

 

Identifying the issues with the fly stocks carrying robo11/1 

  

An additional phenotype that was observed during the above-mentioned experiments, 

was the wild-type organization of the CNS axons at the midline, which we considered 

as a rescue of the phenotype observed in robo11/1 embryos (*) (Fig. 4.1.11E). At the 

time, we assumed we were analyzing embryos part of a rescue experiment. Therefore, 

Figure 4.1.13 (*) - A) Representative images of the embryo interior of the noted genotypes. 
The red arrowheads indicate unfused myoblasts. Tropomyosin highlights the muscles. 
Scale bar, 20 μm. B) Representative images of a single hemisegment depicting the 

individual nuclei present in the LT muscles. The yellow dashed line outlines the four LT 
muscles in the hemisegment. Scale bar, 20 μm. C) Quantification of the number of nuclei 
in the LTs per hemisegment. Crosses indicate the average for each genotype. Statistical 
analysis was done in comparison with the control using a Student’s t-test. Control, 
26.64±2.60, n=45. robo11/1, 20.48±2.60, n=33, ****p<0.0001. robo11/+;Mef2>robo1.myc, 
22.22±2.55, n=32, ****p=0.0001. robo1+/+,sns>robo1.myc, 28.18±3.45, n=34, *p=0.0271. 
robo1+/+,duf>robo1.myc, 27.64±3.20, n=39. The noted genotypes reflect the verified 
genotypes of these embryos after sequencing. 
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this result was unexpected as the drivers used were thought to be muscle-specific, 

(i.e., no robo1 would be expressed in the midline). A possible explanation for these  

results could be some residual expression of the 

construct driven by these drivers [254]. As we had 

shown above, our results suggested that levels of 

Robo1 seemed to play an important role for 

proper function. 

 To further confirm the Slit-independent roles 

of robo1 in muscle development, we expressed a 

robo1 construct lacking the Slit-binding domain 

(DIg1) in what we assumed was a robo11/1 

background [255]. We observed that when we 

expressed this construct using the three muscle drivers, we obtained wild-type axons 

at the midline (Fig. 4.1.14). Since the axonal guidance is Slit-dependent, 

overexpressing the DIg1 construct should not be sufficient to rescue this phenotype, 

especially when using muscle-specific drivers. This suggested that our fly stocks may 

have lost the robo1 mutation and/or other mutations have accumulated. Therefore, 

we decided to investigate the genetic background of the fly stocks that had been in 

use in this project. 

 

Understanding the genetic background of the robo11 fly stocks 

 

Our first approach involved checking all the adult flies for the presence of the 

balancers (a combination of recessive deleterious mutations, inversion breakpoints 

and visible/fluorescent markers that prevent meiotic recombination and allow 

homozygous lethal or sterile mutations to stay in the population). We confirmed the 

presence of the correct balancers in the vast majority of the fly stocks tested and none 

of the fly stocks used in the experiments described above were affected by 

contamination with other flies or by the loss of the balancers. 

We next did a series of complementation crosses (Table 4.1.1). This was an 

effective way of assessing the presence of the robo11 mutation. We first confirmed 

that our robo11 stock had both the published nervous system phenotype and the 

muscle phenotypes described earlier in this chapter, as well as embryonic lethality. 

Flies carrying robo11  are 100% embryonic lethal; therefore, if the robo11  mutation is 

homozygous, we should not see any adult flies without the balancer. In our particular 

case, the balancer carries CyO (curly wings), so if the flies in the parental generation 

Figure 4.1.14 (*) – Representative 
images of embryos stained for BP-
102 to highlight the axons at the 
midline. The genotypes noted 
reflect the verified genotypes of 
these embryos after sequencing. 
Scale bar, 20 μm. 
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carry robo11 allele, all resulting adult flies should have curly and not straight wings 

(Fig. 4.1.15). From these test crosses, we confirmed that some of the stocks did not 

carry the robo11 mutation, although the parental generation carried and maintained 

the balancer, which suggested the presence of a lethal mutation. To confirm our 

 

   Table 4.1.1 – Complementation crosses performed with robo11 fly stocks. 

genetic results, we extracted DNA from adult flies and sequenced the stocks listed in 

Table 4.1.1. The sequencing results confirmed that two of the stocks carry the 

published robo11 mutation, robo11 and robo11; Mef2-Gal4 (Fig. 4.1.16). These results 

confirmed that the stock which we used to characterize the mutant was correct and 

meant that our data in Figures 4.1.1-10 are valid. As discussed earlier, we confirmed 

Cross Wings 

robo11 robo11;Mef2-Gal4 curly 

robo11 robo11,sns-Gal4 straight 

robo11 robo11,duf-Gal4 straight 

robo11 robo11;UAS-robo1.myc straight 

robo11 robo11;10UAS-robo1.HAWT straight 

robo11 robo11;10UAS-robo1.HADIg1 straight 

   

Figure 4.1.15 – Schematic representation of an example of a complementation cross 
to test for the presence of the robo11 mutation. All flies carrying CyO present curly 
wings and those that do not carry CyO have straight wings. The F1 generation shows 
all possible outcomes from crossing the P1 generation. 
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that the rescue experiments (Figs. 4.1.11-14) were not rescue experiments, as the 

muscle specific robo1 expression was done in a robo11 heterozygous (Mef2-Gal4) or 

+/+ (duf- and sns-Gal4) background. Instead, these experiments need to be 

considered overexpression experiments. In addition to this, we also sequenced a 

different allele of robo1 (robo12) that was used in our experiments. Although we 

observed more severe defects with allele robo12, the sequencing results indicated that 

these flies have the same mutation as robo11 (Fig. 4.1.16). Thus, the molecular change 

in robo1 is the same in these stocks. However, as they were maintained by the stock 

center and our lab as different stocks, these stocks may have accumulated different 

genetic changes in the background. 

After we confirmed that the fly stock which we used to characterize the robo1 

mutant had the correct mutation, we hypothesized that an additional mutation in 

another gene could be present (referred to as gene y) leading to the lethality observed 

in homozygotes of our stocks. This would be particularly problematic if gene y 

generated the muscle phenotypes that we observed. To test this hypothesis, we 

Figure 4.1.16 – Sequencing results of the noted genotypes. The red arrow indicates the 
nucleotide that is or should be altered. 
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analyzed a stock with the following characteristics: 1) should have had the robo1 

mutation, but was found to be robo11 negative, 2) maintained the balancer, 

suggesting that a lethal mutation was present, and 3) was a stock used in our previous 

experiments. We assessed the embryos for the excessive presence of unfused 

myoblasts and defects in myonuclear positioning (Fig. 4.1.17). Fortunately, we 

observed none of these phenotypes and the overall musculature appeared wild type. 

In addition, the midline axons seem to have no apparent defects, indicating that a 

mutation in gene y did not affect CNS development. Collectively, these data confirm 

that the mutation in gene y is not causing myoblast fusion or myonuclear positioning 

defects, and that the robo1 mutation is, most likely, the cause of the new roles of 

robo1 we described above. We are currently using verified stocks to do a rescue 

experiment by assessing the number of nuclei and myonuclear positioning in robo11/1 

embryos where we reexpressed wildtype and DIg1 robo1 using the driver Mef2-Gal4. 

 

 

  

Figure 4.1.17 - Representative images of stage 16 embryonic muscles of the noted 
genotype and quantification of nuclear spread as a percentage of muscle length as follows 
(n equals number of embryos analyzed): control, 69.36, n=10; robo11, 55.79, n=10, 
****p<0.0001; non-robo11 (gene y, duf-Gal4), 67.27, n=5, **p=0.0032. ns (not significant) 
equal p>0.05. Tropomyosin, green. Nuclei, red. HRP, white. Scale bar, 20µm. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

We used the Drosophila embryonic musculature to study the impact of muscle-tendon 

interactions on myonuclear positioning in muscle fibers. By focusing on one MTJ-

related protein, Robo1, we found that this membrane receptor regulates myonuclear 

positioning in the developing fly musculature. This role for Robo1 is independent of 

the Kinesin-Dynein cortical pathway and represents a new mechanism for myonuclear 

positioning. Moreover, we found that this function of Robo1 appears to be 

independent of its ligand Slit. In addition, we defined a role for Robo1 in myoblast 

fusion, which is also Slit-independent. While fusion does occur in robo1 mutant 

muscles, individual fusion events take longer than those in the control, particularly in 

the later stages of fusion. Concomitant with the increase in duration of fusion is the 

reduced level of actin at the fusion interface. Taken altogether, our work highlights 

the importance of myotendinous junction proteins in myonuclear positioning in 

Drosophila and reveals new additional roles for Robo1 during myogenesis.  

Robo1 was first described as an essential repulsive guidance receptor during 

nervous system development, where it functions with its ligand Slit to control axon 

midline crossing (Kidd et al. 1998; Kidd et al. 1999). During mesodermal 

development, Robo is known to play two roles: the first in mesodermal cells as they 

migrate away from the midline where Slit is being expressed, and the second in 

growing muscle cells as they elongate towards Slit-expressing tendon cells to form 

MTJs [228,242,245]. Besides its role during MTJ formation, there are no reports of 

Robo1 being involved in other steps of embryonic muscle development. Since 

attachment of the muscle cell to the tendon via the MTJ occurs in Drosophila as 

myonuclei are being positioned, we hypothesized that proteins which are involved in 

the establishment of the MTJ may also be involved in myonuclear movement and 

positioning.  Indeed, we show that the transmembrane receptor Robo1 is involved in 

myonuclear positioning. In the absence of robo1, stage 16 LT muscles have lengths 

similar to control muscles, suggesting that they are attaching to the appropriate 

tendon cells, and that the clusters of nuclei moved to a certain extent (compare with 

ensswo , the strongest loss of function phenotype to date, Metzger et al. 2012). 

However, myonuclei in robo1 mutant embryos were not able to move towards the 

muscle ends as much as in control embryos. This is true for both robo1 alleles tested, 

for the transheterozygotes, and for the muscle-specific knockdown of robo1 using 

RNAi; these data emphasize the importance of robo1 in this process. At stage 17, 
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however, myonuclei were able to individualize and spread along the LT muscle to 

maximize their internuclear distance, indicating that robo1 is not involved in this step 

of myonuclear positioning.  

To investigate the mechanism of Robo1 activity in myonuclear positioning, we 

explored a well described pathway termed the cortical pulling pathway [168]. In this 

pathway, both microtubule motor proteins, Kinesin and Dynein, are necessary for 

proper nuclear positioning, by pulling the clusters of nuclei to the ends of the muscle 

using the microtubule network. Other proteins, such as Syd, Clip190, Glued, 

Pins/Raps have been linked to the cortical pathway [167–169]. A recent report also 

identified Aplip1, a regulator of Dynein and Kinesin, as localizing to the MTJ and 

acting through the cortical pulling pathway. Aplip1 regulates both Dynein localization 

at the muscle ends and the dynamic movements and position of myonuclei [170].  In 

our studies, we focused on the cortical pathway by exploring the effects of robo1 on 

the networks of microtubules and on the localization of Dynein at the tip of the 

muscles. We did not detect any effects on the microtubule networks nor on Dynein 

localization in the robo1 mutants. We also examined whether robo1 genetically 

interacted with genes known to be involved in myonuclear positioning. Our failure to 

detect genetic interactions between robo1 and Dhc, Khc, and ens, in addition to the 

lack of effects on the microtubules and Dynein localization, suggests the existence of 

an additional pathway regulating myonuclear positioning, where either Robo1 or 

Robo1-related proteins play a central role.  

An interesting and unexpected observation was that the lack of robo1 in 

embryos showed increased numbers of unfused myoblasts, which led us to 

investigate a possible role for robo1 in myoblast fusion. Myoblast fusion can be 

divided into three steps: recognition and adhesion, actin focus formation, and fusion 

pore formation [154]. One way of assessing issues during fusion is by quantifying the 

appearance and duration of the actin foci [50,70]. Mutations in several genes, such 

as kette, myoblast city, SCAR, and Arp2/3 confer severe fusion block phenotypes 

accompanied by enlarged F-actin foci, longer focus duration, and failure to resolve 

these structures and proceed with fusion [50,71]. While robo1 mutants also exhibited 

abnormally long focus duration, they differed from these other mutants in that actin 

foci had a decreased amount of actin and foci eventually resolved, resulting in a less 

severe fusion phenotype. Examples of other mutants showing altered numbers of 

unfused myoblasts and reduced myonuclear numbers without having a severe fusion 

block, include Muscle protein 20 and Paxillin [256]. While there is no evidence that 

Robo itself directly regulates actin dynamics, it was shown in other contexts that Robo 
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interacts with several signaling proteins, including netrin, several GAPs (GTPase 

activating proteins), and GEFs (Guanine Exchange Factors) that regulate the activity of 

RhoA, Rac1, and Cdc42, key regulators of actin cytoskeletal dynamics [257,258]. 

However, how Robo1 contributes to the regulation of the actin focus remains unclear. 

Exploring interactions with genes known to be essential for fusion, such as loner, a 

GEF,  [71] or duf, an IG-domain recognition and adhesion receptor [43], will lead to a 

better understanding of the mechanism underlying Robo1’s role in myoblast fusion. 

When analyzing fusion events using time-lapse imaging approaches in control 

embryos, we found that actin foci remained present significantly longer in stage 14-

15 embryos than in stage 12-13 embryos. These differences between stages are 

consistent with the proposed model of two-temporal phases of myoblast fusion. This 

model suggests that limited fusion occurs during stages 12-13, and that the majority 

of the fusion events happen in the remaining time (stages 14-15)[20]. robo11/1 

embryos also showed this phasing difference between developmental stages, 

indicating that Robo1 does not contribute to this aspect of myoblast fusion. 

Nevertheless, in both phases, loss of robo1 affects the duration of the actin foci, 

nearly doubling the time. Since myoblast fusion ceases towards the end of stage 15, 

all fusion events must happen within a specific time window (stages 12-15) [20]. 

Those FCMs that do not fuse within this time period remain unfused and ultimately 

are thought to die. Moreover, it has been observed that although several myoblasts 

can be in close proximity to the myotube while fusion is occurring [155], only one 

myoblast fuses at a time (Bothe and Baylies, unpublished observations). Considering 

these observations, one could assume that until a fusion event is finished, no other 

FCM can fuse with the same myotube. If this is true, the extended duration in the 

actin focus observed in embryos lacking robo1 could explain the decreased nuclear 

number and the presence of unfused myoblasts at stage 16.  

A common observation regarding the fusion and myonuclear positioning 

phenotypes seen in robo1 mutant embryos is that these functions appear to be both 

independent of Slit. Slit-independent roles of the robo gene family have been 

identified in the directional guidance of interneuron migration to the cortex in mice 

[234], the C. elegans AVM mechanosensory neuron ventral guidance [235,259], and 

zebrafish axonal growth (Fricke et al. 2001). Additionally, it has been shown that 

Robo1 expression and localization is independent of its interaction with Slit in the 

Drosophila central nervous system [255]. To date, the reported functions of robo as 

a guidance receptor during Drosophila embryonic muscle development have been 

described as dependent on Slit expression, with Slit being required for muscle 
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precursors migration away from the midline and for myotubes elongating towards 

their tendon cells and forming the MTJ [228,230]. Our finding that Robo1 is acting 

independently of Slit during myoblast fusion and myonuclear positioning is novel. 

One possibility is that Robo1 homophilic interactions are responsible for the 

processes that we observe in our studies, similar to that reported for some aspects of 

axon guidance [260].  Robo receptors interact with Leucine-rich tendon-specific 

protein (LRT), a leucine-rich repeat (LRR) protein, during muscle elongation towards 

tendon cells [261]. Whether these two proteins interact during other aspects of muscle 

development, such as the ones highlighted here, remains to be discovered. 

Additionally, Slit-activated Robo forms a complex with N-cadherin, among other 

proteins, to modulate cell adhesion and transcription [262,263]. N-cadherin was 

reported to be negatively regulated by Loner and play a role during myoblast fusion 

[51]. Further experiments are required to understand whether N-cadherin and Loner 

interact with Robo during myoblast fusion or myonuclear positioning. 

With the goal of further understanding the role of robo1 in myonuclear 

positioning and myoblast fusion, we attempted to do rescue experiments using three 

muscle-specific drivers. However, as we later found out, the majority of our stocks did 

not carry the robo11 mutation. The results we obtained have to be interpreted in light 

of the verified genotypes. When we used Mef2-Gal4 we were driving the expression of 

robo1 in a robo1 heterozygous background. For both sns- and duf-Gal4, we did robo1 

overexpression (the genetic background was robo1+/+). This background also carries 

another lethal mutation. Nevertheless, some conclusions can be drawn from those 

data. The expression of robo1 using these three drivers resulted in varying levels of 

Robo1 protein compared to the control. We measured the levels of Robo1 expressed 

with each driver and observed that the better results were obtained when lower levels 

of Robo1 were present. We observed nuclear positioning defects with the three 

drivers. However, the higher the expression of robo1, the worst the phenotype. This 

was particularly obvious when we used the strongest driver, Mef2-GAL4, where we 

observed significant nuclear positioning defects, and changes in the length of the 

myotubes, as well as orientation defects. Interestingly, when lower Robo levels were 

present, using sns- or duf-GAL4, the myonuclear positioning was more similar to 

control, yet still significant defects were observed. Additionally, the length of the 

muscles remained similar to both the control and the robo1 mutant.  

A similar trend was observed during the myoblast fusion studies. 

Overexpression using Mef2-Gal4 resulted in fewer myonuclei in the LTs, whereas 

robo1 overexpression in the FCs led to similar number of nuclei compared to the 
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control. When robo1 was overexpressed in the FCMs, we observed and increase in the 

number of myonuclei, which could indicate that Robo1 regulates the number of fusion 

events. Since Robo1 is involved in myotube guidance to the tendons, one hypothesis 

to interpret this data is that Robo1 in the FCMs guides them to myotubes [188]. 

Contrary to what was observed in robo11/1 embryos, it would be interesting to assess 

the duration of fusion in these embryos to see of each event take less time to occur. 

With both the weaker drivers, the Robo1 levels were still higher than in the control 

(4.4- and 3.2-fold increase with sns- and duf-Gal4, respectively). We found that the 

closer the levels of Robo1 to wild-type, the better the musculature and its 

characteristics. The notion that Robo1 expression levels are important dates back to 

the early 2000s, when it was observed that during midline crossing, Robo1 expression 

is tightly regulated, both spatially and temporally. Low levels of  Robo1 at the cell 

membrane are required in the pre-crossing axons to inhibit repulsion by Slit; during 

and after midline crossing, Robo1 levels increase to ensure that the axons are repelled 

by Slit and prevent them from re-crossing the midline [251–253]. In light of these 

data, our results suggest that too much Robo1 

within a cell can be detrimental for muscle 

development and that the amount of protein 

expressed must be regulated to achieve a 

muscle cell of a particular size and with the 

proper intracellular organization (i.e. 

myonuclear positioning). However, further 

studies are needed for a detailed 

understanding as to how Robo1 and its 

downstream effectors differentially function in 

FCs, FCMs, and myotubes. 

We have defined novel roles for Robo1 

in myoblast fusion and myonuclear 

positioning. While Robo1 may be contributing 

to each process separately, it is tempting to 

speculate that there is a connection between 

both processes, that is, that the myonuclear number influences myonuclear 

positioning. To that end and regardless of the genetic background issues we 

experienced, we have found a correlation in our data set between these two muscle 

features. LT muscles with fewer nuclei show greater myonuclear positioning defects 

and vice-versa (Fig. 4.1.18). One caveat of this explanation is that robo1 affects the 

Figure 4.1.18 – Correlation between 
the number of nuclei and nuclear 
spread. Plot including genotypes 
where both nuclear number and 
positioning were assessed. The 
genotypes noted reflect the verified 
genotypes of these embryos after 
sequencing r corresponds to the 
Pearson correlation coefficient. 
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MTJ organization, which on its own could lead to positioning defects. Recently, it was 

reported that  the CNM and EDMD-associated proteins needed for proper nuclear 

positioning are also required to maintain or relieve internuclear interactions [160]. 

How the number of nuclei and interactions between these nuclei regulate the position 

of the nuclei clusters remains an area for future study. 

In conclusion, we demonstrated that muscle-tendon interactions influence 

aspects of muscle subcellular organization, such as myonuclear positioning. 

Additionally, we identified two novel roles for robo1 in embryonic body wall muscle 

development. We found that Robo1 regulates myoblast fusion and myonuclear 

positioning in a Slit-independent fashion. Loss of robo1 reduces the amount of actin 

in the actin focus and delays fusion. Our work leads to new directions worth exploring: 

What other aspects of muscle cell organization can be regulated by muscle-tendon 

interactions? Can other muscle-interacting cells regulate myonuclear positioning? 

What is the mechanism of action of Robo1 in myonuclear positioning and in myoblast 

fusion? If and how does nuclear number regulate nuclear positioning? Further 

experiments to answer these questions will lend insight into both muscle 

development and muscle disease. 
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FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

 

To better understand the roles of Robo1 during muscle development, there are a 

series of experiments that would complement and confirm what was described above. 

Ideally, we would be able to generate stocks that carry the robo11 mutation as well as 

the muscle specific drivers to perform rescue experiments using the wild type robo1 

construct. From the data we presented, there is good indication to believe that we will 

obtain different levels of rescue, given the different levels of Robo1 expression each 

driver provides the muscles with. Moreover, to confirm the Slit-independence of 

Robo1 in these processes, we would rescue the phenotypes using the robo1 construct 

lacking the Slit binding domain. The use of robo1 constructs lacking cytoplasmic 

domains would also help to understand how Robo1 signaling affects muscle 

development.  

As suggested in the Discussion, it would also be interesting to understand with 

what proteins Robo1 might be partnering to regulate myonuclear positioning and 

myoblast fusion. As a first step, Loner and N-cadherin are strong candidates as it has 

been reported that these proteins can interact with each other [51,262]. Robo1 can 

be part of a Slit-dependent multimolecular complex that inactivates N-cadherin [262] 

and Loner negatively regulates the presence of N-cadherin during myoblast fusion 

[51]. Both Robo1 and Loner interact with N-cadherin, so investigating the relationship 

between these three proteins can lead to understanding the mechanism behind Robo1 

during myoblast fusion and myonuclear positioning. 

Lastly, discovering what gene y is and the nature of its mutation would be of 

interest. Particularly, while gene y does not seem to affect muscle development, we 

cannot guarantee with the data available that the two mutations – gene y and robo1-

- together could result in a muscle phenotype. A deficiency screening combined with 

sequencing could lead to the identification of this gene.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

Skeletal muscle consists of multinucleated cells in which the myonuclei are evenly 

spaced throughout the cell. In Drosophila, this pattern is established in embryonic 

myotubes, where myonuclei move via microtubules (MTs) and the MT-associated 

protein Ensconsin (Ens)/MAP7, to achieve their distribution. Ens regulates multiple 

aspects of MT biology, but little is known about how Ens itself is regulated. We find 

that Ens physically interacts and colocalizes with Bsg25D, the Drosophila homologue 

of the centrosomal protein Ninein. Bsg25D loss enhances myonuclear positioning 

defects in embryos sensitized by partial Ens loss. Bsg25D overexpression causes 

severe positioning defects in immature myotubes and fully differentiated myofibers, 

where it forms ectopic MT organizing centers, disrupts perinuclear MT arrays, reduces 

muscle stiffness, and decreases larval crawling velocity. These studies define a novel 

relationship between Ens and Bsg25D. At endogenous levels, Bsg25D positively 

regulates Ens activity during myonuclear positioning, but excess Bsg25D disrupts Ens 

localization and MT organization, with disastrous consequences for myonuclear 

positioning and muscle function.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In many cell types, nuclei occupy specific subcellular localizations that are functionally 

important [146]. In mammalian muscle, nuclei are positioned at the muscle cell 

periphery in a manner that maximizes internuclear distance. Myonuclear 

mispositioning is a feature of certain muscle diseases [148,208], and model 

organisms that are mutant for genes required to position myonuclei exhibit decreased 

muscle function [158,167,169,172,264]. These findings argue that correct nuclear 

positioning is essential for muscle function.  

Skeletal muscle development and structure are highly conserved between the 

fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster and humans. In both humans and Drosophila, 

muscle cells are multinucleated and formed from the iterative fusion of muscle 

precursor cells, each of which contributes a nucleus to the growing myotube. After 

fusion, myonuclei in each Drosophila myotube are present as a single cluster. 

Subsequently, the myonuclei undergo coordinated movements that ultimately leave 

them evenly distributed along the length of the muscle cell. The first step of nuclear 

positioning occurs at stage 14 (10–11 h after egg laying [AEL]), when the myonuclei 

separate into two clearly defined groups along the myotube’s long axis. Then, during 

stages 15 (11–13 h AEL) and 16 (13–16 h AEL), the two clusters of myonuclei migrate 

away from the myotube’s center toward opposite muscle poles. During stage 17 (16–

24 h AEL), the last stage of embryonic development, myonuclei spread out from the 

two clusters and fill in the myofiber evenly, such that the distance between myonuclei 

is maximized [158]. Finally, this even spacing is maintained, likely by active 

mechanisms, during the lifetime of the larval myofibers [172,200].  

The regulation of myonuclear positioning is poorly understood. A key player in 

the process is Ensconsin (Ens)/MAP7, a microtubule (MT)-associated protein (MAP). 

Ens promotes Kinesin-based MT transport by relieving Kinesin from its autoinhibited 

conformation [265] or by recruiting Kinesin to MTs [183]. ens loss-of-function mutants 

exhibit a complete block in myonuclear separation and poleward cluster migration 

through stage 16; at this stage, control myonuclei reside in two clusters near opposite 

myotube poles, while ens mutant myonuclei are present as a single cluster [158]. Loss 

of Kinesin heavy chain (Khc) impairs myonuclear movement [158], as do mutations in 

the genes encoding the MT minus end–directed motor protein Dynein heavy chain and 

the motor protein adaptor Sunday driver [167–169]. Taken together, these findings 

demonstrate the centrality of MTs and associated proteins to myonuclear positioning. 
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Interestingly, ens is the only mutant isolated to date where myonuclear movement 

appears to be completely blocked. While maternal products may partially ameliorate 

the phenotypes of Khc, Dhc, and syd zygotic mutants, the uniqueness of the ens 

phenotype raises the possibility that Ens plays additional roles in myonuclear 

movement beyond its regulation of MT-based transport. Indeed, in other cell types, 

Ens has been shown to be a MT polymerizing factor [266]. How Ens promotes nuclear 

movement in muscle, and what other proteins regulate its critical activity, are 

outstanding questions in the field.  

MT networks, which are essential for myonuclear positioning, undergo 

dramatic changes during muscle development. In mammalian cell culture, following 

myoblast fusion, centrosomes are lost and centrosomal proteins relocalize to 

alternative MT organizing centers (MTOCs) in the acentrosomal myotube, most 

prominently the myonuclear envelopes [267]. In Drosophila, MTs similarly reorganize 

during muscle development; starting in the embryonic myotube, most MTs run 

parallel to the cell’s long axis, but by the third-instar stage of larval development, 

immunofluorescent staining for Tubulin clearly reveals that MT arrays also extend 

from myonuclear envelopes [158,172,200]. Only two genes, pavarotti and 

RacGAP50C, have been implicated in the regulation of muscle MT reorganization in 

the embryo [268]. Much more needs to be learned about how this transition occurs.  

Proteins that regulate MT networks in other cell types are strong candidates 

for being factors in muscle MT organization and MT-dependent myonuclear 

positioning. One such factor is the MT minus end–binding protein Ninein, encoded by 

the gene NIN. Pioneering cell culture experiments showed that Ninein localizes to 

centrosomes [269] and noncentrosomal MTOCs [270] and that Ninein anchors MTs to 

MTOCs and promotes MT nucleation by docking γ-Tubulin [271–274]. More recently, 

cell culture studies and RNAi-based in vivo approaches have affirmed critical roles for 

Ninein in regulating MT organization in numerous cell types. Surprisingly, recently 

generated null NIN mutants in invertebrates are relatively normal: Caenorhabditis 

elegans mutants for the NIN orthologue noca-1 are sterile with defects in the 

noncentrosomal MT arrays of the germline and epidermis but have grossly normal 

morphology and develop to adulthood [275]. Mutants for the Drosophila NIN 

orthologue Bsg25D are viable and fertile [276,277]. Loss of Ninein/NOCA-1 in C. 

elegans is partially compensated for by the MT minus end protein Patronin [275]; no 

redundant factors have been identified in Drosophila. Since Bsg25D/Ninein is 

conserved from invertebrates to humans, Bsg25D may have important functions not 
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readily detectable by single mutant analysis. How does Bsg25D function, and what 

proteins does it interact with in muscle?  

In this work, we find that Bsg25D acts with Ens to regulate myonuclear 

positioning. Muscle-specific Bsg25D overexpression caused myonuclear positioning 

defects in embryonic myotubes, and overexpression of Bsg25D and ens reciprocally 

affected the speed and direction of myonuclear movement. In mature myofibers, 

overexpressed Bsg25D caused nuclear positioning phenotypes, MT defects, and 

reduced muscle stiffness and function. We conclude that Bsg25D, under wild-type 

conditions, binds to Ens and promotes its activity in myonuclear positioning, whereas 

when Bsg25D is expressed at high levels, it alters Ens localization and function, 

phenocopying ens mutants, and ultimately disrupts muscle MT networks and muscle 

function. Our results shed further light on the function of Ens in the process of nuclear 

movement and find a novel in vivo role for Bsg25D/Ninein, a poorly understood 

centrosomal protein, in myonuclear positioning.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Drosophila genetics  

 

Standard Drosophila genetics were performed at 25°C. The following stocks were 

used: apterousME-NLS::dsRed [50], ens
swo [158], Df-ensD3277 [183], khc8 [238], dhc4-19 

[239], plp5 [278], Dmef2-Gal4 [220], rP298-Gal4 [279], ubiquitin-Gal4[3xP3-GFP] 

[280], UAS-Ens-HA [158], UAS-2xEGFP [281], UAS-EB1-YFP [282], and patroninD2 (gift 

from M. Gonzalez-Gaitan, University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland). w1118 (3605), yw 

(1495), UAS-Rab7.GFP (42706), UASp-GFP.Golgi (30902), UAS-GFP.KDEL (9899), 

Df(2L)BSC693 (26545), Df(3L)BSC441 (24945), hs-FLP,hs-SceI (25679), γ-tub23CA6-2 

(5728), and γ-tub23CA14-9 (7041) were obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock 

Center. P3-83 containing BAC clone CH321-49G22, referred to in the text as 

BAC[Bsg25D+], was obtained from Genetivision. The following lines were developed 

for this work (details below): Bsg25Dnull, UAS-eos::Bsg25D, and UAS-ens::EGFP. ensswo 

and Df-ensD3277 homozygotes have the same nuclear positioning phenotype at stage 

16 (data not shown). The Df-ensD3277 allele was used for genetic interaction 

experiments with Bsg25D overexpression (the three rightmost panels in Fig. 4.2.3A). 

All other experiments with ens mutants used the ensswo allele. 

 

Generation of mutant and transgenic Drosophila stocks  

Bsg25Dnull (referred to in this work as Bsg25D-/-) flies were generated by accelerated 

homologous recombination without CRISPR/Cas9 [280]. Homology arms 5′ and 3′ of 

Bsg25D were PCR amplified and sequentially cloned into pTVCherry (gift from J.P. 

Vincent, Francis Crick Institute, London, UK). The following primers, containing the 

indicated restriction enzyme sites, were used: 5p homology arm: 5p forward NheI,   

5′-GATCGC TAGCAGCCATTCGCCTCGCTCTTC-3′; 5p reverse KpnI, 5′-GATCGG 

TACCGCTGCCGTTCCAATCGATCG-3′; 3p homology arm: 3p forward BglII, 5′-GATCAG-

ATCTGACAAACCTGAGGAGGGAGT-3′; 3p reverse AvrII, 5′-

GATCCCTAGGCGTAGAAAGGGTAGAAATAT-3′.  

The pTVCherry-Bsg25D donor cassette was then randomly integrated in w1118 flies 

by p-element transformation (Genetic Services, Inc.). Potential transgenic flies were 

screened for by mini-white expression, and a third chromosome transgenic line was 
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obtained. Following the published accelerated homologous recombination cross 

scheme [280], 14 putative mutant lines were recovered. One was validated as 

Bsg25Dnull by PCR using primers designed to amplify genomic regions specific to either 

wild-type or mutant chromosomes, followed by sequencing. The Bsg25D-/- line used 

in this study had the mini w+ cassette inserted between bp334 in the Bsg25D 5′ UTR 

and bp5919 at the beginning of the Bsg25D 3′ UTR based on the published FLYBASE 

Bsg25D genomic sequence, leading to the removal of all protein coding sequences 

and, as a result, all protein isoforms (Fig. 4.2.2A). The following PCR primers were 

used for mutant verification: wild-type-specific Bsg25D: 1537 forward, 5′-

ACAATACGGACGAGGACCAG-3′; 3907 reverse, 5′-TTCCTTTGC AGCCTTGAGTT-3′; 

mutant-specific Bsg25D pair 1: 7224 forward, 5′-GAGTTGCTGTTGCTGCAGAG-3′; 

11081 reverse, 5′-TTGACCTCA GCGTCGTAGTG-3′; mutant-specific Bsg25D pair 2: 

7326 forward, 5′-TGAAGATACCCCACCAAACC-3′; 10289 reverse, 5′-GCGCAC 

TCAGCAAAACATTA-3′. Mutant flies were confirmed by Western blotting for Bsg25D 

multiple times with biological replicates.  

UAS-eos::Bsg25D (referred to in this paper as UAS-Bsg25D) flies were generated 

as follows: Eos was amplified from pME-eos (gift from D. Raible, University of 

Washington, Seattle, WA) using the following forward and reverse primers containing 

restriction sites for NotI and XhoI, respectively: F_NotI_eos_NotI, 5′-CAC 

CGCGGCCGCATGAGTGCGATTAAGCCAGACATG-3′; R_XhoI_eos_ no_stop_XhoI, 5′-

CTCGAGTCGTCTGGCATTGTCAGGCAATCC-3′. The PCR product was cloned into 

pUAST. Next, Bsg25D was amplified from expressed sequence tag clone LD21844 

(Drosophila Genome Resource Center [DGRC]), corresponding to transcript Bsg25D-

PB, and cloned into pUAST-eos in frame with the N-terminal Eos. The following 

primers, both containing KpnI restriction sites, were used for PCR: F-CACC-KpnI-

Bsg25D, 5′-CACCGG TACCATGGAGGTATCCGCCGATCCGTAC-3′; R-KpnI-stop-Bsg25D, 

5′-GGTACCCTAAGGCATGCCAGGCAGTCCACC-3′. pUAS-eos:: Bsg25D was randomly 

integrated in w1118 flies by p-element transformation (Genetic Services, Inc.). Potential 

transgenic flies were selected by mini-white expression. The eos::Bsg25D line was 

used for all fly studies on overexpressed Bsg25D.  

UAS-ens::EGFP flies were generated as follows. Full-length ens (LD09626; 

DGRC) was PCR-amplified using the following primers containing EcoRI and BamHI 

restriction sites, respectively: 5′-GAATTCATGGCGAGTCTTGGGGGCCAACAC-3′ and 5′-

GGATCCCAGCAGCGATATATCTTTATTTTCGTG-3′. The PCR product was cloned into 

pUAST (DGRC) previously modified to contain a C-terminal EGFP tag. pUAS-Ens::EGFP 
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was randomly integrated in w1118 flies by p-element transformation (Best Gene, Inc.), 

and potential transgenic flies were screened for by mini-white expression.  

 

Protein sequence analysis  

 

Bsg25D protein sequence analysis was performed by InterProScan, which identifies 

domains by scanning protein sequences against predictive models provided by 

several different databases [283]. Alignment of Bsg25D to mouse Ninein was done 

using the Blastp algorithm (National Center for Biotechnology Information).  

 

Viability assays  

 

Viability assays were done at 25°C essentially as previously described [169]. For 

comparison of GFP-and Bsg25D-overexpressing flies, embryos were bleached and 

selected at stage 16. For other viability assays, embryos were selected without 

bleaching under halocarbon oil at stage 5. In all cases, a minimum of 100 embryos 

were selected over multiple days. The number of hatched and unhatched embryos 

was counted, and all first-instar larvae were transferred to a vial with fresh food. The 

number of pupae and adults that eclosed was assessed. Viability is represented as a 

percentage of the initial number of embryos.  

 

Fluorescent antibody staining 

 

Embryos were prepared for staining as previously described [50]. Larvae were 

dissected and flat mounted in HL3.1 dissecting buffer and fixed for 20 min in 

formalin. Embryos and larvae were incubated in primary antibody overnight at 4°C or 

for 1 h at room temperature at the following concentrations: rat anti-Tropomyosin 

(1:500; Abcam), rabbit anti-DsRed (1:400; Clontech), chicken anti-GFP (1:500; 

Abcam), mouse anti-α-Tubulin (1:500; Sigma), mouse anti-acetylated α-Tubulin (1:50; 

Santa Cruz Biotechnology), mouse anti-γ Tubulin clone GTU-88 (1:500; Sigma), guinea 

pig anti-Bsg25D ([284]; 1:400; gift from E. Lecuyer, Montreal Clinical Research 

Institute [IRCM], Montreal, Canada), rat anti-Ens (1:100; gift from P. Rorth, University 

of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark), rabbit anti-Plp (gift from J. Raff, University 

of Oxford, Oxford, UK), rabbit anti-Arl8 (1:100; Developmental Studies Hybridoma 

Bank), and mouse anti-SUMO-2 8A2 (1:50; Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank). 
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Overexpressed eos::Bsg25D was detected either by Bsg25D antibody staining or by 

Eos signal. For both embryo and larva staining, Alexa Fluor 488-, Alexa Fluor 555-, 

and Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated secondary antibodies (Invitrogen) were applied 1:400 

for 1 h at room temperature. Hoechst and Alexa Fluor-conjugated phalloidin (either 

Alexa Fluor 488 or Alexa Fluor 555; Life Technologies) were added with the secondary 

antibody at 1:400 and 1:200, respectively. Samples were mounted in ProLong Gold 

antifade reagent (Invitrogen).  

 

Fixed sample imaging and analysis  

 

Z-stacks of fixed samples were acquired using a Leica SP5 laser-scanning confocal 

microscope equipped with the LAS AF software using a 63x 1.4 NA HCX PL 

Apochromat oil objective and processed in Volocity (Perkin Elmer) or ImageJ (National 

Institutes of Health). For analysis of nuclear positioning at stage 16, the Line function 

in ImageJ was used to measure the distances from the dorsal-most nucleus to the 

dorsal myotube pole, the ventral-most nucleus to the ventral myotube pole, and the 

total myotube length. “Nuclear spread” was calculated by subtracting the first two 

values from the third and expressing the difference as a percentage of total myotube 

length. For statistical purposes, the mean of the four lateral transverse muscles in a 

hemisegment was considered one sample. Nuclear positioning data were collected 

from a maximum of four hemisegments (abdominal hemisegments 2–5) per embryo. 

Embryos were fixed over the course of multiple days and then pooled for staining and 

analysis. Myonuclear positioning in the ventral longitudinal (VL) 4 muscle of third-

instar larvae was also assessed using the Line function in ImageJ. “Nearest neighbor” 

was defined as the distance between a nucleus and the nearest neighboring nucleus. 

“Largest gap” refers to the longest stretch of muscle fiber void of myonuclei, and 

internuclear distance refers to the distance between consecutive myonuclei along the 

longitudinal muscle axis. All three terms are presented as percentages of muscle 

length. Statistical analysis of nuclear positioning in larval muscles employed weighted 

averages to account for different numbers of myofibers analyzed for each larva. n 

refers to the total number of myofibers. MT density was calculated by measuring the 

intensity of Tubulin and Tropomyosin near the tips of the muscles, essentially as 

published [167]. For statistics, the average of Tubulin/Tropomyosin ratios from 

multiple cells in the same embryo was considered one sample. Student’s t tests were 

performed using Prism software or Excel. Analysis of Ens and Phalloidin signal 
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intensities in embryonic VL myotubes were performed in essentially the same fashion 

from single slices of confocal stacks.  

 

Time-lapse imaging and analysis  

 

Embryos to be subjected to time-lapse imaging of myonuclear movements were 

prepared as reported previously [167]. Embryos were bleached for 4 min, rinsed and 

mounted in halocarbon oil on a custom-made slide with an air-permeable membrane, 

and covered with a glass coverslip. Time-lapse series of myonuclear movements were 

acquired on a Zeiss LSM 700 equipped with the ZEN software and using a Plan-

Apochromatic 20×/0.8 M27 objective with 1.7× optical zoom. Stacks were acquired 

every 3 min for 1 h at 25°C. The line function in ImageJ was used to measure distance 

between clusters. To calculate Δ nuclear spread, the distance from the dorsal-most 

nucleus to the ventral-most nucleus in a cell at the beginning of the time-lapse series 

was subtracted from the same parameter at the end of the series. The difference was 

then divided by time elapsed to yield Δ nuclear spread, measured in micrometers per 

hour. Student’s t tests and correlation analysis were performed using Prism software. 

F-tests were performed in Excel.  

Embryos to be used for EB1-YFP analysis were prepared and mounted as above. 

Time-lapse series of EB1-YFP comets in the tips of stage 16 lateral transverse muscles 

were acquired on a Leica TCS SP8 confocal microscope at 25°C using the HCX PL APO 

63×/1.30 glycerol lens with 40× optical zoom using the Leica proprietary software. 

Comets were recorded from 19 cells (control) and 26 cells (Bsg25D-/-). Z-stacks 

consisted of ∼10 slices with a step size of 400 nm; stacks were acquired without 

intervals (i.e., nonstop) at a frame rate of ∼23 frames per second for ∼90 s. Time-

lapse datasets were deconvolved by a blind deconvolution algorithm in Autoquant X3 

software (Media Cybernetics). EB1-YFP comets were manually tracked in three 

dimensions using Imaris (Bitplane). For each EB1-YFP comet, the displacement 

distance between its position in the first and last frames of its run was exported and 

divided by the time elapsed to determine EB1-YFP comet speed. EB1-YFP speed was 

compared between groups by Student’s t test.  

 

Cell culture, coimmunoprecipitation, and Western blotting  
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For Drosophila S2 cell expression studies, pUAS-3xHA::Bsg25D was generated as 

follows. Full-length Bsg25D (LD21844; DGRC) was PCR amplified using the following 

primers: 5′-CACCATGGAGGTATCCGCGATCCGTAC-3′ and 5′-CTAAGGCATGCCAGGCAG 

TCCACC-3′. The amplicon was TOPO cloned into pENTR (Life Technologies) and then 

Gateway cloned using LR Clonase (Life Technologies) into pTHW (DGRC), which 

contains a UAS followed by an N-terminal 3xHA tag. The generation of pUAS-Ens::EGFP 

is described above (in Generation of mutant and transgenic Drosophila stocks), as the 

same plasmid was used for transforming flies and driving expression in S2 cells.  

Experiments in S2 cells were performed to validate a physical interaction 

between Ens and Bsg25D detected in a yeast two-hybrid screen previously described 

[158]. S2 cells were cultured in Schneider’s media plus 10% FBS using standard 

procedures. Protein expression was achieved by transfecting a plasmid expressing 

Gal4 from a constitutively active promoter (Ubiquitin-Gal4) along with pUAS-

3xHA::Bsg25D and pUAS-Ens-EGFP or pUAS-3xHA::Bsg25D and pUAS-2xEGFP. 

Transfections used Effectene (QIAGEN). Cells were lysed 2 d after transfection in lysis 

buffer (150 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgOAc, 20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 5% glycerol, 0.5% NP-40, 2 

mM DTT, and one Complete Mini tab [Roche]). Following centrifugation, lysate 

supernatant was collected and protein concentration was determined by Bradford 

assay (Bio-Rad). 400 μg lysate was incubated with Protein G-Agarose beads overnight 

at 4°C using rabbit anti-GFP (Torrey Pines Biolab) or rabbit anti-IgG (Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology) for mock immunoprecipitation controls. Following incubation, beads 

were washed four times with lysis buffer and boiled in 4× Laemmli buffer. Proteins 

released from beads and 40 μg (10%) inputs were then subjected to SDS-PAGE, 

transferred overnight to polyvinylidene difluoride membrane, and blotted with rat 

anti-HA (Roche), secondary stained at 1:5,000 with anti-rat HRP (Jackson 

ImmunoResearch), and detected with chemiluminescence (Denville Scientific). 

Membranes were then stripped according to standard practices and reblotted with 

mouse anti-GFP antibody (Roche) and HRP-conjugated anti-mouse secondary antibody 

(Jackson ImmunoResearch) and then developed. Coimmunoprecipitation between 

3xHA::Bsg25D and Ens-GFP was demonstrated with multiple biological replicates.  

To compare Bsg25D protein expression in control and Bsg25D-/- genotypes, 

w1118 and Bsg25D
-/- third-instar larvae were dissected in HL3.1 relaxing buffer. The 

intestines of the larvae were removed, and the resultant pelts were lysed in lysis buffer 

(recipe above). Following Bradford determination of protein concentration (Bio-Rad), 

80 μg lysate per genotype was loaded on a 7.5% SDS-PAGE protein gel. The gel was 
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transferred to nitrocellulose membrane overnight, blocked with 5% milk (for Bsg25D) 

or 5% BSA (for GAPDH) in TBS-Tween, and blotted overnight with guinea pig anti-

Bsg25D antibody (1:1,000; gift from E. Lecuyer) or mouse anti-GAPDH primary 

antibody (1:10,000; Abcam). HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies against guinea pig 

(1:5,000; Jackson ImmunoResearch) or mouse (1:5,000; Jackson ImmunoResearch) 

were applied before development by chemiluminescence (Kindle Biosciences).  

 

AFM  

 

Larvae were dissected in HL3.1 dissecting buffer and fixed in formalin for 10 min 

before microscopy. Bright-field images of Drosophila larvae, for determination of 

location of stiffness measurements, were acquired using an inverted microscope (Axio 

Observer Z1; Zeiss) as the AFM base (LD Plan-Neofluar 20×/0.4 objective). An Asylum 

Research MFP-3D-BIO Atomic Force Microscope was used to collect force maps from 

the Drosophila larvae tissue. A CP CONT-PS-C (NanoAndMore.com) probe with a 6.1-

μm polystyrene bead was used for all measurements. The Asylum Research GetReal 

calibration method was used for the determination of the spring constant (0.2 N/m). 

Each force map sampled a 20 × 20-μm to 40 × 40-μm region, depending on muscle 

width, in a 10 × 10-grid under fluid conditions (PBS). The trigger point was set to 50 

nN with an approach velocity of 10 μm/s. The force-indentation curves were fit to the 

Hertz model for spherical tips using Asylum Research Software to determine the 

Young’s modulus, with an assumed Poisson’s ratio value of 0.45 for the sample [285]. 

For each genotype, at least three larvae were used; from each larva, at least 400 

individual measurements, corresponding to four different muscles, were taken. Force 

maps of stiffness along with individual stiffness values for each measured point were 

then exported from Asylum Research Software for analysis. For statistics, the average 

of all the measurements from a single muscle was considered one sample.  

 

Larval motility assays  

 

Laval motility assays were performed essentially as previously described, either by 

using a charge-coupled device camera and Ethovision software (Noldus) to record 

third-instar larvae crawling and automatically calculate crawling speed [158] or by 

placing larvae at the center of an apple juice plate surrounded by zones defined by 

concentric circles and observing which zone they reached in 30 s of crawling at 25°C 
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[286]. A minimum of 47 larvae per genotype were used. In all cases, data were 

acquired over multiple days. P values were calculated by Student’s t test.  
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RESULTS  

 

Bsg25D and Ens interact in vitro and colocalize in embryonic myotubes 

 

We have previously shown that myonuclei in ens mutant embryos fail to separate into 

two clusters and migrate toward muscle poles [158]. To better understand the 

mechanisms underlying myonuclear positioning, we performed a yeast two-hybrid 

screen to identify proteins that interact with Ens. In addition to clones of Khc, which 

we have previously shown to genetically and physically interact with Ens [158], we 

recovered numerous clones corresponding to Bsg25D, the Drosophila homologue of 

vertebrate Ninein [276,277]. The sequence common to all recovered Bsg25D clones 

(nucleotides 1463–1,577/amino acids 487–526, using isoform Bsg25D-PB as a 

reference) falls entirely within the gene’s fourth exon, which is present in all Bsg25D 

alternatively spliced transcripts; thus, the Ens-binding region is present in all Bsg25D 

isoforms (Fig. 4.2.1A). This region is found in the first of two spans of Bsg25D that 

contain numerous coiled coil domains. The Ens-binding region is nonoverlapping with 

the region of Bsg25D thought to be necessary for γ-Tubulin binding, based on 

alignment between Bsg25D and mouse Ninein, where the latter region was 

experimentally defined [274]. The Ens-binding region also does not overlap with the 

N-terminal Bsg25D region (amino acids 1–353) that has been shown to bind MTs in 

vitro [276]. The Ens–Bsg25D interaction was validated in S2 cells, where 

overexpressed Ens and full-length Bsg25D coimmunoprecipitated (Fig. 4.2.1A).  

Next, we examined Bsg25D expression in vivo. In situ hybridization performed 

by the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project showed Bsg25D transcripts in embryonic 

muscle [287–289]. By immunofluorescent antibody staining using an existing 

antibody against Bsg25D [284], we found that Bsg25D protein was present in discrete 

puncta in numerous cell types in the embryo. (The Bsg25D signal was absent from 

Bsg25D null mutants [Fig. 4.2.9A].) This punctate expression pattern was expected, 

as Bsg25D is known to localize to centrosomes in mononucleated cells [276,277]. 

Notably, it was most strongly expressed in primordial germ cells, as has been 

previously observed ([277]; Fig. 4.2.1B, red outlined box). Combined 

immunofluorescent labeling of Bsg25D and the muscle marker Tropomyosin showed 
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that from stage 14 to stage 16, the stages during which myonuclei split into two 

clusters and migrate toward muscle poles, Bsg25D was broadly but weakly expressed  

in the cytoplasm and strongly enriched in cytoplasmic puncta of myotubes (Fig. 

4.2.1B). Analysis of orthogonal slices of Z-stacks confirmed the presence of Bsg25D 

puncta inside myotubes (Fig. 4.2.1C). At stage 16, there were between zero and eight 

Bsg25D puncta per myotube (mode = 1, mean = 2.1). Puncta were excluded from the 

nucleus but otherwise had no conspicuous localization. Single puncta were also 

visible in some unfused myoblasts. We used genetic reporters and antibody staining 

Figure 4.2.1- Bsg25D and Ens physically interact and colocalize in myotubes in vivo. 
(A) Top: Map of Bsg25D indicating coiled–coil (CC) domain–rich regions and regions that 
bind Ens (this work), MTs (Kowanda et al., 2016), and γ-Tubulin (predicted from alignment 
to mouse Ninein; Delgehyr et al., 2005). In Bsg25D-, the entire coding region has been 
removed and replaced by a mini-white (mini w+) reporter cassette. Bottom: 
Coimmunoprecipitation of overexpressed Ens-GFP and Bsg25D-HA from S2 cells. The 
largest Bsg25D-HA band is the main protein species, and smaller bands likely represent 
cleavage products. IP, immunoprecipitation. (B) Bsg25D expression in the stage 16 embryo. 
Left and right panels are the same image with and without Tropomyosin, a muscle marker. 
Left: Bsg25D, gray. Right: Bsg25D, magenta; Tropomyosin, green. Red box indicates 
primordial germ cells. (C) Left: Extended focus projection of one stage 16 hemisegment. 
Right: Orthogonal (YZ) section of indicated (red box) lateral transverse myotube. Crosshairs 
identify a Bsg25D+ punctum inside myotube. Bsg25D, magenta; Tropomyosin, green. (D) 
Immunofluorescent staining of stage 16 myotube for Bsg25D and Plp. Image is a single 
slice from a Z-stack. Bsg25D, magenta; Plp, green; colocalization, white (see red arrows). 
(E) Immunofluorescent staining of stage 16 myotube for Bsg25D and Ens. Image is a single 
slice from a Z-stack. In the merged image, Bsg25D, magenta; Ens, green; colocalization, 
white (highlighted by arrows). In D and E, images in bottom row are higher magnification 
views of boxed regions, and dashed lines outline lateral transverse muscles. In all images, 
scale bars = 5 μm. 
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Combined immunofluorescent labeling of Bsg25D and the muscle 
marker Tropomyosin showed that from stage 14 to stage 16, the 
stages during which myonuclei split into two clusters and migrate 
toward muscle poles, Bsg25D was broadly but weakly expressed 
in the cytoplasm and strongly enriched in cytoplasmic puncta of 
myotubes (Fig.!1!B). Analysis of orthogonal slices of Z-stacks con-
firmed the presence of Bsg25D puncta inside myotubes (Fig.!1!C). 
At stage 16, there were between zero and eight Bsg25D puncta per 
myotube (mode = 1, mean = 2.1). Puncta were excluded from the 
nucleus but otherwise had no conspicuous localization. Single 
puncta were also visible in some unfused myoblasts. We used ge-
netic reporters and antibody staining to determine whether the 
Bsg25D puncta in myotubes reside in various organelles and sub-
cellular structures. We did not observe Bsg25D colocalization with 
markers of Golgi apparatus, ER, or endosomes, though we did ob-
serve that 95% of Bsg25D puncta were in proximity to Arl8 (n = 60 
myotube puncta), a protein that localizes to lysosomes (Bagshaw 
et al., 2006; Hofmann and Munro, 2006; Fig. S1 B). Counter to 
our expectations (Bouckson-Castaing et al., 1996; Mogensen et 
al., 2000; Kowanda et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2016), we also failed 
to detect colocalization between Bsg25D puncta and the MTOC 
component "-Tubulin or the MT component #-Tubulin (Fig. S1 B). 
Interestingly, however, all myotube Bsg25D puncta (n = 59) colo-
calized with the MTOC component Pericentrin-like protein (Plp), 

the sole Drosophila Pericentrin orthologue (Figs 1 D and S1 C). This 
finding is consistent with physical interactions observed between 
their mammalian orthologues in cell culture (Chen et al., 2014).

Since we found that Bsg25D and Ens physically interact in 
vitro, we performed immunofluorescent antibody staining to de-
termine whether they colocalize in embryonic myotubes. While 
the bulk of Ens protein localized to MTs, as expected for a MAP 
(Fig. S1 D), there was also Ens protein present in Bsg25D puncta; 
thus, Ens and Bsg25D colocalize in cytoplasmic puncta in em-
bryonic myotubes (Fig.!1!E). Outside of these puncta, the broad, 
diffuse cytoplasmic Bsg25D signal was difficult to resolve, so it is 
possible that Bsg25D and Ens are both present in other parts of 
the cell as well. Since Bsg25D and Ens bind in vitro and colocalize 
in myotubes, we hypothesized that Bsg25D functions with ens 
during myonuclear positioning.

Loss of Bsg25D enhances ens myonuclear positioning defects
To determine whether Bsg25D functions in myonuclear position-
ing, we generated a null Bsg25D mutant. We used an accelerated 
homologous recombination approach (Baena-Lopez et al., 2013) 
to remove the entire Bsg25D locus, including all predicted alter-
natively spliced transcripts (Fig.!1!A and Materials and methods). 
Western blotting showed Bsg25D protein was absent from larval 
lysates (Fig.!2!A and Materials and methods).

Figure 1.!Bsg25D and Ens physically interact and colocalize in myotubes in vivo. (A) Top: Map of Bsg25D indicating coiled–coil (CC) domain–rich regions 
and regions that bind Ens (this work), MTs (Kowanda et al., 2016), and "-Tubulin (predicted from alignment to mouse Ninein; Delgehyr et al., 2005). In Bsg25D#, 
the entire coding region has been removed and replaced by a mini-white (mini w+) reporter cassette. Bottom: Coimmunoprecipitation of overexpressed Ens-GFP 
and Bsg25D-HA from S2 cells. $e largest Bsg25D-HA band is the main protein species, and smaller bands likely represent cleavage products. IP, immunoprecip-
itation. (B) Bsg25D expression in the stage 16 embryo. Le% and right panels are the same image with and without Tropomyosin, a muscle marker. Le%: Bsg25D, 
gray. Right: Bsg25D, magenta; Tropomyosin, green. Red box indicates primordial germ cells. (C) Le%: Extended focus projection of one stage 16 hemisegment. 
Right: Orthogonal (YZ) section of indicated (red box) lateral transverse myotube. Crosshairs identify a Bsg25D+ punctum inside myotube. Bsg25D, magenta; 
Tropomyosin, green. (D) Immuno&uorescent staining of stage 16 myotube for Bsg25D and Plp. Image is a single slice from a Z-stack. Bsg25D, magenta; Plp, 
green; colocalization, white (see red arrows). (E) Immuno&uorescent staining of stage 16 myotube for Bsg25D and Ens. Image is a single slice from a Z-stack. 
In the merged image, Bsg25D, magenta; Ens, green; colocalization, white (highlighted by arrows). In D and E, images in bottom row are higher magni'cation 
views of boxed regions, and dashed lines outline lateral transverse muscles. In all images, scale bars = 5 (m.
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to determine whether the Bsg25D puncta in myotubes reside in various organelles 

and subcellular structures. We did not observe Bsg25D colocalization with markers of 

Golgi apparatus, ER, or endosomes, though we did observe that 95% of Bsg25D puncta 

were in proximity to Arl8 (n = 60 myotube puncta), a protein that localizes to 

lysosomes ([290,291], 2006; Fig. 4.2.9B). Counter to our expectations 

[269,270,276,277], we also failed to detect colocalization between Bsg25D puncta 

and the MTOC component γ-Tubulin or the MT component α-Tubulin (Fig. 4.2.9B). 

Interestingly, however, all myotube Bsg25D puncta (n = 59) colocalized with the MTOC 

component Pericentrin-like protein (Plp), the sole Drosophila Pericentrin orthologue 

(Figs. 4.2.1D and 4.2.9C). This finding is consistent with physical interactions 

observed between their mammalian orthologues in cell culture [292].  

Since we found that Bsg25D and Ens physically interact in vitro, we performed 

immunofluorescent antibody staining to determine whether they colocalize in 

embryonic myotubes. While the bulk of Ens protein localized to MTs, as expected for 

a MAP (Fig. 4.2.9D), there was also Ens protein present in Bsg25D puncta; thus, Ens 

and Bsg25D colocalize in cytoplasmic puncta in embryonic myotubes (Fig. 4.2.1E). 

Outside of these puncta, the broad, diffuse cytoplasmic Bsg25D signal was difficult 

to resolve, so it is possible that Bsg25D and Ens are both present in other parts of the 

cell as well. Since Bsg25D and Ens bind in vitro and colocalize in myotubes, we 

hypothesized that Bsg25D functions with ens during myonuclear positioning.  

 

Loss of Bsg25D enhances ens myonuclear positioning defects  

 

To determine whether Bsg25D functions in myonuclear positioning, we generated a 

null Bsg25D mutant. We used an accelerated homologous recombination approach 

[280] to remove the entire Bsg25D locus, including all predicted alternatively spliced 

transcripts (Fig. 4.2.1A and Materials and methods). Western blotting showed Bsg25D 

protein was absent from larval lysates (Fig. 4.2.2A and Materials and methods).  

In agreement with recent reports [276,277], we found that Bsg25D 

homozygous null mutants (Bsg25D-/-) lacking maternal and zygotic Bsg25D were 

viable and fertile, with a modest decrease in the frequency of survival to adulthood 

relative to wild-type controls (70% vs. 96%; Fig. 4.2.10A). A standard larval motility 

assay revealed moderately impaired muscle function (Fig. 4.2.10B). Using a transgenic 

reporter that labels myonuclei in a specific set of muscles (i.e., the lateral transverse 

muscles; Richardson et al., 2007), we found that myonuclear positioning in stage 16 
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Bsg25D-/- myotubes was normal (Fig. 4.2.2B). Thus, Bsg25D is not essential for 

viability, fertility, or myonuclear positioning.  

We next considered the possibility that Bsg25D plays a role in myonuclear 

positioning but that the pathway it affects is robust enough to withstand the loss of 

Bsg25D if the other components are present at wild-type levels. To investigate this 

possibility, we generated double mutants in which Bsg25D and candidate interactor 

genes were targeted. We found that ens-/+ embryos lacking all maternal and zygotic 

Bsg25D had significantly more impaired myonuclear positioning than ens-/+ embryos 

containing the normal complement of Bsg25D (Fig. 4.2.2,B–D): at stage 16, Bsg25D-/-

; ens-/+ myonuclear clusters traversed less of the distance toward the muscle poles. 

Further, in some myotubes, myonuclei are present as one cluster, resembling those 

found in ens-/- homozygotes [158]. Enhancement of myonuclear positioning defects 

was also observed when one copy of the null Bsg25D allele was replaced by a 

deficiency removing the gene (Fig. 4.2.2B–D), which argues that the enhancement 

effect was specific to the Bsg25D region. Moreover, we rescued the Bsg25D
-/-
;ens-/+ 

enhanced phenotype by reintroducing Bsg25D+ from the large genomic Bacterial 

Artificial Chromosome (BAC) insertion CH321-49G22 (Fig. 4.2.2B–D). In addition, 

Bsg25D
-/-
;ens-/- double mutants showed the ens

-/- phenotype, which is the most severe 

clustering phenotype (Fig. 4.2.11A). We conclude that endogenous Bsg25D and ens 

likely affect a common pathway that moves myonuclei in embryonic myotubes.  

Bsg25D and ens genetically interact in nonmuscle cells as well, as embryonic 

lethality occurred when Bsg25D and Ens were jointly removed in a specific genetic 

combination. Nearly 100% of embryos derived from Bsg25D
-/-
;ens-/TM6 mothers and 

Bsg25D
-/- 

fathers failed to hatch (Fig. 4.2.2E). However, embryos derived from the 

reciprocal cross survived well (Fig. 4.2.2E). Bsg25D
-/-
;ens-/TM6 females crossed with 

wild-type males laid eggs that hatched, demonstrating that those females are fertile. 

We also observed widespread death when the third chromosome balancer TM6 was 

replaced by a wild-type chromosome, indicating that the genetic interaction was not 

due to mutations on the balancer chromosome. The phenotype also persisted when 

one of the Bsg25D alleles was replaced with a deficiency completely uncovering 

Bsg25D. Furthermore, restoring Bsg25D
+ through a BAC transgene achieved nearly 

complete rescue (Fig. 4.2.2E, compare black and salmon-colored lines in graph). We 

conclude that Bsg25D and ens are jointly required to support normal embryonic 
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development. Since genotypes with even the strongest myonuclear positioning 

Figure 4.2.2 – Bsg25D genetically interacts with ens, but not plp. (A) Western blot 
showing loss of Bsg25D protein in Bsg25D-/- larval lysates. (B) Extended-focus projections 
of representative stage 16 hemisegments from indicated genotypes. (C) Bar graph showing 
mean nuclear spread and SD. For each genotype, n (number of hemisegments) is control, 
n = 39; Bsg25D-/-, n = 61; ens-/+, n = 46; Bsg25D-/Df;ens-/+, n = 43; Bsg25D;ens-/+, n = 71; 
Bsg25D-/-;BAC, ens-/+, n = 44. P values were calculated by Student’s t test. (D) Graph showing 
the percentage of myotubes that have a single nuclear cluster. P values were calculated by 
Fisher’s exact test from contingency tables comparing ens-/+ to each other genotype. n 
values (number of myotubes for each genotype) are ens-/+, 239; Bsg25D-/-;ens-/+, 296; 
Bsg25D-/Df;ens-/+, 176; Bsg25D-/-;BAC, ens-/+ (rescue), 160. (E) Viability graph showing 
survival during development for individuals derived from indicated crosses. The following 
number of individuals were included for each genotype: Bsg25D-/-×Bsg25D-/-;ens-/TM6, 140; 
Bsg25D-/-;ens-/TM6×Bsg25D-/-, 153; Bsg25D-/-;ens-/TM6×wt, 140; Bsg25D-/-;ens-/+×Bsg25D-/-, 
113; Bsg25D-/Df;ens-/+×Bsg25D-/-, 148; Bsg25D-/-;ens-/TM6×Bsg25D-/-;BAC[Bsg25D+], 144. 
F, female; M, male. (F) Extended-focus projections of representative stage 16 
hemisegments from indicated genotypes. (G) Bar graph showing mean nuclear spread and 
SD. For each genotype, number of hemisegments is plp-/-, n = 47; plp-/Df, n = 24; Bsg25D-/-

; plp-/-, n = 39; plp-/+, n = 34; Bsg25D-/-;plp-/+, n = 29. P values were calculated by Student’s t 
test. The control data in G are the same as in C; for representative image, see first panel in 
B. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ****, P < 0.0001. In all confocal images, red brackets indicate 
sample nuclear spread measurements. Tropomyosin, green; nuclei, white. Scale bars = 5 
μm.  
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In agreement with recent reports (Kowanda et al., 2016; 
Zheng et al., 2016), we found that Bsg25D homozygous null mu-
tants (Bsg25D!/!) lacking maternal and zygotic Bsg25D were 
viable and fertile, with a modest decrease in the frequency of 
survival to adulthood relative to wild-type controls (70% vs. 96%; 
Fig. S2 A). A standard larval motility assay revealed moderately 
impaired muscle function (Fig. S2 B). Using a transgenic reporter 
that labels myonuclei in a specific set of muscles (i.e., the lateral 
transverse muscles; Richardson et al., 2007), we found that myo-

nuclear positioning in stage 16 Bsg25D!/! myotubes was normal 
(Fig."2"B). Thus, Bsg25D is not essential for viability, fertility, or 
myonuclear positioning.

We next considered the possibility that Bsg25D plays a role in 
myonuclear positioning but that the pathway it affects is robust 
enough to withstand the loss of Bsg25D if the other components 
are present at wild-type levels. To investigate this possibility, 
we generated double mutants in which Bsg25D and candidate 
interactor genes were targeted. We found that ens!/+ embryos 

Figure 2.!Bsg25Dgenetically interacts with ens, but not plp. (A) Western blot showing loss of Bsg25D protein in Bsg25D"/" larval lysates. (B) Extended-focus 
projections of representative stage 16 hemisegments from indicated genotypes. (C) Bar graph showing mean nuclear spread and SD. For each genotype, n (num-
ber of hemisegments) is control, n = 39; Bsg25D"/", n = 61; ens"/+, n = 46; Bsg25D-/Df;ens"/+, n = 43; Bsg25D;ens"/+, n = 71; Bsg25D"/";BAC, ens"/+, n = 44. P values 
were calculated by Student’s t test. (D) Graph showing the percentage of myotubes that have a single nuclear cluster. P values were calculated by Fisher’s exact 
test from contingency tables comparing ens-/+ to each other genotype. n values (number of myotubes for each genotype) are ens"/+, 239; Bsg25D"/";ens!/+, 
296; Bsg25D-/Df;ens!/+, 176; Bsg25D"/";BAC, ens"/+ (rescue), 160. (E) Viability graph showing survival during development for individuals derived from indicated 
crosses. #e following number of individuals were included for each genotype: Bsg25D"/"$Bsg25D"/";ens"/TM6, 140; Bsg25D"/";ens-/TM6$Bsg25D"/", 153; 
Bsg25D"/";ens-/TM6$wt, 140; Bsg25D"/";ens"/+$Bsg25D"/", 113; Bsg25D-/Df;ens"/+$Bsg25D"/", 148; Bsg25D"/";ens-/TM6$Bsg25D"/";BAC[Bsg25D+], 144.  
F, female; M, male. (F) Extended-focus projections of representative stage 16 hemisegments from indicated genotypes. (") Bar graph showing mean nuclear 
spread and SD. For each genotype, number of hemisegments is plp"/", n = 47; plp-/Df, n = 24; Bsg25D"/"; plp"/", n = 39; plp-/+, n = 34; Bsg25D"/";plp-/+, n = 29. 
P values were calculated by Student’s t test. #e control data in G are the same as in C; for representative image, see %rst panel in B. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; 
****, P < 0.0001. In all confocal images, red brackets indicate sample nuclear spread measurements. Tropomyosin, green; nuclei, white. Scale bars = 5 &m.
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defects survive embryonic development [158], the observed lethality must be due to 

issues in nonmuscle cells.  

To gain further insights to the role of Bsg25D, we tested for genetic 

interactions between Bsg25D and other genes involved in myonuclear positioning or 

MT biology. We did not detect interactions between Bsg25D and the genes encoding 

Khc and Dhc (which are essential for myonuclear positioning) or patronin and the γ-

Tubulin homologue γTub23C (which interact with Ninein/noca-1 in C. elegans [275]; 

Fig. 4.2.11B,C; and data not shown). We also tested pericentrin-like protein (plp) 

mutants. Interestingly, plp-/- mutants had myonuclear positioning defects; nuclear 

clusters usually split correctly but failed to move the normal distance toward the 

muscle poles by stage 16 (Fig. 4.2.2F,G). The same phenotype was observed when 

one allele of plp was replaced by a deficiency uncovering the gene (Fig. 4.2.2F,G). 

However, loss of Bsg25D did not further enhance myonuclear positioning defects in 

either plp homozygotes or heterozygotes (Fig. 4.2.2F,G); thus, although we observed 

colocalization between the two proteins in myotubes, we did not uncover a role for 

Bsg25D–Plp interactions in myonuclear positioning. Taken together, these results 

reveal dosage-sensitive genetic interactions only between Bsg25D and ens; these are 

not observed with other genes involved in MT biology or myonuclear positioning.  

 

Muscle-specific overexpression of Bsg25D causes defects in embryonic 

myonuclear positioning by sequestering Ens 

 

Having demonstrated that Bsg25D functions in myonuclear positioning, we next 

performed gain-of-function analysis with the Gal4/upstream activating sequence 

(UAS) system [218] using the muscle-specific Dmef2 promoter to probe the activity of 

Bsg25D in muscle. Strikingly, in stage 16 myotubes overexpressing Bsg25D, 

myonuclei were present in a single cluster near the myotube center; in contrast, 

control myotubes at this stage had two nuclear clusters near opposite muscle poles 

(Fig. 4.2.3A). This suggests that overexpressed Bsg25D blocked myonuclear cluster 

separation (stage 14) and movement toward the muscle poles (stages 15 and 16).  

That Bsg25D overexpression phenocopied loss of ens (Fig. 4.2.3A; [158]) led 

us to hypothesize that overexpressed Bsg25D inhibits or sequesters endogenous Ens 
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in myotubes. In support of this hypothesis, we found that Ens overexpression, but not 

overexpression of a control protein (GFP), could rescue Bsg25D-induced nuclear 

positioning defects. In fact, embryos overexpressing Bsg25D and Ens had even 

greater nuclear spread than control embryos (Fig. 4.2.3A,B). This finding led us to 

examine the effects of overexpressing Ens in otherwise wild-type embryos. We found 

that overexpressed Ens caused novel myonuclear positioning defects; nuclear spread 

was increased and nuclei were often present as individuals rather than as part of 

clusters (Fig. 4.2.3A,B). In sum, Ens overexpression and Bsg25D overexpression 
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Bsg25D and Ens levels regulate the dynamics of 
myonuclear positioning
We hypothesized that modulating Bsg25D and Ens levels affects 
nuclear positioning at stage 16 by disrupting the normal dy-
namics of myonuclear movement during stage 15, when nuclear 
clusters normally move toward muscle poles. To address this hy-
pothesis, we performed time-lapse microscopy during stage 15, 
as done previously (Folker et al., 2012; Videos 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5). 
We measured the distance from the dorsal-most nucleus to the 
ventral-most nucleus (nuclear spread) at the beginning and end 
of the time-lapse series. We divided the difference between the 
final and initial nuclear spreads for each cell by the time elapsed 
and defined this quotient as ! nuclear spread (Fig."4"A).

We observed that only 59% of control myotubes exhibited 
positive ! nuclear spread over a 1-h period during stage 15. This 
was initially surprising, because we have previously seen that 
from stages 14 to 16, nuclear clusters move toward myotube poles 
(Folker et al., 2012; Metzger et al., 2012). Our interpretation is 
that nuclear clusters move toward the muscle poles unevenly, 
with periods where the nuclear spread increases and periods 
where it decreases. Nuclear clusters all eventually arrive near 
the muscle poles because the net positive (poleward) move-

ment is greater than negative (toward the center of the mus-
cle) movement; however, during relatively short time-lapse 
recordings, the nuclear spread in individual cells can decrease 
quite dramatically.

The percentage of myotubes exhibiting positive versus neg-
ative ! nuclear spread varied with genotype (Fig."4"B). Embryos 
with muscle-specific Ens overexpression contained the highest 
percentage of myotubes with positive ! nuclear spread (81%) and 
embryos with muscle-specific Bsg25D overexpression the lowest 
(21%). In Bsg25D-overexpressing embryos at stage 15, myonuclei 
were either present in a single cluster or two slightly separated 
clusters. Negative ! nuclear spread was due to loosely packed 
single clusters compacting or barely separated clusters coming 
back together (for example, Fig."4"A). Bsg25D-overexpressing 
cells exhibiting positive ! nuclear spread had single nuclear clus-
ters that appeared to separate slightly without dividing into two 
distinct clusters.

We detected a novel behavior in myonuclei from 
Bsg25D#/#;ens#/+ embryos. In some cells, two distinct nuclear 
clusters migrated a considerable distance toward each other and 
reformed one cluster. In this genotype, there was high variabil-
ity in dynamic cluster behavior among myotubes; the SD of ! 

Figure 3.!Overexpressed Bsg25D causes nuclear positioning defects in embryonic myotubes by sequestering endogenous Ens. (A) Extended-focus 
projections of representative stage 16 hemisegments from indicated genotypes. Green, Tropomyosin; white, nuclei. Red brackets indicate sample nuclear 
spread measurements. (B) Bar graph showing mean nuclear spread and SD. For each genotype, the number of hemisegments is as follows: control, n = 22; 
Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 34; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-ens, n = 47; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS -GFP: UAS -Bsg25D, n = 25; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-ens;UAS-Bsg25D, n = 42; 
ens"/+, n = 37; rP298-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 33; rP298-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D;ens"/+, n = 37. Control data and the representative image are the same as in Fig.#2. 
****, P < 0.0001. (C) Immuno$uorescent antibody staining for Bsg25D and Ens in an embryo overexpressing Bsg25D. Arrows show examples of colocalization. 
Dashed yellow lines outline a lateral transverse myotube. In the merged image: magenta, Bsg25D; green, Ens; white, colocalization. Images in the bottom row 
are higher magni%cation views of boxed regions. (D) Representative images of stage 16 VL1 myotubes from indicated genotypes. Each image is a single slice 
from a confocal stack. Red boxes show where the signal intensity was quanti%ed. (E) Graph showing Ens intensity, normalized to actin intensity. Number of 
myotubes is six for both genotypes, mean ± SD. *, P < 0.05. Scale bars = 2 &m (A and C) and 5 &m (D).

Figure 4.2.3 – Overexpressed Bsg25D causes nuclear positioning defects in embryonic 
myotubes by sequestering endogenous Ens. (A) Extended-focus projections of 
representative stage 16 hemisegments from indicated genotypes. Green, Tropomyosin; 
white, nuclei. Red brackets indicate sample nuclear spread measurements. (B) Bar graph 
showing mean nuclear spread and SD. For each genotype, the number of hemisegments is 
as follows: control, n = 22; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 34; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-ens, n = 47; 
Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP:UAS-Bsg25D, n = 25; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-ens;UAS-Bsg25D, n = 42; ens-

/+, n = 37; rP298-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 33; rP298-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D;ens-/+, n = 37. Control 
data and the representative image are the same as in Fig. 2. ****, P < 0.0001. (C) 
Immunofluorescent antibody staining for Bsg25D and Ens in an embryo overexpressing 
Bsg25D. Arrows show examples of colocalization. Dashed yellow lines outline a lateral 
transverse myotube. In the merged image: magenta, Bsg25D; green, Ens; white, 
colocalization. Images in the bottom row are higher magnification views of boxed regions. 
(D) Representative images of stage 16 VL1 myotubes from indicated genotypes. Each image 
is a single slice from a confocal stack. Red boxes show where the signal intensity was 
quantified. (E) Graph showing Ens intensity, normalized to actin intensity. Number of 
myotubes is six for both genotypes, mean ± SD. *, P < 0.05. Scale bars = 2 μm (A and C) 
and 5 μm (D).  
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confer reciprocal phenotypes, and Ens overexpression is epistatic to Bsg25D 

overexpression.  

As further support of our hypothesis that overexpressed Bsg25D inhibits or 

sequesters endogenous Ens, we detected genetic interactions between overexpressed 

Bsg25D and endogenous ens. Both loss of one allele of ens and overexpression of 

Bsg25D with rP298-Gal4, a muscle-specific driver that produces a lower level of gene 

expression than Dmef2-Gal4, conferred reduced poleward movement of nuclear 

clusters (Fig. 4.2.3A,B). However, in ens-/+ embryos expressing rP298>Bsg25D, a much 

stronger nuclear positioning phenotype occurred (Fig. 4.2.3A,B). This implies that 

Bsg25D affects the same pathway as loss of ens.  

Finally, in support of our hypothesis, we found that overexpressed Bsg25D 

alters Ens localization. Like endogenous Bsg25D, overexpressed Bsg25D was present 

both broadly in the cytoplasm and in bright cytoplasmic puncta (Fig. 4.2.3C). Ens 

normally localizes to MTs (Fig. 4.2.9D), but in Bsg25D-overexpressing myotubes, Ens 

was strongly enriched at sites of Bsg25D accumulation in the cytoplasm (Fig. 4.2.3C). 

Outside of Bsg25D
+ puncta, Ens signal was lower in myotubes overexpressing Bsg25D 

than in controls overexpressing GFP (Fig. 4.2.3D,E). This argues that overexpression 

of Bsg25D reduces the amount of Ens on myotubes. Based on our genetic and imaging 

analyses, we conclude that overexpressed Bsg25D exerts its effect on myonuclear 

positioning by regulating Ens activity, at least in part by mislocalizing Ens. 

 

Bsg25D and Ens levels regulate the dynamics of myonuclear positioning 

 

We hypothesized that modulating Bsg25D and Ens levels affects nuclear positioning 

at stage 16 by disrupting the normal dynamics of myonuclear movement during stage 

15, when nuclear clusters normally move toward muscle poles. To address this 

hypothesis, we performed time-lapse microscopy during stage 15, as done previously 

([167]; Videos 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5). We measured the distance from the dorsal-most 

nucleus to the ventral-most nucleus (nuclear spread) at the beginning and end of the 

time-lapse series. We divided the difference between the final and initial nuclear 

spreads for each cell by the time elapsed and defined this quotient as Δ nuclear spread 

(Fig. 4.2.4A).  

We observed that only 59% of control myotubes exhibited positive Δ nuclear 

spread over a 1-h period during stage 15. This was initially surprising, because we 

have previously seen that from stages 14 to 16, nuclear clusters move toward 
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myotube poles [158,167]. Our interpretation is that nuclear clusters move toward the 

muscle poles unevenly, with periods where the nuclear spread increases and periods 

where it decreases. Nuclear clusters all eventually arrive near the muscle poles 

because the net positive (poleward) movement is greater than negative (toward the 

center of the muscle) movement; however, during relatively short time-lapse 

recordings, the nuclear spread in individual cells can decrease quite dramatically.  

The percentage of myotubes exhibiting positive versus negative Δ nuclear 

spread varied with genotype (Fig. 4.2.4B). Embryos with muscle-specific Ens 

overexpression contained the highest percentage of myotubes with positive Δ nuclear 

spread (81%) and embryos with muscle-specific Bsg25D overexpression the lowest 

(21%). In Bsg25D-overexpressing embryos at stage 15, myonuclei were either present 
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nuclear spread was greater in Bsg25D!/!;ens!/+ cells than in con-
trols (4.47 "m/h vs. 3.42 "m/h, P = 0.008; Fig.#4#A).

For each genotype, we averaged $ nuclear spread for each 
cell, including both negative and positive values (Fig.#4#C). We 
found no statistically significant difference between control and 
Bsg25D!/! mutants. Control, Bsg25D!/!, and Ens-overexpressing 
cells had a positive average $ nuclear spread. Bsg25D!/!;ens!/+ 
and Bsg25D-overexpressing cells had a negative average $ nu-
clear spread. Across genotypes, there was a strong correlation (r 
= 0.94) between average $ nuclear spread at stage 15 and average 
nuclear spread in fixed embryos at stage 16 (Fig.#4#D). Thus, the 
rate of nuclear spreading at stage 15 predicts and likely deter-
mines the degree of nuclear spread observed at stage 16.

Bsg25D overexpression causes defects in myonuclear 
positioning in fully differentiated larval muscle that are 
rescued by addition of Ens
Having characterized the effect of Bsg25D overexpression on em-
bryonic myotubes, we next investigated Bsg25D overexpression 
in mature myofibers. Myofibers are established in the embryo at 
stage 17 and continue to grow and function during larval stages. 
We focused on the third-instar larval stage, a time point when the 
muscles are amenable to functional analysis and antibody stain-
ing (Folker et al., 2012). Using the Dmef2-Gal4 driver, which be-
comes active in embryonic muscle and persists through the larval 
stage, we overexpressed either Bsg25D or GFP (as a control) and 

measured larval motility as a readout of muscle function. Control 
larvae outperformed Bsg25D-overexpressing larvae (Fig.#5#A), in-
dicating that Bsg25D overexpression perturbs muscle function. 
Animals with muscle-specific overexpression of Bsg25D exhib-
ited decreased survival to adulthood, with peak lethality occur-
ring during the pupal stage (Fig.#5#B). Moreover, adult survivors 
were unable to fly, indicating that overexpressed Bsg25D also 
perturbs muscle function in adults (data not shown).

After assessing muscle function in Bsg25D-overexpress-
ing larvae, we examined muscle structure. In control larvae 
with muscle-specific GFP expression, myonuclei were evenly 
spaced throughout muscle fibers, as expected (Fig.#5#C). In lar-
vae that had developed with sustained muscle-specific Bsg25D 
overexpression, however, myonuclei were frequently clustered 
together (Fig.#5#C). This phenotype was highly penetrant and ro-
bustly quantifiable by three different analyses. First, the average 
distance between each nucleus and its nearest neighbor was de-
creased. Second, the average longest stretch of myofiber devoid of 
myonuclei was increased. Third, the average SD of the distances 
between sequential nuclei (SD of internuclear distance) within a 
myofiber was increased, indicating irregular, uneven positioning 
of nuclei (Fig.#5#C). Unlike stage 16 myotubes, where Bsg25D-in-
duced myonuclear positioning defects were nearly uniform 
(i.e., one cluster of myonuclei near the myotube’s center), larval 
muscle fibers overexpressing Bsg25D exhibited nuclear clusters 
that varied in both nuclear number and position within the fiber 

Figure 4.!Dynamics of myonuclear cluster separation are a!ected by levels of Bsg25D and Ens. (A) First and last frames from time-lapse series of myo-
nuclear movement during stage 15 in indicated genotypes. Red brackets show change in nuclear spread over time. In Bsg25D"/";ens"/+ images, green and red 
brackets show adjacent myotubes undergoing opposite # nuclear spreads. All images are extended focus projections of Z-stacks. Nuclei are multicolored. Scale 
bar = 5 $m. (B) Graph showing percentages of myotubes undergoing positive versus negative # nuclear spread during stage 15. (C) Mean and SD of # nuclear 
spread during stage 15. For each genotype in B and C, the number of myotubes is as follows: control, n = 112; Bsg25D"/", n = 72; Bsg25D"/";ens"/+, n = 86; Dmef2-
Gal4>UAS-ens, n = 85; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 62. P values were calculated by Student’s t test. **, P < 0.01; ****, P < 0.0001. (D) Correlation between 
stage 15 mean # nuclear spread and stage 16 mean nuclear spread in %xed samples. Linear regression line is in gray; r2 is the coe&cient of determination.

Figure 4.2.4 – Dynamics of myonuclear cluster separation are affected by levels of 
Bsg25D and Ens. (A) First and last frames from time-lapse series of myo- nuclear 
movement during stage 15 in indicated genotypes. Red brackets show change in nuclear 
spread over time. In Bsg25D-/-;ens-/+ images, green and red brackets show adjacent 
myotubes undergoing opposite Δ nuclear spreads. All images are extended focus 
projections of Z-stacks. Nuclei are multicolored. Scale bar = 5 μm. (B) Graph showing 
percentages of myotubes undergoing positive versus negative Δ nuclear spread during 
stage 15. (C) Mean and SD of Δ nuclear spread during stage 15. For each genotype in B and 
C, the number of myotubes is as follows: control, n = 112; Bsg25D-/-, n = 72; Bsg25D-/-;ens-

/+, n = 86; Dmef2- Gal4>UAS-ens, n = 85; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 62. P values were 
calculated by Student’s t test. **, P < 0.01; ****, P < 0.0001. (D) Correlation between stage 
15 mean Δ nuclear spread and stage 16 mean nuclear spread in fixed samples. Linear 
regression line is in gray; r2 is the coefficient of determination.  
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in a single cluster or two slightly separated clusters. Negative Δ nuclear spread was 

due to loosely packed single clusters compacting or barely separated clusters coming 

back together (for example, Fig. 4.2.4A). Bsg25D-overexpressing cells exhibiting 

positive Δ nuclear spread had single nuclear clusters that appeared to separate slightly 

without dividing into two distinct clusters.  

We detected a novel behavior in myonuclei from Bsg25D-/-;ens-/+ embryos. In 

some cells, two distinct nuclear clusters migrated a considerable distance toward each 

other and reformed one cluster. In this genotype, there was high variability in dynamic 

cluster behavior among myotubes; the SD of Δ nuclear spread was greater in Bsg25D-

/-;ens-/+ cells than in controls (4.47 μm/h vs. 3.42 μm/h, P = 0.008; Fig. 4.2.4A).  

For each genotype, we averaged Δ nuclear spread for each cell, including both 

negative and positive values (Fig. 4.2.4C). We found no statistically significant 

difference between control and Bsg25D-/- mutants. Control, Bsg25D-/-, and Ens-

overexpressing cells had a positive average Δ nuclear spread. Bsg25D-/-;ens-/+ and 

Bsg25D-overexpressing cells had a negative average Δ nuclear spread. Across 

genotypes, there was a strong correlation (r = 0.94) between average Δ nuclear spread 

at stage 15 and average nuclear spread in fixed embryos at stage 16 (Fig. 4.2.4D). 

Thus, the rate of nuclear spreading at stage 15 predicts and likely determines the 

degree of nuclear spread observed at stage 16.  

 

Bsg25D overexpression causes defects in myonuclear positioning in fully 

differentiated larval muscle that are rescued by addition of Ens 

 

Having characterized the effect of Bsg25D overexpression on embryonic myotubes, 

we next investigated Bsg25D overexpression in mature myofibers. Myofibers are 

established in the embryo at stage 17 and continue to grow and function during larval 

stages. We focused on the third-instar larval stage, a time point when the muscles are 

amenable to functional analysis and antibody staining [167]. Using the Dmef2-Gal4 

driver, which becomes active in embryonic muscle and persists through the larval 

stage, we overexpressed either Bsg25D or GFP (as a control) and measured larval 

motility as a readout of muscle function. Control larvae outperformed Bsg25D-

overexpressing larvae (Fig. 4.2.5A), indicating that Bsg25D overexpression perturbs 

muscle function. Animals with muscle-specific overexpression of Bsg25D exhibited 

decreased survival to adulthood, with peak lethality occurring during the pupal stage 
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(Fig. 4.2.5B). Moreover, adult survivors were unable to fly, indicating that 

overexpressed Bsg25D also perturbs muscle function in adults (data not shown).  

After assessing muscle function in Bsg25D-overexpressing larvae, we 

examined muscle structure. In control larvae with muscle-specific GFP expression, 

myonuclei were evenly spaced throughout muscle fibers, as expected (Fig. 4.2.5C). In 

larvae that had developed with sustained muscle-specific Bsg25D overexpression, 

however, myonuclei were frequently clustered together (Fig. 4.2.5C). This phenotype 

was highly penetrant and robustly quantifiable by three different analyses. First, the 
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(Figs. 5 C and S4 A). The total number of nuclei present per lar-
val muscle was the same in Bsg25D-overexpressing and control 
larvae (Fig. S4 B). As with other genotypes affecting myonuclear 
positioning (Elhanany-Tamir et al., 2012), Bsg25D overexpres-
sion conferred a decrease in nuclear size (Fig. S4 C).

Since Ens overexpression restored nuclear spread in 
Bsg25D-overexpressing embryonic myotubes (Fig.!3, A and B), 
we hypothesized that “rescued” myotubes would develop into 
myofibers with normal myonuclear positioning. Indeed, when 
we overexpressed Ens along with Bsg25D starting in embryonic 
myotubes, the resulting larval myofibers had nearly normal nu-
clear positioning; in contrast, control myofibers expressing GFP 
with Bsg25D had severe nuclear positioning defects (Fig.!5!D). 
These two genotypes had the same number of myonuclei per my-
ofiber (Fig. S4 D). From these experiments, we conclude that sus-
tained Ens overexpression rescues nuclear positioning defects in 
Bsg25D-overexpressing mature muscles.

Overexpressed Bsg25D disrupts MT organization in myofibers
Since Bsg25D and Ens have been shown to regulate MT orga-
nization in other contexts (Mogensen et al., 2000; Delgehyr et 
al., 2005; Gallaud et al., 2014; Srivatsa et al., 2015; Kowanda et 
al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2016), we hypothesized that Bsg25D–Ens 
interactions control myonuclear positioning by regulating the 
muscle MT network. However, we did not observe a difference 
in the density of the MT network in embryonic myotubes among 
control, Bsg25D"/", Bsg25D"/";ens"/+, and Bsg25D-overexpress-
ing genotypes (Fig.!6, A and B). Using time-lapse microscopy to 
follow genetically encoded EB1-YFP, a fluorescently tagged MT 
plus end–binding protein that tracks the growing ends of MTs, 
we observed that EB1-YFP “comets” moved with the same speed 
in control and Bsg25D"/" myotubes (control: 0.36 ± 0.12 #m/s, 
Bsg25D"/": 0.37 ± 0.11 #m/s; Videos 6 and 7 and Fig.!6, C and D), 
indicating that MT polymerization rates were unaffected by com-
plete loss of Bsg25D.

Figure 5.!Bsg25D overexpression induces nuclear positioning defects in larval myo!bers that can be rescued by Ens. (A) Larval motility in larvae 
overexpressing either GFP (control) or Bsg25D in muscle. For Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP, n = 30 larvae. For Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 12 larvae. P values 
were calculated by Student’s t test. (B) Viability graph showing survival during development. n = 100 individuals for each genotype. (C and D) Representative 
extended focus projections of stained myo"bers and nuclear positioning analyses. Green, phalloidin; white, nuclei. Dashed yellow line outlines individual 
myo"bers. Scale bars = 10 #m. Graphs depict mean and SD for three methods for quantifying myonuclear positioning (see Materials and methods). For each 
genotype, the same images were analyzed with each method. For Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP, n = 40 myo"bers. For Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 45. For Dmef2-
Gal4>UAS-GFP;UAS-Bsg25D, n = 23; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-ens;UAS-Bsg25D, n = 19. Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP data are the same in C and D. P values were calculated 
by Student’s t test. **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; ****, P < 0.0001.

Figure 4.2.5 – Bsg25D overexpression induces nuclear positioning defects in larval 
myofibers that can be rescued by Ens. (A) Larval motility in larvae overexpressing either 
GFP (control) or Bsg25D in muscle. For Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP, n = 30 larvae. For Dmef2-
Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 12 larvae. P values were calculated by Student’s t test. (B) Viability 
graph showing survival during development. n = 100 individuals for each genotype. (C and 
D) Representative extended focus projections of stained myofibers and nuclear positioning 
analyses. Green, phalloidin; white, nuclei. Dashed yellow line outlines individual myofibers. 
Scale bars = 10 μm. Graphs depict mean and SD for three methods for quantifying 
myonuclear positioning (see Materials and methods). For each genotype, the same images 
were analyzed with each method. For Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP, n = 40 myofibers. For Dmef2-
Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 45. For Dmef2- Gal4>UAS-GFP;UAS-Bsg25D, n = 23; Dmef2-
Gal4>UAS-ens;UAS-Bsg25D, n = 19. Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP data are the same in C and D. P 
values were calculated by Student’s t test. **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; ****, P < 0.0001.  
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average distance between each nucleus and its nearest neighbor was decreased. 

Second, the average longest stretch of myofiber devoid of myonuclei was increased. 

Third, the average SD of the distances between sequential nuclei (SD of internuclear 

distance) within a myofiber was increased, indicating irregular, uneven positioning of 

nuclei (Fig. 4.2.5C). Unlike stage 16 myotubes, where Bsg25D-induced myonuclear 

positioning defects were nearly uniform (i.e., one cluster of myonuclei near the 

myotube’s center), larval muscle fibers overexpressing Bsg25D exhibited nuclear 

clusters that varied in both nuclear number and position within the fiber (Figs. 4.2.5C 

and S4 A). The total number of nuclei present per larval muscle was the same in 

Bsg25D-overexpressing and control larvae (Fig. 4.2.12B). As with other genotypes 

affecting myonuclear positioning [172], Bsg25D overexpression conferred a decrease 

in nuclear size (Fig. 4.2.12C).  

Since Ens overexpression restored nuclear spread in Bsg25D-overexpressing 

embryonic myotubes (Fig. 4.2.3A,B), we hypothesized that “rescued” myotubes would 

develop into myofibers with normal myonuclear positioning. Indeed, when we 

overexpressed Ens along with Bsg25D starting in embryonic myotubes, the resulting 

larval myofibers had nearly normal nuclear positioning; in contrast, control myofibers 

expressing GFP with Bsg25D had severe nuclear positioning defects (Fig. 4.2.5D). 

These two genotypes had the same number of myonuclei per myofiber (Fig. 4.2.12D). 

From these experiments, we conclude that sustained Ens overexpression rescues 

nuclear positioning defects in Bsg25D-overexpressing mature muscles. 

 

Overexpressed Bsg25D disrupts MT organization in myofibers  

 

Since Bsg25D and Ens have been shown to regulate MT organization in other contexts 

[266,270,274,276,277,293], we hypothesized that Bsg25D–Ens interactions control 

myonuclear positioning by regulating the muscle MT network. However, we did not 

observe a difference in the density of the MT network in embryonic myotubes among 

control, Bsg25D-/-, Bsg25D-/-;ens-/+, and Bsg25D-overexpressing genotypes (Fig. 4.2.6 

A,B). Using time-lapse microscopy to follow genetically encoded EB1-YFP, a 

fluorescently tagged MT plus end–binding protein that tracks the growing ends of 

MTs, we observed that EB1-YFP “comets” moved with the same speed in control and 

Bsg25D-/- myotubes (control: 0.36 ± 0.12 μm/s, Bsg25D-/-: 0.37 ± 0.11 μm/s; Videos 6 

and 7 and Fig. 4.2.6C,D), indicating that MT polymerization rates were unaffected by 

complete loss of Bsg25D.  
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Next, we examined the effect of Bsg25D levels on the mature MT organization 

of larval myofibers. Larval myofibers are advantageous for genetic analysis of MT 

organization because they are larger, more regularly shaped, and possess a more 

clearly organized MT network than myotubes. In control muscle fibers, as previously 

observed [158,172], there were two spatially defined populations of MTs: superficial 
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Next, we examined the effect of Bsg25D levels on the mature 
MT organization of larval myofibers. Larval myofibers are ad-
vantageous for genetic analysis of MT organization because they 
are larger, more regularly shaped, and possess a more clearly or-
ganized MT network than myotubes. In control muscle fibers, 
as previously observed (Elhanany-Tamir et al., 2012; Metzger et 
al., 2012), there were two spatially defined populations of MTs: 
superficial MTs that emanate from the nuclear envelope of each 
nucleus, and deeper MTs oriented parallel to the long axis of 
the fiber. While Bsg25D null mutants had normal myonuclear 
positioning (Fig. S4, E and F) and MT organization (Fig.!7!A), 
Bsg25D-overexpressing muscle fibers had severe defects in MT 
organization (Fig.!7!A). Longitudinal MTs were present, but nu-
clear MT arrays were completely absent. Instead, MTs appeared 
to grow from Bsg25D-positive ectopic MTOCs in the cytoplasm, 
as determined by the colocalization of Bsg25D with the cen-

ters of star-shaped MT asters (Fig.!7!B). Overexpressed Bsg25D 
also localized inside myonuclei (Fig.!7!F), as has been seen with 
overexpressed human Ninein in cell culture. This cell culture 
localization was linked to posttranslational SUMO modification 
of Ninein (Cheng et al., 2006), and we observed colocalization 
of the sole Drosophila SUMO protein, SUMO-2, and overex-
pressed Bsg25D in myonuclei, but not in Bsg25D-positive cyto-
plasmic puncta (Fig. S5). This is consistent with overexpressed 
nuclear Bsg25D being sumoylated and raises the possibility that 
sumoylation is necessary for overexpressed Bsg25D to local-
ize to myonuclei.

Since we have shown that Bsg25D overexpression affects 
Ens localization in embryonic myotubes (Fig.!3!C), we next de-
termined how it affects Ens localization in mature myofibers. 
Immunofluorescent staining in control myofibers showed Ens 
broadly expressed with increased signal around myonuclei, 

Figure 6.!MT density and dynamics are normal in Bsg25D!/! embryonic myotubes. (A) Representative extended-focus projections of Tropomyosin and 
"-Tubulin signal in stage 16 lateral transverse myotubes. Green boxes in the top row indicate muscle tips magni#ed in the second and third rows. Red boxes 
represent regions where signal intensity was quanti#ed. Scale bar = 1 $m. (B) Bar graph showing the mean and SD of the ratio of Tubulin to Tropomyosin signal 
for indicated genotypes. %e number of embryos for each genotype is as follows: control, n = 9; Bsg25D&/&, n = 14; Bsg25D&/&;ens-/+, n = 11; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-
Bsg25D, n = 14. P values were calculated by Student’s t test. %e entire experiment was performed twice with similar results; images and graph are from one 
replicate. (C) Representative EB1-YFP comets for indicated genotypes. Schematic shows that comets run toward myotube tips. Images were generated by 
merging three frames from a time-lapse series, pseudocolored red (t1 = 0's), cyan (t2 = 1.6's), and yellow (t3 = 3.2's). Scale bar = 0.1 $m. (D) Scatter plot showing 
mean speed ± SD (micrometers per second) of EB1-YFP comets. %e number of EB1-YFP comets for each genotype is as follows: control, n = 140; Bsg25D&/&,  
n = 94. P value was calculated by Student’s t test. 

Figure 4.2.6 – MT density and dynamics are normal in Bsg25D-/- embryonic myotubes. 
(A) Representative extended-focus projections of Tropomyosin and α-Tubulin signal in stage 
16 lateral transverse myotubes. Green boxes in the top row indicate muscle tips magnified 
in the second and third rows. Red boxes represent regions where signal intensity was 
quantified. Scale bar = 1 μm. (B) Bar graph showing the mean and SD of the ratio of Tubulin 
to Tropomyosin signal for indicated genotypes. The number of embryos for each genotype 
is as follows: control, n = 9; Bsg25D-/-, n = 14; Bsg25D-/-;ens-/+, n = 11; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-
Bsg25D, n = 14. P values were calculated by Student’s t test. The entire experiment was 
performed twice with similar results; images and graph are from one replicate. (C) 
Representative EB1-YFP comets for indicated genotypes. Schematic shows that comets run 
toward myotube tips. Images were generated by merging three frames from a time-lapse 
series, pseudocolored red (t1 = 0 s), cyan (t2 = 1.6 s), and yellow (t3 = 3.2 s). Scale bar = 
0.1 μm. (D) Scatter plot showing mean speed ± SD (micrometers per second) of EB1-YFP 
comets. The number of EB1-YFP comets for each genotype is as follows: control, n = 140; 
Bsg25D-/-, n = 94. P value was calculated by Student’s t test.  
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MTs that emanate from the nuclear envelope of each nucleus, and deeper MTs 

oriented parallel to the long axis of the fiber. While Bsg25D null mutants had normal 

myonuclear positioning (Fig. 4.2.12E,F) and MT organization (Fig. 4.2.7A), Bsg25D-

overexpressing muscle fibers had severe defects in MT organization (Fig. 4.2.7A). 

Longitudinal MTs were present, but nuclear MT arrays were completely absent. 

Instead, MTs appeared to grow from Bsg25D-positive ectopic MTOCs in the 

cytoplasm, as determined by the colocalization of Bsg25D with the centers of star-

shaped MT asters (Fig. 4.2.7B). Overexpressed Bsg25D also localized inside myonuclei 

(Fig. 4.2.7F), as has been seen with overexpressed human Ninein in cell culture. This 

cell culture localization was linked to posttranslational SUMO modification of Ninein 

[294], and we observed colocalization of the sole Drosophila SUMO protein, SUMO-2, 

and overexpressed Bsg25D in myonuclei, but not in Bsg25D-positive cytoplasmic 

puncta (Fig. 4.2.13). This is consistent with overexpressed nuclear Bsg25D being 

sumoylated and raises the possibility that sumoylation is necessary for overexpressed 

Bsg25D to localize to myonuclei.  

Since we have shown that Bsg25D overexpression affects Ens localization in 

embryonic myotubes (Fig. 4.2.3C), we next determined how it affects Ens localization 

in mature myofibers. Immunofluorescent staining in control myofibers showed Ens 

broadly expressed with increased signal around myonuclei, consistent with Ens (a 

MAP) being present on MTs (Fig. 4.2.7C). This localization was not affected by loss of 

Bsg25D (Fig. 4.2.7C). However, in myofibers overexpressing Bsg25D, Ens was lost 

from nuclear peripheries and instead colocalized with Bsg25D puncta in the 

cytoplasm (Fig. 4.2.7C,D). However, Ens did not label the MTs emanating from Bsg25D 

puncta (Fig. 4.2.7B vs. D). Thus, when Bsg25D is overexpressed, Ens becomes 

mislocalized from MTs to cytoplasmic Bsg25D puncta.  

To further investigate the Bsg25D-induced disruptions to the MT network in 

larval myofibers, we performed immunofluorescent antibody staining to detect MTs 

bearing an acetylation modification associated with MT stability. Control muscles 

exhibited acetylated MTs emanating from the nuclear envelope, as well as in the 

deeper longitudinal tracts (Fig. 4.2.7E). In Bsg25D-overexpressing myofibers, the 

antibody against acetylated MTs only weakly labeled longitudinal MTs (Fig. 4.2.7E). 

This indicates the longitudinal MTs in Bsg25D-overexpressing muscles were 

hypoacetylated relative to controls. (There was no acetylated tubulin signal around 

myonuclei, because there were no MTs there.) It was recently shown that MT 

acetylation in neuronal branches correlates with the subcellular localization of Ens 

[295], raising the possibility that overexpressed Bsg25D causes MT hypoacetylation 
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by sequestering Ens away from MTs. Taken together, Bsg25D overexpression causes 

Figure 4.2.7 – Bsg25D overexpression perturbs normal MT organization and forms Ens-
positive MTOCs in larval myofibers. (A) Top: α-Tubulin signal in extended-focus 
projections of larval myofibers. Bottom: Higher magnification images of nuclear MT arrays. 
Gray, α-Tubulin; blue, nuclei. Red arrows show myonuclear envelope without MTs. (B) 
Extended-focus projections of Bsg25D and α-Tubulin signal in a cytoplasmic Bsg25D 
punctum in Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D larval myofiber. Bsg25D, green; α-Tubulin, magenta; 
colocalization, white. (C) Top: Ens signal in extended-focus projections of larval myofibers 
of indicated genotypes. Bottom: Higher magnification images of nuclei delineated by red 
boxes. Gray, Ens; blue, nuclei. (D) Extended-focus projections of Bsg25D and Ens signal in 
a cytoplasmic Bsg25D punctum in Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D larval myofiber. Bsg25D, 
green; Ens, magenta; colocalization, white. (E) Staining of larval myofibers with phalloidin 
(labeling Actin) and an antibody against acetylated Tubulin. Images are single slices from 
Z-stacks, immediately below myonuclei. Staining for actin confirms the presence of intact 
myofibers. (F) Single slice through a Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D myofiber nucleus. Blue, 
Hoechst; green, Bsg25D. In all images, scale bars = 10 μm. In B, D, and F, Bsg25D 
localization is visualized by Eos, which fluorescently tags the N-terminus of overexpressed 
Bsg25D. (G) Left: Frequency histogram of all stiffness measurements from AFM for indicated 
genotypes. For Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP, n = 21 myofibers. For Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 
16 myofibers. In each genotype, multiple measurements were taken per myofiber; see 
materials and methods. P value was calculated by Student’s t test: ****, P < 0.0001. Right: 
Examples of an AFM force map for each genotype.  
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consistent with Ens (a MAP) being present on MTs (Fig.!7!C). 
This localization was not affected by loss of Bsg25D (Fig.!7!C). 
However, in myofibers overexpressing Bsg25D, Ens was lost from 
nuclear peripheries and instead colocalized with Bsg25D puncta 
in the cytoplasm (Fig.!7, C and D). However, Ens did not label the 
MTs emanating from Bsg25D puncta (Fig.!7, B vs. D). Thus, when 
Bsg25D is overexpressed, Ens becomes mislocalized from MTs to 
cytoplasmic Bsg25D puncta.

To further investigate the Bsg25D-induced disruptions to the 
MT network in larval myofibers, we performed immunofluo-
rescent antibody staining to detect MTs bearing an acetylation 
modification associated with MT stability. Control muscles ex-
hibited acetylated MTs emanating from the nuclear envelope, 

as well as in the deeper longitudinal tracts (Fig.!7!E). In Bsg25D- 
overexpressing myofibers, the antibody against acetylated MTs 
only weakly labeled longitudinal MTs (Fig.!7!E). This indicates the 
longitudinal MTs in Bsg25D-overexpressing muscles were hypo-
acetylated relative to controls. (There was no acetylated tubulin 
signal around myonuclei, because there were no MTs there.) It 
was recently shown that MT acetylation in neuronal branches 
correlates with the subcellular localization of Ens (Tymanskyj 
et al., 2017), raising the possibility that overexpressed Bsg25D 
causes MT hypoacetylation by sequestering Ens away from MTs. 
Taken together, Bsg25D overexpression causes defects in MT or-
ganization and posttranslational acetylation; the latter may be 
indicative of a loss of MT stability.

Figure 7.!Bsg25D overexpression perturbs normal MT organization and forms Ens-positive MTOCs in larval myo!bers. (A) Top: "-Tubulin signal in 
extended-focus projections of larval myo#bers. Bottom: Higher magni#cation images of nuclear MT arrays. Gray, "-Tubulin; blue, nuclei. Red arrows show 
myonuclear envelope without MTs. (B) Extended-focus projections of Bsg25D and "-Tubulin signal in a cytoplasmic Bsg25D punctum in Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-
Bsg25D larval myo#ber. Bsg25D, green; "-Tubulin, magenta; colocalization, white. (C) Top: Ens signal in extended-focus projections of larval myo#bers of 
indicated genotypes. Bottom: Higher magni#cation images of nuclei delineated by red boxes. Gray, Ens; blue, nuclei. (D) Extended-focus projections of Bsg25D 
and Ens signal in a cytoplasmic Bsg25D punctum in Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D larval myo#ber. Bsg25D, green; Ens, magenta; colocalization, white. (E) Stain-
ing of larval myo#bers with phalloidin (labeling Actin) and an antibody against acetylated Tubulin. Images are single slices from Z-stacks, immediately below 
myonuclei. Staining for actin con#rms the presence of intact myo#bers. (F) Single slice through a Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D myo#ber nucleus. Blue, Hoechst; 
green, Bsg25D. In all images, scale bars = 10 $m. In B, D, and F, Bsg25D localization is visualized by Eos, which %uorescently tags the N-terminus of overex-
pressed Bsg25D. (") Le&: Frequency histogram of all sti'ness measurements from AFM for indicated genotypes. For Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP, n = 21 myo#bers. 
For Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 16 myo#bers. In each genotype, multiple measurements were taken per myo#ber; see materials and methods. P value was 
calculated by Student’s t test: ****, P < 0.0001. Right: Examples of an AFM force map for each genotype.
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defects in MT organization and posttranslational acetylation; the latter may be 

indicative of a loss of MT stability. 

We next investigated whether Bsg25D overexpression affected the mechanical 

properties of myofibers by performing atomic force microscopy (AFM) to measure 

stiffness in control (GFP-overexpressing) and Bsg25D-overexpressing myofibers. We 

found a significant decrease in the stiffness of Bsg25D-overexpressing myofibers 

(Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP mean ± SD = 5,895 ± 2,646 Pa, Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D mean 

± SD = 3,167 ± 1,735 Pa, P < 0.0001; Fig. 4.2.7G), perhaps due to the changes in MT 

organization that we documented, although the role of MTs in regulating myofiber 

stiffness appears to be complex and variable between systems [296–298]. 

Alternatively, other cytoskeletal elements such as actin or myosin, which have been 

shown to be critical for generating stiffness in skeletal muscle [296], may have been 

disorganized or reduced in these muscles. Together, this series of experiments shows 

that overexpressed Bsg25D causes defects in the intracellular organization and 

mechanical properties of larval myofibers.  
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DISCUSSION  

 

Bsg25D functions in myonuclear positioning  

 

The Bsg25D null mutants we generated, like those in two recent reports, are viable 

and fertile [276,277]. Zheng et al. (2016) did not detect any mutant abnormalities, 

whereas Kowanda et al. (2016) observed a decrease in embryonic hatching and 

partially penetrant mitotic defects. Our null Bsg25D mutant has a lower rate of 

embryonic death than the mutant generated by Kowanda et al. (2016). The differences 

between the Bsg25D mutant phenotypes generated by different groups likely reflect 

the sensitivity of Bsg25D mutant phenotypes to genetic background. Because our null 

Bsg25D mutant did not have obvious defects, our analysis of Bsg25D required other 

approaches: generation of double mutants and gain-of-function analysis. Through 

these approaches, we uncovered a role for Bsg25D in myonuclear positioning, where 

it works with Ens. To our knowledge, Ninein null mice have not been reported; it will 

be interesting to observe what aspects of Ninein function are conserved in mammals.  

 

Bsg25D and Ens regulate the dynamics of myonuclear movement  

 

Our live imaging of stage 15 embryos yielded unexpected insights about the dynamics 

of myonuclear movement. We initially thought that nuclear clusters separated at stage 

14 and then migrated toward their respective poles in a straightforward fashion. 

However, in all genotypes tested, we observed both myotubes where the nuclear 

spread increased during our window of observation and myotubes where nuclear 

spread decreased. These observations argue for a more complex model of 

myonuclear positioning in which the forces driving nuclear clusters toward muscle 

poles (for example, Bsg25D and Ens) are opposed by unknown forces driving clusters 

toward each other. Thus, the relative levels of these opposing forces during stages 

14–16 determine myonuclear spread.  

 

Overexpression of Bsg25D affects multiple aspects of muscle 

organization and function 

 

Gain-of-function analysis revealed that overexpressed Bsg25D has potent activity in 
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embryonic myotubes and mature myofibers. In myotubes it perturbs myonuclear 

positioning; in myofibers it perturbs myonuclear positioning, MT organization, 

muscle stiffness, and muscle function. The severity of these phenotypes suggests it 

is critical for muscle cells to limit the amount of Bsg25D protein present. In 

overexpression experiments in the ovary, Bsg25D localization and activity is regulated 

by its 3′ UTR [276]; however, we found that Bsg25D overexpression constructs with 

or without 3′ UTR confer similar phenotypes in myotubes (data not shown), suggesting 

that the 3′ UTR is not critical to Bsg25D regulation in muscle. Developing muscle 

presumably employs other mechanisms to limit the levels of Bsg25D.  

Unlike in myofibers, Bsg25D overexpression in embryonic myotubes confers 

no detectable MT defects. Consistent with these observations, overexpressed Bsg25D 

did not colocalize with α-Tubulin or γ-Tubulin (data not shown). It is unclear how 

myotubes resist the MT-altering effects of overexpressed Bsg25D that we observed in 

myofibers and others have observed in other systems [276,277,299]; perhaps 

myotubes lack an essential cofactor necessary for Bsg25D to induce ectopic MTOCs. 

In general, our data support that MTs in developing myotubes have different 

behaviors from MTs in myofibers and in other tissues.  

While overexpressed Bsg25D does not perturb MTs in embryonic myotubes, 

does endogenous Bsg25D regulate MT organization? We failed to detect differences 

in MT density and polymerization rate between control and Bsg25D-/- myotubes; this 

is in contrast to the C. elegans larval epidermis, where Bsg25D/Noca-1 mutants were 

found to have lower-than-normal MT polymerization rates by an EB1-based assay 

analogous to ours [275]. There are two caveats to our conclusion that Bsg25D does 

not function in MT regulation in Drosophila myotubes. First, we could not draw 

conclusions about the number of polymerizing MTs in each genotype because the 

EB1-YFP signal was weaker in mutant cells than control cells, making the number of 

traceable EB1-YFP comets an unreliable proxy for the number of polymerizing MTs. 

Second, it remains possible that MT phenotypes in Bsg25D-/- myotubes are masked by 

a redundantly acting factor. Though our negative data do not definitively rule out a 

role for endogenous Bsg25D in regulating MTs in muscle, the absence of clear MT 

phenotypes in Bsg25D-/- myotubes and myofibers leads us to favor the conclusion that 

Bsg25D functions in myonuclear positioning without playing a major role in MT 

regulation. 
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Ens and Bsg25D exhibit complex interactions 

 

Our work reveals that Bsg25D and Ens work together in myonuclear positioning. It is 

not clear exactly where in the myotube they interact to promote myonuclear 

movement. In immunostained embryos, the most conspicuous Bsg25D signal in 

myotubes is in cytoplasmic puncta, which also stain positive for Ens. However, there 

is also a broad, low-level Bsg25D signal throughout the cytoplasm that our 

microscopy techniques cannot further resolve. Given that Ens coats MTs, it is plausible 

that Bsg25D interacts with Ens broadly on those structures. Indeed, studies have 

shown Bsg25D/Ninein interacting with the MT network as a cargo [300,301], and a 

Bsg25D fragment has been shown to directly bind MTs in vitro [276]. 

In both myotubes and myofibers, co-overexpression of Ens relieves the 

myonuclear clustering caused by overexpression of Bsg25D. The mechanisms by 

which Bsg25D and Ens function likely differ between these two developmental stages. 

In embryonic myotubes, Bsg25D overexpression phenocopies the ens mutant 

phenotype, so inhibition of Ens by high levels of Bsg25D is sufficient to explain the 

nuclear positioning defects. However, the nuclear positioning phenotypes in mature 

larval myofibers caused by long-term overexpression of Bsg25D are more severe than 

those caused by loss of Ens; thus, inhibition of Ens is not a sufficient explanation for 

the Bsg25D-induced defects. We propose that Bsg25D causes nuclear positioning 

defects in larval myofibers through the combined effect of multiple mechanisms, 

including inhibition of Ens, inhibition of other proteins involved in myonuclear 

positioning such as Dynein, and disruption of MT organization. Co-overexpressed Ens 

then suppresses at least some of these Bsg25D activities, restoring normal nuclear 

positioning.  

The finding that embryos with reduced maternal/zygotic ens and a total 

absence of Bsg25D fail to survive to larval stages demonstrates that critical Bsg25D–

Ens interactions occur outside of the muscle as well. Evidence from the literature 

raises the possibility that they interact in the female germline, as groups have 

separately reported overlapping localization patterns for Bsg25D and Ens proteins, 

with both found at the anterior pole of the developing oocyte during midoogenesis 

[183,276]. Moreover, misexpression of Bsg25D and loss of function of ens cause 

common phenotypes: reductions in Dynein and Gurken at the posterior pole and 

anterior-dorsal corner of the oocyte, respectively, and resulting embryos lacking 

dorsal appendages [183,276]. Thus, it may be the case that forced expression of 
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Bsg25D binds and disrupts endogenous Ens in the female germline as it does in 

muscle.  

 

Centrosomal proteins participate in myonuclear movement  

 

We find that in addition to Bsg25D, a second centrosomal protein, Plp (the Drosophila 

Pericentrin homologue), is involved in myonuclear positioning. The function of 

centrosomal proteins in muscle, which lacks centrosomes, has been unclear. Our work 

suggests that a general function of centrosomal proteins in muscle is to position 

myonuclei. This hypothesis is supported by the recent finding that the centrosomal 

protein PCM-1 is required for myonuclear positioning in C2C12 myotubes [302]. 

These findings underscore the conservation of mechanisms regulating nuclear 

movement and muscle organization. It is intriguing that although Bsg25D and Plp 

colocalize in myotubes, and each participates in myonuclear positioning, loss of 

Bsg25D does not enhance myonuclear positioning defects in plp mutants. It may be 

the case that the two proteins ultimately contribute to myonuclear positioning via 

separate pathways.  

 

Model  

 

We propose that endogenous Bsg25D positively regulates Ens in a manner dependent 

on their physical interaction (Fig. 4.2.8). The critical interaction could either be at 

Bsg25D–Ens cytoplasmic puncta or on Ens-coated MTs. Bsg25D could conceivably 

promote Ens activity by affecting its protein levels, subcellular localization, access to 

binding partners, or posttranslational modification, or by other means. In our model, 

embryos with the full complement of ens have enough Ens activity to withstand loss 

of the activator Bsg25D without showing diminished myonuclear movement. However, 

in embryos where Ens activity is limited by loss of one allele of ens, loss of Bsg25D 

further reduces Ens activity and perturbs myonuclear movement.  

When Bsg25D is present at high concentrations in myotubes, it confers severe 

nuclear positioning phenotypes through its interactions with Ens (Fig. 4.2.8B). 

Overexpressed Bsg25D forms puncta that recruit endogenous Ens away from its 

normal localization on MTs, leading to a block in Ens-dependent myonuclear 

movement toward the muscle poles. In myofibers, these Bsg25D- and Ens-positive 

puncta serve as ectopic MTOCs. MTs are lost from the nuclear envelope, possibly 

because necessary factors are recruited to the ectopic MTOCs. Nuclei are 
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mispositioned, in part due to altered MT organization, and muscle function is 

decreased.  

 

Conclusion 

 

We have identified Drosophila Bsg25D as a novel Ens interactor and shown that it 

functions with Ens in myonuclear positioning. We have found that overexpressed 

Bsg25D blocks myonuclear movements in embryonic myotubes and that sustained 

Bsg25D overexpression disrupts both myonuclear positioning and MT organization in 

mature larval myofibers; nuclear positioning defects in embryos and larvae are 

rescued by cooverexpression of Ens. Thus, Bsg25D–Ens interactions are critical for 

myonuclear positioning and muscle development. The human homologues of the two 

proteins have important functions that are illustrated by their association with 

disease; loss of Ninein causes Seckel syndrome [303], while high levels of MAP7 are 

associated with types of colon cancer and leukemia [304,305]. The use of model 

Figure 4.2.8 – Model of Bsg25D–Ens interactions. (A) Model of the Bsg25D–Ens interaction in wild-
type myotubes. (B) Model of the Bsg25D–Ens interaction when Bsg25D is overexpressed. See Discussion 
for model details. Bsg25D, blue; Ens, yellow; MTs, orange.  
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tivision. The following lines were developed for this work (details 
below): Bsg25Dnull, UAS-eos::Bsg25D, and UAS-ens::EGFP. ensswo 
and Df-ens!3277 homozygotes have the same nuclear positioning 
phenotype at stage 16 (data not shown). The Df-ens!3277 allele was 
used for genetic interaction experiments with Bsg25D overex-
pression (the three rightmost panels in Fig."3"A). All other exper-
iments with ens mutants used the ensswo allele.

!eneration of mutant and transgenic Drosophila stoc"s
Bsg25Dnull (referred to in this work as Bsg25D#/#) flies were gener-
ated by accelerated homologous recombination without CRI SPR/
Cas9 (Baena-Lopez et al., 2013). Homology arms 5$ and 3$ of 
Bsg25D were PCR amplified and sequentially cloned into pTVCherry 
(gift from J.P. Vincent, Francis Crick Institute, London, UK). The 
following primers, containing the indicated restriction enzyme 
sites, were used: 5p homology arm: 5p forward NheI, 5$-GAT CGC 
TAG CAG CCA TTC GCC TCG CTC TTC-3$; 5p reverse KpnI, 5$-GAT CGG 
TAC CGC TGC CGT TCC AAT CGA TCG-3$; 3p homology arm: 3p for-
ward BglII, 5$-GAT CAG-ATC TGA CAA ACC TGA GGA GGG AGT-3$; 3p 
reverse AvrII, 5$-GAT CCC TAG GCG TAG AAA GGG TAG AAA TAT-3$.

The pTVCherry-Bsg25D donor cassette was then randomly 
integrated in w1118 flies by p-element transformation (Genetic 
Services, Inc.). Potential transgenic flies were screened for by 
mini-white expression, and a third chromosome transgenic 
line was obtained. Following the published accelerated homol-
ogous recombination cross scheme (Baena-Lopez et al., 2013), 

14 putative mutant lines were recovered. One was validated as 
Bsg25Dnull by PCR using primers designed to amplify genomic 
regions specific to either wild-type or mutant chromosomes, 
followed by sequencing. The Bsg25D#/# line used in this study 
had the mini w+ cassette inserted between bp334 in the Bsg25D 
5$ UTR and bp5919 at the beginning of the Bsg25D 3$ UTR based 
on the published FLY BASE Bsg25D genomic sequence, leading to 
the removal of all protein coding sequences and, as a result, all 
protein isoforms (Fig."2"A). The following PCR primers were used 
for mutant verification: wild-type-specific Bsg25D: 1537 forward, 
5$-ACA ATA CGG ACG AGG ACC AG-3$; 3907 reverse, 5$-TTC CTT TGC 
AGC CTT GAG TT-3$; mutant-specific Bsg25D pair 1: 7224 forward, 
5$-GAG TTG CTG TTG CTG CAG AG-3$; 11081 reverse, 5$-TTG ACC TCA 
GCG TCG TAG TG-3$; mutant-specific Bsg25D pair 2: 7326 forward, 
5$-TGA AGA TAC CCC ACC AAA CC-3$; 10289 reverse, 5$-GCG CAC 
TCA GCA AAA CAT TA-3$. Mutant flies were confirmed by Western 
blotting for Bsg25D multiple times with biological replicates.

UAS-eos::Bsg25D (referred to in this paper as UAS-Bsg25D) 
flies were generated as follows: Eos was amplified from pME-eos 
(gift from D. Raible, University of Washington, Seattle, WA) using 
the following forward and reverse primers containing restriction 
sites for NotI and XhoI, respectively: F_NotI_eos_NotI, 5$-CAC 
CGC GGC CGC ATG AGT GCG ATT AAG CCA GAC ATG-3$; R_XhoI_eos_
no_stop_XhoI, 5$-CTC GAG TCG TCT GGC ATT GTC AGG CAA TCC-3$. 
The PCR product was cloned into pUAST. Next, Bsg25D was am-
plified from expressed sequence tag clone LD21844 (Drosophila 

Figure 8.!Model of Bsg25D–Ens interactions. (A) Model of the Bsg25D–Ens interaction in wild-type myotubes. (B) Model of the Bsg25D–Ens interaction 
when Bsg25D is overexpressed. See Discussion for model details. Bsg25D, blue; Ens, yellow; MTs, orange.
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systems to investigate how gain and loss of Ninein/Bsg25D and Ens/MAP7 affect cells 

in vivo will lend insights to human health.  
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL  

 

Figure 4.2.9 – Bsg25D puncta in developing myotubes localizes with Ens and the lysosome 
marker Arl8, but not with markers of other subcellular compartments. (A) Bsg25D antibody 
labels puncta in control, but not Bsg25D-/-, embryos. Focused projections of stage 16 embryos 
stained for Tropomyo- sin and Bsg25D. Scale bar = 5 μm. (B) Bsg25D does not colocalize with 
γ-Tubulin (γ-Tub), MT, Golgi apparatus, ER, or endosome markers in myotubes, but does 
colocalize with a lysosome marker. Images of single slices from confocal stacks of stage 16 
embryos stained for Bsg25D and various markers or organ- elle-GFP reporters. Yellow dashed 
lines indicate individual lateral transverse muscles, as determined by costaining for 
Tropomyosin (not depicted). Bsg25D, magenta; marker proteins, green. Magenta and green 
arrows point to puncta positive for Bsg25D or marker proteins, respectively. Scale bars = 5 μm. 
(C) Table of colocalization data of Bsg25D puncta with listed proteins. For each condition, n = 
3 embryos. (D) Ens localization in control myotubes. Single slice from confocal stack of a stage 
16 embryo stained for Ens and α-Tub. Ens, green; α-Tub, magenta; colocalization, white. Yellow 
line indicates a lateral transverse muscle, as determined by costaining with phalloidin (not 
depicted). Scale bar = 1 μm.  
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Figure S1.!Bsg25D puncta in developing myotubes localizes with Ens and the lysosome mar"er Arl8, but not with mar"ers of other subcellular 
compartments. (A) Bsg25D antibody labels puncta in control, but not Bsg25D!/!, embryos. Focused projections of stage 16 embryos stained for Tropomyo-
sin and Bsg25D. Scale bar = 5 "m. (B) Bsg25D does not colocalize with #-Tubulin (#-Tub), MT, Golgi apparatus, ER, or endosome markers in myotubes, but 
does colocalize with a lysosome marker. Images of single slices from confocal stacks of stage 16 embryos stained for Bsg25D and various markers or organ-
elle-GFP reporters. Yellow dashed lines indicate individual lateral transverse muscles, as determined by costaining for Tropomyosin (not depicted). Bsg25D, 
magenta; marker proteins, green. Magenta and green arrows point to puncta positive for Bsg25D or marker proteins, respectively. Scale bars = 5 "m. (C) Table 
of colocalization data of Bsg25D puncta with listed proteins. For each condition, n = 3 embryos. (D) Ens localization in control myotubes. Single slice from 
confocal stack of a stage 16 embryo stained for Ens and $-Tub. Ens, green; $-Tub, magenta; colocalization, white. Yellow line indicates a lateral transverse 
muscle, as determined by costaining with phalloidin (not depicted). Scale bar = 1 "m.
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Figure 4.2.10 – Bsg25D-/- individuals have mild decreases in viability and motility. (A) 
Viability of control and Bsg25D-/- individuals during development. 96% of control embryos (n 
= 107) and 70% of Bsg25D-/- embryos (n = 119) survived to adulthood. (B) Motility of control 
Bsg25D-/- third-instar larvae. Top: Frequency histogram showing how far larvae of indicated 
genotypes could crawl in 30 s. Bottom: Diagram of experimental setup. The experimenter 
placed individual larvae in the center of an apple juice plate (crawling zone 1) and recorded 
what zone they reached in 30 s. For control and Bsg25D-/- larvae, the modes were zone 6 and 
zone 5, respectively. Control, n = 61 larvae; Bsg25D-/-, n = 47 larvae. 
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Figure S2.!Bsg25D"/" individuals have mild decreases in viability and motility. (A) Viability of control and Bsg25D!/! individuals during development. 
96% of control embryos (n = 107) and 70% of Bsg25D!/! embryos (n = 119) survived to adulthood. (B) Motility of control Bsg25D!/! third-instar larvae.  
Top: Frequency histogram showing how far larvae of indicated genotypes could crawl in 30"s. Bottom: Diagram of experimental setup. #e experimenter 
placed individual larvae in the center of an apple juice plate (crawling zone 1) and recorded what zone they reached in 30"s. For control and Bsg25D!/! larvae, 
the modes were zone 6 and zone 5, respectively. Control, n = 61 larvae; Bsg25D!/!, n = 47 larvae.
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Figure S3.!Bsg25D!/!does not enhance the ens!/! phenotype and does not genetically interact with Khc or Dhc to regulate myonuclear positioning. 
(A) Bsg25D!/!;ens!/! double mutants have myotubes with a single cluster of myonuclei, like ens!/! single mutants. Control and Bsg25D!/! images are repro-
duced from Fig."2. #e ens!/! image is reproduced from Fig."3. Scale bar = 5 $m. (B and C) Bsg25D does not genetically interact with Khc or Dhc in myonuclear 
positioning. Top: extended focus projections of representative stage 16 hemisegments of indicated genotypes. Tropomyosin, green; nuclei, white. Scale bars 
= 5 $m. Note that myotubes with reduced Dhc are shorter, as has previously been shown (Folker et al., 2012). Bottom: Bar graphs showing mean nuclear 
spread and SD. For each genotype, the number of hemisegments is Khc!/+, n = 31 and Bsg25D!/!;Khc!/+, n = 30 (A); Dhc!/+, n = 45 and Bsg25D!/!;Dhc!/+,  
n = 43 (B). P values were calculated by Student’s t test.

Figure 4.2.11 – Bsg25D-/-	does not enhance the ens-/- phenotype and does not genetically 
interact with Khc or Dhc to regulate myonuclear positioning. (A) Bsg25D-/-;ens-/- double 
mutants have myotubes with a single cluster of myonuclei, like ens-/- single mutants. Control 
and Bsg25D-/- images are reproduced from Fig. 2. The ens-/- image is reproduced from Fig. 
3. Scale bar = 5 μm. (B and C) Bsg25D does not genetically interact with Khc or Dhc in 
myonuclear positioning. Top: extended focus projections of representative stage 16 
hemisegments of indicated genotypes. Tropomyosin, green; nuclei, white. Scale bars = 5 
μm. Note that myotubes with reduced Dhc are shorter, as has previously been shown (Folker 
et al., 2012). Bottom: Bar graphs showing mean nuclear spread and SD. For each genotype, 
the number of hemisegments is Khc-/+, n = 31 and Bsg25D-/-;Khc-/+, n = 30 (A); Dhc-/+, n = 45 
and Bsg25D-/-;Dhc-/+, n = 43 (B). P values were calculated by Student’s t test.  
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Figure 4.2.12 – Bsg25D overexpression induces myonuclear clusters of variable size and 
position and reduces nuclear size without affecting the number of nuclei per myofiber. 
(A) Four examples of Bsg25D-overexpressing myofibers with clustered myonuclei. Note that 
the cellular position of clusters, the number of myonuclei per cluster, the number of clusters 
per myofiber, and the location of the longest gap are variable. Phalloidin, green; nuclei, white. 
Scale bar = 10 μm. Yellow dashed line indicates myofiber edges. (B) Bsg25D overexpression 
does not affect the number of myonuclei per myofiber relative to GFP control. For each 
genotype, the number of myofibers is as follows: Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP, n = 40; Dmef2-
Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 45. (C) Mean nuclear area in larval myofibers of larvae expressing 
either GFP or Bsg25D in muscle. Measurements were done on extended focus projections of 
Z-stacks. For each genotype, the number of nuclei is as follows: Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP, n = 82; 
Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 104. (D) Larva overexpressing either GFP or Ens with Bsg25D 
had the same number of nuclei per myofiber, allowing for straightforward comparisons of 
myonuclear positioning. For each genotype, the number of myofibers is as follows: Dmef2-
Gal4>UAS-GFP, n = 40; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP;UAS-Bsg25D, n = 23; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-ens;UAS-
Bsg25D, n = 19. (E and F) Bsg25D-/- larvae have normal myonuclear positioning. (E) Extended-
focus projection of representative Bsg25D-/- myofiber. Phalloidin, green; nuclei, white. Scale 
bar = 10 μm. Yellow dashed line indicates myofiber edges. (F) Quantification of myonuclear 
positioning and nuclear number in control and Bsg25D-/- myofibers. Control data are Dmef2-
Gal4>UAS-GFP from Fig. 5. For all analyses, n = 40 myofibers for control and n = 17 myofibers 
for Bsg25D-/-. P values were calculated by Student’s t test. *, P < 0.05; ****, P < 0.0001.  
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Figure S4.!Bsg25D overexpression induces myonuclear clusters of variable size and position and reduces nuclear size without a"ecting the num-
ber of nuclei per myo#ber. (A) Four examples of Bsg25D-overexpressing myo!bers with clustered myonuclei. Note that the cellular position of clusters, the 
number of myonuclei per cluster, the number of clusters per myo!ber, and the location of the longest gap are variable. Phalloidin, green; nuclei, white. Scale 
bar = 10 "m. Yellow dashed line indicates myo!ber edges. (B) Bsg25D overexpression does not a#ect the number of myonuclei per myo!ber relative to GFP 
control. For each genotype, the number of myo!bers is as follows: Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP, n = 40; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 45. (C) Mean nuclear area 
in larval myo!bers of larvae expressing either GFP or Bsg25D in muscle. Measurements were done on extended focus projections of Z-stacks. For each gen-
otype, the number of nuclei is as follows: Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP, n = 82; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 104. (D) Larva overexpressing either GFP or Ens with 
Bsg25D had the same number of nuclei per myo!ber, allowing for straightforward comparisons of myonuclear positioning. For each genotype, the number of 
myo!bers is as follows: Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP, n = 40; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP;UAS-Bsg25D, n = 23; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-ens;UAS-Bsg25D, n = 19.  
(E and F) Bsg25D$/$ larvae have normal myonuclear positioning. (E) Extended-focus projection of representative Bsg25D$/$ myo!ber. Phalloidin, green; 
nuclei, white. Scale bar = 10 "m. Yellow dashed line indicates myo!ber edges. (F) Quanti!cation of myonuclear positioning and nuclear number in control 
and Bsg25D$/$ myo!bers. Control data are Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP from Fig.%5. For all analyses, n = 40 myo!bers for control and n = 17 myo!bers for Bsg25D$/$. 
P values were calculated by Student’s t test. *, P < 0.05; ****, P < 0.0001.

Figure S5.!Overexpressed Bsg25D colocalizes with SUMO-2 in myonuclei. In control myo!bers, an antibody against SUMO-2 labels myonuclei in a 
punctate pattern. In myo!bers overexpressing Bsg25D, SUMO-2 antibody labels the same structures and colocalizes with nuclear Bsg25D. Note that cyto-
plasmic Bsg25D does not colocalize with SUMO-2 (asterisks). Green, Eos::Bsg25D; magenta, SUMO2; colocalization, white. Scale bar = 5 "m.
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Figure 4.2.13 – Overexpressed Bsg25D colocalizes with SUMO-2 in myonuclei. In control 
myofibers, an antibody against SUMO-2 labels myonuclei in a punctate pattern. In myofibers 
overexpressing Bsg25D, SUMO-2 antibody labels the same structures and colocalizes with 
nuclear Bsg25D. Note that cytoplasmic Bsg25D does not colocalize with SUMO-2 (asterisks). 
Green, Eos::Bsg25D; magenta, SUMO2; colocalization, white. Scale bar = 5 μm.  Journal of Cell Biology
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Figure S4.!Bsg25D overexpression induces myonuclear clusters of variable size and position and reduces nuclear size without a"ecting the num-
ber of nuclei per myo#ber. (A) Four examples of Bsg25D-overexpressing myo!bers with clustered myonuclei. Note that the cellular position of clusters, the 
number of myonuclei per cluster, the number of clusters per myo!ber, and the location of the longest gap are variable. Phalloidin, green; nuclei, white. Scale 
bar = 10 "m. Yellow dashed line indicates myo!ber edges. (B) Bsg25D overexpression does not a#ect the number of myonuclei per myo!ber relative to GFP 
control. For each genotype, the number of myo!bers is as follows: Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP, n = 40; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 45. (C) Mean nuclear area 
in larval myo!bers of larvae expressing either GFP or Bsg25D in muscle. Measurements were done on extended focus projections of Z-stacks. For each gen-
otype, the number of nuclei is as follows: Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP, n = 82; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 104. (D) Larva overexpressing either GFP or Ens with 
Bsg25D had the same number of nuclei per myo!ber, allowing for straightforward comparisons of myonuclear positioning. For each genotype, the number of 
myo!bers is as follows: Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP, n = 40; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP;UAS-Bsg25D, n = 23; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-ens;UAS-Bsg25D, n = 19.  
(E and F) Bsg25D$/$ larvae have normal myonuclear positioning. (E) Extended-focus projection of representative Bsg25D$/$ myo!ber. Phalloidin, green; 
nuclei, white. Scale bar = 10 "m. Yellow dashed line indicates myo!ber edges. (F) Quanti!cation of myonuclear positioning and nuclear number in control 
and Bsg25D$/$ myo!bers. Control data are Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP from Fig.%5. For all analyses, n = 40 myo!bers for control and n = 17 myo!bers for Bsg25D$/$. 
P values were calculated by Student’s t test. *, P < 0.05; ****, P < 0.0001.

Figure S5.!Overexpressed Bsg25D colocalizes with SUMO-2 in myonuclei. In control myo!bers, an antibody against SUMO-2 labels myonuclei in a 
punctate pattern. In myo!bers overexpressing Bsg25D, SUMO-2 antibody labels the same structures and colocalizes with nuclear Bsg25D. Note that cyto-
plasmic Bsg25D does not colocalize with SUMO-2 (asterisks). Green, Eos::Bsg25D; magenta, SUMO2; colocalization, white. Scale bar = 5 "m.
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Video!1.!Nuclear movement in control LT myotubes. Nuclei are labeled and "lmed as described in Materials and methods. 
Representative examples of each listed genotype are included.

Video!2.!Nuclear movement in Bsg25D"/" LT myotubes. Nuclei are labeled and "lmed as described in Materials and methods. 
Representative examples of each listed genotype are included.

Video!3.!Nuclear movement inBsg25D"/";ens"/+ LT myotubes. Nuclei are labeled and "lmed as described in Materials and 
methods. Representative examples of each listed genotype are included.

Video 1 – Nuclear movement in 
control LT myotubes. Nuclei are 
labeled and filmed as described in 
Materials and methods. 
Representative examples of each 
listed genotype are included. 
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Representative examples of each listed genotype are included.

Video!3.!Nuclear movement inBsg25D"/";ens"/+ LT myotubes. Nuclei are labeled and "lmed as described in Materials and 
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Video!1.!Nuclear movement in control LT myotubes. Nuclei are labeled and "lmed as described in Materials and methods. 
Representative examples of each listed genotype are included.

Video!2.!Nuclear movement in Bsg25D"/" LT myotubes. Nuclei are labeled and "lmed as described in Materials and methods. 
Representative examples of each listed genotype are included.

Video!3.!Nuclear movement inBsg25D"/";ens"/+ LT myotubes. Nuclei are labeled and "lmed as described in Materials and 
methods. Representative examples of each listed genotype are included.

Video 2 – Nuclear movement in 
Bsg25D-/- LT myotubes. Nuclei are 
labeled and filmed as described in 
Materials and methods. 
Representative examples of each 
listed genotype are included. 

Video 3 – Nuclear movement 
inBsg25D-/-;ens-/+ LT myotubes. 
Nuclei are labeled and filmed as 
described in Materials and 
methods. Representative examples 
of each listed genotype are 
included. 
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Video!4.!Nuclear movement in Dmef2-GAL4> UAS-Bsg25D LT myotubes. Nuclei are labeled and "lmed as described in Materi-
als and methods. Representative examples of each listed genotype are included.

Video!5.!Nuclear movement in Dmef2-GAL4> UAS-ens LT myotubes. Nuclei are labeled and "lmed as described in Materials 
and methods. Representative examples of each listed genotype are included.

Video!6.!EB1-YFP in control myotubes. Representative EB1-YFP videos for the listed genotypes. See Materials and meth-
ods for details.

Video!7.!EB1-YFP in Bsg25D"/" myotubes. Representative EB1-YFP videos for the listed genotypes. See Materials and meth-
ods for details.
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Video!4.!Nuclear movement in Dmef2-GAL4> UAS-Bsg25D LT myotubes. Nuclei are labeled and "lmed as described in Materi-
als and methods. Representative examples of each listed genotype are included.

Video!5.!Nuclear movement in Dmef2-GAL4> UAS-ens LT myotubes. Nuclei are labeled and "lmed as described in Materials 
and methods. Representative examples of each listed genotype are included.

Video!6.!EB1-YFP in control myotubes. Representative EB1-YFP videos for the listed genotypes. See Materials and meth-
ods for details.

Video!7.!EB1-YFP in Bsg25D"/" myotubes. Representative EB1-YFP videos for the listed genotypes. See Materials and meth-
ods for details.
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Video!4.!Nuclear movement in Dmef2-GAL4> UAS-Bsg25D LT myotubes. Nuclei are labeled and "lmed as described in Materi-
als and methods. Representative examples of each listed genotype are included.

Video!5.!Nuclear movement in Dmef2-GAL4> UAS-ens LT myotubes. Nuclei are labeled and "lmed as described in Materials 
and methods. Representative examples of each listed genotype are included.

Video!6.!EB1-YFP in control myotubes. Representative EB1-YFP videos for the listed genotypes. See Materials and meth-
ods for details.

Video!7.!EB1-YFP in Bsg25D"/" myotubes. Representative EB1-YFP videos for the listed genotypes. See Materials and meth-
ods for details.
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Video!4.!Nuclear movement in Dmef2-GAL4> UAS-Bsg25D LT myotubes. Nuclei are labeled and "lmed as described in Materi-
als and methods. Representative examples of each listed genotype are included.

Video!5.!Nuclear movement in Dmef2-GAL4> UAS-ens LT myotubes. Nuclei are labeled and "lmed as described in Materials 
and methods. Representative examples of each listed genotype are included.

Video!6.!EB1-YFP in control myotubes. Representative EB1-YFP videos for the listed genotypes. See Materials and meth-
ods for details.

Video!7.!EB1-YFP in Bsg25D"/" myotubes. Representative EB1-YFP videos for the listed genotypes. See Materials and meth-
ods for details.

Video 4 – Nuclear movement 
in Dmef2-GAL4> UAS-
Bsg25D LT myotubes. Nuclei 
are labeled and filmed as 
described in Materials and 
methods. Representative 
examples of each listed 
genotype are included. 

Video 5 – Nuclear 
movement in Dmef2-
GAL4> UAS-ens LT 
myotubes. Nuclei are 
labeled and filmed as 
described in Materials and 
methods. Representative 
examples of each listed 
genotype are included. 

 

Video 6 – EB1-YFP in 
control myotubes. 
Representative EB1-YFP 
videos for the listed 
genotypes. See Materials 
and methods for details. 

 
Video 7 – EB1-YFP in 
Bsg25D-/- myotubes. 
Representative EB1-YFP 
videos for the listed 
genotypes. See Materials 
and methods for details.  
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Part III 

 

ADDITIONAL UNPUBLISHED RESULTS 

 

Part III of this Thesis describes different pieces of data that were not included in either 

Part I or Part II of the Chapter 4 – Results. All data included here are unpublished data 

acquired during the doctoral studies and most represent preliminary data since the 

sample size is insufficient to draw significant conclusions. These offer interesting 

starting points for future graduate students or postdoctoral fellows. 

 

 

Derailed 

 

One of the features that Drosophila muscle development shares with vertebrates is 

the establishment of muscle-tendon interactions in an interface called myotendinous 

junctions. The receptor Tyr kinase derailed (drl) was identified as a regulator of this 

process in fly muscle [306]. Derailed is a membrane receptor that binds Wnt proteins 

and loss of drl often resulted in misguidance of LTs [306]. 

 Previous data from the lab using muscle-specific overexpression of drl showed 

missing/disrupted Ventral Oblique muscles, as well as occasional extra or missing LT 

muscles. Additionally, Src42A and Src64B are required for muscle attachment, and 

overexpression of Src causes defects in integrin-mediated adhesion at muscle 

attachment sites. Since we were interested in understanding the effects of the muscle-

tendon interactions in myonuclear positioning, we investigated drl as a potential 

candidate. 

 We analyzed three different alleles of drl and observed significant defects with 

all, particularly R343 and Red2 (Fig. 4.3.1). For alleles R343 and Red2, nuclear spread 

analysis was done based on the negative space visible by reduced Tropomyosin 

expression, rather than by using a nuclear marker. Although, relatively easy to identify 

these negative signal areas, the final result might slightly differ from that obtained 

when using a nuclear marker. In addition to the nuclear spread defects, we also 

observed the attachment defects previously described [306]. Approximately 60% of 

drlP3.765 embryos showed extra LT(s) in at least one of the hemisegments analyzed. 

Since these mutant alleles are not embryonic lethal, we were able to assess 
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myonuclear positioning in third instar larvae by measuring internuclear distance, 

nearest neighbor and biggest gap (Figure 4.3.1 Middle and Bottom panels). Lack of 

drl in myofibers does not seem to affect myonuclear positioning or the number of 

nuclei. 

Collectively, these data seem to indicate that Derailed plays a role in 

myonuclear positioning during embryonic development, but not in developed 

muscles. Since a good number of embryos was used in the nuclear spread 

Figure 4.3.1 – Top panel: representative images of stage 16 embryonic muscles of the noted 
genotypes and quantification of nuclear spread as a percentage of muscle length as follows 
(n equals number of embryos analyzed): control, 69.36, n=10; drlP3.765, 65.96, n=10, 
*p=0.0174; drlR343, 53.98, n=10, ****p<0.0001; drlRed2, 58.38, n=10, ****p<0.0001. Yellow 
dashed circles represent the position where the clusters of nuclei are. Tropomyosin, green. 
Nuclei, white. Scale bar, 20µm. Middle panel: representative images of third instar VL4 larval 
muscles of the noted genotypes. Actin, red. Nuclei, white. Bottom panel: quantification of 
internuclear distance, nearest neighbor, and biggest gap as a percentage of muscle length, 
and number of nuclei as follows (n equals number of larvae analyzed): Internuclear distance: 
control, 8.608, n=4; drlR343, 8.594, n=5; drlRed2, 8.040, n=3. Nearest neighbor: control, 7.215, 
n=4; drlR343, 6.464, n=5; drlRed2, 6.310, n=3. Biggest gap: control, 13.19, n=4; drlR343, 16.34, 
n=5; drlRed2, 13.84, n=3. Number of nuclei: control, 8.928, n=4; drlR343, 8.508, n=5; drlRed2, 
8.623, n=3. 
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quantification (10 embryos per genotypes,), this set of data does not qualify as 

preliminary. It would be interesting to quantify embryos carrying a nuclear marker, 

such as apRed, in order to better estimate the nuclear positioning defects. Muscle-

specific knockdown, rescue experiments and genetic interaction studies will further 

confirm the extent to which Derailed regulates myonuclear positioning. 

 

 

Inflated 

 

One of the main components of stable myotendinous junctions are the integrins. In 

Drosophila, this specialized interface that connects muscles to tendons, there are two 

types of integrins: aPS1bPS integrin is produced by the mature tendon cell and 

aPS2bPS integrin secreted by the muscle cell[184,188]. Due to the importance of these 

proteins in the maintenance of the MTJ and muscle, we studied one of the components 

of integrins. Inflated (if) is one of 5 fly integrin a subunits (aPS2). It can associate with 

an integrin b subunit, becoming a receptor for extracellular matrix proteins. It is 

required in numerous tissues for cell migration and adhesion between cell layers 

[307]. With integrin being essential for muscle attachment to tendon, we selected 

partial loss-of-function alleles that did not resulted in embryos with severe attachment 

defects in order to effectively assess myonuclear positioning. Both alleles tested 

displayed decreased nuclear spread without significant muscle detachment as 

described in the literature (Fig. 4.3.2) [307]. These data suggested that inflated seems 

to regulate myonuclear positioning via the MTJ and further studies need to be 

performed to understand the mechanism behind this. 

Figure 4.3.2 - Representative images of stage 16 embryonic muscles of the noted genotypes 
and quantification of nuclear spread as a percentage of muscle length as follows (n equals 
number of embryos analyzed): control, 69.19, n=10; if, 63.30, n=9, **p=0.0038; ifC2B, 64.44, 
n=10, *p=0.0411. Tropomyosin, green. Nuclei, white.  
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Kon-tiki 

 

Kon-tiki (kon) is a transmembrane receptor protein present at the myotube tips, that 

acts via Dgrip to regulate myotube targeting in a subset of myotubes and interacts 

with integrins during embryonic myogenesis [308,309]. It plays a muscle-autonomous 

role, promoting muscle migration to form a stable myotendinous junction [308]. 

As one of our main goals was to assess the effect of MTJ manipulation on 

myonuclear positioning, we analyzed a kon mutant and muscle-specific kon 

knockdown (Figure 4.3.3). We observed no significant defects in myonuclear 

positioning in the LT muscles of these embryos. One possible explanation for the lack 

of defects observed could be the low expression of Kon in the LT tips. These results 

are part of our screening for genes involved in MTJ with myonuclear positioning 

defects and due to the lack of the phenotype we did not perform further experiments 

with these stocks.  

 

Note about the data shown above in this section: Data including robo1, derailed, 

inflated and kon-tiki are part of a screening performed to identify MTJ proteins that 

affected myonuclear positioning. From this screen, Robo1 displayed the most severe 

nuclear positioning defects without significant muscle detachment, hence why it was 

the focus of our studies. Nevertheless, both derailed and inflated are good candidates 

for further studies to understand the role of the muscle-tendon interactions in 

myonuclear positioning. 

 

Figure 4.3.3– Representative images of stage 16 embryonic muscles of the noted genotypes 
and quantification of nuclear spread as a percentage of muscle length as follows (n equals 
number of embryos analyzed): control, 69.36, n=10; konMB08344, 68.34, n=10; Mef2-Gal4>GFP 
RNAi, 68.41, n=10; Mef2-Gal4>Kon TRiP.JF01159, 65.87, n=5. Tropomyosin, green. Nuclei, 
white.  
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Kugelkern 

 

The nucleus is delimited by the nuclear envelope (NE), a double lipid bilayer that 

separates the nucleoplasm from the cytoplasm. The NE consists of several proteins 

and complexes present at the inner or outer nuclear membrane (INM and ONM, 

respectively). The nuclear lamina intimately associates with the INM and consists 

primarily of lamins and lamin-associated proteins, that are crucial in shaping and 

maintaining nuclear shape integrity. Defects in lamins are often associated with 

various disease, called laminopathies, that affect several tissues including the muscle 

[310,311]. Kugelkern/kuk localizes to the INM, where it colocalizes with lamins, and 

Figure 4.3.4 - Top panel: representative images of stage 16 embryonic muscles of the noted 
genotypes and quantification of nuclear spread as a percentage of muscle length as follows (n 
equals number of embryos analyzed): Mef2-Gal4>GFP RNAi, 68.07, n=7; Mef2-Gal4>kuk 
GD34959, 57.36, n=4, **p=0.0027; Mef2-Gal4>kuk GD34960, 61.62, n=10, **p=0.0077. 
Tropomyosin, green. Nuclei, white. Scale bar, 10µm. Bottom panel: representative images of 
third instar VL4 larval muscles of the noted genotypes and quantification of internuclear distance, 
nearest neighbor, and biggest gap as a percentage of muscle length, and number of nuclei as 
follows (n equals number of larvae analyzed): Internuclear distance: Mef2-Gal4>GFP RNAi, 7.594, 
n=5; Mef2-Gal4>kuk GD34959, 8.650, n=2, **p=0.0082. Nearest neighbor: Mef2-Gal4>GFP RNAi, 
5.708, n=5; Mef2-Gal4>kuk GD34959, 6.670, n=2. Biggest gap: Mef2-Gal4>GFP RNAi, 12.81, 
n=5; Mef2-Gal4>kuk GD34959, 14.05, n=2. Number of nuclei: Mef2-Gal4>GFP RNAi, 9.20, n=5; 
Mef2-Gal4>kuk GD34959, 8.24, n=2. Actin, red. Lamin Dm0, green. Scale bar, 5µm. 
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contributes to the regulation of nuclear size, shape and position, in Drosophila 

blastoderm nuclei during cellularization [312,313]. We hypothesized that kuk could 

be involved in regulating nuclear shape and position in the Drosophila muscle. To test 

this hypothesis, we reduced the expression of kuk using two RNAi (GD34959 and 

GD34960) and the muscle-specific driver Mef2-Gal4 in embryos and larvae; this 

allowed us to determine the effects of reduced kuk in developing and mature muscles.  

 Muscle-specific reduction of kuk in stage 16 embryos (developing myotubes) 

using both RNAi constructs led to defects in myonuclear positioning (Fig. 4.3.4). When 

compared to the control (GFP RNAi), the % nuclear spread decreased from 68 to 57 

and 61 (Figure 4.3.4 Top panel). For the mature muscle analysis, we used third instar 

larvae VL4 muscles to assess nuclear positioning by measuring internuclear distance, 

nearest neighbor and biggest gap. We observed a significant increase in the 

internuclear distance, suggesting that kuk is also required for myonuclear positioning 

in the mature muscle. However, we saw no differences in the nearest neighbor and 

the biggest gap measurements. Additionally, we counted the number of nuclei per 

VL4 muscle and saw no significant differences compared to the control. Moreover, we 

qualitatively evaluated nuclear shape and observed no differences when compared to 

the control larval myonuclei, suggesting that kuk does not play a role in shaping 

nuclei in the Drosophila mature muscle. 

 It is worth noting that, although these are preliminary data due to the reduced 

sample size (for kuk GD34959 only 4 embryos and 2 larvae were analyzed), kuk seems 

to affect nuclear positioning in a muscle-specific manner in more than one stage of 

development and should be further investigated. Analysis using mutants and genetic 

interaction studies may help clarify the role and mechanisms of Kugelkern during 

myonuclear positioning. 

 

 

Myosin heavy chain 

 

The sarcomere is the basic contractile unit of cardiac and skeletal muscle and its main 

components are actin (thin filament) and myosin (thick filament). According to the 

sliding filament theory, individual sarcomere shortening and contraction occurs when 

force is generated by myosin binding to actin, creating cross-bridges and allowing 

them to slide past one another [314]. Sarcomeres are organized into myofibrils. 

Coordinated contraction of all sarcomeres along the myofibrils allow the whole 

muscle to contract and generate force. It is interesting to observe that the 
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mechanisms and molecular players regulating muscle contraction are conserved 

amongst many species, including Drosophila melanogaster [225]. 

 During embryonic muscle development, the position of the clusters of nuclei 

is regulated by several proteins (see chapter 1 part II). Once clusters of nuclei have 

moved to their proper locations in the cell, the clusters break down into individual 

nuclei that spread along the muscle. However, the mechanisms that drive this step of 

myonuclear positioning are unknown. 

  We tested the hypothesis that sarcomeric contraction is involved in myonuclear 

dispersion. We used the Mhc (myosin heavy chain) mutant Mhc1, which prevents 

contraction, and assessed myonuclear positioning in stage 16 and stage 17 embryos 

(Fig. 4.3.5). We observed that at stage 16 in Mhc1/1 homozygous mutant embryos, the 

clusters of nuclei appeared to have the proper localization within the muscles when 

compared with the heterozygous Mhc1/+ counterpart, although no quantification of 

nuclear spread was done at this stage. More interestingly, Mhc1/1 embryos at stage 17 

show dispersion of the myonuclei along the muscle cell. The muscle structure seems 

to be perturbed, which could be explained by the lack of Mhc in addition to the 

fixation and labelling processing. To confirm the lack of contraction in Mhc1 embryos, 

we performed time lapse microscopy and observed that embryos lacking Mhc do not 

contract yet have dispersed myonuclei. These results indicate that contraction is not 

required for myonuclear dispersion and further studies are needed to understand the 

mechanisms behind this step of myonuclear positioning. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3.5 – Left panel: Representative images of Mhc1/+ LT muscles. The expression of MHC 
is visible in gray. Middle panel: Representative images of fixed Mhc1 LT muscles at stage 16 
and stage 17. The lack of MHC is visible for stage 16 (compare with the left panel). In stage 
17, actin is shown in green. Right panel: Still image from a time lapse movie showing the 
dispersed myonuclei in the LT muscles. Tropomyosin, green. Nuclei, red. MHC, gray. Scale bar, 
20µm. 
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Klp61F 

 

During muscle development, the microtubule cytoskeletal networks experience a 

drastic remodulation. The microtubules nucleating from a centrosomal microtubule 

organizing center (MTOC) start nucleating from the nuclear envelope, forming astral 

MTs. In Drosophila, it is yet unknown when this process occurs. Third instar larvae 

show the presence of astral MTs and these structures seems to be important for 

maintaining the distance between nuclei, according to a recent in silico study [200]. 

Additionally, in Bsg25D overexpression larval muscles display severe nuclear 

positioning defects and lack the presence of astral MTs [162]. Since astral MTs seems 

to be important in mature muscle, we hypothesized that they could also be necessary 

to drive myonuclear dispersion during embryogenesis. To explore this hypothesis, we 

analyze Klp61F, a kinesin-5 homologue and a tetrameric motor protein that crosslinks 

adjacent microtubules to slide them apart or constrain them. Klp61F is essential the 

bipolar spindle assembly in S2 cell division, contributes for the metaphase spindle 

length, and in non-mitotic cells it is required for the transport pf secretory proteins 

from the Golgi to the cell surface [315,316]. Not knowing when the cytoskeletal 

rearrangements occur, our hypothesis compared the astral MTs separating nuclei to 

the mitotic spindle during mitosis. We considered that Klp61F could be necessary to: 

1) muscle development to slide MTs allowing the (clusters of) nuclei to spread; 2) the 

formation of the MT asters; and 3) maintenance of the astral MTs length. We assessed 

myonuclear positioning at stage 16 in three individual alleles of Klp61F (06345, 

07012 and urc-1) (Figure 4.3.6). One of the alleles, Klp61F06345, showed very promising 

results as there were significant myonuclear positioning defects. Since the phenotype 

was somewhat similar to that of ensswo  [158], we next investigated the hypothesis that 

Figure 4.3.6 – Representative images of stage 16 embryonic muscles of the noted 
genotypes and quantification of nuclear spread as a percentage of muscle length as follows 
(n equals number of embryos analyzed): control, 63.70, n=6; Klp61F06345, 51.01, n=6, 
*p=0.0010; Klp61F07012, 63.64, n=4; Klp61Furc-1, 64.00, n=5. Tropomyosin, green. Nuclei, red. 
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Klp61F could be regulating myonuclear positioning by interacting with Ensconsin by 

performing genetic interaction tests (Figure 4.3.7 Top panel). Interestingly, embryos 

carrying one copy of ensswo and one copy of Klp61F06345 had significantly worse nuclear 

spread defects than those carrying only one copy of each mutation. These data 

indicate that Klp61F and ensconsin genetically interact with each other to regulate 

myonuclear positioning. Additionally, tested the genetic interaction of Klp61F with 

two other proteins previously described in the lab, Khc and Dhc (Figure 4.3.7 Bottom 

panel). Since we only obtained significant differences between the Khc or Dhc with 

Klp61F, we concluded that Klp61F does not genetically interact with either Khc or Dhc.  

Although the data with allele Klp61F06345 was very promising, particularly after we 

identified a genetic interaction with enconsin, neither of the other alleles nor the 

muscle-specific knockdown using Klp61F RNAi (Figure 4.3.8 Top panel) resulted in a 

similar phenotype. To understand whether what we were observing was due to the 

Figure 4.3.7 – Top panel: Representative images of stage 16 embryonic muscles of the noted 
genotypes and quantification of nuclear spread as a percentage of muscle length as follows 
(n equals number of embryos analyzed): ensswo/+, 57.28, n=5; Klp61F06345/+, 60.90, n=4; 
ensswo/Klp61F06345, 43.89, n=8; **p=0.0048; ***p=0.0007. Tropomyosin, green. Nuclei, white. 
Bottom panel: Representative images of stage 16 embryonic muscles of the noted genotypes 
and quantification of nuclear spread as a percentage of muscle length as follows (n equals 
number of embryos analyzed): Klp61F06345/+, 60.90, n=4; Khc8/+, 69.22, n=6; **p=0.0048; 
Khc8/+;Klp61F06345/+, 63.09, n=6; **p=0.0048; Dhc64c4-19/+, 68.22, n=6; Klp61F06345/Dhc64c4-

19, 62.45, n=5;*p=0.0218; ***p=0.0009. Tropomyosin, green. Nuclei, white. 
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mutation in Klp61F or not, we performed two different experiments: we used 

transheterozygotes and two different deficiencies (a deficiency is a large deletion that 

includes several genes, often used in complementation tests) (Figure 4.3.8 Middle and 

bottom panel). The nuclear spread defects visible in the homozygous mutant 

Klp61F06345 were no longer visible when we used deficiencies that entirely removed the 

gene Klp61F, which suggested that the phenotype we observed could be due to an 

additional mutation the fly stock accumulated. This would also imply that the genetic 

interaction with ensconsin could be due to a different genetic mutation rather than 

the one on Klp61F. Even though we do not know if there is an additional mutation 

Figure 4.3.8 – Top panel: Representative images of stage 16 embryonic muscles of the noted 
genotypes and quantification of nuclear spread as a percentage of muscle length as follows 
(n equals number of embryos analyzed): Mef2-Gal4>GFP RNAi, 62.46, n=7; Mef2-Gal4>Klp61F 
GL00441, 60.90, n=6. Tropomyosin, green. Nuclei, red. Middle panel: Representative images 
of stage 16 embryonic muscles of the noted genotypes. Tropomyosin, green. Nuclei, white. 
Bottom panel: quantification of nuclear spread of the genotypes in the middle panel as a 
percentage of muscle length as follows (n equals number of embryos analyzed): Klp61F06345, 
51.01, n=6; Klp61F07012, 63.64, n=4; Klp61F06345/Klp61F07012, 57.31, n=3. Klp61Furc-1, 64.00, n=5; 
Klp61F06345/Klp61Furc-1, 57.19, n=6; *p>0.05. Klp61F06345/Df(3L)BSC311, 60.36, n=2, *p=0.0161. 
Klp61F06345/Df(3L)BSC431, 62.08, n=5, ***p=0.0001. 
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and if yes, in what gene, it could be very interesting to sequence the third 

chromosome or do a deficiency screening to discover what is genetically interacting 

with ensconsin. 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

 

In Chapter 4 Part I of this Thesis, we were interested in understanding the impact of 

muscle-tendon interactions on myonuclear positioning. We studied Robo1, a 

membrane receptor involved in the formation of the myotendinous junction. Our data 

revealed two novel roles of Robo1 during Drosophila myogenesis. We showed that 

loss of robo1 leads to increased numbers of unfused myoblasts, myoblast fusion 

events that last longer and display actin foci with lower levels of actin, myotubes with 

fewer mispositioned myonuclei. These novel roles of Robo1 appear to be independent 

of its signaling molecule, Slit. We investigated the participation of Robo1 in the 

cortical pulling pathway described in previous studies and found that Robo1 

involvement in myonuclear positioning seems to be independent of this pathway. 

Moreover, we demonstrated that the levels of Robo1 expression are important for 

proper muscle development. We observed that either lack or excess of Robo1 resulted 

in nuclear number changes and severe myonuclear positioning defects. Additionally, 

we described the measures we took to deal with a genetic setback and the data we 

gathered to confirm our findings. This work allowed us to identify a dual role for 

Robo1 in muscle development and to conclude that muscle-tendon interactions 

regulate aspects of muscle intracellular organization, such as myonuclear positioning. 

In Chapter 4 Part II, we wanted to better understand the mechanisms that 

regulate myonuclear positioning. Ensconsin had been previously described as a 

regulator as this process, however little was known about how Ens promoted nuclear 

movement. We identified Bsg25D as a partner of Ensconsin to regulate the position 

on myonuclei in developing and mature myotubes. Misexpression of both Bsg25D and 

ens caused changes in the speed and direction of myonuclear movement in myotubes. 

In mature muscle cells, Bsg25D overexpression resulted myonuclear positioning 

defects, disruption of the microtubule cytoskeleton network, as well as a decrease in 

the overall muscle stiffness and reduced muscle function. Additionally, we 

demonstrated that the levels of Bsg25D have to be fine-tuned for correct muscle 

development and function. We showed the relevance of genetic interaction studies to 

discover new mechanisms and key players that regulate muscle development and 

myonuclear positioning, in particular. This work identified a novel regulator of 

myonuclear positioning and contributed to the understanding of how Ens functions 

to regulate the process of myonuclear movement. 
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In Chapter 4 Part III, we showed preliminary data and demonstrated the 

potential of pursuing the analyses of some of the genes studied. Data obtained from 

looking at other MTJ genes revealed significant myonuclear positioning defects 

strengthening our conclusion that muscle-tendon interactions regulate the position 

of myonuclei during Drosophila myogenesis. Further knowledge on this subject is 

required and derailed and inflated, in particular, are good candidates to advance the 

knowledge on the impact of muscle-tendon interactions in aspects of intracellular 

organization, such as myonuclear positioning. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this Thesis we have presented the work developed to achieve our main goals: 1) 

analyze the input of tendon cells in myonuclear movement and positioning by 

manipulating the MTJ to determine how tendons influence myonuclear positioning 

and lead to a fine tuning of muscle architecture; and 2) determine the impact of 

myonuclear positioning on cytoskeletal organization and muscle structure and 

function by analyzing mutants with myonuclear positioning defects and assessing 

larval muscle organization and locomotion. Our work has allowed us to expand the 

knowledge on muscle development in Drosophila, particularly in regard to the 

importance of muscle interactions with other cell types (i.e. tendons) for myonuclear 

positioning and mechanisms that regulate this process intracellularly. Additionally, it 

allowed us to identify a dual role for the same protein in two processes of myogenesis: 

myoblast fusion and myonuclear positioning. We identified a new regulator of 

Ensconsin, an essential player in myonuclear positioning, and expanded the 

knowledge on the relationship between myonuclear positioning and muscle function. 

Moreover, in both studies we concluded that levels of expression play an important 

role in the regulation of proper muscle development.  

The major limitation we encountered during these studies occurred when we 

identified genetic issues in most of the stocks we were using in Part I of Chapter 4. 

Fortunately, we were able to identify the issue and confirm the validity of the majority 

of our data and, therefore, our conclusions remained valid. 

Collectively, the data presented in this Thesis opens new avenues into studying 

the pathways these proteins are involved in and ask a multitude of questions related 

with muscle development such as: how do muscles control the number of fusion 

events during development? If and how does nuclear number regulate nuclear 

positioning? How do nuclear clusters maintain their cohesion during cluster spread? 

What other aspects of muscle cell organization can be regulated by muscle-tendon 

interactions? Can other muscle-interacting cells regulate myonuclear positioning? 

When do the rearrangements of the microtubule network occur during fly 

myogenesis?  

Future studies to identify key players and mechanisms in myoblast fusion and 

myonuclear positioning will shed further insight into muscle development and 

function, as well as provide knowledge to better understand muscle dysfunction and 

disease. 
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  study  of  Drosophila  muscle  development  dates  back  to  the  middle  of  the  last  century.  Since  that  time,
Drosophila  has  proved  to be an  ideal  system  for  studying  muscle  development,  differentiation,  func-
tion,  and  disease.  As  in  humans,  Drosophila  muscle  forms  via  a  series  of conserved  steps,  starting  with
muscle  specification,  myoblast  fusion,  attachment  to tendon  cells,  interactions  with  motorneurons,  and
sarcomere  and  myofibril  formation.  The  genes  and  mechanisms  required  for  these  processes  share  strik-
eywords:
rosophila
uscle development
embrane fusion

ing similarities  to those  found  in humans.  The  highly  tractable  genetic  system  and  imaging  approaches
available  in  Drosophila  allow  for an  efficient  interrogation  of  muscle  biology  and  for  application  of  what
we  learn  to other  systems.  In  this  article,  we review  our current  understanding  of muscle  development
in  Drosophila,  with  a focus  on myoblast  fusion,  the  process  responsible  for the  generation  of  syncytial
ctin cytoskeleton muscle  cells.  We  also compare  and  contrast  those  genes  required  for  fusion  in  Drosophila  and  vertebrates.
© 2017  Published  by  Elsevier  Ltd.
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. Introduction

From Drosophila to human, skeletal muscles develop and mature
hrough similar steps: cells of the mesoderm are first specified to
e skeletal muscle cells, which then undergo cell–cell fusion to add

Many of the genes that are critical for these steps are conserved
across species. This also holds true for nautilus, which is the fly
ortholog of vertebrate MYOD and a key regulator of myogenic
differentiation in Drosophila (Michelson et al. [137]; reviewed by
(Abmayr and Keller, [138])). As discussed below, Nautilus interacts
Please cite this article in press as: S. Deng, et al., Acting on identity: M
Semin Cell Dev Biol (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.semcdb.2017.10

ass to these cells. After fusion is completed, sarcomeres assemble
o provide contractile force, and the muscle cell builds connections
ith its surrounding tissues, such as tendons and motor neurons.

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: m-baylies@ski.mskcc.org (M.  Baylies).

ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.semcdb.2017.10.033
084-9521/© 2017 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
with other transcription and chromatin regulators, and determines
muscle identity, morphology, and size (reviewed in Dobi et al. [1]).

During Drosophila’s life cycle, two periods of myoblast fusion
yoblast fusion and the formation of the syncytial muscle fiber,
.033

occur to form the larval muscle system and adult muscle system,
respectively (Fig. 1). The larval body wall muscles form during the
embryonic stage. These muscles have been intensively studied as
they represent muscle at its simplest: a single muscle fiber forms

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.semcdb.2017.10.033
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.semcdb.2017.10.033
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/10849521
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/semcdb
mailto:m-baylies@ski.mskcc.org
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.semcdb.2017.10.033
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 single muscle. The adult muscle system forms during the pupal
tage of development. In contrast to the larva, each single adult
uscle is composed of multiple muscle fibers and thus more closely

esembles the muscle organization found in vertebrate skeletal
uscle (reviewed by Dobi et al. [1]; Taylor [2]. This pertains in par-

icular to the indirect flight muscles, the largest and best-studied
uscle set of the adult fly. In this review, we first give a brief

verview of muscle specification (Fig. 2) and then focus on a dis-
ussion of the current studies in myoblast fusion both in Drosophila
Fig. 3, Table 1) and vertebrates (Table 2).

. Preparing for fusion: specification of muscle cells

.1. Muscle specification in the Drosophila embryo forms the
arval muscles

The body wall or skeletal muscles are derived from somatic
Drosophila) or paraxial (mammals) mesoderm, respectively. In
rosophila, the allocation of somatic mesoderm depends on the
ommunication between the mesoderm and the ectoderm [49–51],
s well as the combination of transcription factors that are
xpressed in the mesoderm (reviewed in Baylies [52]; Dobi et al
1]. After the allocation of the somatic mesoderm, the bHLH pro-
ein Lethal of Scute (L’sc) is expressed in clusters of promuscle cells
Fig. 2A), under the control of the Receptor Tyrosine Kinase (RTK)
athway [53]. In each cluster, a combination of the Notch and RTK-
as signaling pathway activities restricts the expression of L’sc to
ne cell—the muscle progenitor cell (Fig. 2B, C) [53–55]. Each pro-
enitor cell then undergoes an asymmetric division to form either
wo founder cells (FC) or a single FC and an adult muscle progeni-
or (AMP) (Fig. 2D) [56,57]. The cytoplasmic membrane-associated
rotein Numb plays a critical role in determining muscle fate.
umb antagonizes Notch-mediated lateral inhibition and allows

he expression of muscle identity proteins in the muscle progenitor
ells [57]. Different combinations of identity transcription factors
xpressed in each muscle progenitor, such as Slouch, Eve, Krüp-
el, Apterous, and the MyoD ortholog, Nautilus, in conjunction
ith chromatin regulators such as Sin3a [58] determine the dif-

erent cell identities of each FC, and hence, the final muscle pattern
Fig. 2E, [1]. After L’sc is restricted to the progenitor cell, the remain-
ng cells in the promuscle cell cluster adopt a fusion competent

yoblast (FCM) fate. The specification of FCMs is controlled by
otch-mediated lateral inhibition as well as by the transcription
Please cite this article in press as: S. Deng, et al., Acting on identity: M
Semin Cell Dev Biol (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.semcdb.2017.10

actors Lame duck and Tramtrack [59].
Completion of FC and FCM specification allows for fusion

etween the two cell types, generating syncytial muscle cells (Figs.
 E and 3). Throughout the period of fusion, the transcriptional

ig 1. Larval and adult Drosophila muscles. A) Schematic representation of the larval musc
ed.  B) Schematic representation of the adult muscles. The Dorsal Longitudinal Muscles (D
n  red. C) Representative image of the 3rd instar larval VL muscles 3 and 4. D) Representati

 and D) Actin labeling in sarcomere, red; Nuclei, white. Scale bars, 25 �m.
 PRESS
mental Biology xxx (2017) xxx–xxx

profiles in both FCs and FCMs are dynamically regulated [60–63].
With the completion of each round of fusion, the fused FCM nuclei
undergo progressive reprogramming, such that FCM-specific genes
are suppressed, and the transcriptional pattern of the FC nucleus is
adopted. The nucleus from the FC retains the expression of identity
transcription factors after fusion. Additional experimental evidence
suggests that the nucleus from the FC remains transcriptionally dif-
ferent from other nuclei in the same muscle fiber [60]. Fusion events
between FCs and FCMs are completed at late stage 15 (∼13.5 h AEL)
[64,65]. Myotubes derived from myoblast fusion differentiate into
fully striated, functional larval muscles (Fig. 1A, C). These muscles
grow without additional fusion events throughout the larval stage.

2.2. Muscle specification in the Drosophila pupa forms the adult
muscles

Compared to the larval muscle, less is known about the specifi-
cation process of adult Drosophila muscles. The prominent muscle
groups in the adult Drosophila include the Direct Flight Muscles
(DFM), the Indirect Flight Muscles (IFM), the jump muscles, the
abdominal muscles, and the leg muscles. Based on morphology and
gene expression, these adult somatic muscles can be divided into
two types: tubular and fibrillar muscles. The Drosophila abdominal,
jump, leg and direct flight muscles are tubular muscles with aligned
myofibrils that rely on glycolytic metabolism, while the Indirect
Flight Muscles (IFMs) are fibrillar muscles with distinct, unaligned
myofibrils (Fig. 1D) and are primarily oxidative [66]. The IFMs are
composed of 7 pairs of dorsal-ventral muscles (DVMs) and 6 pairs
of dorsal longitudinal muscles (DLMs) (Fig. 1B). DVMs and DLMs
have different orientation and attachment sites, and are generated
from fusion between myoblasts and templates with different ori-
gins (reviewed in Dobi et al. [1]. The specification of DFMs requires
the homeodomain transcription factors Cut and Apterous [67]. The
specification of IFMs depends on the transcriptional regulators Ves-
tigial [68] and Scalloped [69]. In addition, Spalt major in the IFMs
directs the fibrillar muscle fate [70]. Readers are directed to reviews
on the specification of adult muscle for more detail [1,71,72].

2.3. Muscle specification in vertebrates

Similar to Drosophila,  the specification of muscle progenitor cells
in vertebrates also requires a combination of signals from adjacent
tissues (reviewed in Munsterberg et al., [139]; Bryson-Richardson
yoblast fusion and the formation of the syncytial muscle fiber,
.033

and Currie [73]. Extracellular signals induce the expression of
Paired Box (Pax) 3 and Pax7 in the somites [74]. Pax genes have
dual roles: they enhance the proliferation of muscle precursor cells
[75], and they activate the expression of MyoD and Myf5, two

les. The Ventral Longitudinal (VL) muscles 3 (top) and 4 (bottom) are highlighted in
LMs) that compose the major portion of the Indirect Flight Muscles are highlighted
ve image of the DLMs where it is possible to observe multiple myofibrils and nuclei.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.semcdb.2017.10.033
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embers of the myogenic regulatory factor (MRF) family [76,77],
eviewed in Bryson-Richardson and Currie [73]. MRFs are a fam-
ly of four transcription factors: MyoD, Myf5, myogenin, and MRF4.

RFs activate the expression of genes required for muscle differ-
ntiation. MyoD and Myf5 are the first MRFs expressed in muscles
nd function redundantly to trigger myoblast specification [78].
yogenin functions after muscle progenitor formation and regu-

ates terminal differentiation of committed myoblasts [79] but can
lso function upstream of MyoD to direct the specification of some
yogenic cells [80]. In addition to MRFs, other transcription fac-

ors are required for muscle differentiation, such as the Myocyte
nhancer factor 2 (Mef2), which plays a conserved role in mus-
le cell differentiation from Drosophila to human [81–83]. After the
pecification of myogenic cells, two waves of myogenesis take place
o form the final vertebrate muscle pattern. The first wave gener-
tes primary myofibers. The primary fibers function similarly to
Cs in Drosophila,  and determine the shape and identity of mus-
les (slow or fast). The second wave generates secondary myofibers
hat align alongside the primary myofibers and adds mass to the

uscles [84]. The formation of both types of myofibers requires
usion of myoblasts. In vitro experiments suggest that the fusion
rocess occurs in two periods: the first involves the fusion of indi-
idual myoblasts to form the nascent myotubes; the second period
nvolves fusion between the myotube and additional myoblasts
reviewed in Rochlin et al. [85].

. Making larval muscle: myoblast fusion in the Drosophila
mbryo

.1. Recognition and adhesion

Myoblast fusion begins with cell–cell recognition and adhesion
Fig. 3A, Table 1). In Drosophila, recognition and adhesion between
he FC and FCMs are mediated by cell-specific immunoglobulin
uper family (IgSF) members. The IgSF members expressed in the
C are Dumbfounded (Duf) and Roughest (Rst) [9]. Duf and Rst
re transmembrane proteins that function redundantly to mediate
ecognition and adhesion [19]. In the FCMs, Sticks and Stones (Sns)
nd Hibris (Hbs) are the counterparts of Duf and Rst [10,20]. Hbs can
artially compensate for Sns function, but its activity is less efficient
han Sns [86]. Expression of Rst is also detected in a subset of FCMs;
owever, its function in the FCM is unclear [19]. The interaction
etween Duf-Sns and Rst-Hbs is required for cell recognition and
Please cite this article in press as: S. Deng, et al., Acting on identity: M
Semin Cell Dev Biol (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.semcdb.2017.10

dhesion. Ectopic expression of Duf induces myoblast aggregation
nd adhesion, but is insufficient to trigger fusion [9]. The interaction
etween Duf/Rst-Sns/Hbs is also required in other developmental
vents such axon guidance and eye development [87,88], and this

ig. 2. Specification, Fusion and Differentiation of Muscle Cells. A) Expression of L’sc occu
ells.  B and C) The activity of the Notch and RTK-Ras pathways restricts the expression o
ells  from the initial cluster of promuscle cells become FCMs (pink). The muscle progen
urple) or one founder cell (green or yellow) and an adult muscle progenitor (blue). E) Fou
ounds of fusion (actin foci, red) to form syncytial muscle cells with different characterist
ounder cell expresses nautilus to form muscle VA1 (modified from [1]). The myotubes m
nal  position of these muscles is highlighted in the hemisegment schematic on the right.
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“cassette” of transmembrane proteins is referred to as an “adhe-
sion module” in these contexts. If the FC/myotube and FCMs are
not in direct contact before adhesion, cell migration is required to
bring the two types of cells into close proximity [3,85]. An intrigu-
ing recent development in the understanding of fusion-related
adhesion is the identification of N-cadherin as a contributor to
myoblast fusion in the Drosophila embryo. N-cadherin is a member
of the cadherin family of adhesion proteins. N-cadherin is present,
but not restricted at the fusion site [12]. One possible function of
N-cadherin is to mediate cell adhesion through the formation of cel-
lular junction-like structures at the fusion site [89]. For membrane
fusion to proceed, however, N-cadherin needs to be removed from
the fusion site [89]. Kette and Schizo/Loner, upstream regulators of
Arp2/3-mediated actin rearrangements (see Actin rearrangement
section below), are reported to facilitate removal of N-cadherin
[89,12,90]. Notably, N-cadherin loss of function does not result
in fusion defects in the Drosophila embryo [91,12], suggesting
potential redundant functions with other members of the cadherin
family.

3.2. Actin rearrangements at the fusion site

After the cells adhere to one another, signals from these trans-
membrane recognition and adhesion molecules cause the actin
cytoskeleton in both the FC and FCM to undergo remodeling, result-
ing in a filamentous-actin (F-actin)-based focus structure in the
FCM and a thin sheath of F-actin on the opposing inner membrane
in the FC (Fig. 2B). The actin focus in the FCM mediates the formation
of invasive finger-like membrane protrusions [92]. This actin struc-
ture in the FCM is thought to provide the necessary force to push
the lipid bilayers of the cells into close proximity. In response to the
mechanical forces generated by the invasive protrusions from the
FCM, non-muscle Myosin II (MyoII) is recruited to the fusion site in
the FC/myotube. The accumulation of MyoII generates cortical ten-
sion, facilitates cell membrane juxtaposition, and promotes fusion
pore formation (see below) [14].

A major regulator of the actin focus during myoblast fusion is
Arp2/3. Arp2/3 is a multi-subunit protein complex that binds to
actin filaments and polymerizes new actin filaments at a 70◦ angle
from the pre-existing actin filament. Arp2/3 is activated by the
nucleation-promoting factors (NPFs), Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrome
protein (WASp) and SCAR (also known as WAVE). Signal trans-
duction from the membrane to these actin cytoskeleton regulators
yoblast fusion and the formation of the syncytial muscle fiber,
.033

is partially mediated by the activity of Crk, as well as Dreadlock
(Dock), the Drosophila homolog of Nck. Both Dock and Crk are
adapter proteins with src homology 2 (SH2)/SH3 domains. Dock
can interact with all four IgSF transmembrane proteins that have

rs in clusters of mesodermal cells with competency to become muscle progenitor
f L’sc to a single muscle progenitor cell of a particular identity. D) The remaining
itor cells undergo asymmetric division to form either two  founder cells (red and
nder cells shown in panel 2D express different identity genes and undergo several

ics. The green founder cell expresses apterous and forms muscle LT1 and the yellow
aturate by attaching to tendon cells and developing sarcomeres (not shown). The

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.semcdb.2017.10.033
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of myoblast fusion. In the Drosophila embryo,
fusion of an individual founder cell (FC) with multiple fusion competent myoblasts
(FCMs) gives rise to a single multinucleated muscle cell; the number of FCM fusion
events determines the number of nuclei in the mature muscle cell. A) Recognition
and  Adhesion: FC and FCM express different membrane proteins that allow the two
cells to recognize and adhere to each other. When in contact, each cell initiates the
fusion process by recruiting several proteins to the fusion site. B) Actin Focus For-
mation: Through the activity of the fusion machinery on both the FC and the FCM,
actin (red) monomers are assembled into filaments and form a dense F-actin focus
on  the FCM side and a thin layer on the FC side. The FCM actin focus invades the FC
with multiple finger-like protrusions. N-cadherin is removed from the membrane
to  allow for the next steps of fusion. C) Pore Formation. The formation of a fusion
pore in the membrane occurs, allowing for the exchange of cytoplasm between both
 PRESS
mental Biology xxx (2017) xxx–xxx

SH2 or SH3 domains, but it only genetically interacts with Duf, Sns,
and Hbs [93]. In addition, rescue experiments using a series of sns
deletions and site-directed mutations suggest that Sns functions
through interacting with a complex array of proteins [94]. In the
FCMs, the Dock SH3 domain biochemically and genetically inter-
acts with WASp, as well as the WASp regulator, Verprolin 1 (Vrp1,
also known as Solitary (Sltr) and D-Wip) [93]. In both the FC and
FCMs, Dock biochemically and genetically interacts with the Arp2/3
NPF SCAR. Through a similar mechanism as Dock, Crk biochemi-
cally interacts with Sns. In a FCM, Crk physically interacts with the
WASp regulatory proteins Vrp1 and Blow [95]. Thus, the adaptor
proteins Dock and Crk function as links that relay signals from the
membrane to the actin cytoskeleton.

In the FC, another adaptor protein that links activity at the
membrane to the actin cytoskeleton is Rolling pebbles (Rols, also
known as Antisocial (Ants)/Rols). Rols is recruited to the fusion
site by Duf. In a positive feedback loop, Rols replenishes Duf at
the membrane, and thus enables additional rounds of fusion [96].
Rols interacts with two proteins that regulate the actin cytoskele-
ton organization: Myoblast city (Mbc) [17,18] and D-titin [97]. Mbc
is the Drosophila homolog of the mammalian protein DOCK1, which
mediates actin rearrangements by acting as a guanine nucleotide
exchange factor (GEF) for the small GTPase Rac. However, recent
data suggest that the downstream target of Rols is not Mbc: res-
cue experiments suggest that the activity of Mbc  is not required in
the FC for the initial fusion event [98]. Another actin cytoskeletal
protein that can bind to Rols is D-titin [97]. D-titin is recruited to
the fusion site by Rols and mediates myoblast fusion in a mecha-
nism that remains unclear. D-titin is also involved in maintaining
myotube morphology [97]; Zhang et al., 2000.

While Mbc  appears not to be required by the FCs initially,
Schizo/Loner, another GEF that regulates actin rearrangements, is
required in FCs to mediate fusion. Schizo/Loner is recruited to the
fusion site by Duf and Rst [99]. Domain analysis suggests that the
function of Schizo/Loner is to recruit and activate the small GTPase
dARF6 at the fusion site. Schizo/Loner and dARF6 control the mem-
brane localization of Rac [11]. However, arf6 maternal/zygotic null
mutants do not have a myoblast fusion defect [100], and the fusion
phenotype in a dominant negative dARF6 background is not as
severe as that in the schizo/loner mutant. Together these data sug-
gest that the downstream target of Schizo/Loner is another GTPase
or that there is redundancy with other dARF family members such
as dARF1 [11].

Once activated, the small GTPase Rac regulates the function of
SCAR and is critically important in both FCs and FCMs to mediate
fusion. The activity of SCAR is controlled by the pentameric WRC
complex (the WAVE/SCAR regulatory complex). The WRC  is com-
posed of Kette/Nap1, Sra1, Abi, Hspc300, and SCAR itself [101]. Rac
activity is essential for the localization of the WRC  to the fusion
site, as well as activation of SCAR via the release of the SCAR VCA
domain from an inhibited state [102,103]. As part of the WRC, Kette
is also essential for myoblast fusion as it controls the localization
and stability of SCAR [3]. It has not been reported whether loss
of function in the other WRC  components, Sra1, Abi and Hspc300,
lead to a fusion phenotype. This may  be due to a lack of appropriate
mutant alleles, as well as a maternal supply of protein/mRNA in the
yoblast fusion and the formation of the syncytial muscle fiber,
.033

embryo that masks the role of these proteins during the time period
in which fusion takes place. Nevertheless, overexpression of WRC
components in muscle cells results in fusion block and suggests a
potential role of other WRC  components during fusion [104].

cells. The repression of the FCM transcriptional profile begins (FCM pink nucleus
turns blue). D) Post Fusion. After one fusion event, the resulting cell has one addi-
tional nucleus that has the transcriptional profile of the FC (blue nuclei). At this
moment, the cell either prepares for another round of fusion or stops fusing with
FCMs.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.semcdb.2017.10.033
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In the FC, SCAR activates its downstream target Arp2/3, and rear-
anges the actin cytoskeleton into a thin sheath along the fusion site
92]. In the FCM, SCAR activity is also regulated by Rac. However,
ac localization and activation is regulated through Mbc [98]. Mbc

s recruited to the fusion site by the phospholipid PI(4,5)P2 (PIP2).
hen PIP2 activity is sequestered via overexpression of the pleck-

trin homology domain of phospholipase C-gamma (PHplcgamma),
bc  is concentrated in the cytoplasm instead of at the fusion site,

eading to mislocalization of active Rac [15]. Mbc  interacts with
LMO using its SH3 domain and forms the Mbc/ELMO complex.
he GEF activity of Mbc/ELMO is tightly regulated during myoblast
usion, and it controls the level of active Rac. Both overexpres-
ion and loss of function of Mbc/ELMO cause defects in myoblast
usion, which are reminiscent of constitutively active Rac and Rac

utants, respectively [105]. When activated by Mbc/ELMO, Rac, in
urn, binds to the WRC  and regulates Arp2/3 activity at the fusion
ite.

In addition to SCAR, the other NPF, WASp, also regulates Arp2/3
t the fusion site. Unlike SCAR, which functions both in FCs and
CMs, WASp activity is only required in the FCM [5]. The activity
f WASp is regulated by Blown Fuse (Blow) and Vrp1. The WASp-
omology-1 (WH1) domain in WASp can bind to the WASp-binding
omain (WBD) in Vrp1 [106]. The interaction between WASp and
rp1 is required to stabilize and localize WASp at the fusion site

5]. This interaction is disrupted when Blow competes with WASp
or Vrp1 WBD  binding [5]. Thus, after cell recognition and adhe-
ion, a signal is transduced from the membrane via the adaptor
rotein Crk, which recruits Blow and Vrp1 to the fusion site. At the

usion site, the WASp-Vrp1 complex promotes actin polymeriza-
ion by regulating Arp2/3 activity. Blow suppresses WASp activity
y competing with WASp for Vrp1 binding and by dissociating
he WASp-Vrp1 complex. Since the binding affinity between Blow-
rp1 is lower than WASp-Vrp1, dissociated WASp interacts with
rp1 again and promotes another round of branched actin poly-
erization [5]. It has been reported that in FCs, the function of
ASp and SCAR is redundant, as overexpression of WASp in the

Cs can partially restore fusion in kette mutant background [89].
CM-specific reduction of the WASp level in a kette mutant back-
round rescues fusion defects. It has been proposed that a particular
atio of active WASp and SCAR needs to be maintained for fusion
o occur [89].

Recent studies have indicated that in addition to the branched
ctin network generated by Arp2/3, the linear actin filament nucle-
ted by Diaphanous (Dia) also plays a role during myoblast fusion
8,107]. Dia is a member of the formin family of actin polymeriza-
ion proteins. Dia is enriched at the actin focus during the formation
f Drosophila somatic musculature and dorsal pharyngeal muscula-
ure. Dia loss of function blocks myoblast fusion [8]. Interestingly,
verexpression of active Dia also leads to fusion defects [8,107],
uggesting that the activity of Dia is highly regulated. Notably, in
ddition to Dia, the WASp family member WHAMY can also pro-
ote the assembly of linear actin filament. It has been reported

hat WHAMY  synergizes with WASp during myoblast fusion [23].
ltogether, these data suggest that a balance between linear and
ranched actin filament is required at the fusion site for fusion to
ccur.

.3. Fusion pore formation

A critical step in cell fusion is the formation of fusion pores that
llow for cytoplasmic continuity between the fusing cells (Fig. 3C).
tudies from virus-cell fusion and C. elegans epithelial cell fusion
Please cite this article in press as: S. Deng, et al., Acting on identity: M
Semin Cell Dev Biol (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.semcdb.2017.10

ave identified fusogens that mediate fusion pore formation [108];
eviewed in Sapir et al. [109]. A fusogen is a transmembrane protein
hat localizes to the fusion site and its presence is essential and suf-
cient to trigger membrane fusion [109]. Despite the identification
 PRESS
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of many gene products that are required for myoblast fusion in both
Drosophila and vertebrates, no fusogen has been identified in these
systems to date. Therefore, the mechanism that brings the mem-
branes in close proximity to allow pore formation during myoblast
membrane fusion remains a critical, open question.

It has been proposed that the actin cytoskeleton plays a cru-
cial role in forcing the juxtaposition of the FC/FCM cell membranes,
leading to the formation and expansion of fusion pores (reviewed
by Onel and Renkawitz-Pohl, Schejter, Schulman et al., [110–112].
During Drosophila embryonic myoblast fusion, the F-actin focus
in the FCM forms podosome-like structures at the fusion site,
which provide an invasive force on the apposing FC and pushes
the cell membranes of the FCM and FC into closer proximity. The
F-actin focus later evolves into a single-channel fusion pore on the
membrane of the fusing cells [92]. Studies aimed at investigating
the function of actin regulators during pore formation have been
performed. In these studies, the exchange of fluorescent proteins
between the FCM and the FC were measured as a reporter of cyto-
plasmic continuity in various fusion mutant backgrounds. From
these experiments, it has been proposed that SCAR-regulated actin
remodeling is required for the initiation of fusion pore formation
[103]. The function of WASp and its regulators is required for the
formation of invasive structures [5,95,92]. Therefore it is believed
that WASp-regulated actin remodeling is required for pore forma-
tion [5,95,92] and expansion [103]. Notably, the actin focus resolves
prior to fusion, suggesting that actin and other proteins located at
the fusion site need to be removed, allowing fusion to occur. Thus
far, the removal of proteins associated with the actin cytoskeleton
at the fusion site has not been well studied. One potential protein
involved in this process is Schizo/Loner, which has been reported
to remove N-cadherin from the fusion site to permit fusion [12]. In
addition, the transmembrane protein singles bar (sing) is required
during myoblast fusion. sing mutant embryos display a cell fusion
block with accumulation of vesicles at the fusion site, suggesting a
potential role of Sing in vesicle trafficking during fusion [113].

Other studies suggest alternative models of fusion pore for-
mation [114,4,110]. Electron microscopy images have shown the
presence of prefusion complexes at the fusion site. These prefusion
complexes contain electron-dense, paired vesicles at the apposed
plasma membranes. It has been suggested that these paired vesi-
cles resolve into membrane plaques. Subsequently, the juxtaposed
plasma membranes vesiculate and form sacs that enclose the
extracellular space. Multiple fusion pores are observed in these sit-
uations [4]. Similar membrane structures and multiple fusion pores
at the fusion site have also been reported during myoblast fusion
which leads to the formation of the Drosophila adult flight mus-
cle [114]. These data emphasize the requirement for the delivery
and the clearing of vesicles at the fusion site as critical for mem-
brane breakdown [4]. These data also suggest that instead of one
fusion pore, multiple pores are formed to facilitate fusion. It is still
unclear whether these differences of fusion pore number arise from
different fixation methods, context or other variables (reviewed in
Schejter [111]).

4. Making adult muscle: myoblast fusion in the Drosophila
pupa

The Drosophila adult muscles form during metamorphosis in the
pupal stages. During the first few hours of metamorphosis, most
of the Drosophila larval body wall muscles are destroyed through
yoblast fusion and the formation of the syncytial muscle fiber,
.033

histolysis, but a few muscles, such as the Dorsal Oblique (DO1-3)
muscles, escape degradation and serve as templates for some adult
muscles, notably the Dorsal Longitudinal Flight muscles [115]. The
growth of adult muscles is achieved through hundreds of cell–cell

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.semcdb.2017.10.033
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Table  1
List of gene products required in Drosophila myoblast fusion.

Protein Localization Function Reference(s)

Arp2/3 Cytoplasm Actin polymerization [3]
Blown Fuse (Blow) Cytoplasm Regulation of WASp activity [4], [5]
Crk Cytoplasm Adaptor protein [6,7]
Diaphanous (Dia) Cytoplasm Actin polymerization [8]
Dumbfounded (Duf) FC − Membrane Recognition and Adhesion [9]
Hibris (Hbs) FCM − Membrane Recognition and Adhesion [10]
Kette Cytoplasm SCAR activation [3]
Schizo/Loner Cytoplasm Rac localization and N-cadherin removal [11], [12]
Myoblast City (Mbc) Cytoplasm Regulation of Rac activity [13]
Myosin II (Myo II) FC − Cytoplasm Cortical tension generation on the FC/myotube [14]
N-cadherin Membrane Adhesion [12]
PI(4,5)P2 Membrane Actin cytoskeleton remodeling [15]
Rac Cytoplasm SCAR activation [16]
Rolling pebbles (Rols) Cytoplasm Adaptor protein involved with Duf recycling [17], [18]
Rst FC − Membrane Recognition and Adhesion [19]
SCAR Cytoplasm Arp2/3 activation [3]
Singles Bar (Sing) Membrane Vesicle trafficking [113]
Sticks and Stones (Sns) FCM − Membrane Recognition and Adhesion [20]
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Verprolin1 (Vrp1) Cytoplasm 

WASp Cytoplasm 

WHAMY  Cytoplasm 

usion events, in which a pool of myoblasts fuse with either tem-
late myotubes or muscle precursor cells [115].

The pathways that regulate myoblast fusion to form the
rosophila adult muscles are not fully understood. Based on
ur current knowledge, the mechanisms that regulate myoblast
usion during adult myogenesis are similar to those that regulate
mbryonic myogenesis. Fusion occurs between the adult muscle
rogenitors (AMPs) and myoblasts that migrate from the imaginal
iscs to form the adult abdominal muscles, the leg muscles, and the
VMs. The DLMs are formed through fusion between myoblasts
nd the muscle templates that are preserved during histolysis
115]. The AMPs associated with the wing imaginal disc go through
wo phases of amplification during adult muscle development. The
nitial phase is a symmetrical division which is regulated by Notch
ignaling and leads to increased AMP  numbers. The second phase
s an asymmetrical division that is regulated by Notch and Wnt
ignaling and results in AMP  self-renewal and the generation of
yoblast progeny required for the later fusion events [116]. It has

een proposed that during muscle injury, the AMPs could func-
ion similarly to satellite cells, whose progeny fuse with myotubes
o repair muscles [116]. A recent study has shown that dIlp6 sig-
als from a muscle niche can activate dormant AMPs through the

nsulin-Notch-dMyc cascade [117].
Similar to embryonic myoblast fusion, the transmembrane

roteins Duf, Rst, Sns, and Hbs are required to mediate cell recog-
ition and adhesion [118]. After adhesion, the fusing myoblast
attens on the myotube, such that the cell membranes are

n tight apposition [114]. Actin accumulates primarily at the
yoblast side of the fusion site, after receiving signals from

he cell membrane, and forms a focus-like structure. As with
mbryonic myogenesis, actin rearrangements during adult myo-
enesis require the function of Arp2/3, as well as the actin
ucleation-promoting factors (NPFs) WASp and SCAR. Loss of

unction studies revealed that WASp is required for fusion
ore initiation. [119]. Similar to embryonic myoblast fusion,
he MARVEL domain protein Sing is expressed in adult mus-
les, and its activity is required for adult myoblast fusion
120].

Despite these similarities, however, there are differences
etween Drosophila embryonic and adult myogenesis. In embryos,
Please cite this article in press as: S. Deng, et al., Acting on identity: M
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CMs and FCs are positioned relatively close to one another prior
o fusion. The FCMs in contact with FCs/myotubes are responsi-
le for the early fusion events. The FCMs that are located more
egulation WASp activity [21], [5]
rp2/3 activation [22]
ctin polymerization [23]

internally migrate prior to making contact and fusing with the
FCs/myotubes [64,65]. During adult myogenesis, myoblasts often
need to migrate long distances from the imaginal discs to the mus-
cle template/myotubes. More importantly, during migration, these
myoblasts maintain a semi-differentiated state via the Notch sig-
naling pathway. Each myoblast expresses the Notch ligand Delta
and represses the differentiation of its neighboring cells. Notch sig-
naling decays when myoblasts reach the vicinity of the myotubes,
and this allows for the terminal differentiation of the myoblasts and
the expression of FCM markers such as Sns [118].

During adult muscle formation, the adhesion between
myoblasts and myotubes also requires filopodia that emanate
from the myotube surface. The filopodia are actin-based structures
that bring the myoblasts and myotubes into close proximity. The
formation and maintenance of filopodia requires the activity of
Enabled and IRSp53 [121]. The requirement for these two proteins
during embryonic myoblast fusion has not been reported. In
addition, reducing WASp and SCAR activity simultaneously in
embryos abolishes actin focus formation [15]. However, double
knockdown of WASp and SCAR during adult muscle formation
results in enlarged actin foci, suggesting novel roles of the NPFs
during Drosophila adult myoblast fusion [119].

5. Making muscle in vertebrates: myoblast fusion

Compared to Drosophila,  the vertebrate muscle is a more com-
plex system, both in terms of its structure and the regulatory
mechanisms required during development. Over the past few
decades, researchers have identified numerous genes that are
required for myoblast fusion in vertebrates (reviewed in Rochlin
et al. [85]; Demonbreun et al. [122]. Nevertheless, how these differ-
ent proteins coordinate fusion remains unclear. The morphological
steps that are required for myoblast fusion and many of the genes
necessary for the process are conserved between Drosophila and
vertebrates. Therefore, we  review recent updates in vertebrate
fusion-related genes based on their localization and which steps
they are involved in during fusion (Table 2).

Similar to the process of Drosophila myoblast fusion, the
myotube-myoblast fusion during muscle development in verte-
yoblast fusion and the formation of the syncytial muscle fiber,
.033

brates is also asymmetric and requires recognition molecules
located on the cell membrane. One pair of membrane proteins
required for fusion is Integrin vLA-4 and its receptor VCAM-1. Inte-
grin vLA-4 is expressed in myotubes and VCAM-1 in myoblasts.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.semcdb.2017.10.033
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Table  2
List of gene products required for vertebrate myoblast fusion.

Protein Location and function Animal model Reference(s)

Adam12 Membrane Mouse [24,142]
Mediates myoblast adhesion
Interaction with the actin-binding protein �-actinin-2
promotes myoblast fusion

BAI1 Membrane Mouse [25]
Mediates recognition of phosphatidylserine on apoptotic
cells
Regulates myoblast fusion through Dock1/Rac1 pathway

BAI3 Membrane Chicken [26]
Interacts with the scaffold protein ELMO to regulate
myoblast fusion, possibly through the ELMO/DOCK/Rac1
pathway

Caveolin-3 Membrane Mouse [27,143]
Involved in myoblast fusion (unclear role)
Contradictory fusion phenotypes in different experimental
models

Cdc42 Cytoplasm Mouse [136]
Required for actin rearrangement at the fusion site

CKIP-1 Cytoplasm Mouse [29]
Regulates myoblast fusion by interacting with both
phosphoinositides on the membrane and Arp2/3 subunit

Zebrafish

Crk Cytoplasm Zebrafish [30]
Crkl Adaptor proteins Crk/Crkl genetically interact with

DOCK1/DOCK5 to regulate myoblast fusion
DOCK1 Cytoplasm Zebrafish [31,30]

Required for myoblast fusion by activating Rac1 Mouse
DOCK5 Cytoplasm Zebrafish [31,30]

Functions redundantly with DOCK1 Mouse
Also involved in post-fusion myofiber development

EHD2 Membrane and cytoplasm Mouse [32]
Regulates myoblast fusion by mediating endocytic
recycling of membrane proteins, such as Myoferlin

Gm7325 Myomixer Membrane Mouse [33,34]; Zhang et al., 2017
Minion  Interacts with Myomaker to induce fusion
Myomerger Functions in cell recognition (proposed)
JAM-B Membrane Zebrafish [35]
JAM-C Both physically interact to mediate fusion

Facilitate myocytes recognition and adhesion (proposed)
Kirrel Membrane Zebrafish [36]

Required for fast muscle precursor fusion
M-cadherin Membrane Mouse [37]

Mediates myoblast adhesion
Promotes fusion by activating the Rac1 pathway

MOR23 Membrane Mouse [38]
Regulates cell adhesion during myoblast fusion

Myoferlin Membrane Mouse [39]
Regulates myoblast fusion through unclear mechanism,
potentially by acting as a scaffold protein that links fusion
proteins with the membrane

Myomaker Membrane Mouse [40–42,140]
Muscle-specific protein that induces fusion during muscle
development and repair

Zebrafish

Mediate cell recognition (proposed) Chicken
N-WASp Cytoplasm Mouse [43]

Required in both fusing partners
Rac1 Cytoplasm

Required for proper recruiting of Arp2/3 to the contact site
Mouse [44,36,28]

Regulates actin remodeling during fusion Zebrafish
Unlike in Drosophila, constitutively active Rac1 in zebrafish
leads to myoblasts hyperfusion

Chicken

Stab2 Membrane Mouse [45]
Involved in the phosphatidylserine-dependent fusion of
myoblasts during muscle development and regeneration

Talin 1/2 Cytoplasm Mouse [46]
Regulates myoblast fusion, potentially by mediating the
interaction between integrins and cytoskeleton

VLA4 Membrane Mouse [47]
VCAM1 VLA-4 and its counter receptor VCAM-1 are involved in

secondary myogenesis
�-1  integrin Membrane Mouse [48]

Involved with membrane breakdown during myoblast
fusion

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.semcdb.2017.10.033
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nteractions between vLA-4 and VCAM-1 are required for the align-
ent of the secondary myofiber with the primary myofiber, as well

s for the second phase of muscle cell fusion [47]. In addition to
LA-4 and VCAM-1, the transcription factor NFAT2C also medi-
tes cell recognition by regulating the expression of IL-4. IL-4 is

 cytokine that functions as a secreted myoblast recruitment factor
123]. Another pair of membrane proteins required for fusion is the
mmunoglobin superfamily proteins Jamb and Jamc. In zebrafish,
amb and Jamc are expressed in fast-muscle myoblasts. The phys-
cal interaction between Jamb and Jamc is required for myoblast
usion during the formation of fast-twitch muscles. Loss of function
f either protein severely impairs myoblast fusion [35,124]. In addi-
ion, it has been shown that Nephrin, an ortholog of the Drosophila
ransmembrane protein Sns, localizes on myoblasts and mediates
ell recognition [125]. In zebrafish, Kirrel, an ortholog of Nephrin, is
ocalized to membranes of myoblasts and is required for fusion [36].
fter recognition, adhesion molecules such as M-cadherin [126],
-cadherin [127], and integrin family members [48] mediate the
dhesion and alignment of the myoblasts. It has been reported that
he G-protein coupled receptors BAI1 and BAI3 also play a role dur-
ng fusion, through signal transduction from the membrane to the
ytoskeleton via the Dock1/Rac1 pathway [26,25].

Unlike in Drosophila, an actin focus structure has not been
eported during vertebrate myoblast fusion. Nevertheless, actin
ytoskeletal rearrangements play a critical role in vertebrate mus-
le formation. Similar to Drosophila mbc  mutants, Dock1-null mice
mbryos exhibit severely impaired myoblast fusion and skeletal
uscle content is reduced [31]. Dock1 is the mammalian ortholog

f Mbc, and it functions as a GEF protein that activates Rac GTPase.
n a conditional Rac1 knockout mouse model, the recruitment of
rp2/3 and F-actin to the cell-contact site is reduced, resulting in

mpaired myoblast migration and fusion [28]. Experiments using
2C12 mouse myoblast cell culture suggest that Nap1, the mam-
alian ortholog of Kette and the downstream target of Rac1, is also

equired for regulating WAVE dependent actin remodeling dur-
ng myoblast fusion [128]. Moreover, a recent study reported the
equirement of the non-muscle myosin IIA (NM-MHC-IIA) during

yoblast fusion. NM-MHC-IIA is involved in the formation of the
ortical actin wall in the FC/myotube in the rat L6 myoblast cell
ulture, providing structural and mechanical support to facilitate
embrane alignment and fusion pore formation [129]. Together,

hese data suggest a conserved role of actin during muscle devel-
pment.

It has been a major challenge to identify muscle-specific genes
hat ensure that fusion occurs only between myoblasts rather
han other cell types. The first such gene found in vertebrates
s Myomaker/Tmem8c. Myomaker is a transmembrane protein
hat is specifically expressed in the muscles during muscle devel-
pment and regeneration [40–42,130,140]. In humans, reduced
yomaker function is linked to Carey-Fineman-Ziter syndrome

131], a congenital myopathy. Myomaker is required for fusion
nd is localized to the adhesion site. Expressing Myomaker in
broblasts is sufficient to induce fusion between fibroblasts and
yoblasts, but it is not sufficient to induce fibroblast–fibroblast

usion [42]. These reports suggest that additional proteins on
he myoblasts are required to interact with Myomaker to induce
usion.

Recently, Gm7325, the potential counterpart of Myomaker, has
een identified by three different labs, and was given the name
yomixer [33], Myomerger [34] and Minion Zhang et al., 2017.
m7325 is an 84 amino acid microprotein with a similar expres-

ion pattern to Myomaker. The function of Gm7325 is required
Please cite this article in press as: S. Deng, et al., Acting on identity: M
Semin Cell Dev Biol (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.semcdb.2017.10

or Myomaker-induced fusion, as simultaneous expression of
yomaker and Gm7325 induces fusion between non-muscle cells

33,34]; Zhang et al., 2017. The mechanism by which Myomaker and
m7325 regulates fusion is not well understood. A physical inter-
 PRESS
mental Biology xxx (2017) xxx–xxx

action between Myomaker and Gm7325 has been reported [33],
but remains controversial [34,140]. In Gm7325- and Myomaker-
deficient myoblasts, cell fusion is blocked at different fusion stages.
Based on whether the cell membranes align in the deficient
myoblasts, it has been proposed that Myomaker is necessary for
cell recognition, while Gm7325 is required for downstream events
such as actin cytoskeleton remodeling Zhang et al., 2017.

Cell fusion in vertebrates is required not only during early
embryonic myogenesis, but also during muscle regeneration after
damage. As with Drosophila adult muscle progenitors (AMPs), a pool
of myoblasts remains undifferentiated during vertebrate myogene-
sis. These myoblasts are satellite cells that associate with myofibers.
Satellite cells contribute to post-natal muscle growth, as well as to
muscle repair. The specification of satellite cells is critically depen-
dent on Pax7, as no satellite cells are found in Pax7 mutant mice
[132]. With intact muscles, satellite cells are mitotically quiescent
and express Pax7 and Myf5, but not Myogenin or MyoD (reviewed
in Yin et al. [141]). Upon muscle injury, myofiber necrosis triggers
inflammatory responses, which induce satellite cells to proliferate
[133]. After proliferation, the majority of satellite cells differenti-
ate and start to express MyoD and myogenin [134]. These cells later
fuse with damaged myofibers or fuse with each other to generate
new muscle fibers [135]. Thus far, the process of satellite cell fusion
is mechanistically similar to myoblast fusion during primary and
secondary myofiber formation.

6. Conclusion

Myoblast fusion in organisms ranging from the fly to human
occurs through conserved steps: cell recognition, membrane appo-
sition, actin rearrangement, pore formation, and cytoplasmic
continuity. The investigation of myoblast fusion in Drosophila
continues to provide valuable insights to vertebrate muscle
development. However, there are many questions that remain
unanswered: How do muscles control the number of fusion events
during development and during repair? How do the nuclei added
to a myotube adopt the program of the growing myotube? How are
movement and transcriptional diversity among the added myonu-
clei controlled? And when considering the mechanisms of fusion,
how are the ratios of linear and branched actin filaments controlled
at the actin focus? What are the actin depolymerization factors
that resolve the actin focus after fusion pore formation? What
causes pore formation between the engaged cells? The knowl-
edge gained from answering these questions in model systems
such as Drosophila will illuminate how the key steps of fusion
are controlled and how the syncytial muscle cell develops and is
maintained.
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    Chapter 19   

 Imaging Approaches to Investigate Myonuclear 
Positioning in  Drosophila                      

     Mafalda     Azevedo    ,     Victoria     K.     Schulman    ,     Eric     Folker    , 
    Mridula     Balakrishnan    , and     Mary     Baylies      

  Abstract 

   In the skeletal muscle, nuclei are positioned at the periphery of each myofi ber and are evenly distributed 
along its length. Improper positioning of myonuclei has been correlated with muscle disease and decreased 
muscle function. Several mechanisms required for regulating nuclear position have been identifi ed using 
the fruit fl y,  Drosophila melanogaster . The conservation of the myofi ber between the fl y and vertebrates, 
the availability of advanced genetic tools, and the ability to visualize dynamic processes using fl uorescent 
proteins in vivo makes the fl y an excellent system to study myonuclear positioning. This chapter describes 
time- lapse and fi xed imaging methodologies using both the  Drosophila  embryo and the larva to investigate 
mechanisms of myonuclear positioning.  

  Key words      Drosophila   ,   Muscle  ,   Nuclear movement  ,   Embryo  ,   Larvae  

1      Introduction 

 The skeletal muscle provides an important system in which to study 
mechanisms of  myonuclear positioning  . Myofi bers, the cellular 
units of the skeletal muscle, are multinucleated and position their 
myonuclei to reside above the sarcomeres at the cell periphery and 
along the length of the fi ber to maximize internuclear distance. 
Moreover, mispositioned myonuclei correlate with muscle disease 
[ 1 ], and recent data suggest that mispositioned myonuclei may 
cause muscle weakness [ 2 – 4 ], illustrating the functional impor-
tance of proper positioning. 

 To identify the cellular mechanisms of myonuclear movement 
in vivo, we have utilized the musculature of  Drosophila  embryos 
and larvae [ 2 – 6 ].  Drosophila  muscles share the conserved myofi ber 
structure found in vertebrates:  Drosophila  myofi bers are multinu-
cleated, maintain particular sizes and shapes, attach to particular 
tendon cells, become innervated by specifi c motoneurons, build 
sarcomeres, and are essential for locomotion (reviewed in [ 7 ,  8 ]). 

Sue Shackleton et al. (eds.), The Nuclear Envelope: Methods and Protocols, Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 1411,
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The  Drosophila  system also offers unparalleled genetic approaches 
to manipulate genes of interest within the whole organism or spe-
cifi cally within muscle tissue. In addition to their powerful genet-
ics,  Drosophila  embryos are also amenable to drug treatments 
commonly used to manipulate cell biological processes in culture, 
providing additional opportunities to  probe   the cellular machinery 
responsible for myonuclear movement [ 6 ]. Lastly  Drosophila  
embryos are amenable to  time-lapse   microscopy without perturb-
ing development such that cell biological processes, including 
myonuclear dynamics, can be assessed [ 5 ]. 

 There are 30 individual muscles per abdominal  hemisegment   of 
the  Drosophila   embryo   (Fig.  1 ). Formation of these individual body 
wall myofi bers depends on the specifi cation and  fusion   of two  myo-
blast   cell types: founder cells (FCs) and fusion-competent myoblasts 
(FCMs). Each FC contains the information necessary to direct the 
formation of a specifi c muscle. FCs can be identifi ed by the expres-
sion of identity genes, such as the transcriptional regulators  even-
skipped  and  apterous  [ 9 – 11 ]. The combination of identity genes and 
chromatin regulators expressed by a particular FC regulates the fi nal 
morphology of the specifi c muscle. In  contrast  , FCMs are more 
naïve cells. Upon fusion to an FC, FCMs become reprogrammed to 
the specifi c developmental program of the FC, as evidenced by the 
observation that each newly incorporated FCM nucleus begins to 
express the same combination of identity genes as the FC [ 7 ]. 
 Myoblast   fusion is an iterative process; depending on the particular 
muscle, body wall muscles in  Drosophila  embryos contain between 2 
and 25 myonuclei. As myoblast fusion concludes, the polarized 

  Fig. 1    The  Drosophila  embryonic musculature. The  Drosophila   embryo   is divided in hemisegments, each con-
taining 30 muscles. ( A ) Stage 16 embryo showing the musculature in green (Tropomyosin) and the nuclei of 
the lateral transverse (LT) muscles in red (DsRed). ( B ) Image of a single  hemisegment  . ( C ) Schematic represen-
tation of all the muscles present in one hemisegment; the LT muscles are highlighted in  red . For additional 
detail  see  Dobi et al. [ 7 ]       
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syncytial  myotube   extends processes toward specifi c tendon cells and 
forms stable myotendinous junctions. Specifi c motoneurons inner-
vate each muscle, leading to coordinated contraction at the fi nal 
stage of embryogenesis [ 8 ,  12 ].

   Although mispositioned nuclei are observed in all muscles 
when certain genes are disrupted,  myonuclear positioning   has been 
best characterized in the lateral transverse (LT) muscles of the 
developing  embryo  . We have shown that LT myonuclei undergo 
not one but a series of movements to maximize internuclear dis-
tance in vivo (Fig.  2 ; [ 2 – 5 ]). Post- fusion   (stage 14), the myonuclei 
are located in a single group within the  myotube  . Over the course 
of development, these nuclei segregate into smaller groups that 
follow characteristic migration patterns (stages 15, 16) before 
evenly distributing throughout the myofi ber at the end of embry-
onic stage 17 [ 2 ,  8 ]. During larval development, in which the mus-
cles grow up to 40-fold [ 13 ], the myonuclei in the individual 
muscles maintain regular spacing along the  muscle fi ber  . These 
myonuclei are positioned above the sarcomeres along the periph-
ery of the muscle fi ber (Fig.  3 ; [ 2 ]).

    To date, there are several mechanisms required for the differ-
ent movements of myonuclei in  Drosophila . These mechanisms 
require microtubules;  microtubule  -associated proteins, such as 
ensconsin; the microtubule  motor protein  s, kinesin and dynein; 
and motor protein adaptors, such as kinesin light chain, dynein 
light chain, p150/Glued, cytoplasmic linker protein-190 
(CLIP190), sunday driver (Syd or JNK-interacting protein 3 
(JIP3)), and JNK signaling [ 2 – 5 ]. We refer the reader to Schulman 
et al. [ 8 ] in which we discuss our current thinking about the differ-
ent mechanisms at work during each stage of myonuclear move-
ment. To identify these mechanisms, we have developed various 
techniques to defi ne and quantify myonuclear position in  Drosophila  
[ 2 – 5 ]. This chapter describes these methodologies in both fi xed 
and live  Drosophila  embryonic and larval preparations.  

2    Materials 

              1.     Embryo   laying pot: 100 ml plastic beaker punched with holes 
to allow air exchange and prevent condensation. To make 
holes use a hot syringe  needle   with gauge (Sub-Q 26G5/8).   

   2.     Embryo   collection plates (apple juice plates): Microwave 
1500 ml of ddH 2 O, 50 g of granulated sugar, and 45 g of agar 
until a homogeneous solution is formed. Add 500 ml of cold 
apple juice, cool solution to 65 °C, and add 40 ml of 10 % 
Tegosept in 100 % ethanol. Pour solution into petri dishes 
(60 × 15 mm); make approximately 200 plates. Secure these 
plates to the laying pots with rubber bands.   

2.1  Imaging of Fixed 
Embryonic Muscles

2.1.1   Embryo   Collection 
and  Fixation   (Fig.  4 )
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  Fig. 2    Myonuclear positioning in the LT muscles during embryonic development. ( A ) Myonuclear position from 
stage 14 to stage 17. In the images of stages 14–16, the LT muscles are stained with Tropomyosin ( green ) and 
DsRed ( red ) to show the muscle structure and the nuclei, respectively. In the stage 17 image, the LT muscles 
are labeled with  Tropomyosin-   GFP    ( green ) and the nuclei are labeled with  apterousME::NLSdsRed  ( red ) ( see  
Table  2 ). At stage 16, image measurements are taken: D represents the dorsal measurement, V represents the 
ventral measurement, and L represents the total length of the muscle. Scale bar, 10 μm. ( B ) Schematic repre-
sentation of myonuclear movements from stage 14 to stage 17 as shown in panel ( A ). LT muscles 1–3 have 
6–8 nuclei each, whereas LT4 has 4–6 nuclei       
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  Fig. 3    Larval musculature and  myonuclear positioning   in a 3 rd  instar  larva  . ( A ) Image of a live  Drosophila  3 rd  
instar larva expressing  Tropomyosin-   GFP   , a GFP gene trap that labels all muscles. Note the repeated muscle 
pattern in each  hemisegment  . Scale bar, 100 μm. ( A ′) Higher magnifi cation of one hemisegment. Scale bar, 25 
μm. ( B ,  B ′) Dissected fl at prep of a larva carrying  Tropomyosin-GFP  with all the muscles exposed. Scale bar, 
50 μm. ( B ) Bright fi eld image. ( B ′) Wide fi eld fl uorescence image. ( C ) Orthogonal view of a ventral longitudinal 
4 muscle (VL4).  Red , actin;  white , nuclei. Scale bar, 25 μm       
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   3.    Yeast paste: Distill water plus dry baker’s yeast and stir to make 
a paste. Store at 4 °C.   

   4.    Paintbrush (size 0).   
   5.    Collection baskets: Cut the top off of a 15 ml Falcon tube at 

approximately the 12 ml line and cut out the center of the tube 
cap.   

   6.    Nylon membrane (pore size, 140 μm) screwed onto the collec-
tion basket with the cap.   

   7.    3 % sodium hypochlorite (50 % bleach).   
   8.    Small funnel.   
   9.    Eppendorf tubes (1.5 ml).   
   10.    Heptane.   
   11.    Methanol.   
   12.    PFA: 4 % EM grade paraformaldehyde diluted in PBS 

(phosphate- buffered saline).   
   13.    Platform shaker.   
   14.    Vortex with 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube adaptor.   

  Fig. 4    Materials used for  embryo   collection. ( A )  Embryo   laying pot perforated on 
the  bottom . ( B ) Small funnel. ( C ) Collection baskets:  top  and  side  views. ( D ) 
Yeasted apple juice plate. ( E ) Paintbrush. ( F ) Embryo hook       
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   15.    PFA/heptane waste receptacle.   
   16.    Methanol/heptane waste receptacle.   
   17.    Glass Pasteur pipets.      

        1.    3 % Triton X-100: For 200 ml, add 6 ml of Triton X-100 and 
194 ml ddH 2 O.   

   2.    10× PBS (phosphate-buffered saline; 0.01 M KH 2 PO 4 , 0.1 M 
Na 2 HPO 4 , 1.37 M NaCl, 0.027 M KCl, pH 7.0).   

   3.    PBT (phosphate-buffered saline containing 0.3 % Triton): For 
100 ml, add 10 ml 10× PBS, 10 ml 3 % Triton X-100, and 
80 ml ddH 2 O.   

   4.    PBT-BSA (phosphate-buffered saline containing 0.3 % Triton 
and 0.1 % BSA): For 100 ml, add 10 ml 10× PBS, 10 ml 3 % 
Triton X-100, 1 ml 10 % BSA, and 79 ml ddH 2 O.   

   5.    Primary and secondary antibodies of interest. Refer to Table  1  
for a suggested list of antibodies and probes routinely used to 
label  Drosophila  muscle and nuclei.

       6.    Three-dimensional rotating mixer such as a Nutator.   
   7.    Eppendorf tubes (0.5 ml).   
   8.    Glass Pasteur pipets.      

        1.    Microscope slides.   
   2.    Scotch tape.   
   3.    Cover slips: size 22 × 40 mm with thickness 0.16–0.19 mm.   
   4.     Mounting   medium, such as ProLong Gold antifade reagent or 

Vectashield.   
   5.    Razor blades.   
   6.    Metal washers (any hardware store).      

   All images in the lab are acquired on a Leica SP5 laser-scanning 
confocal microscope equipped with a 20× 0.7NA HC PL 
Apochromat oil objective, 63× 1.4NA HCX PL Apochromat oil 
objective, and LAS AF 2.2 software. Equivalent microscopes and 
software may be used.   

        Materials described in Subheading  2.1.1 , plus:

    1.    Plain-tipped applicator (wooden stick).   
   2.    Halocarbon oil 700.   
   3.    Air-permeable Tefl on membrane mounted on a circular 

Perspex frame (designed by E. Wieschaus; [ 14 ,  15 ]).   
   4.    Cover slips: size 22 × 40 mm with thickness 0.16–0.19 mm.    

2.1.2   Embryo   Staining

2.1.3   Embryo    Mounting  

2.1.4   Embryo   Imaging

2.2  Time-Lapse 
Imaging of Embryonic 
Muscles

2.2.1   Embryo   Collection 
and  Mounting   (Fig.  5 )
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      Mounted embryos are imaged on a Leica SP5 laser-scanning con-
focal microscope equipped with a 63× 1.4NA HCX PL Apochromat 
oil objective and LAS AF 2.2 software (for imaging nuclear clusters 
or individual nuclei [ 5 ]) or on a Zeiss AxioPlan2 epifl uorescence 
imaging system with light microscopy with a 40× Plan-NeoFluar 
0.75NA objective and AxioVision Rel 4.8 software (for myonu-
clear movement in the whole  embryo  ; [ 2 ]). Equivalent micro-
scopes and software may be used.   

2.2.2   Embryo   Imaging

      Table 1  
  Antibodies and probes used to  probe    Drosophila   myonuclear positioning   a    

 Primary antibodies b   Expression detected  Company, reference # 

  Muscle markers  

 Tropomyosin  Actin  cytoskeleton    Abcam, ab50567 

 Myosin heavy chain (MHC)  Myosin, actin  motor protein    DSHB, EB165-s 

  Nuclear markers  

 Lamin Dm0  Nuclear envelope  DSHB, ADL67.10 

 Lamin C  Nuclear envelope  DSHB, LC28.26 

  Specifi c muscle nuclear markers  

 Even-skipped  DA1  [ 20 ] 

 Vestigial  DA1, DA2, DA3, LL1, VLs1-4  [ 21 ] 

  Others  

 DsRed  Red fl uorescent protein  Clontech, 632496 

  GFP     Green fl uorescent protein;   useful to 
identify the present of fl uorescent 
balancers (e.g., DGy, CTG) 

 Clontech, 632381 
 Invitrogen, A-11120 

 α-Tubulin  Microtubules  Sigma, T9026 

 Secondary antibodies  Expression detected  Company, reference # 

 Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated  Life Technologies 

 Alexa Fluor 555 conjugated  Life Technologies 

 Alexa Fluor 647 conjugated  Life Technologies 

 Probes antibodies  Expression detected  Company, reference # 

 Alexa Fluor 546 conjugated 
 phalloidin   

 F-actin  Life Technologies, 
A22283 

 Hoechst  DNA  Invitrogen, 33342 

   a We refer the reader to several papers for reagents that  probe   specifi c proteins involved in  myonuclear positioning   [ 2 – 6 ,  22 ] 
  b  See   Notes 1  and  2   
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         1.    Laying pot as described in  Embryo   Collection and  Fixation   
from Imaging of Fixed Embryonic Muscles section ( see  Fig.  4 ).   

   2.    Lightly yeasted apple juice plates ( see  Subheading  2.1.1 ,  step 2 ).   
   3.    15 % sucrose solution: sucrose diluted in water.   
   4.     Embryo   hook or straight forceps (tip dimensions, 0.1 × 0.06 mm).   
   5.     Dissection   microscope equipped with fl uorescence.   
   6.    Paintbrush.      

       1.     Dissection   pins (diameter, 0.1 mm).   
   2.    Two pairs of straight forceps (tip dimensions, 0.1 × 0.06 mm).   
   3.     Dissection   plate: petri dish (150 × 15 mm) coated with a thick 

layer of Sylgard.   
   4.    Vannas spring scissors (sharp tips; non-serrated; cutting edge, 

3 mm; tip diameter, 0.05 mm).   
   5.    Cold HL3.1 buffer: 70 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 0.2 mM CaCl 2 , 

20 mM MgCl 2 , 10 mM NaHCO 3 , 5 mM trehalose, 115 mM 
sucrose, and 5 mM HEPES; pH 7.3 [ 16 ].   

   6.    1× PBS.   
   7.    Formalin solution, 10 %.   
   8.    Glass Pasteur pipets.      

   As in Subheadings  2.1.2  and  2.1.3 , plus:

    1.    Straight forceps (tip dimensions, 0.1 × 0.06 mm).   

2.3  Imaging of 
Formalin- Fixed Larval 
Muscles

2.3.1  Larvae Collection

2.3.2  Larvae  Dissection   
and  Fixation  

2.3.3  Larvae Staining 
and  Mounting  

  Fig. 5    Materials used for  mounting   embryos. ( A ) Cover slip with a Scotch tape bridge used to mount fi xed 
embryos for imaging. The image shows a cover slip with two pieces of tape on both ends, before the excess 
is removed ( left ) and after ( right ). ( B ) Frame used to mount embryos for  time- lapse   imaging. The image shows 
an air-permeable Tefl on membrane ( red dashed line box ) mounted on a circular Perspex frame. Two pieces of 
tape provide support for a cover slip bridge where the embryos are placed ( center of the frame ). The orange 
solid line box represents the cover slip; it is placed on top of both sides of the tape as shown in the image       
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   2.    Kimwipes tissues.   
   3.     Dissection   scope.    

         1.    Water (distilled) at 65 °C.   
   2.    Halocarbon oil or 50 % glycerol.   
   3.    Microscope slides.   
   4.    Cover slips: size 22 × 40 mm with thickness 0.16–0.19 mm.      

   Images are acquired using the 40× 1.25–0.75NA HXC PL 
Apochromat oil objective of a Leica SP5 laser-scanning confocal 
microscope and the LAS AF 2.2 software. Equivalent microscopes 
and software may be used.   

   The  Drosophila  community has developed a rich collection of genetic 
reagents to  probe   various cellular processes, including  myonuclear 
positioning  . In addition to classic mutations, there is a wide range of 
available fl y stocks that allow tissue-specifi c manipulation of a gene 
of interest. Spatial and temporal manipulation is accomplished using 
the bipartite GAL4/UAS system [ 17 ]. Reagents useful for the study 
of myonuclear positioning are listed in Table  2 . New reagents are 
constantly being developed, particularly with the development of 
CRISPR genome-editing approaches in  Drosophila . We refer the 
reader to FlyBase (  http://fl ybase.org/    ), a community resource that 
provides a comprehensive, searchable compendium of genes, muta-
tions, expression patterns, available stocks, and references.

3        Methods 

          1.    Set up a laying pot with 60 females/female virgins and 30 
males at 22 °C (room temperature), 25 °C, or 29 °C, depend-
ing on the experiment ( see   Note 3 ).   

   2.    Label and change the apple juice plates on laying pots, keeping 
the old ones for  embryo   collection.   

   3.    Pour enough 50 % bleach to cover embryos on each plate and 
remove dead fl ies with a paintbrush. Dechorionate embryos 
for 4 min at room temperature. During this period, label 
1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes and add 500 μl heptane to each.   

   4.    Gently disturb the embryos on the plate with a paintbrush and 
transfer them to a collection basket using a small funnel. Rinse 
the plate with water to collect any remaining embryos and 
transfer them to the collection basket. Rinse the embryos in 
the  collection basket liberally with additional distilled water to 
remove any traces of bleach.   

   5.    Move the embryos to the Eppendorf tube containing the hep-
tane with the paintbrush.      

2.3.4  Heat- Fixed Larvae

2.3.5  Larval Imaging

2.4  Fly Stocks

3.1  Imaging of Fixed 
Embryonic Muscles

3.1.1   Embryo   Collection
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       1.    Thaw an aliquot of 4 % PFA.   
   2.    Add 500 μl of PFA to the Eppendorf tube containing the hep-

tane and embryos.   
   3.    Using a platform shaker set at 250 rpm, incubate the embryos 

for 20 min at room temperature.   

3.1.2   Embryo    Fixation  

      Table 2  
   Drosophila  stocks useful for the study of  myonuclear positioning     

 Fly stock  Use  Reference 

  GAL4 lines   Available from stock centers/ Drosophila  labs 

 Twist-GAL4  Somatic mesoderm expression from gastrulation 
to stage 14 

 [ 23 ] 

 Mef2-GAL4  Somatic mesoderm expression from stage 7 and 
throughout larval and adult development 

 [ 24 ] 

 24B-GAL4  Somatic mesoderm expression from stage 7  [ 17 ] 

 MHC-GAL4  Somatic muscle expression—stage 13 throughout 
larval and adult development 

 [ 25 ] 

 G7-GAL4  Muscle expression in larvae  [ 26 ] 

 Alpha-GAL4  Muscle expression in larvae  K. Broadie lab, 
Vanderbilt University 

 ApterousME-GAL4  LT muscle-specifi c expression in  embryo    [ 27 ] 

 5053-GAL4  VL1 muscle-specifi c expression in  embryo    [ 28 ] 

 Rp298-GAL4  Founder cell-/ myotube-  specifi c expression in 
 embryo/  pupa 

 [ 29 ] 

 sns-GAL4   Fusion   competent  myoblast   in  embryo/  pupa  [ 30 ] 

  UAS lines   Available for gene of interest at  Drosophila  stock 
centers (i.e., Bloomington or Vienna stock 
centers) or from individual  Drosophila  labs 

 UAS-RNAi  Examples: UAS-DhcRNAi, UAS-SydRNAi  [ 3 ,  4 ] 

 UAS-fl uorescent 
reporter lines targeted 
to nuclei or other 
organelle 

 Examples: UAS-cytoplasmic  GFP,   UAS-nuclear 
localized GFP; UAS-lamin GFP labels nuclear 
envelope; UAS-EB1-GFP labels  microtubule   
plus ends 

 [ 3 ,  5 ] 

  Fluorescent reporter lines  

  apterousME::NLSdsRed   Labels all myonuclei in the LT muscles  [ 2 ,  27 ] 

 Tropomyosin- GFP     GFP   gene trap in tropomyosin. Labels all muscles   Drosophila  FLYTRAP 
collection 

 Zasp66- GFP     GFP   gene trap in Zasp66. Labels all muscles   Drosophila  FLYTRAP 
collection 

  Gene mutants   Available for gene of interest at stock centers or 
from  Drosophila  labs: (  http://fl ybase.org/    ) 
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   4.    Remove both the PFA and heptane phases, leaving the embryos 
in the Eppendorf tube.   

   5.    Add 500 μl of fresh heptane and 500 μl of 100 % methanol (for 
an alternative  fi xation   method to label fi xed embryos with 
 phalloidin  ,  see   Note 4 ).   

   6.    Vortex for 1 min at room temperature. Embryos that have 
been devitellinized will fall to the bottom of the tube, whereas 
those that remain at the interface or fl oat are not devitellinized 
and should be discarded.   

   7.    Remove all liquid.   
   8.    Rinse embryos in methanol three times. To rinse: add solution, 

invert tube, let settle, remove, and repeat.   
   9.    Add fresh 100 % methanol for storage at −20 °C. Embryos can 

be stored and used reliably for up to 6 months.      

        1.    Transfer embryos to a 0.5 ml Eppendorf tube and remove 
excess methanol.   

   2.    Rinse three times with PBT-BSA.   
   3.    Add fresh PBT-BSA and incubate for 30 min on Nutator at 

room temperature. BSA serves to reduce nonspecifi c binding 
of antibodies.   

   4.    Add primary antibodies diluted in PBT-BSA (Table  1 ). As an 
example, use antibodies directed to tropomyosin or myosin 
heavy chain to visualize muscles and DsRed to label the nuclei 
of the lateral transverse (LT) muscles expressing the 
 apterousME::NLSdsRed  (Figs.  1  and  2 ). Incubate primary anti-
bodies with the embryos on the Nutator for 1 h at room tem-
perature or overnight at 4 °C.   

   5.    Remove primary antibodies and store at 4 °C (most can be 
reused up to three times).   

   6.    Rinse embryos with PBT-BSA three times.   
   7.    Wash embryos with PBT-BSA three times for 10 min at room 

temperature on the Nutator.   
   8.    Remove PBT-BSA and add secondary antibodies (Table  1 ), 

diluted in PBT-BSA, to the embryos and incubate on the 
Nutator for 1 h at room temperature. As fl uorescent antibod-
ies are light sensitive, cover them with aluminum foil. From 
this point forward, keep them covered as much as possible 
until the staining protocol is fi nished.   

   9.    Remove and discard secondary antibodies.   
   10.    Rinse embryos with PBT (no BSA) three times.   
   11.    Wash embryos with PBT three times for 10 min on the Nutator 

at room temperature.      

3.1.3   Embryo   Staining
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       1.    While washing the embryos ( step 12  above), prepare slides for 
 mounting  . To mount embryos, fi rst make a “tape bridge,” 
comprised of two superimposed pieces of Scotch tape, on two 
opposite sides of the cover slip (Fig.  5a ).   

   2.    Label the slide with date, genotype or cross, and the antibodies 
used.   

   3.    Place a metal washer on the slide and rest the cover slip on the 
washer with the tape bridge facing up.   

   4.    Cut 1 cm off of the end of a p200 pipet tip for each sample so 
that embryos can be pipetted without damage.   

   5.    Remove PBT from the last wash ( step 12  above).   
   6.    Add 80 μl of ProLong Gold antifade reagent to embryos using 

the truncated p200 tip (ProLong Gold is extremely viscous) 
and slowly mix them together.   

   7.    Transfer embryos to the cover slip. Remove any visible 
bubbles.   

   8.    Place a new cover slip over the tape bridge and line up both 
cover slips to form a sandwich.   

   9.    Store overnight in the dark until the ProLong Gold sets.   
   10.    Remove the washer and tape the cover slip sandwiches to the 

slide. These slides are ready to be imaged.   
   11.    Slides can be stored at −20 °C for up to 6 months.      

   While the data indicate that similar movements and mechanisms 
are active in other  Drosophila  muscle subsets, our lab has focused 
on studying myonuclear movements in a subset of muscles, the 
lateral transverse muscles (LT). Hence, the methodology for con-
focal imaging described below is focused on this subset.

    1.    On the confocal microscope, identify an  embryo   at the correct 
stage (stages 14–16) positioned with its lateral side facing up 
using the low-magnifi cation objective. Staging is done based 
on overall embryo shape, the intensity of DsRed and tropo-
myosin signal when used, gut morphology, and the morphol-
ogy of the trachea [ 2 ,  3 ,  18 ]. At stage 16, a control LT muscle 
shows two clusters of nuclei (3–4 nuclei in each cluster) near 
each longitudinal pole of the muscle.   

   2.    After fi nding a correctly staged  embryo   for imaging, move to a 
higher magnifi cation objective, such as the 63× objective, and 
increase the zoom to 1.5×. On the computer, position the 
embryo in a horizontal position with four hemisegments visi-
ble in the imaging fi eld. Choose hemisegments 3–7 for imag-
ing ( see   Note 5 ).   

   3.    To set the  Z -stack, begin by selecting the fi rst slice in which the 
LT muscles are visible, and after moving through the muscle, 

3.1.4   Embryo    Mounting  

3.1.5  Confocal 
Microscopy
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stop and select the last slice in which these muscles are no lon-
ger visible. The recommended step size is 0.5 μm. The total size 
of the stack will vary between embryos, but the step size should 
be kept constant. The gain for each channel should be adjusted 
according to the intensity of the corresponding signal.    

        Multiple software packages, including Volocity Visualization 
Software 6.1.1 (Improvision), Imaris (Bitplane), and Adobe 
Photoshop CS4, are used for image processing. ImageJ (NIH) 
software is used for measurements. With the appropriate plug-in 
( bioformats_package ), however, fi les from Leica or Zeiss confocal 
microscopes can be opened directly in ImageJ, and all rendering, 
processing, and analysis can be done within ImageJ. Therefore, the 
instructions below will refer to ImageJ software:

    1.    Open your fi les by dragging them into ImageJ toolbar.   
   2.    For the nuclear positioning analysis, select the extended focus 

view to visualize whole muscles. Select: Image > Stacks > Z 
Project and select Standard Deviation as the projection type 
( see   Note 6 ). Adjust the number of slices to be included in the 
fi nal projection.   

   3.    Merge channels by selecting Image > Color and Merge Channels.   
   4.    Brightness and  contrast  , as well as other settings, can be 

adjusted by selecting Adjust under the Image menu (Image > 
Adjust > Brightness/ Contrast  ).   

   5.    For analysis, position the image with the anterior side of the 
muscle set to the left and dorsal to the top of the viewing fi eld. 
The image can be rotated by selecting Transform under the 
Image menu (Image > Transform > Rotate).   

   6.    For measuring nuclear positioning, turn on the segmented line 
option. To do this, go to the ImageJ toolbar, right-click on the 
line option (represented as a straight diagonal line), and select 
Segmented Line.   

   7.    Three different measurements are made for each muscle (Fig. 
 2a ): Dorsal (D)—Distance from the dorsal end of each muscle 
to the nearest edge of the closest nucleus; Ventral (V)—
Distance from the ventral end of each muscle to the nearest 
edge of the closest nucleus; and Length (L)—Length of each 
muscle following the curvature of the muscle. The edges of the 
nuclei and ends of the myofi bers are defi ned by a clear change 
from signal to background within the relevant viewing chan-
nel. Each LT muscle is considered individually in all cases. To 
register each measurement, hit the M key (a new window will 
pop up when this is assessed for the fi rst time).   

   8.    For the analysis, a total of three measurements (dorsal, ventral, 
and length) per muscle, from four muscles per  hemisegment   in 

3.1.6  Image Analysis
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four hemisegments per  embryo  , are measured in each of ten 
embryos per genotype.   

   9.    Copy all measurements to an Excel sheet. To calculate the dor-
sal and ventral distances, represent each value as a percent of 
the total muscle length to account for variation in muscle size. 
This will provide a quantifi cation of the proximity of each clus-
ter to each end of the muscle, which can be compared to con-
trol values. To calculate the nuclear spread, use the measurement 

values in the following formula:  Length Dorsal Ventral
Length

- -
 
 . 

This quantifi es the distance that both clusters have traveled 
relative to each other and to the muscle length.   

   10.    For statistical analysis, use either Excel or an advanced statisti-
cal software, such as SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social 
Sciences, IBM) or GraphPad Prism. The standard statistical 
test used is the Student’s  t -test.    

            1.    Follow  steps 1 – 4  from Subheading  3.1.1 .   
   2.    Place the collection basket on a small petri dish and fi ll it up 

with water so that the embryos are fl oating.   
   3.    Dip a wooden stick into halocarbon oil and use the halocarbon 

oil on the end of the stick to collect the fl oating embryos from 
the collection basket. Then transfer them to an air-permeable 
Tefl on membrane mounted on a circular Perspex frame (Fig. 
 5b ). Place two pieces of tape on each side of the embryos to 
create a bridge that will prevent  embryo   damage. Place a cover 
slip on top of both pieces of tape.      

       1.    For  time-lapse   imaging of whole embryos,  Z -stacks are taken 
with optical sections set at 3 μm on the Zeiss AxioPlan2. To set 
the stack, the fi rst slice is set when the LT nuclei are in view in 
multiple hemisegments. The fi nal slice is set below the nuclei. 
A frame rate of 20 s is used. Only a single Z-section with the 
greatest  number of nuclei in focus is selected for each time 
point. Images are processed using ImageJ and compiled into a 
video using QuickTime [ 2 ] ( see   Note 7 ).   

   2.    For  time-lapse   imaging of myonuclear clusters and individual 
myonuclei,  Z -stacks of two hemisegments are imaged simulta-
neously, using a high-magnifi cation objective, such as the 63× 
1.4 NA HCX PL Apochromat oil objective ( see  Subheading 
 2.2.2 ) and increasing the zoom to 2–2.5×. Set the stack start-
ing slightly above the nuclei and fi nishing slightly below the 
nuclei. Set the step size to 0.5 μm and the time interval to be 
between 20 s and 3 min [ 5 ] ( see   Note 7 ).   

3.2  Time-Lapse 
Imaging of Embryonic 
Muscles

3.2.1   Embryo   Collection 
and  Mounting  

3.2.2  Confocal 
Microscopy
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   3.    Depending on the types of nuclear movement analyzed, collect 
data from 10 h (whole  embryo  ) to 60 min (individual nuclear 
movements). Record a minimum of fi ve  time-lapse   series per 
genotype.      

       1.    Quantifi cation of myonuclear movements and myonuclear mor-
phology changes are completed manually using measurement 
functions in ImageJ (NIH) as described in Subheading  3.1.6 .   

   2.     Nuclear    translocation     speed:  The velocity at which myonuclear 
clusters in the LT muscles separate during stage 15 is assessed 
by measuring the distance between the dorsal and ventral clus-
ters of nuclei at  t  = 0 h and at  t  = 1 h and determining the 
increased distance between the two clusters. By tracking indi-
vidual nuclei as they moved relative to a fi xed position in the 
 embryo   over the course of 10 min, the speed of individual 
myonuclei is determined. One hundred individual myonuclei 
from fi ve different embryos are assayed for each genotype.   

   3.     Nuclear rotations:  The number of LT myonuclei that rotate is 
determined by examining the  time-lapse   videos. A  myonucleus   
that rotates, stops, and then rotates again is counted as one 
rotating myonucleus. Two hundred and fi fty myonuclei are 
normally examined.   

   4.     Nuclear    translocation     directionality:  The leading edge of a 
 myonucleus   is defi ned as the edge of the myonucleus furthest 
in the direction of translocation. A myonucleus is judged to 
have changed direction if it persistently moves a distance of at 
least one nuclear radius in the opposite direction from its pre-
vious direction of translocation. Two hundred and fi fty myo-
nuclei are examined.   

   5.     Nuclear shape changes:  The aspect ratios of moving myonuclei 
are determined by dividing the length of the dorsal-ventral axis 
of a  myonucleus   by the length of the anterior-posterior axis of 
a myonucleus using ImageJ software (NIH). Aspect ratios are 
considered to change if a difference of ≥0.7 was observed in 
these measurements. Two hundred and fi fty myonuclei are 
examined with at least ~80 % exhibiting the changes in noted 
behavior.       

         1.    Set up a laying pot with 60 females/female virgins and 30 
males at 22 °C ( see   Note 3 ).   

   2.    Label and change the apple juice plates on laying pots, keeping 
the old ones for  embryo   collection.   

   3.    Day 0: Under the  dissection   scope, select stage 16/17 embryos 
and transfer them to a half-yeasted plate with the help of an 
 embryo   hook. Arrange the embryos in a line next to a very thin 
layer of yeast. This will make it easier to fi nd the 1st instar lar-
vae on the next day.   

3.2.3  Image Analysis

3.3  Imaging of 
Formalin- Fixed Larval 
Muscles

3.3.1  Larval Collection 
(Fig.  4 )
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   4.    Day 1: Within 24 h, transfer the hatched larvae to a vial with 
food and store the vial at 25 °C for an additional 3 days or 
22 °C for 4 days.   

   5.    On day 4 or day 5 (depending on the temperature), larvae will 
be 3rd instar larvae. Pour room temperature 15 % sucrose solu-
tion in the vial. Gently disturb the food at the bottom of the 
vial with a spatula. The larvae will fl oat and can be collected 
using a paintbrush. In the event that some larvae are stuck in 
the food, release by gentle agitation. Transfer the larvae to an 
apple juice plate.   

   6.    If larvae expressing a fl uorescent protein that was not previ-
ously visible in the  embryo   are desired, select the appropriate 
larvae under the fl uorescence scope before starting dissecting.   

   7.    Prepare separate Eppendorf tubes with PBS for each geno-
type/cross and keep them in ice.      

       1.    Before starting the dissections, gather at least six  dissection   
pins on the dissection plate.   

   2.    Transfer one  larva   to the  dissection   plate and add a drop of 
cold HL3.1 buffer using a glass pipet. This “relaxing buffer” 
will slow larval movements.   

   3.    Orient the  larva   with its dorsal side up (identifi ed by visualiza-
tion of the main trunks of the trachea) and pin both the ante-
rior and posterior ends of the larva to the plate. Specifi cally, 
after securing one end, use the other pin to stretch the larva to 
its normal length, being careful to not overstretch it, before 
securing the other end.   

   4.    Using the scissors, make small incisions perpendicular to the 
length of the  larva   close to each pin (cutting both trunks of the 
trachea). Then, cut along the larval body, ideally between the 
two main trunks of the trachea, to expose the inner organs.   

   5.    With forceps, gently remove the gut, trachea, and neurons, 
being careful to not damage muscles.   

   6.    Pin each corner of the larval body to the plate, making it fl at. 
Once more, stretch out the tissue, but avoid overstretching. 
The fl atter the  larva   during preparation, the easier the image 
acquisition later.   

   7.    Remove the HL3.1 buffer, add a few drops of 10 % formalin, 
and incubate for 20 min at room temperature.   

   8.    Rinse with cold PBS three times.   
   9.    Add fresh PBS and remove pins.   
   10.    Transfer to an Eppendorf tube with cold PBS.   
   11.    Store at 4 °C for a maximum of 1 week (for optimal staining 

results). Do not store dissected larvae at −20 °C as this will 
damage the structure of the muscle.      

3.3.2  Larval  Dissection   
and  Fixation   with Formalin
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       1.    Staining larvae is similar to staining embryos ( see  Subheading 
 3.1.3 ), except when using fl uorescence-conjugated probes 
such as  phalloidin   or Hoechst. If these types of probes are 
used, there is only one incubation of 1 h at room temperature 
followed by PBT washes. If antibodies are also used, incubate 
with primary antibodies fi rst, as in the  embryo   staining proto-
col, followed by incubation with appropriate secondary anti-
bodies and the aforementioned probes.   

   2.    After completing the staining, transfer a maximum of six larvae 
to a microscope slide.   

   3.    Under a  dissection   scope, position larvae with the head at the 
top and fl atten them by exposing the muscles facing up. Spread 
out the larvae evenly on the slide. While doing this, do not let 
larvae dry out. Add more PBT if necessary.   

   4.    Remove any excess PBT by absorbing it with a Kimwipes.   
   5.    Place a drop of ProLong Gold antifade reagent on top of each 

 larva   and remove any visible bubbles.   
   6.    Cover with a cover slip and let it dry at room temperature in 

the dark. Note that there is no bridging of the cover slips for 
the  mounting   of larvae.   

   7.    Slides can be stored at −20 °C for up to 6 months.      

       1.    For formalin-fi xed larval muscles, we image the ventral lateral 
muscles 3 and 4 (VL3 and VL4) because they are easily 
observed and are more resistant to damage during  dissection  . 
For simplicity, it is recommended to focus on VL4, with its 
single row of myonuclei, rather than VL3, which contains two 
rows of nuclei.   

   2.    A VL4 muscle should fi t in the imaging fi eld on the micro-
scope computer. Set the  Z -stack, starting a little above the 
muscle and fi nishing just prior to the slice when other muscles 
fi rst become apparent. Set the Z-step size to 0.5 μm. Image six 
muscles from each of fi ve larvae per genotype.      

   As for  embryo   image analysis ( see  Subheading  3.1.6 ), different 
software packages can be used. All the instructions herein will refer 
to ImageJ software (NIH):

    1.    Follow  steps 1 – 4  from Confocal Microscopy in the Imaging 
of Fixed Embryonic Muscles ( see  Subheading  3.1.6 ).   

   2.    For assessing myonuclear position in larvae, different types of 
measurements are made: muscle length, internuclear distance 
(Fig.  6a, b ), nearest neighbor (Fig.  6c ), largest gap (Fig.  6d ), 
and myonuclear number.

       3.     Muscle length : Use the straight line option on the ImageJ tool-
bar and hit the M key to open a new window with the values.   

3.3.3  Larval Staining 
and  Mounting  

3.3.4  Confocal 
Microscopy

3.3.5  Image Analysis
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   4.     Internuclear distance : Measure the distance between every 
nucleus. In control muscles or muscles without nuclear clump-
ing, the resulting standard deviation will be very small compared 
to the measurements from muscles with nuclear clumping.   

   5.     Nearest neighbor : Measure the distance to the nearest edge of 
the closest nucleus from each nucleus. Assume distance equals 
0 when two nuclei are touching. The closer the nuclei, the 
lower the fi nal average will be.   

   6.     Largest gap : Measure the longest distance between two nuclei 
within a given muscle. For more severe defects in  myonuclear 
positioning  , this distance is bigger, whereas in muscles with 
control- like nuclear distribution, this value is smaller.   

   7.     Number of nuclei per muscle : A control VL4 muscle contains 
7–9 nuclei.   

   8.    Copy all measurements to an Excel sheet. To calculate each of 
the parameters mentioned above, always consider the length of 
the muscle and express values as a percentage of muscle length.   

   9.    For statistical analysis, either use Excel or a more advanced 
statistical software, such as SPSS (Statistical Package for the 
Social Sciences, IBM) or GraphPad Prism. The standard statis-
tical test used is the Student’s  t -test.    

      An alternative method of fi xing larvae for microscopy is heat  fi xa-
tion   (adapted from [ 19 ]). For this approach, use larvae at any 
developmental stage. Since there is no staining with this protocol, 
larvae expressing fl uorescent markers in both the muscles and the 
nuclei are ideal ( see  Table  2 ):

3.4  Heat- 
Fixed Larvae

  Fig. 6     Myonuclear positioning   measurements in larval muscles. In a control VL4 muscle ( A ) and in a VL4 muscle 
with disrupted  myonuclear positioning   ( B – D ), white lines represent different measurements made to deter-
mine myonuclear positioning defects. ( A ) Internuclear distance. Nuclei are approximately equidistant. ( B ) 
Internuclear distance. The distance between nuclei is variable. ( C ) Nearest neighbor. Two different scenarios: 
the nearest neighbor of nucleus 5 is nucleus 6 and vice-versa; the nearest neighbor of nucleus 4 is nucleus 3 
but the opposite is not the case. Nucleus 2 is the nearest neighbor to nucleus 3. ( D ) Largest gap. In this muscle, 
the largest gap between two nuclei is the distance between nuclei 6 and 7. Scale bar, 25 μm       
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    1.    Pick a  larva   using forceps. Be careful not to damage muscles.   
   2.    Dip the  larva   in water at 65 °C for 1–2 s.   
   3.    Mount 5–6 larvae in halocarbon oil or 50 % glycerol in a 

microscope slide.   
   4.    Cover with a cover slip.    

4       Notes 

     1.    For antibodies with high levels of nonspecifi c background 
staining, preabsorption using fi xed control embryos is recom-
mended. For example, some antibodies listed in Table  1 , such 
as anti-Eve, are preabsorbed to obtain better results [ 6 ].   

   2.    Due to the formation of the embryonic cuticle at stage 17, 
antibodies can only penetrate the  embryo   from the initial 
stages of embryogenesis until stage 16. For visualizing myo-
nuclear position as well as muscle structure at stage 17, fl uores-
cently tagged proteins that label the myonuclei and the muscles 
must be examined ( see  Table  2 ).   

   3.    Although the ideal number of fl ies in a laying pot is 60 females/
female virgins and 30 males, laying pots can be set up with as 
few as 25 females/female virgins and 15 males. Using a large 
number of fl ies in a laying pot is important when collecting 
large amounts of embryos.   

   4.    For labeling fi xed embryos with  phalloidin  , an alternative  fi xa-
tion   method in which methanol is substituted with ethanol 
should be used. After fi xing in heptane and PFA, add 100 % 
ethanol, vortex for 45 s, discard the ethanol, add 100 % etha-
nol, vortex for 45 s, collect embryos to a new tube, and store 
in fresh 90 % ethanol at −20 °C.   

   5.    When imaging embryos, it is recommended to focus on 
hemisegments 3–7 because these hemisegments are develop-
mentally more similar in age and are less prone to variations in 
muscle structure.   

   6.    When rendering a  Z -stack in ImageJ, a number of projection 
types are available (average intensity, maximum intensity, mini-
mum intensity, sum of slices, standard deviation, and median). 
The type selected depends on what is being measured. 
Maximum intensity is suggested if the user is measuring that 
particular signal. We use standard deviation as it renders an 
excellent image of the sarcomeric structure in the muscle; 
however, we are measuring distances between the nuclei.   

   7.    While acquiring  time-lapse   images, check every 10 min to 
adjust focus as embryos will move and the nuclei will shift out 
of focus. However, note that adjusting this focus means restart-
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ing the time-lapse sequence. This cannot be done within a 
time-lapse. After a few adjustments, the focal plane will essen-
tially stabilize and it can be left for hours to get the desired 
time-lapse sequence.         
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Skeletal muscle consists of multinucleated cells in which the myonuclei are evenly spaced throughout the cell. In Drosophila, 
this pattern is established in embryonic myotubes, where myonuclei move via microtubules (MTs) and the MT-associated 
protein Ensconsin (Ens)/MAP7, to achieve their distribution. Ens regulates multiple aspects of MT biology, but little is 
known about how Ens itself is regulated. We find that Ens physically interacts and colocalizes with Bsg25D, the Drosophila 
homologue of the centrosomal protein Ninein. Bsg25D loss enhances myonuclear positioning defects in embryos sensitized 
by partial Ens loss. Bsg25D overexpression causes severe positioning defects in immature myotubes and fully differentiated 
myofibers, where it forms ectopic MT organizing centers, disrupts perinuclear MT arrays, reduces muscle stiffness, and 
decreases larval crawling velocity. These studies define a novel relationship between Ens and Bsg25D. At endogenous levels, 
Bsg25D positively regulates Ens activity during myonuclear positioning, but excess Bsg25D disrupts Ens localization and MT 
organization, with disastrous consequences for myonuclear positioning and muscle function.

The Drosophila Ninein homologue Bsg25D cooperates 
with Ensconsin in myonuclear positioning
Jonathan N. Rosen1, Mafalda Azevedo1,2, David B. Soffar1, Vitaly P. Boyko1,3, Matthew B. Brendel1,3, Victoria K. Schulman1,4, and 
Mary K. Baylies1,4

Introduction
In many cell types, nuclei occupy specific subcellular localiza-
tions that are functionally important (Gundersen and Worman, 
2013). In mammalian muscle, nuclei are positioned at the muscle 
cell periphery in a manner that maximizes internuclear distance. 
Myonuclear mispositioning is a feature of certain muscle diseases 
(Romero, 2010; Folker and Baylies, 2013), and model organisms 
that are mutant for genes required to position myonuclei exhibit 
decreased muscle function (Zhang et al., 2010; Elhanany-Tamir 
et al., 2012; Folker et al., 2012; Metzger et al., 2012; Schulman et 
al., 2014). These findings argue that correct nuclear positioning 
is essential for muscle function.

Skeletal muscle development and structure are highly con-
served between the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster and 
humans. In both humans and Drosophila, muscle cells are mul-
tinucleated and formed from the iterative fusion of muscle pre-
cursor cells, each of which contributes a nucleus to the growing 
myotube. After fusion, myonuclei in each Drosophila myotube 
are present as a single cluster. Subsequently, the myonuclei un-
dergo coordinated movements that ultimately leave them evenly 
distributed along the length of the muscle cell. The first step of 
nuclear positioning occurs at stage 14 (10–11 h after egg laying 
[AEL]), when the myonuclei separate into two clearly defined 
groups along the myotube’s long axis. Then, during stages 15 

(11–13 h AEL) and 16 (13–16 h AEL), the two clusters of myonuclei 
migrate away from the myotube’s center toward opposite mus-
cle poles. During stage 17 (16–24 h AEL), the last stage of embry-
onic development, myonuclei spread out from the two clusters 
and fill in the myofiber evenly, such that the distance between 
myonuclei is maximized (Metzger et al., 2012). Finally, this even 
spacing is maintained, likely by active mechanisms, during the 
lifetime of the larval myofibers (Elhanany-Tamir et al., 2012; 
Manhart et al., 2018).

The regulation of myonuclear positioning is poorly under-
stood. A key player in the process is Ensconsin (Ens)/MAP7, 
a microtubule (MT)-associated protein (MAP). Ens promotes 
Kinesin-based MT transport by relieving Kinesin from its au-
toinhibited conformation (Barlan et al., 2013) or by recruiting 
Kinesin to MTs (Sung et al., 2008). ens loss-of-function mutants 
exhibit a complete block in myonuclear separation and pole-
ward cluster migration through stage 16; at this stage, control 
myonuclei reside in two clusters near opposite myotube poles, 
while ens mutant myonuclei are present as a single cluster 
(Metzger et al., 2012). Loss of Kinesin heavy chain (Khc) impairs 
myonuclear movement (Metzger et al., 2012), as do mutations in 
the genes encoding the MT minus end–directed motor protein 
Dynein heavy chain and the motor protein adaptor Sunday driver 
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(Folker et al., 2012, 2014; Schulman et al., 2014). Taken together, 
these findings demonstrate the centrality of MTs and associated 
proteins to myonuclear positioning. Interestingly, ens is the only 
mutant isolated to date where myonuclear movement appears to 
be completely blocked. While maternal products may partially 
ameliorate the phenotypes of Khc, Dhc, and syd zygotic mutants, 
the uniqueness of the ens phenotype raises the possibility that 
Ens plays additional roles in myonuclear movement beyond its 
regulation of MT-based transport. Indeed, in other cell types, 
Ens has been shown to be a MT polymerizing factor (Gallaud et 
al., 2014). How Ens promotes nuclear movement in muscle, and 
what other proteins regulate its critical activity, are outstanding 
questions in the field.

MT networks, which are essential for myonuclear position-
ing, undergo dramatic changes during muscle development. In 
mammalian cell culture, following myoblast fusion, centrosomes 
are lost and centrosomal proteins relocalize to alternative MT 
organizing centers (MTOCs) in the acentrosomal myotube, most 
prominently the myonuclear envelopes (Tassin et al., 1985). In 
Drosophila, MTs similarly reorganize during muscle develop-
ment; starting in the embryonic myotube, most MTs run paral-
lel to the cell’s long axis, but by the third-instar stage of larval 
development, immunofluorescent staining for Tubulin clearly 
reveals that MT arrays also extend from myonuclear envelopes 
(Elhanany-Tamir et al., 2012; Metzger et al., 2012; Manhart et al., 
2018). Only two genes, pavarotti and RacGAP50C, have been im-
plicated in the regulation of muscle MT reorganization in the em-
bryo (Guerin and Kramer, 2009). Much more needs to be learned 
about how this transition occurs.

Proteins that regulate MT networks in other cell types are 
strong candidates for being factors in muscle MT organization 
and MT-dependent myonuclear positioning. One such factor is 
the MT minus end–binding protein Ninein, encoded by the gene 
NIN. Pioneering cell culture experiments showed that Ninein 
localizes to centrosomes (Bouckson-Castaing et al., 1996) and 
noncentrosomal MTOCs (Mogensen et al., 2000) and that Ninein 
anchors MTs to MTOCs and promotes MT nucleation by docking 
γ-Tubulin (Abal et al., 2002; Casenghi et al., 2005; Delgehyr et al., 
2005; Shinohara et al., 2013). More recently, cell culture studies 
and RNAi-based in vivo approaches have affirmed critical roles 
for Ninein in regulating MT organization in numerous cell types. 
Surprisingly, recently generated null NIN mutants in inverte-
brates are relatively normal: Caenorhabditis elegans mutants 
for the NIN orthologue noca-1 are sterile with defects in the non-
centrosomal MT arrays of the germline and epidermis but have 
grossly normal morphology and develop to adulthood (Wang et 
al., 2015). Mutants for the Drosophila NIN orthologue Bsg25D are 
viable and fertile (Kowanda et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2016). Loss 
of Ninein/NOCA-1 in C. elegans is partially compensated for by 
the MT minus end protein Patronin (Wang et al., 2015); no redun-
dant factors have been identified in Drosophila. Since Bsg25D/
Ninein is conserved from invertebrates to humans, Bsg25D may 
have important functions not readily detectable by single mutant 
analysis. How does Bsg25D function, and what proteins does it 
interact with in muscle?

In this work, we find that Bsg25D acts with Ens to regulate 
myonuclear positioning. Muscle-specific Bsg25D overexpression 

caused myonuclear positioning defects in embryonic myotubes, 
and overexpression of Bsg25D and ens reciprocally affected the 
speed and direction of myonuclear movement. In mature myofi-
bers, overexpressed Bsg25D caused nuclear positioning pheno-
types, MT defects, and reduced muscle stiffness and function. 
We conclude that Bsg25D, under wild-type conditions, binds 
to Ens and promotes its activity in myonuclear positioning, 
whereas when Bsg25D is expressed at high levels, it alters Ens 
localization and function, phenocopying ens mutants, and ulti-
mately disrupts muscle MT networks and muscle function. Our 
results shed further light on the function of Ens in the process 
of nuclear movement and find a novel in vivo role for Bsg25D/
Ninein, a poorly understood centrosomal protein, in myonu-
clear positioning.

Results
Bsg25D and Ens interact in vitro and colocalize in 
embryonic myotubes
We have previously shown that myonuclei in ens mutant em-
bryos fail to separate into two clusters and migrate toward muscle 
poles (Metzger et al., 2012). To better understand the mecha-
nisms underlying myonuclear positioning, we performed a yeast 
two-hybrid screen to identify proteins that interact with Ens. 
In addition to clones of Khc, which we have previously shown 
to genetically and physically interact with Ens (Metzger et al., 
2012), we recovered numerous clones corresponding to Bsg25D, 
the Drosophila homologue of vertebrate Ninein (Kowanda et al., 
2016; Zheng et al., 2016). The sequence common to all recovered 
Bsg25D clones (nucleotides 1463–1,577/amino acids 487–526, 
using isoform Bsg25D-PB as a reference) falls entirely within the 
gene’s fourth exon, which is present in all Bsg25D alternatively 
spliced transcripts; thus, the Ens-binding region is present in all 
Bsg25D isoforms (Fig. 1 A). This region is found in the first of 
two spans of Bsg25D that contain numerous coiled coil domains. 
The Ens-binding region is nonoverlapping with the region of 
Bsg25D thought to be necessary for γ-Tubulin binding, based on 
alignment between Bsg25D and mouse Ninein, where the latter 
region was experimentally defined (Delgehyr et al., 2005). The 
Ens-binding region also does not overlap with the N-terminal 
Bsg25D region (amino acids 1–353) that has been shown to bind 
MTs in vitro (Kowanda et al., 2016). The Ens–Bsg25D interaction 
was validated in S2 cells, where overexpressed Ens and full-
length Bsg25D coimmunoprecipitated (Fig. 1 A).

Next, we examined Bsg25D expression in vivo. In situ hybrid-
ization performed by the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project 
showed Bsg25D transcripts in embryonic muscle (Tomancak et 
al., 2002, 2007; Hammonds et al., 2013). By immunofluorescent 
antibody staining using an existing antibody against Bsg25D 
(Iampietro et al., 2014), we found that Bsg25D protein was pres-
ent in discrete puncta in numerous cell types in the embryo. (The 
Bsg25D signal was absent from Bsg25D null mutants [Fig. S1 
A].) This punctate expression pattern was expected, as Bsg25D 
is known to localize to centrosomes in mononucleated cells 
(Kowanda et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2016). Notably, it was most 
strongly expressed in primordial germ cells, as has been pre-
viously observed (Zheng et al., 2016; Fig. 1 B, red outlined box). 
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Combined immunofluorescent labeling of Bsg25D and the muscle 
marker Tropomyosin showed that from stage 14 to stage 16, the 
stages during which myonuclei split into two clusters and migrate 
toward muscle poles, Bsg25D was broadly but weakly expressed 
in the cytoplasm and strongly enriched in cytoplasmic puncta of 
myotubes (Fig. 1 B). Analysis of orthogonal slices of Z-stacks con-
firmed the presence of Bsg25D puncta inside myotubes (Fig. 1 C). 
At stage 16, there were between zero and eight Bsg25D puncta per 
myotube (mode = 1, mean = 2.1). Puncta were excluded from the 
nucleus but otherwise had no conspicuous localization. Single 
puncta were also visible in some unfused myoblasts. We used ge-
netic reporters and antibody staining to determine whether the 
Bsg25D puncta in myotubes reside in various organelles and sub-
cellular structures. We did not observe Bsg25D colocalization with 
markers of Golgi apparatus, ER, or endosomes, though we did ob-
serve that 95% of Bsg25D puncta were in proximity to Arl8 (n = 60 
myotube puncta), a protein that localizes to lysosomes (Bagshaw 
et al., 2006; Hofmann and Munro, 2006; Fig. S1 B). Counter to 
our expectations (Bouckson-Castaing et al., 1996; Mogensen et 
al., 2000; Kowanda et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2016), we also failed 
to detect colocalization between Bsg25D puncta and the MTOC 
component γ-Tubulin or the MT component α-Tubulin (Fig. S1 B). 
Interestingly, however, all myotube Bsg25D puncta (n = 59) colo-
calized with the MTOC component Pericentrin-like protein (Plp), 

the sole Drosophila Pericentrin orthologue (Figs 1 D and S1 C). This 
finding is consistent with physical interactions observed between 
their mammalian orthologues in cell culture (Chen et al., 2014).

Since we found that Bsg25D and Ens physically interact in 
vitro, we performed immunofluorescent antibody staining to de-
termine whether they colocalize in embryonic myotubes. While 
the bulk of Ens protein localized to MTs, as expected for a MAP 
(Fig. S1 D), there was also Ens protein present in Bsg25D puncta; 
thus, Ens and Bsg25D colocalize in cytoplasmic puncta in em-
bryonic myotubes (Fig. 1 E). Outside of these puncta, the broad, 
diffuse cytoplasmic Bsg25D signal was difficult to resolve, so it is 
possible that Bsg25D and Ens are both present in other parts of 
the cell as well. Since Bsg25D and Ens bind in vitro and colocalize 
in myotubes, we hypothesized that Bsg25D functions with ens 
during myonuclear positioning.

Loss of Bsg25D enhances ens myonuclear positioning defects
To determine whether Bsg25D functions in myonuclear position-
ing, we generated a null Bsg25D mutant. We used an accelerated 
homologous recombination approach (Baena-Lopez et al., 2013) 
to remove the entire Bsg25D locus, including all predicted alter-
natively spliced transcripts (Fig. 1 A and Materials and methods). 
Western blotting showed Bsg25D protein was absent from larval 
lysates (Fig. 2 A and Materials and methods).

Figure 1. Bsg25D and Ens physically interact and colocalize in myotubes in vivo. (A) Top: Map of Bsg25D indicating coiled–coil (CC) domain–rich regions 
and regions that bind Ens (this work), MTs (Kowanda et al., 2016), and γ-Tubulin (predicted from alignment to mouse Ninein; Delgehyr et al., 2005). In Bsg25D−, 
the entire coding region has been removed and replaced by a mini-white (mini w+) reporter cassette. Bottom: Coimmunoprecipitation of overexpressed Ens-GFP 
and Bsg25D-HA from S2 cells. The largest Bsg25D-HA band is the main protein species, and smaller bands likely represent cleavage products. IP, immunoprecip-
itation. (B) Bsg25D expression in the stage 16 embryo. Left and right panels are the same image with and without Tropomyosin, a muscle marker. Left: Bsg25D, 
gray. Right: Bsg25D, magenta; Tropomyosin, green. Red box indicates primordial germ cells. (C) Left: Extended focus projection of one stage 16 hemisegment. 
Right: Orthogonal (YZ) section of indicated (red box) lateral transverse myotube. Crosshairs identify a Bsg25D+ punctum inside myotube. Bsg25D, magenta; 
Tropomyosin, green. (D) Immunofluorescent staining of stage 16 myotube for Bsg25D and Plp. Image is a single slice from a Z-stack. Bsg25D, magenta; Plp, 
green; colocalization, white (see red arrows). (E) Immunofluorescent staining of stage 16 myotube for Bsg25D and Ens. Image is a single slice from a Z-stack. 
In the merged image, Bsg25D, magenta; Ens, green; colocalization, white (highlighted by arrows). In D and E, images in bottom row are higher magnification 
views of boxed regions, and dashed lines outline lateral transverse muscles. In all images, scale bars = 5 µm.
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In agreement with recent reports (Kowanda et al., 2016; 
Zheng et al., 2016), we found that Bsg25D homozygous null mu-
tants (Bsg25D−/−) lacking maternal and zygotic Bsg25D were 
viable and fertile, with a modest decrease in the frequency of 
survival to adulthood relative to wild-type controls (70% vs. 96%; 
Fig. S2 A). A standard larval motility assay revealed moderately 
impaired muscle function (Fig. S2 B). Using a transgenic reporter 
that labels myonuclei in a specific set of muscles (i.e., the lateral 
transverse muscles; Richardson et al., 2007), we found that myo-

nuclear positioning in stage 16 Bsg25D−/− myotubes was normal 
(Fig. 2 B). Thus, Bsg25D is not essential for viability, fertility, or 
myonuclear positioning.

We next considered the possibility that Bsg25D plays a role in 
myonuclear positioning but that the pathway it affects is robust 
enough to withstand the loss of Bsg25D if the other components 
are present at wild-type levels. To investigate this possibility, 
we generated double mutants in which Bsg25D and candidate 
interactor genes were targeted. We found that ens−/+ embryos 

Figure 2. Bsg25Dgenetically interacts with ens, but not plp. (A) Western blot showing loss of Bsg25D protein in Bsg25D−/− larval lysates. (B) Extended-focus 
projections of representative stage 16 hemisegments from indicated genotypes. (C) Bar graph showing mean nuclear spread and SD. For each genotype, n (num-
ber of hemisegments) is control, n = 39; Bsg25D−/−, n = 61; ens−/+, n = 46; Bsg25D-/Df;ens−/+, n = 43; Bsg25D;ens−/+, n = 71; Bsg25D−/−;BAC, ens−/+, n = 44. P values 
were calculated by Student’s t test. (D) Graph showing the percentage of myotubes that have a single nuclear cluster. P values were calculated by Fisher’s exact 
test from contingency tables comparing ens-/+ to each other genotype. n values (number of myotubes for each genotype) are ens−/+, 239; Bsg25D−/−;ens−/+, 
296; Bsg25D-/Df;ens−/+, 176; Bsg25D−/−;BAC, ens−/+ (rescue), 160. (E) Viability graph showing survival during development for individuals derived from indicated 
crosses. The following number of individuals were included for each genotype: Bsg25D−/−×Bsg25D−/−;ens−/TM6, 140; Bsg25D−/−;ens-/TM6×Bsg25D−/−, 153; 
Bsg25D−/−;ens-/TM6×wt, 140; Bsg25D−/−;ens−/+×Bsg25D−/−, 113; Bsg25D-/Df;ens−/+×Bsg25D−/−, 148; Bsg25D−/−;ens-/TM6×Bsg25D−/−;BAC[Bsg25D+], 144.  
F, female; M, male. (F) Extended-focus projections of representative stage 16 hemisegments from indicated genotypes. (G) Bar graph showing mean nuclear 
spread and SD. For each genotype, number of hemisegments is plp−/−, n = 47; plp-/Df, n = 24; Bsg25D−/−; plp−/−, n = 39; plp-/+, n = 34; Bsg25D−/−;plp-/+, n = 29. 
P values were calculated by Student’s t test. The control data in G are the same as in C; for representative image, see first panel in B. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; 
****, P < 0.0001. In all confocal images, red brackets indicate sample nuclear spread measurements. Tropomyosin, green; nuclei, white. Scale bars = 5 µm.
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lacking all maternal and zygotic Bsg25D had significantly more 
impaired myonuclear positioning than ens−/+ embryos contain-
ing the normal complement of Bsg25D (Fig.  2, B–D): at stage 
16, Bsg25D−/−;ens−/+ myonuclear clusters traversed less of the 
distance toward the muscle poles. Further, in some myotubes, 
myonuclei are present as one cluster, resembling those found in 
ens−/− homozygotes (Metzger et al., 2012). Enhancement of myo-
nuclear positioning defects was also observed when one copy 
of the null Bsg25D allele was replaced by a deficiency removing 
the gene (Fig. 2, B–D), which argues that the enhancement ef-
fect was specific to the Bsg25D region. Moreover, we rescued the 
Bsg25D−/−;ens−/+ enhanced phenotype by reintroducing Bsg25D+ 
from the large genomic Bacterial Artificial Chromosome (BAC) 
insertion CH321-49G22 (Fig. 2, B–D). In addition, Bsg25D−/−;ens−/− 
double mutants showed the ens−/− phenotype, which is the most 
severe clustering phenotype (Fig. S3 A). We conclude that endog-
enous Bsg25D and ens likely affect a common pathway that moves 
myonuclei in embryonic myotubes.

Bsg25D and ens genetically interact in nonmuscle cells as well, 
as embryonic lethality occurred when Bsg25D and Ens were jointly 
removed in a specific genetic combination. Nearly 100% of em-
bryos derived from Bsg25D−/−;ens−/TM6 mothers and Bsg25D−/− 
fathers failed to hatch (Fig. 2 E). However, embryos derived from 
the reciprocal cross survived well (Fig. 2 E). Bsg25D−/−;ens−/TM6 
females crossed with wild-type males laid eggs that hatched, 
demonstrating that those females are fertile. We also observed 
widespread death when the third chromosome balancer TM6 was 
replaced by a wild-type chromosome, indicating that the genetic 
interaction was not due to mutations on the balancer chromo-
some. The phenotype also persisted when one of the Bsg25D 
alleles was replaced with a deficiency completely uncovering 
Bsg25D. Furthermore, restoring Bsg25D+ through a BAC trans-
gene achieved nearly complete rescue (Fig. 2 E, compare black and 
salmon-colored lines in graph). We conclude that Bsg25D and ens 
are jointly required to support normal embryonic development. 
Since genotypes with even the strongest myonuclear positioning 
defects survive embryonic development (Metzger et al., 2012), 
the observed lethality must be due to issues in nonmuscle cells.

To gain further insights to the role of Bsg25D, we tested for 
genetic interactions between Bsg25D and other genes involved 
in myonuclear positioning or MT biology. We did not detect in-
teractions between Bsg25D and the genes encoding Khc and Dhc 
(which are essential for myonuclear positioning) or patronin 
and the γ-Tubulin homologue γTub23C (which interact with 
Ninein/noca-1 in C. elegans [Wang et al., 2015]; Fig. S3, B and 
C; and data not shown). We also tested pericentrin-like protein 
(plp) mutants. Interestingly, plp−/− mutants had myonuclear 
positioning defects; nuclear clusters usually split correctly but 
failed to move the normal distance toward the muscle poles by 
stage 16 (Fig. 2, F and G). The same phenotype was observed 
when one allele of plp was replaced by a deficiency uncover-
ing the gene (Fig. 2, F and G). However, loss of Bsg25D did not 
further enhance myonuclear positioning defects in either plp 
homozygotes or heterozygotes (Fig. 2, F and G); thus, although 
we observed colocalization between the two proteins in myo-
tubes, we did not uncover a role for Bsg25D–Plp interactions 
in myonuclear positioning. Taken together, these results reveal 

dosage-sensitive genetic interactions only between Bsg25D and 
ens; these are not observed with other genes involved in MT 
biology or myonuclear positioning.

Muscle-specific overexpression of Bsg25D causes defects in 
embryonic myonuclear positioning by sequestering Ens
Having demonstrated that Bsg25D functions in myonuclear po-
sitioning, we next performed gain-of-function analysis with the 
Gal4/upstream activating sequence (UAS) system (Brand and 
Perrimon, 1993) using the muscle-specific Dmef2 promoter to 
probe the activity of Bsg25D in muscle. Strikingly, in stage 16 
myotubes overexpressing Bsg25D, myonuclei were present in a 
single cluster near the myotube center; in contrast, control myo-
tubes at this stage had two nuclear clusters near opposite muscle 
poles (Fig. 3 A). This suggests that overexpressed Bsg25D blocked 
myonuclear cluster separation (stage 14) and movement toward 
the muscle poles (stages 15 and 16).

That Bsg25D overexpression phenocopied loss of ens (Fig. 3 A; 
Metzger et al., 2012) led us to hypothesize that overexpressed 
Bsg25D inhibits or sequesters endogenous Ens in myotubes. In 
support of this hypothesis, we found that Ens overexpression, 
but not overexpression of a control protein (GFP), could rescue 
Bsg25D-induced nuclear positioning defects. In fact, embryos 
overexpressing Bsg25D and Ens had even greater nuclear spread 
than control embryos (Fig. 3, A and B). This finding led us to ex-
amine the effects of overexpressing Ens in otherwise wild-type 
embryos. We found that overexpressed Ens caused novel myo-
nuclear positioning defects; nuclear spread was increased and 
nuclei were often present as individuals rather than as part of 
clusters (Fig. 3, A and B). In sum, Ens overexpression and Bsg25D 
overexpression confer reciprocal phenotypes, and Ens overex-
pression is epistatic to Bsg25D overexpression.

As further support of our hypothesis that overexpressed 
Bsg25D inhibits or sequesters endogenous Ens, we detected ge-
netic interactions between overexpressed Bsg25D and endoge-
nous ens. Both loss of one allele of ens and overexpression of 
Bsg25D with rP298-Gal4, a muscle-specific driver that produces 
a lower level of gene expression than Dmef2-Gal4, conferred 
reduced poleward movement of nuclear clusters (Fig. 3, A and 
B). However, in ens−/+ embryos expressing rP298>Bsg25D, a 
much stronger nuclear positioning phenotype occurred (Fig. 3, 
A and B). This implies that Bsg25D affects the same pathway 
as loss of ens.

Finally, in support of our hypothesis, we found that over-
expressed Bsg25D alters Ens localization. Like endogenous 
Bsg25D, overexpressed Bsg25D was present both broadly in the 
cytoplasm and in bright cytoplasmic puncta (Fig. 3 C). Ens nor-
mally localizes to MTs (Fig. S1 D), but in Bsg25D-overexpressing 
myotubes, Ens was strongly enriched at sites of Bsg25D accu-
mulation in the cytoplasm (Fig. 3 C). Outside of Bsg25D+ puncta, 
Ens signal was lower in myotubes overexpressing Bsg25D than 
in controls overexpressing GFP (Fig.  3, D and E). This argues 
that overexpression of Bsg25D reduces the amount of Ens on 
myotubes. Based on our genetic and imaging analyses, we con-
clude that overexpressed Bsg25D exerts its effect on myonu-
clear positioning by regulating Ens activity, at least in part by 
mislocalizing Ens.
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Bsg25D and Ens levels regulate the dynamics of 
myonuclear positioning
We hypothesized that modulating Bsg25D and Ens levels affects 
nuclear positioning at stage 16 by disrupting the normal dy-
namics of myonuclear movement during stage 15, when nuclear 
clusters normally move toward muscle poles. To address this hy-
pothesis, we performed time-lapse microscopy during stage 15, 
as done previously (Folker et al., 2012; Videos 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5). 
We measured the distance from the dorsal-most nucleus to the 
ventral-most nucleus (nuclear spread) at the beginning and end 
of the time-lapse series. We divided the difference between the 
final and initial nuclear spreads for each cell by the time elapsed 
and defined this quotient as Δ nuclear spread (Fig. 4 A).

We observed that only 59% of control myotubes exhibited 
positive Δ nuclear spread over a 1-h period during stage 15. This 
was initially surprising, because we have previously seen that 
from stages 14 to 16, nuclear clusters move toward myotube poles 
(Folker et al., 2012; Metzger et al., 2012). Our interpretation is 
that nuclear clusters move toward the muscle poles unevenly, 
with periods where the nuclear spread increases and periods 
where it decreases. Nuclear clusters all eventually arrive near 
the muscle poles because the net positive (poleward) move-

ment is greater than negative (toward the center of the mus-
cle) movement; however, during relatively short time-lapse 
recordings, the nuclear spread in individual cells can decrease 
quite dramatically.

The percentage of myotubes exhibiting positive versus neg-
ative Δ nuclear spread varied with genotype (Fig. 4 B). Embryos 
with muscle-specific Ens overexpression contained the highest 
percentage of myotubes with positive Δ nuclear spread (81%) and 
embryos with muscle-specific Bsg25D overexpression the lowest 
(21%). In Bsg25D-overexpressing embryos at stage 15, myonuclei 
were either present in a single cluster or two slightly separated 
clusters. Negative Δ nuclear spread was due to loosely packed 
single clusters compacting or barely separated clusters coming 
back together (for example, Fig.  4 A). Bsg25D-overexpressing 
cells exhibiting positive Δ nuclear spread had single nuclear clus-
ters that appeared to separate slightly without dividing into two 
distinct clusters.

We detected a novel behavior in myonuclei from 
Bsg25D−/−;ens−/+ embryos. In some cells, two distinct nuclear 
clusters migrated a considerable distance toward each other and 
reformed one cluster. In this genotype, there was high variabil-
ity in dynamic cluster behavior among myotubes; the SD of Δ 

Figure 3. Overexpressed Bsg25D causes nuclear positioning defects in embryonic myotubes by sequestering endogenous Ens. (A) Extended-focus 
projections of representative stage 16 hemisegments from indicated genotypes. Green, Tropomyosin; white, nuclei. Red brackets indicate sample nuclear 
spread measurements. (B) Bar graph showing mean nuclear spread and SD. For each genotype, the number of hemisegments is as follows: control, n = 22; 
Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 34; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-ens, n = 47; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS -GFP: UAS -Bsg25D, n = 25; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-ens;UAS-Bsg25D, n = 42; 
ens−/+, n = 37; rP298-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 33; rP298-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D;ens−/+, n = 37. Control data and the representative image are the same as in Fig. 2. 
****, P < 0.0001. (C) Immunofluorescent antibody staining for Bsg25D and Ens in an embryo overexpressing Bsg25D. Arrows show examples of colocalization. 
Dashed yellow lines outline a lateral transverse myotube. In the merged image: magenta, Bsg25D; green, Ens; white, colocalization. Images in the bottom row 
are higher magnification views of boxed regions. (D) Representative images of stage 16 VL1 myotubes from indicated genotypes. Each image is a single slice 
from a confocal stack. Red boxes show where the signal intensity was quantified. (E) Graph showing Ens intensity, normalized to actin intensity. Number of 
myotubes is six for both genotypes, mean ± SD. *, P < 0.05. Scale bars = 2 µm (A and C) and 5 µm (D).
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nuclear spread was greater in Bsg25D−/−;ens−/+ cells than in con-
trols (4.47 µm/h vs. 3.42 µm/h, P = 0.008; Fig. 4 A).

For each genotype, we averaged Δ nuclear spread for each 
cell, including both negative and positive values (Fig. 4 C). We 
found no statistically significant difference between control and 
Bsg25D−/− mutants. Control, Bsg25D−/−, and Ens-overexpressing 
cells had a positive average Δ nuclear spread. Bsg25D−/−;ens−/+ 
and Bsg25D-overexpressing cells had a negative average Δ nu-
clear spread. Across genotypes, there was a strong correlation (r 
= 0.94) between average Δ nuclear spread at stage 15 and average 
nuclear spread in fixed embryos at stage 16 (Fig. 4 D). Thus, the 
rate of nuclear spreading at stage 15 predicts and likely deter-
mines the degree of nuclear spread observed at stage 16.

Bsg25D overexpression causes defects in myonuclear 
positioning in fully differentiated larval muscle that are 
rescued by addition of Ens
Having characterized the effect of Bsg25D overexpression on em-
bryonic myotubes, we next investigated Bsg25D overexpression 
in mature myofibers. Myofibers are established in the embryo at 
stage 17 and continue to grow and function during larval stages. 
We focused on the third-instar larval stage, a time point when the 
muscles are amenable to functional analysis and antibody stain-
ing (Folker et al., 2012). Using the Dmef2-Gal4 driver, which be-
comes active in embryonic muscle and persists through the larval 
stage, we overexpressed either Bsg25D or GFP (as a control) and 

measured larval motility as a readout of muscle function. Control 
larvae outperformed Bsg25D-overexpressing larvae (Fig. 5 A), in-
dicating that Bsg25D overexpression perturbs muscle function. 
Animals with muscle-specific overexpression of Bsg25D exhib-
ited decreased survival to adulthood, with peak lethality occur-
ring during the pupal stage (Fig. 5 B). Moreover, adult survivors 
were unable to fly, indicating that overexpressed Bsg25D also 
perturbs muscle function in adults (data not shown).

After assessing muscle function in Bsg25D-overexpress-
ing larvae, we examined muscle structure. In control larvae 
with muscle-specific GFP expression, myonuclei were evenly 
spaced throughout muscle fibers, as expected (Fig. 5 C). In lar-
vae that had developed with sustained muscle-specific Bsg25D 
overexpression, however, myonuclei were frequently clustered 
together (Fig. 5 C). This phenotype was highly penetrant and ro-
bustly quantifiable by three different analyses. First, the average 
distance between each nucleus and its nearest neighbor was de-
creased. Second, the average longest stretch of myofiber devoid of 
myonuclei was increased. Third, the average SD of the distances 
between sequential nuclei (SD of internuclear distance) within a 
myofiber was increased, indicating irregular, uneven positioning 
of nuclei (Fig. 5 C). Unlike stage 16 myotubes, where Bsg25D-in-
duced myonuclear positioning defects were nearly uniform 
(i.e., one cluster of myonuclei near the myotube’s center), larval 
muscle fibers overexpressing Bsg25D exhibited nuclear clusters 
that varied in both nuclear number and position within the fiber 

Figure 4. Dynamics of myonuclear cluster separation are affected by levels of Bsg25D and Ens. (A) First and last frames from time-lapse series of myo-
nuclear movement during stage 15 in indicated genotypes. Red brackets show change in nuclear spread over time. In Bsg25D−/−;ens−/+ images, green and red 
brackets show adjacent myotubes undergoing opposite Δ nuclear spreads. All images are extended focus projections of Z-stacks. Nuclei are multicolored. Scale 
bar = 5 µm. (B) Graph showing percentages of myotubes undergoing positive versus negative Δ nuclear spread during stage 15. (C) Mean and SD of Δ nuclear 
spread during stage 15. For each genotype in B and C, the number of myotubes is as follows: control, n = 112; Bsg25D−/−, n = 72; Bsg25D−/−;ens−/+, n = 86; Dmef2-
Gal4>UAS-ens, n = 85; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 62. P values were calculated by Student’s t test. **, P < 0.01; ****, P < 0.0001. (D) Correlation between 
stage 15 mean Δ nuclear spread and stage 16 mean nuclear spread in fixed samples. Linear regression line is in gray; r2 is the coefficient of determination.
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(Figs. 5 C and S4 A). The total number of nuclei present per lar-
val muscle was the same in Bsg25D-overexpressing and control 
larvae (Fig. S4 B). As with other genotypes affecting myonuclear 
positioning (Elhanany-Tamir et al., 2012), Bsg25D overexpres-
sion conferred a decrease in nuclear size (Fig. S4 C).

Since Ens overexpression restored nuclear spread in 
Bsg25D-overexpressing embryonic myotubes (Fig. 3, A and B), 
we hypothesized that “rescued” myotubes would develop into 
myofibers with normal myonuclear positioning. Indeed, when 
we overexpressed Ens along with Bsg25D starting in embryonic 
myotubes, the resulting larval myofibers had nearly normal nu-
clear positioning; in contrast, control myofibers expressing GFP 
with Bsg25D had severe nuclear positioning defects (Fig. 5 D). 
These two genotypes had the same number of myonuclei per my-
ofiber (Fig. S4 D). From these experiments, we conclude that sus-
tained Ens overexpression rescues nuclear positioning defects in 
Bsg25D-overexpressing mature muscles.

Overexpressed Bsg25D disrupts MT organization in myofibers
Since Bsg25D and Ens have been shown to regulate MT orga-
nization in other contexts (Mogensen et al., 2000; Delgehyr et 
al., 2005; Gallaud et al., 2014; Srivatsa et al., 2015; Kowanda et 
al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2016), we hypothesized that Bsg25D–Ens 
interactions control myonuclear positioning by regulating the 
muscle MT network. However, we did not observe a difference 
in the density of the MT network in embryonic myotubes among 
control, Bsg25D−/−, Bsg25D−/−;ens−/+, and Bsg25D-overexpress-
ing genotypes (Fig. 6, A and B). Using time-lapse microscopy to 
follow genetically encoded EB1-YFP, a fluorescently tagged MT 
plus end–binding protein that tracks the growing ends of MTs, 
we observed that EB1-YFP “comets” moved with the same speed 
in control and Bsg25D−/− myotubes (control: 0.36 ± 0.12 µm/s, 
Bsg25D−/−: 0.37 ± 0.11 µm/s; Videos 6 and 7 and Fig. 6, C and D), 
indicating that MT polymerization rates were unaffected by com-
plete loss of Bsg25D.

Figure 5. Bsg25D overexpression induces nuclear positioning defects in larval myofibers that can be rescued by Ens. (A) Larval motility in larvae 
overexpressing either GFP (control) or Bsg25D in muscle. For Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP, n = 30 larvae. For Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 12 larvae. P values 
were calculated by Student’s t test. (B) Viability graph showing survival during development. n = 100 individuals for each genotype. (C and D) Representative 
extended focus projections of stained myofibers and nuclear positioning analyses. Green, phalloidin; white, nuclei. Dashed yellow line outlines individual 
myofibers. Scale bars = 10 µm. Graphs depict mean and SD for three methods for quantifying myonuclear positioning (see Materials and methods). For each 
genotype, the same images were analyzed with each method. For Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP, n = 40 myofibers. For Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 45. For Dmef2-
Gal4>UAS-GFP;UAS-Bsg25D, n = 23; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-ens;UAS-Bsg25D, n = 19. Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP data are the same in C and D. P values were calculated 
by Student’s t test. **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; ****, P < 0.0001.
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Next, we examined the effect of Bsg25D levels on the mature 
MT organization of larval myofibers. Larval myofibers are ad-
vantageous for genetic analysis of MT organization because they 
are larger, more regularly shaped, and possess a more clearly or-
ganized MT network than myotubes. In control muscle fibers, 
as previously observed (Elhanany-Tamir et al., 2012; Metzger et 
al., 2012), there were two spatially defined populations of MTs: 
superficial MTs that emanate from the nuclear envelope of each 
nucleus, and deeper MTs oriented parallel to the long axis of 
the fiber. While Bsg25D null mutants had normal myonuclear 
positioning (Fig. S4, E and F) and MT organization (Fig.  7 A), 
Bsg25D-overexpressing muscle fibers had severe defects in MT 
organization (Fig. 7 A). Longitudinal MTs were present, but nu-
clear MT arrays were completely absent. Instead, MTs appeared 
to grow from Bsg25D-positive ectopic MTOCs in the cytoplasm, 
as determined by the colocalization of Bsg25D with the cen-

ters of star-shaped MT asters (Fig. 7 B). Overexpressed Bsg25D 
also localized inside myonuclei (Fig. 7 F), as has been seen with 
overexpressed human Ninein in cell culture. This cell culture 
localization was linked to posttranslational SUMO modification 
of Ninein (Cheng et al., 2006), and we observed colocalization 
of the sole Drosophila SUMO protein, SUMO-2, and overex-
pressed Bsg25D in myonuclei, but not in Bsg25D-positive cyto-
plasmic puncta (Fig. S5). This is consistent with overexpressed 
nuclear Bsg25D being sumoylated and raises the possibility that 
sumoylation is necessary for overexpressed Bsg25D to local-
ize to myonuclei.

Since we have shown that Bsg25D overexpression affects 
Ens localization in embryonic myotubes (Fig. 3 C), we next de-
termined how it affects Ens localization in mature myofibers. 
Immunofluorescent staining in control myofibers showed Ens 
broadly expressed with increased signal around myonuclei, 

Figure 6. MT density and dynamics are normal in Bsg25D−/− embryonic myotubes. (A) Representative extended-focus projections of Tropomyosin and 
α-Tubulin signal in stage 16 lateral transverse myotubes. Green boxes in the top row indicate muscle tips magnified in the second and third rows. Red boxes 
represent regions where signal intensity was quantified. Scale bar = 1 µm. (B) Bar graph showing the mean and SD of the ratio of Tubulin to Tropomyosin signal 
for indicated genotypes. The number of embryos for each genotype is as follows: control, n = 9; Bsg25D−/−, n = 14; Bsg25D−/−;ens-/+, n = 11; Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-
Bsg25D, n = 14. P values were calculated by Student’s t test. The entire experiment was performed twice with similar results; images and graph are from one 
replicate. (C) Representative EB1-YFP comets for indicated genotypes. Schematic shows that comets run toward myotube tips. Images were generated by 
merging three frames from a time-lapse series, pseudocolored red (t1 = 0 s), cyan (t2 = 1.6 s), and yellow (t3 = 3.2 s). Scale bar = 0.1 µm. (D) Scatter plot showing 
mean speed ± SD (micrometers per second) of EB1-YFP comets. The number of EB1-YFP comets for each genotype is as follows: control, n = 140; Bsg25D−/−,  
n = 94. P value was calculated by Student’s t test. 
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consistent with Ens (a MAP) being present on MTs (Fig. 7 C). 
This localization was not affected by loss of Bsg25D (Fig. 7 C). 
However, in myofibers overexpressing Bsg25D, Ens was lost from 
nuclear peripheries and instead colocalized with Bsg25D puncta 
in the cytoplasm (Fig. 7, C and D). However, Ens did not label the 
MTs emanating from Bsg25D puncta (Fig. 7, B vs. D). Thus, when 
Bsg25D is overexpressed, Ens becomes mislocalized from MTs to 
cytoplasmic Bsg25D puncta.

To further investigate the Bsg25D-induced disruptions to the 
MT network in larval myofibers, we performed immunofluo-
rescent antibody staining to detect MTs bearing an acetylation 
modification associated with MT stability. Control muscles ex-
hibited acetylated MTs emanating from the nuclear envelope, 

as well as in the deeper longitudinal tracts (Fig. 7 E). In Bsg25D- 
overexpressing myofibers, the antibody against acetylated MTs 
only weakly labeled longitudinal MTs (Fig. 7 E). This indicates the 
longitudinal MTs in Bsg25D-overexpressing muscles were hypo-
acetylated relative to controls. (There was no acetylated tubulin 
signal around myonuclei, because there were no MTs there.) It 
was recently shown that MT acetylation in neuronal branches 
correlates with the subcellular localization of Ens (Tymanskyj 
et al., 2017), raising the possibility that overexpressed Bsg25D 
causes MT hypoacetylation by sequestering Ens away from MTs. 
Taken together, Bsg25D overexpression causes defects in MT or-
ganization and posttranslational acetylation; the latter may be 
indicative of a loss of MT stability.

Figure 7. Bsg25D overexpression perturbs normal MT organization and forms Ens-positive MTOCs in larval myofibers. (A) Top: α-Tubulin signal in 
extended-focus projections of larval myofibers. Bottom: Higher magnification images of nuclear MT arrays. Gray, α-Tubulin; blue, nuclei. Red arrows show 
myonuclear envelope without MTs. (B) Extended-focus projections of Bsg25D and α-Tubulin signal in a cytoplasmic Bsg25D punctum in Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-
Bsg25D larval myofiber. Bsg25D, green; α-Tubulin, magenta; colocalization, white. (C) Top: Ens signal in extended-focus projections of larval myofibers of 
indicated genotypes. Bottom: Higher magnification images of nuclei delineated by red boxes. Gray, Ens; blue, nuclei. (D) Extended-focus projections of Bsg25D 
and Ens signal in a cytoplasmic Bsg25D punctum in Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D larval myofiber. Bsg25D, green; Ens, magenta; colocalization, white. (E) Stain-
ing of larval myofibers with phalloidin (labeling Actin) and an antibody against acetylated Tubulin. Images are single slices from Z-stacks, immediately below 
myonuclei. Staining for actin confirms the presence of intact myofibers. (F) Single slice through a Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D myofiber nucleus. Blue, Hoechst; 
green, Bsg25D. In all images, scale bars = 10 µm. In B, D, and F, Bsg25D localization is visualized by Eos, which fluorescently tags the N-terminus of overex-
pressed Bsg25D. (G) Left: Frequency histogram of all stiffness measurements from AFM for indicated genotypes. For Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP, n = 21 myofibers. 
For Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D, n = 16 myofibers. In each genotype, multiple measurements were taken per myofiber; see materials and methods. P value was 
calculated by Student’s t test: ****, P < 0.0001. Right: Examples of an AFM force map for each genotype.
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We next investigated whether Bsg25D overexpression affected 
the mechanical properties of myofibers by performing atomic 
force microscopy (AFM) to measure stiffness in control (GFP-over-
expressing) and Bsg25D-overexpressing myofibers. We found a 
significant decrease in the stiffness of Bsg25D-overexpressing 
myofibers (Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-GFP mean ± SD = 5,895 ± 2,646 Pa, 
Dmef2-Gal4>UAS-Bsg25D mean ± SD = 3,167 ± 1,735 Pa, P < 0.0001; 
Fig. 7 G), perhaps due to the changes in MT organization that we doc-
umented, although the role of MTs in regulating myofiber stiffness 
appears to be complex and variable between systems (Collinsworth 
et al., 2002; Nishimura et al., 2006; Kerr et al., 2015). Alternatively, 
other cytoskeletal elements such as actin or myosin, which have 
been shown to be critical for generating stiffness in skeletal muscle 
(Collinsworth et al., 2002), may have been disorganized or reduced 
in these muscles. Together, this series of experiments shows that 
overexpressed Bsg25D causes defects in the intracellular organiza-
tion and mechanical properties of larval myofibers.

Discussion
Bsg25D functions in myonuclear positioning
The Bsg25D null mutants we generated, like those in two recent 
reports, are viable and fertile (Kowanda et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 
2016). Zheng et al. (2016) did not detect any mutant abnormalities, 
whereas Kowanda et al. (2016) observed a decrease in embryonic 
hatching and partially penetrant mitotic defects. Our null Bsg25D 
mutant has a lower rate of embryonic death than the mutant 
generated by Kowanda et al. (2016). The differences between the 
Bsg25D mutant phenotypes generated by different groups likely 
reflect the sensitivity of Bsg25D mutant phenotypes to genetic 
background. Because our null Bsg25D mutant did not have obvious 
defects, our analysis of Bsg25D required other approaches: gener-
ation of double mutants and gain-of-function analysis. Through 
these approaches, we uncovered a role for Bsg25D in myonuclear 
positioning, where it works with Ens. To our knowledge, Ninein 
null mice have not been reported; it will be interesting to observe 
what aspects of Ninein function are conserved in mammals.

Bsg25D and Ens regulate the dynamics of myonuclear movement
Our live imaging of stage 15 embryos yielded unexpected insights 
about the dynamics of myonuclear movement. We initially thought 
that nuclear clusters separated at stage 14 and then migrated to-
ward their respective poles in a straightforward fashion. However, 
in all genotypes tested, we observed both myotubes where the 
nuclear spread increased during our window of observation and 
myotubes where nuclear spread decreased. These observations 
argue for a more complex model of myonuclear positioning in 
which the forces driving nuclear clusters toward muscle poles (for 
example, Bsg25D and Ens) are opposed by unknown forces driving 
clusters toward each other. Thus, the relative levels of these op-
posing forces during stages 14–16 determine myonuclear spread.

Overexpression of Bsg25D affects multiple aspects of muscle 
organization and function
Gain-of-function analysis revealed that overexpressed Bsg25D has 
potent activity in embryonic myotubes and mature myofibers. In 
myotubes it perturbs myonuclear positioning; in myofibers it per-

turbs myonuclear positioning, MT organization, muscle stiffness, 
and muscle function. The severity of these phenotypes suggests 
it is critical for muscle cells to limit the amount of Bsg25D pro-
tein present. In overexpression experiments in the ovary, Bsg25D 
localization and activity is regulated by its 3′ UTR (Kowanda et 
al., 2016); however, we found that Bsg25D overexpression con-
structs with or without 3′ UTR confer similar phenotypes in myo-
tubes (data not shown), suggesting that the 3′ UTR is not critical 
to Bsg25D regulation in muscle. Developing muscle presumably 
employs other mechanisms to limit the levels of Bsg25D.

Unlike in myofibers, Bsg25D overexpression in embryonic 
myotubes confers no detectable MT defects. Consistent with 
these observations, overexpressed Bsg25D did not colocalize 
with α-Tubulin or γ-Tubulin (data not shown). It is unclear how 
myotubes resist the MT-altering effects of overexpressed Bsg25D 
that we observed in myofibers and others have observed in other 
systems (Stillwell et al., 2004; Kowanda et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 
2016); perhaps myotubes lack an essential cofactor necessary for 
Bsg25D to induce ectopic MTOCs. In general, our data support 
that MTs in developing myotubes have different behaviors from 
MTs in myofibers and in other tissues.

While overexpressed Bsg25D does not perturb MTs in em-
bryonic myotubes, does endogenous Bsg25D regulate MT or-
ganization? We failed to detect differences in MT density and 
polymerization rate between control and Bsg25D−/− myotubes; 
this is in contrast to the C. elegans larval epidermis, where 
Bsg25D/Noca-1 mutants were found to have lower-than- 
normal MT polymerization rates by an EB1-based assay analo-
gous to ours (Wang et al., 2015). There are two caveats to our 
conclusion that Bsg25D does not function in MT regulation in 
Drosophila myotubes. First, we could not draw conclusions about 
the number of polymerizing MTs in each genotype because the 
EB1-YFP signal was weaker in mutant cells than control cells, 
making the number of traceable EB1-YFP comets an unreliable 
proxy for the number of polymerizing MTs. Second, it remains 
possible that MT phenotypes in Bsg25D−/− myotubes are masked 
by a redundantly acting factor. Though our negative data do not 
definitively rule out a role for endogenous Bsg25D in regulating 
MTs in muscle, the absence of clear MT phenotypes in Bsg25D−/− 
myotubes and myofibers leads us to favor the conclusion that 
Bsg25D functions in myonuclear positioning without playing a 
major role in MT regulation.

Ens and Bsg25D exhibit complex interactions
Our work reveals that Bsg25D and Ens work together in myonu-
clear positioning. It is not clear exactly where in the myotube 
they interact to promote myonuclear movement. In immunos-
tained embryos, the most conspicuous Bsg25D signal in myo-
tubes is in cytoplasmic puncta, which also stain positive for Ens. 
However, there is also a broad, low-level Bsg25D signal through-
out the cytoplasm that our microscopy techniques cannot fur-
ther resolve. Given that Ens coats MTs, it is plausible that Bsg25D 
interacts with Ens broadly on those structures. Indeed, studies 
have shown Bsg25D/Ninein interacting with the MT network as 
a cargo (Dammermann and Merdes, 2002; Moss et al., 2007), and 
a Bsg25D fragment has been shown to directly bind MTs in vitro 
(Kowanda et al., 2016).
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In both myotubes and myofibers, co-overexpression of Ens 
relieves the myonuclear clustering caused by overexpression 
of Bsg25D. The mechanisms by which Bsg25D and Ens function 
likely differ between these two developmental stages. In em-
bryonic myotubes, Bsg25D overexpression phenocopies the ens 
mutant phenotype, so inhibition of Ens by high levels of Bsg25D 
is sufficient to explain the nuclear positioning defects. However, 
the nuclear positioning phenotypes in mature larval myofibers 
caused by long-term overexpression of Bsg25D are more severe 
than those caused by loss of Ens; thus, inhibition of Ens is not 
a sufficient explanation for the Bsg25D-induced defects. We 
propose that Bsg25D causes nuclear positioning defects in lar-
val myofibers through the combined effect of multiple mecha-
nisms, including inhibition of Ens, inhibition of other proteins 
involved in myonuclear positioning such as Dynein, and disrup-
tion of MT organization. Co-overexpressed Ens then suppresses 
at least some of these Bsg25D activities, restoring normal nu-
clear positioning.

The finding that embryos with reduced maternal/zygotic 
ens and a total absence of Bsg25D fail to survive to larval stages 
demonstrates that critical Bsg25D–Ens interactions occur out-
side of the muscle as well. Evidence from the literature raises the 
possibility that they interact in the female germline, as groups 
have separately reported overlapping localization patterns for 
Bsg25D and Ens proteins, with both found at the anterior pole 
of the developing oocyte during midoogenesis (Sung et al., 2008; 
Kowanda et al., 2016). Moreover, misexpression of Bsg25D and 
loss of function of ens cause common phenotypes: reductions 
in Dynein and Gurken at the posterior pole and anterior-dor-
sal corner of the oocyte, respectively, and resulting embryos 
lacking dorsal appendages (Sung et al., 2008; Kowanda et al., 
2016). Thus, it may be the case that forced expression of Bsg25D 
binds and disrupts endogenous Ens in the female germline as it 
does in muscle.

Centrosomal proteins participate in myonuclear movement
We find that in addition to Bsg25D, a second centrosomal pro-
tein, Plp (the Drosophila Pericentrin homologue), is involved 
in myonuclear positioning. The function of centrosomal pro-
teins in muscle, which lacks centrosomes, has been unclear. 
Our work suggests that a general function of centrosomal 
proteins in muscle is to position myonuclei. This hypothesis is 
supported by the recent finding that the centrosomal protein 
PCM-1 is required for myonuclear positioning in C2C12 myo-
tubes (Espigat-Georger et al., 2016). These findings underscore 
the conservation of mechanisms regulating nuclear movement 
and muscle organization. It is intriguing that although Bsg25D 
and Plp colocalize in myotubes, and each participates in myonu-
clear positioning, loss of Bsg25D does not enhance myonuclear 
positioning defects in plp mutants. It may be the case that the 
two proteins ultimately contribute to myonuclear positioning 
via separate pathways.

Model
We propose that endogenous Bsg25D positively regulates Ens in 
a manner dependent on their physical interaction (Fig. 8). The 
critical interaction could either be at Bsg25D–Ens cytoplasmic 

puncta or on Ens-coated MTs. Bsg25D could conceivably promote 
Ens activity by affecting its protein levels, subcellular localiza-
tion, access to binding partners, or posttranslational modifi-
cation, or by other means. In our model, embryos with the full 
complement of ens have enough Ens activity to withstand loss of 
the activator Bsg25D without showing diminished myonuclear 
movement. However, in embryos where Ens activity is limited 
by loss of one allele of ens, loss of Bsg25D further reduces Ens 
activity and perturbs myonuclear movement.

When Bsg25D is present at high concentrations in myotubes, it 
confers severe nuclear positioning phenotypes through its inter-
actions with Ens (Fig. 8 B). Overexpressed Bsg25D forms puncta 
that recruit endogenous Ens away from its normal localization 
on MTs, leading to a block in Ens-dependent myonuclear move-
ment toward the muscle poles. In myofibers, these Bsg25D- and 
Ens-positive puncta serve as ectopic MTOCs. MTs are lost from 
the nuclear envelope, possibly because necessary factors are re-
cruited to the ectopic MTOCs. Nuclei are mispositioned, in part 
due to altered MT organization, and muscle function is decreased.

Conclusion
We have identified Drosophila Bsg25D as a novel Ens interactor 
and shown that it functions with Ens in myonuclear positioning. 
We have found that overexpressed Bsg25D blocks myonuclear 
movements in embryonic myotubes and that sustained Bsg25D 
overexpression disrupts both myonuclear positioning and MT 
organization in mature larval myofibers; nuclear positioning de-
fects in embryos and larvae are rescued by cooverexpression of 
Ens. Thus, Bsg25D–Ens interactions are critical for myonuclear 
positioning and muscle development. The human homologues of 
the two proteins have important functions that are illustrated by 
their association with disease; loss of Ninein causes Seckel syn-
drome (Dauber et al., 2012), while high levels of MAP7 are associ-
ated with types of colon cancer and leukemia (Blum et al., 2008; 
Fu et al., 2016). The use of model systems to investigate how gain 
and loss of Ninein/Bsg25D and Ens/MAP7 affect cells in vivo will 
lend insights to human health.

Materials and methods
Drosophila genetics
Standard Drosophila genetics were performed at 25°C. The fol-
lowing stocks were used: apterousME-NLS::dsRed (Richardson et 
al., 2007), ensswo (Metzger et al., 2012), Df-ensΔ3277 (Sung et al., 
2008), khc8 (Brendza et al., 1999), dhc4–19 (Gepner et al., 1996), plp5 
(Martinez-Campos et al., 2004), Dmef2-Gal4 (Ranganayakulu 
et al., 1998), rP298-Gal4 (Menon and Chia, 2001), ubiquitin- 
Gal4[3xP3-GFP] (Baena-Lopez et al., 2013), UAS-Ens-HA 
(Metzger et al., 2012), UAS-2xEGFP (Halfon et al., 2002), UAS-
EB1-YFP (Bulgakova et al., 2013), and patroninΔ2 (gift from M. 
Gonzalez-Gaitan, University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland). 
w1118 (3605), yw (1495), UAS-Rab7.GFP (42706), UASp-GFP.Golgi 
(30902), UAS-GFP.KDEL (9899), Df(2L)BSC693 (26545), Df(3L)
BSC441 (24945), hs-FLP, hs-SceI (25679), γ-tub23CA6-2 (5728), and 
γ-tub23CA14-9 (7041) were obtained from the Bloomington Dro-
sophila Stock Center. P3-83 containing BAC clone CH321-49G22, 
referred to in the text as BAC[Bsg25D+], was obtained from Gene-
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tivision. The following lines were developed for this work (details 
below): Bsg25Dnull, UAS-eos::Bsg25D, and UAS-ens::EGFP. ensswo 
and Df-ensΔ3277 homozygotes have the same nuclear positioning 
phenotype at stage 16 (data not shown). The Df-ensΔ3277 allele was 
used for genetic interaction experiments with Bsg25D overex-
pression (the three rightmost panels in Fig. 3 A). All other exper-
iments with ens mutants used the ensswo allele.

Generation of mutant and transgenic Drosophila stocks
Bsg25Dnull (referred to in this work as Bsg25D−/−) flies were gener-
ated by accelerated homologous recombination without CRI SPR/
Cas9 (Baena-Lopez et al., 2013). Homology arms 5′ and 3′ of 
Bsg25D were PCR amplified and sequentially cloned into pTVCherry 
(gift from J.P. Vincent, Francis Crick Institute, London, UK). The 
following primers, containing the indicated restriction enzyme 
sites, were used: 5p homology arm: 5p forward NheI, 5′-GAT CGC 
TAG CAG CCA TTC GCC TCG CTC TTC-3′; 5p reverse KpnI, 5′-GAT CGG 
TAC CGC TGC CGT TCC AAT CGA TCG-3′; 3p homology arm: 3p for-
ward BglII, 5′-GAT CAG-ATC TGA CAA ACC TGA GGA GGG AGT-3′; 3p 
reverse AvrII, 5′-GAT CCC TAG GCG TAG AAA GGG TAG AAA TAT-3′.

The pTVCherry-Bsg25D donor cassette was then randomly 
integrated in w1118 flies by p-element transformation (Genetic 
Services, Inc.). Potential transgenic flies were screened for by 
mini-white expression, and a third chromosome transgenic 
line was obtained. Following the published accelerated homol-
ogous recombination cross scheme (Baena-Lopez et al., 2013), 

14 putative mutant lines were recovered. One was validated as 
Bsg25Dnull by PCR using primers designed to amplify genomic 
regions specific to either wild-type or mutant chromosomes, 
followed by sequencing. The Bsg25D−/− line used in this study 
had the mini w+ cassette inserted between bp334 in the Bsg25D 
5′ UTR and bp5919 at the beginning of the Bsg25D 3′ UTR based 
on the published FLY BASE Bsg25D genomic sequence, leading to 
the removal of all protein coding sequences and, as a result, all 
protein isoforms (Fig. 2 A). The following PCR primers were used 
for mutant verification: wild-type-specific Bsg25D: 1537 forward, 
5′-ACA ATA CGG ACG AGG ACC AG-3′; 3907 reverse, 5′-TTC CTT TGC 
AGC CTT GAG TT-3′; mutant-specific Bsg25D pair 1: 7224 forward, 
5′-GAG TTG CTG TTG CTG CAG AG-3′; 11081 reverse, 5′-TTG ACC TCA 
GCG TCG TAG TG-3′; mutant-specific Bsg25D pair 2: 7326 forward, 
5′-TGA AGA TAC CCC ACC AAA CC-3′; 10289 reverse, 5′-GCG CAC 
TCA GCA AAA CAT TA-3′. Mutant flies were confirmed by Western 
blotting for Bsg25D multiple times with biological replicates.

UAS-eos::Bsg25D (referred to in this paper as UAS-Bsg25D) 
flies were generated as follows: Eos was amplified from pME-eos 
(gift from D. Raible, University of Washington, Seattle, WA) using 
the following forward and reverse primers containing restriction 
sites for NotI and XhoI, respectively: F_NotI_eos_NotI, 5′-CAC 
CGC GGC CGC ATG AGT GCG ATT AAG CCA GAC ATG-3′; R_XhoI_eos_
no_stop_XhoI, 5′-CTC GAG TCG TCT GGC ATT GTC AGG CAA TCC-3′. 
The PCR product was cloned into pUAST. Next, Bsg25D was am-
plified from expressed sequence tag clone LD21844 (Drosophila 

Figure 8. Model of Bsg25D–Ens interactions. (A) Model of the Bsg25D–Ens interaction in wild-type myotubes. (B) Model of the Bsg25D–Ens interaction 
when Bsg25D is overexpressed. See Discussion for model details. Bsg25D, blue; Ens, yellow; MTs, orange.
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Genome Resource Center [DGRC]), corresponding to transcript 
Bsg25D-PB, and cloned into pUAST-eos in frame with the N-ter-
minal Eos. The following primers, both containing KpnI restric-
tion sites, were used for PCR: F-CACC-KpnI-Bsg25D, 5′-CAC CGG 
TAC CAT GGA GGT ATC CGC CGA TCC GTAC-3′; R-KpnI-stop-Bsg25D, 
5′-GGT ACC CTA AGG CAT GCC AGG CAG TCC ACC-3′. pUAS-eos:: 
Bsg25D was randomly integrated in w1118 flies by p-element 
transformation (Genetic Services, Inc.). Potential transgenic 
flies were selected by mini-white expression. The eos::Bsg25D 
line was used for all fly studies on overexpressed Bsg25D.

UAS-ens::EGFP flies were generated as follows. Full-length 
ens (LD09626; DGRC) was PCR-amplified using the following 
primers containing EcoRI and BamHI restriction sites, respec-
tively: 5′-GAA TTC ATG GCG AGT CTT GGG GGC CAA CAC-3′ and 
5′-GGA TCC CAG CAG CGA TAT ATC TTT ATT TTC GTG-3′. The PCR 
product was cloned into pUAST (DGRC) previously modified to 
contain a C-terminal EGFP tag. pUAS-Ens::EGFP was randomly 
integrated in w1118 flies by p-element transformation (Best Gene, 
Inc.), and potential transgenic flies were screened for by mini-
white expression.

Protein sequence analysis
Bsg25D protein sequence analysis was performed by InterPro- 
Scan, which identifies domains by scanning protein sequences 
against predictive models provided by several different databases 
(Jones et al., 2014). Alignment of Bsg25D to mouse Ninein was 
done using the Blastp algorithm (National Center for Biotechnol-
ogy Information).

Viability assays
Viability assays were done at 25°C essentially as previously 
described (Schulman et al., 2014). For comparison of GFP- and 
Bsg25D-overexpressing flies, embryos were bleached and se-
lected at stage 16. For other viability assays, embryos were selected 
without bleaching under halocarbon oil at stage 5. In all cases, a 
minimum of 100 embryos were selected over multiple days. The 
number of hatched and unhatched embryos was counted, and all 
first-instar larvae were transferred to a vial with fresh food. The 
number of pupae and adults that eclosed was assessed. Viability 
is represented as a percentage of the initial number of embryos.

Fluorescent antibody staining
Embryos were prepared for staining as previously described 
(Richardson et al., 2007). Larvae were dissected and flat mounted 
in HL3.1 dissecting buffer and fixed for 20 min in formalin. Em-
bryos and larvae were incubated in primary antibody overnight 
at 4°C or for 1 h at room temperature at the following concentra-
tions: rat anti-Tropomyosin (1:500; Abcam), rabbit anti-DsRed 
(1:400; Clontech), chicken anti-GFP (1:500; Abcam), mouse an-
ti-α-Tubulin (1:500; Sigma), mouse anti-acetylated α-Tubulin 
(1:50; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), mouse anti-γ Tubulin clone 
GTU-88 (1:500; Sigma), guinea pig anti-Bsg25D (Iampietro et al., 
2014; 1:400; gift from E. Lecuyer, Montreal Clinical Research In-
stitute [IRCM], Montreal, Canada), rat anti-Ens (1:100; gift from 
P. Rorth, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark), 
rabbit anti-Plp (gift from J. Raff, University of Oxford, Oxford, 
UK), rabbit anti-Arl8 (1:100; Developmental Studies Hybridoma 

Bank), and mouse anti-SUMO-2 8A2 (1:50; Developmental Stud-
ies Hybridoma Bank). Overexpressed eos::Bsg25D was detected 
either by Bsg25D antibody staining or by Eos signal. For both 
embryo and larva staining, Alexa Fluor 488–, Alexa Fluor 555–, 
and Alexa Fluor 647–conjugated secondary antibodies (Invitro-
gen) were applied 1:400 for 1 h at room temperature. Hoechst 
and Alexa Fluor-conjugated phalloidin (either Alexa Fluor 488 
or Alexa Fluor 555; Life Technologies) were added with the sec-
ondary antibody at 1:400 and 1:200, respectively. Samples were 
mounted in ProLong Gold antifade reagent (Invitrogen).

Fixed sample imaging and analysis
Z-stacks of fixed samples were acquired using a Leica SP5 laser- 
scanning confocal microscope equipped with the LAS AF soft-
ware using a 63× 1.4 NA HCX PL Apochromat oil objective and 
processed in Volocity (Perkin Elmer) or ImageJ (National Insti-
tutes of Health). For analysis of nuclear positioning at stage 16, 
the Line function in ImageJ was used to measure the distances 
from the dorsal-most nucleus to the dorsal myotube pole, the 
ventral-most nucleus to the ventral myotube pole, and the total 
myotube length. “Nuclear spread” was calculated by subtracting 
the first two values from the third and expressing the difference 
as a percentage of total myotube length. For statistical purposes, 
the mean of the four lateral transverse muscles in a hemiseg-
ment was considered one sample. Nuclear positioning data were 
collected from a maximum of four hemisegments (abdominal 
hemisegments 2–5) per embryo. Embryos were fixed over the 
course of multiple days and then pooled for staining and analysis. 
Myonuclear positioning in the ventral longitudinal (VL) 4 muscle 
of third-instar larvae was also assessed using the Line function in 
ImageJ. “Nearest neighbor” was defined as the distance between 
a nucleus and the nearest neighboring nucleus. “Largest gap” re-
fers to the longest stretch of muscle fiber void of myonuclei, and 
internuclear distance refers to the distance between consecutive 
myonuclei along the longitudinal muscle axis. All three terms are 
presented as percentages of muscle length. Statistical analysis of 
nuclear positioning in larval muscles employed weighted aver-
ages to account for different numbers of myofibers analyzed for 
each larva. n refers to the total number of myofibers. MT density 
was calculated by measuring the intensity of Tubulin and Tro-
pomyosin near the tips of the muscles, essentially as published 
(Folker et al., 2012). For statistics, the average of Tubulin/Tropo-
myosin ratios from multiple cells in the same embryo was con-
sidered one sample. Student’s t tests were performed using Prism 
software or Excel. Analysis of Ens and Phalloidin signal intensi-
ties in embryonic VL myotubes were performed in essentially the 
same fashion from single slices of confocal stacks.

Time-lapse imaging and analysis
Embryos to be subjected to time-lapse imaging of myonuclear 
movements were prepared as reported previously (Folker et al., 
2012). Embryos were bleached for 4 min, rinsed and mounted 
in halocarbon oil on a custom-made slide with an air-permeable 
membrane, and covered with a glass coverslip. Time-lapse se-
ries of myonuclear movements were acquired on a Zeiss LSM 
700 equipped with the ZEN software and using a Plan-Apochro-
matic 20×/0.8 M27 objective with 1.7× optical zoom. Stacks were 
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acquired every 3 min for 1 h at 25°C. The line function in ImageJ 
was used to measure distance between clusters. To calculate Δ 
nuclear spread, the distance from the dorsal-most nucleus to the 
ventral-most nucleus in a cell at the beginning of the time-lapse 
series was subtracted from the same parameter at the end of the 
series. The difference was then divided by time elapsed to yield 
Δ nuclear spread, measured in micrometers per hour. Student’s t 
tests and correlation analysis were performed using Prism soft-
ware. F-tests were performed in Excel.

Embryos to be used for EB1-YFP analysis were prepared and 
mounted as above. Time-lapse series of EB1-YFP comets in the tips 
of stage 16 lateral transverse muscles were acquired on a Leica TCS 
SP8 confocal microscope at 25°C using the HCX PL APO 63×/1.30 
glycerol lens with 40× optical zoom using the Leica proprietary 
software. Comets were recorded from 19 cells (control) and 26 cells 
(Bsg25D−/−). Z-stacks consisted of ∼10 slices with a step size of 
400 nm; stacks were acquired without intervals (i.e., nonstop) at 
a frame rate of ∼23 frames per second for ∼90 s. Time-lapse data-
sets were deconvolved by a blind deconvolution algorithm in Au-
toquant X3 software (Media Cybernetics). EB1-YFP comets were 
manually tracked in three dimensions using Imaris (Bitplane). 
For each EB1-YFP comet, the displacement distance between its 
position in the first and last frames of its run was exported and 
divided by the time elapsed to determine EB1-YFP comet speed. 
EB1-YFP speed was compared between groups by Student’s t test.

Cell culture, coimmunoprecipitation, and Western blotting
For Drosophila S2 cell expression studies, pUAS-3xHA::Bsg25D 
was generated as follows. Full-length Bsg25D (LD21844; DGRC) 
was PCR amplified using the following primers: 5′-CAC CAT GGA 
GGT ATC CGC GAT CCG TAC-3′ and 5′-CTA AGG CAT GCC AGG CAG 
TCC ACC-3′. The amplicon was TOPO cloned into pENTR (Life 
Technologies) and then Gateway cloned using LR Clonase (Life 
Technologies) into pTHW (DGRC), which contains a UAS followed 
by an N-terminal 3xHA tag. The generation of pUAS-Ens::EGFP 
is described above (in Generation of mutant and transgenic Dro-
sophila stocks), as the same plasmid was used for transforming 
flies and driving expression in S2 cells.

Experiments in S2 cells were performed to validate a phys-
ical interaction between Ens and Bsg25D detected in a yeast 
two-hybrid screen previously described (Metzger et al., 2012). 
S2 cells were cultured in Schneider’s media plus 10% FBS using 
standard procedures. Protein expression was achieved by trans-
fecting a plasmid expressing Gal4 from a constitutively active 
promoter (Ubiquitin-Gal4) along with pUAS-3xHA::Bsg25D and 
pUAS-Ens-EGFP or pUAS-3xHA::Bsg25D and pUAS-2xEGFP. 
Transfections used Effectene (QIA GEN). Cells were lysed 2 d 
after transfection in lysis buffer (150 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgOAc, 
20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 5% glycerol, 0.5% NP-40, 2 mM DTT, and 
one Complete Mini tab [Roche]). Following centrifugation, ly-
sate supernatant was collected and protein concentration was 
determined by Bradford assay (Bio-Rad). 400 µg lysate was in-
cubated with Protein G-Agarose beads overnight at 4°C using 
rabbit anti-GFP (Torrey Pines Biolab) or rabbit anti-IgG (Santa 
Cruz Biotechnology) for mock immunoprecipitation controls. 
Following incubation, beads were washed four times with lysis 
buffer and boiled in 4× Laemmli buffer. Proteins released from 

beads and 40 µg (10%) inputs were then subjected to SDS-PAGE, 
transferred overnight to polyvinylidene difluoride membrane, 
and blotted with rat anti-HA (Roche), secondary stained at 
1:5,000 with anti-rat HRP (Jackson ImmunoResearch), and 
detected with chemiluminescence (Denville Scientific). Mem-
branes were then stripped according to standard practices and 
reblotted with mouse anti-GFP antibody (Roche) and HRP- 
conjugated anti-mouse secondary antibody (Jackson Immuno- 
Research) and then developed. Coimmunoprecipitation between 
3xHA::Bsg25D and Ens-GFP was demonstrated with multiple bi-
ological replicates.

To compare Bsg25D protein expression in control and 
Bsg25D−/− genotypes, w1118 and Bsg25D−/− third-instar larvae were 
dissected in HL3.1 relaxing buffer. The intestines of the larvae 
were removed, and the resultant pelts were lysed in lysis buf-
fer (recipe above). Following Bradford determination of protein 
concentration (Bio-Rad), 80 µg lysate per genotype was loaded 
on a 7.5% SDS-PAGE protein gel. The gel was transferred to ni-
trocellulose membrane overnight, blocked with 5% milk (for 
Bsg25D) or 5% BSA (for GAP DH) in TBS-Tween, and blotted over-
night with guinea pig anti-Bsg25D antibody (1:1,000; gift from 
E. Lecuyer) or mouse anti-GAP DH primary antibody (1:10,000; 
Abcam). HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies against guinea 
pig (1:5,000; Jackson ImmunoResearch) or mouse (1:5,000; Jack-
son ImmunoResearch) were applied before development by che-
miluminescence (Kindle Biosciences).

AFM
Larvae were dissected in HL3.1 dissecting buffer and fixed in 
formalin for 10 min before microscopy. Bright-field images of 
Drosophila larvae, for determination of location of stiffness 
measurements, were acquired using an inverted microscope 
(Axio Observer Z1; Zeiss) as the AFM base (LD Plan-Neofluar 
20×/0.4 objective). An Asylum Research MFP-3D-BIO Atomic 
Force Microscope was used to collect force maps from the Dro-
sophila larvae tissue. A CP CONT-PS-C (NanoAndMore.com) 
probe with a 6.1-µm polystyrene bead was used for all measure-
ments. The Asylum Research GetReal calibration method was 
used for the determination of the spring constant (0.2 N/m). 
Each force map sampled a 20 × 20-µm to 40 × 40-µm region, 
depending on muscle width, in a 10 × 10-grid under fluid condi-
tions (PBS). The trigger point was set to 50 nN with an approach 
velocity of 10 µm/s. The force-indentation curves were fit to the 
Hertz model for spherical tips using Asylum Research Software 
to determine the Young’s modulus, with an assumed Poisson’s 
ratio value of 0.45 for the sample (Chen et al., 1996). For each 
genotype, at least three larvae were used; from each larva, at 
least 400 individual measurements, corresponding to four dif-
ferent muscles, were taken. Force maps of stiffness along with 
individual stiffness values for each measured point were then 
exported from Asylum Research Software for analysis. For sta-
tistics, the average of all the measurements from a single muscle 
was considered one sample.

Larval motility assays
Laval motility assays were performed essentially as previously 
described, either by using a charge-coupled device camera and 
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Ethovision software (Noldus) to record third-instar larvae crawl-
ing and automatically calculate crawling speed (Metzger et al., 
2012) or by placing larvae at the center of an apple juice plate 
surrounded by zones defined by concentric circles and observing 
which zone they reached in 30 s of crawling at 25°C (Fernandes 
and Schock, 2014). A minimum of 47 larvae per genotype were 
used. In all cases, data were acquired over multiple days. P values 
were calculated by Student’s t test.

Online supplemental material
Fig. S1 shows the subcellular localization of Bsg25D puncta in 
developing myotubes. Fig. S2 shows Bsg25D−/− viability and 
larval motility data. Fig.S3 shows myonuclear positioning in 
Bsg25D−/−;ens−/− myotubes and the lack of genetic interactions 
between Bsg25D and Khc or Dhc. Fig. S4 shows the effects of 
Bsg25D overexpression on myonuclear clusters. Fig. S5 shows 
that overexpressed Bsg25D colocalizes with SUMO-2 in myo-
nuclei. Videos show nuclear movements in control (Video  1), 
Bsg25D−/− (Video 2), Bsg25D−/−;ens−/+ (Video 3), Bsg25D overex-
pression (Video 4), and Ens overexpression (Video 5). Videos 6 
and 7 show control and Bsg25D−/− EB1-YFP comets, respectively.
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